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Abstract 
This thesis addresses remote distributed rendering in grid environments. The re-
search, and resulting software tools are merited according to the improvements 
afforded to application scientists. This includes the portability and transparent 
methods with which the rendering systems can be incorporated into existing vi-
sualisations. 
A discussion of existing research in the domains of remote visualisation and par-
allel rendering is presented. In doing so, the thesis examines relevant technology 
from other domains including Internet video streaming. This research is then ex-
trapolated into the domain of interactive distributed rendering. From this, a new 
Stream Adaptive Rendering (StreamAR) framework is developed. The StreamAR 
framework is implemented as visualisation service grid, providing the unique ca-
pability to dynamically adapt the rendering process of bespoke applications across 
distributed resources to maintain the quality-of-service requirements of a visuali-
sation user. 
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Part I 
The Requirements of a Visualisation 
Service Grid 
1 
Chapter 1 
Introd uction 
This chapter introduces the research that is described by the thesis and places 
this research in context with the broader scientific community. The objectives of 
the research are detailed, including the methodology with which the research was 
undertaken. The chapter ends with an overview of the chapters and structure of 
the thesis. 
1.1 Introduction 
This thesis describes research into providing interactive remote access to dis-
tributed visualisations operating on heterogeneous resources. The research pre-
sented is motivated by the need to provide scientists with greater access to the 
computational resources necessary for the interactive visualisation of very large 
datasets. 
The ability to explore data through visual representation has long been held by 
scientists as an invaluable asset in gaining insight into the underlying relationships 
and meaning of that data (McCormick, 1988). The transformation of data into a 
visualised image that can be understood by the user is the subject of visualisa-
tion. This is a computationally expensive process that can be effectively optimised 
2 
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through the parallel aggregation of hardware resources specifically designed for the 
task (Molnar et aI., 1994). 
Historically, parallel visualisation has been performed by purpose built equipment 
located within an institution, harnessed directly by researchers within the insti-
tution. The effect of this was two fold: visualisation complexity was bounded by 
the computational resources of the equipment, and consequently scientists must 
be part of large institutions in order to have access to appropriate facilities. 
Improvements in the inter-operation of heterogeneous equipment through tech-
nologies such as grid computing (Foster and Kesselman, 1998) which capitalised 
on the increasing availability of high-speed wide area networks led to the ability to 
harness computational resources across institutions. From this fundamental work, 
computational systems were developed that allow scientists to perform computa-
tional tasks that require more resources than anyone institution could provide 
(Pickles et aI., 2004). 
Grid computing enables the field of visualisation to move towards the capability 
to aggregate the ad-hoc resources necessary for scientific visualisation of large 
datasets. It has been recognised that changes in the design of visualisation systems 
are necessary in order to harness the potential of grid computing (Shalf and Bethel, 
2003b). However, there has been a fundamental difference between grid research 
within the visualisation community and that of wider grid research. 
Within visualisation, research has focused on developing collaborative environ-
ments that operate through a fixed set of visual representations (Grimstcad et aI., 
2004; Shalf and Bethel, 2003a). In comparison the grid systems developed for gen-
eral computational tasks facilitate bespoke applications that are tailored to the 
scientists' needs (Freyet al., 2002). 
The development of distributed visualisation systems capable of supporting be-
spoke applications would allow scientists to utilise the research and technologies 
already invested in their existing visualisation applications to explore datasets that 
require greater computation than a single resource could provide. Such a devel-
opment involves the bridging and improvement of technologies and systems from 
3 
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multiple domains including heterogeneous resource management, parallel render-
ing and adaptable control systems. The primary goal of this thesis is to bridge 
these technologies and further the development of grid-based distributed visuali-
sation systems. 
Visualisation systems exist to enable the user to better explore their datasets. 
Therefore, a user centric methodology has been adopted throughout the research 
described. In keeping with this approach, later sections describe the basis of 
the visualisation process, known as the visualisation pipeline, and how this has 
evolved to meet the needs of the user. The basis of both parallel rendering and grid 
computing are outlined including the design goals of these technologies. From this 
the thesis objectives and aims are outlined, including a description and overview 
of the thesis structure. 
1.2 Grid Computing 
The possibility of aggregating computational resources around the world is a se-
ductive idea and has quickly built into a branch of computer science known as 
grid computing (Foster et al., 2001). Grid computing is now one of the most heav-
ily researched areas of computing and a driving force behind the UK's eScience 
program' . 
The basic concept of grid computing is an extension of an earlier idea termed meta-
computing. Smarr and Catlett (1992) described metacomputing as a network of 
heterogeneous computational resources linked by software with the intention of 
making them as easy to use as a personal computer. Foster and Kesselman (1997) 
went further, emphasising that metacomputers were virtual supercomputers of 
dynamic geographically distributed resources. This differentiated metacomputing 
from prior work on parallel and distributed computing: whilst metacomputing 
lhttp://www.rcuk.ac.uk/escience/ 
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shares commonalities with these areas, neither deal with providing high perfor-
mance computing in a dynamic heterogeneous environment. 
From experience gathered in developing the Globus toolkit for metacomputing, 
Foster and Kosselman (1998) later shifted the paradigm of metacomputing away 
from the applications which make use of resources, to the software that facilitates 
the use of those resources. By relating this process to other networks such as 
a national power grid, Foster and Kesselman (1998) suggested that applications 
should simply plug-in to a computational grid, allowing the infrastructure itself 
to handle deployment, management and fault tolerance. 
In effect, the grid concept considers computation to be a commodity such as 
electricity or water delivered by a loosely connected collection of resources. When 
a consumer turns on a tap or plugs in an electrical device, they are only interested 
in using the commodity and not in how that commodity was produced. Hence with 
grid computing, the consumer is concerned with computing data and not with the 
physical resources required to perform the computation. This requires different 
resources to interoperate across institutions without the need to understand the 
specific requirements of each resource or the underlying physical infrastructure. 
Interoperation between heterogeneous resources in a grid is achieved through the 
use of specifications that describe message exchange protocols and design pat-
terns for communication. Adherence to these specifications allows grid resources 
to co-operate and act as a loosely coupled system to perform large distributed 
tasks. Software development kits and frameworks (referred to as grid middleware) 
have been developed to define such specifications and and resource management 
necessary for grid computing (Frey et aI., 2002; Foster, 2005; Humphrey et aI., 
2005). 
Fundamental to grid middleware is the concept of a web service, providing the ca-
pability for an actor to execute a remote procedure on another remote application 
without the need to understand the specific characteristics of the remote applica-
tion. This concept is facilitated by the Web Service Definition Language (WSDL) 
(Christensen et al., 2001) and XML Schema (Fallside, 2001) that allow a remote 
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actor to understand the expected behaviour of a remote procedure in response to 
particular input messages. Communication with the remote system is normally 
performed through a simple messaging protocol known as SOAP, utilising common 
Internet technologies such as HTTP and XML for the actual message communica,-
tion. Therefore, grid resources can be viewed as special form of web service that 
conforms to a set of interfaces and behaviours that describe how clients interact 
with the resource (Czajkowski et al., 2004a). 
Since the conception of grid computing several distinct classes of grid computing 
have emerged, independent of the particular set of standards or conventions used. 
As abstract systems, grid computing can be divided into three distinct classifica,-
tions (Krauter et aI., 2002): 
• Computational Grid - A system that offers a large computational resource 
through the aggregation of smaller processing units. These include both 
distributed and homogeneous compute clusters. A typical example of this is 
a Condor-G compute pool (Prey et aI., 2002). 
• Data Grid - Systems that provide specialised infrastructure for accessing 
large data repositories. One example is the European data grid (Hoschek 
et aI., 2000) 
• Service Grid - Defines a system that provides a service not provided by any 
single machine. Krauter et al. (2002) divided these systems into three sub 
categories: on-demand, collaborative, and multimedia grids. 
Utilising grid resources to improve high-performance visualisation is encapsulated 
in the concept of a service grid. To understand how this can be achieved and 
the research challenges involved, it is necessary to first understand the nature of 
visualisation. 
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Figure 1.1: The Haber-McNabb visualisation pipeline (Haber and McNabb, 1990). 
1.3 The Visualisation Pipeline 
The process of producing visual representations of scientific datasets can be viewed 
as a pipeline. The pipeline begins with the raw captured datasets and transforms 
them into a visual image that is displayed to the user. Haber and McNabb (1990) 
described the transformation process as three functional steps in a visualisation 
pipeline (Figure 1.1). These functional steps are described as: 
• Data Filtering is the process of transforming the raw data into a data form 
that is compatible with the Mapping transformation process. The filtering 
process may involve an enhancement process to reduce noise or extract a 
specific region from the captured data. 
• Mapping transforms the filtered data into abstract visualisation objects 
(AVOs). Each AVO describes an imaginary visual object with a set at-
tributes that may include colour, transparency, geometry and material type. 
Together, the AVOs represent the entire visualised scene. 
• The Render transformation function translates the AVOs into a two dimen-
sional image according to a set of viewing parameters (rotation, translation, 
perspective), transforming each AVO according to lighting and material pa-
rameters. 
The choice of AVOs used by a visualisation defines the metaphor through which 
the user obtains insight into their datasets. A large of variety of possible objects 
have been developed to cater for many different types of data (Schroeder et al., 
1998; Foley et aI., 1996). The data type used as input to the visualisation pipeline 
dictates the types of AVOs that can be produced by the mapping process. Polygo-
nal datasets will naturally map to AVOs containing vertex data. Other data types 
such as multi-dimensional arrays of structured points can be mapped to voxel data 
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Figure 1.2: The Upson visualisation analysis cycle (Upson et aI., 1989). 
(Drebin et aI., 1988) or can be traversed to produce vertex data of a particular 
contour value within the array (Lorensen and Cline, 1987). 
A complex visualisation pipeline will consist of multiple input datasets producing 
a large collection of AVOs. A user may define multiple AVO representations for 
each dataset. Transforming the collection of AVOs into a 2D image is performed 
by the rendering process. The render process must correctly register each AVO in a 
single 3D area or scene. The 3D scene is defined by the projection parameters of an 
imaginary camera representing the user's viewpoint into the scene. The placement 
of each AVO is governed by position and orientation parameters relative to the 
camera or another AVO. The use of relative positioning creates a hierarchy to the 
AVOs known as a scene graph. A complete scene graph defines all the necessary 
information to transform a visualisation into a 2D rendered image. 
Once completely rendered, the transformed image is placed into the framebuffer of 
a display device for analysis by the user. A user will repeat the complete transfor-
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Figure 1.3: The Interactive Visualisation Pipeline. 
mation process many times for multiple parameter conditions until convinced of 
the relationships and mechanisms in the underlying dataset. Upson et aJ. (1989) 
described the continuous adjustment of visualisation parameters as an analysis 
cycle carried out by the user (Figure 1.2). The analysis cycle represents the func-
tional process of an interactive visualisation pipeline from the perspective of the 
user. 
1.3.1 The Interactive Visualisation Pipeline 
The interactive visualisation pipeline is designed to operate in a closed-loop with 
the user, producing new 2D images in response to changes in visualisation inputs 
and parameters. The Haber and McNabb (1990) visualisation pipeline provides 
the user with three possible points of interaction (Figure 1.3), each allowing the 
user to control a different aspect of the visualisation: 
1. Controlling data enhancement and region boundaries allows the user to alter 
the fidelity of dataset and reduce unnecessary information or noise in the 
visualisation. 
2. Control of mapping parameters allows the user to manipulate AVO attributes 
including surface material properties, and the transparency or colour of ob-
jects. This can be used to highlight details and remove unnecessary or 
obstructive objects. 
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3. Control of rendering parameters allows the user to define new rotation and 
translation parameters for the viewing window. This can improve the user's 
understanding of the 3D relationships within the visualisation through ex-
ploration of the 3D scene. Occluding data can be removed though clipping 
boundaries allowing the user to explore inside enclosed objects. 
These three interaction points can be thought of as separate loops providing inter-
active update dynamics and motion dynamics. Foley et al. (1996) defined update 
dynamics as change in AVO appearance (shape, colour and material) which in-
cludes interaction loops (1) and (2). Motion dynamics were defined as changes 
that affect the position or orientation of objects in respect of the user's viewpoint, 
provided by interaction loop (3). Motion dynamics can be achieved by controlling 
the parameters of individual AVOs, or by controlling the parameters of the vir-
tual camera used to generate the viewpoint into the visualisation. An interactive 
pipeline must apply update and motion dynamics as quickly as possible in order 
to minimise the amount of time a user has to invest in examining their datasets. 
The time required by a pipeline to generate a new image (frame) dictates the 
number of changes that can be displayed per second, known as framerate. A 
framerate of 10 fps (frames per second) is required for a user to perceive a smooth 
change in the visualisation for a double buffered display (Baecker, 1979). A double 
buffered display uses a separate back buffer to perform visualisation rendering, 
allowing the completed image to be rapidly "swapped" into the framebuffer, thus 
maintaining a user's persistence of vision between frames. 
The response time (latency) between a user interaction event and an associated 
image update is not necessarily reflected in a high framerate. Interaction event 
queues and animation sequences can all play a part in delaying rcsponse time. The 
length of the response time affects the performance of a user when interacting with 
a visualisation (Table 1.1). 
Long response times (greater than 0.1 s) will often arise from interaction events 
that create update dynamics. Such events may alter many visualisation objects 
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Response Time Effect on user Recommended User 
Feedback 
0.0 - 0.1 s A user will feel the No additional feedback 
visualisation is responding should be required. 
instantaneously to their 
input. 
0.1 - 1.0 s The user's flow of thought Processing indicators 
will remain on the should be provided to 
visualisation, but the user reassure a user. 
may report a feeling of 
disconnection from their 
data. 
1.0 - 10 s The user will begin to lose Progress indicators are 
focus on the application advised to help maintain a 
and be easily distracted by user's attention with the 
external influences. visualisation. 
>lOs The use will lose all focus Progress indicators are 
on the application and essential at this stage to 
begin performing other reassure the user that the 
tasks. visualisation is functioning 
correctly. 
Table 1.1: Effect of response time on user interaction, adapted from Kalawsky 
et al. (2005). 
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and require computation of large portions of the visualisation pipeline. There-
fore, the provision of progress indicators for updates taking longer than LOs is 
important, particularly for novice users who may not understand the complexity 
of operations taking place in a visualisation pipeline (Myers, 1985). Wood and 
Wright (2008) found that variable delays in update dynamics were particularly 
disruptive to a user's understanding, leaving the user uncertain if input had been 
received. Immediate feedback acknowledging new update interactions was found 
to help reduce uncertainty in the user. 
Consistent and rapid response times are required for a user to obtain the full bene-
fit from motion dynamics within a 3D scene. Interactive motion dynamics allow a 
user to navigate a 3D visualisation using a 2D or 3D input device. In order to eas-
ily navigate the 3D scene, the user must feel they are connected and have control 
over position and orientation within the visualisation. The rapid update of the 3D 
scene affirms in the user a connection between input and visualisation movement, 
forming a closed-loop feedback control system. As response time increases the 
user's understanding of the relationship between input and response will begin to 
break down leading to a cycle of observing incorrect movement and overcompen-
sation in input. The resulting cycle of incorrect or over corrected input is known 
as pilot induced oscillation (Kalawsky et al., 2005). As the name suggests, pilot 
induced oscillation was first observed in aircraft control systems arising from a 
pilot creating an increasing number of commands in an effort to control the air-
craft (Mitchell et al., 1994). Kalawskyet al. (2005) suggest a response time of less 
than 20ms between input event and visualisation feedback in order to minimise 
the possibility of pilot induced oscillation within interactive visualisations. 
Visualisation pipelines with a fast framerate (greater than lOfps) can still have long 
response times due to the method through which the visualisation obtains user 
input information. In a modern multi-tasking graphical operating system, the 
complexity of obtaining input information is managed by the operating system 
through an event queue (Figure 1.4). Input device events are captured by the 
operating system and placed in a queue associated with the application. The 
application is then able to access and monitor events in this queue synchronously 
at a convenient point in task execution. 
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Figure 1.4: Obtaining input information through sampling and event queues. 
Adapted from Foley et al. (1996). 
A visualisation application may monitor the queue through an event loop, contin-
ually checking for new events and immediately updating the pipeline. The event 
loop may wait for new events or perform a secondary operation between each 
event such as rendering animation frames. In both cases the visualisation pipeline 
is said to be event-driven, creating a new visualisation image for every input event 
received. In all but the simplest visualisations, the time required to render a new 
frame will be far greater than the time required to place a new interaction event on 
the queue. In the worst case, this time difference between rendering a frame and 
registering a new event leads to long response times and pilot induced oscillation. 
The alternative to an event-driven pipeline architecture is one that is demand-
driven, (Upson et aI., 1989; Schroeder et aI., 1998). The focus of a demand-driven 
pipeline is on maintaining a consistent and smooth framerate, not on maintaining 
a pipeline that is always up-to-date. Demand-driven pipelines may use operat-
ing system device timers to trigger regular updates of the visualisation pipeline 
(Schroeder et aI., 1998). User interaction events occurring between timer events 
are dispatched quickly by only updating the pipeline's parameters. Events from 
the device timer are added to the event queue by the operating system allowing 
the application to process multiple input events before receiving each timer event. 
The number of input events queued between timer events will increase with the 
rate of user interaction. These inputs are quickly processed by the demand-driven 
event loop, helping to prevent large queues from building and providing rapid 
feedback to the user. 
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Demand-driven pipelines will only achieve smooth, responsive interaction when the 
time required to execute the pipeline is less than the time allocated between timer 
events. Full execution of complex visualisations will not always be possible within 
the allocated time. Therefore, the ability to simplify the visualisation pipeline to 
match the required execution time is a key component of demand-driven pipelines. 
An overview of the adaptive demand-driven pipeline is outlined in the following 
section. 
1.3.2 An Adaptive Visualisation Pipeline 
The function of an adaptive visualisation pipeline is to alter the complexity of 
a visualisation in order to execute the pipeline within a defined amount of time 
and required level of memory utilisation. As with the interaction loops of the 
previous section the reduction in complexity can occur at each of the functional 
transformation points of the visualisation pipeline (Figure 1.3): 
• Data filtering - A convolution filter applied to the initial data can be used 
to efficiently reduce the dimensions of volumetric datasets. Selected regions 
can also be reduced to decrease the size of the data. 
• Mapping - The type of AVO used by the pipeline can be altered to one 
which can be generated more efficiently. Such as switching between surface 
and volumetric representations. 
• Rendering - The rendering process can be simplified by a wide variety of 
methods including reducing the required resolution of the rendered image, 
simplification of geometric objects and a reduction in lighting or shading 
methods (Watson et al., 1997). 
Data filtering can provide a simple way to reduce the memory and computational 
requirements of volumetric datasets, reducing the computation of both the map-
ping and rendering transform stages. Changing the type of AVO produced by the 
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654664 polygons 3273 polygons 
Figure 1.5: Detail elision for a polygon mesh visualisation object. The reduced 
polygon mesh (left) shows fewer details, but is still sufficient to orientate the 
position of the visualisation object. 
mapping transform can also reduce mapping and rendering computation. How-
ever, the AVO type will often be dictated by the input data and visualisation 
metaphor adopted by the user. There are many approaches to adapting the ren-
dering process of a visualisation, many of which are independent of the particular 
AVO types. These have been shown to have a large impact on the overall perfor-
mance of a visualisation pipeline particularly when that interaction affects motion 
dynamics (Watson et aI., 1997). Techniques for adapting the rendering process 
are examined in greater detail in later chapters. 
The time available to execute a pipeline is dictated by the rate of user interaction, 
representing the available computational time for each visualisation frame. The 
change in available render time can be managed through detail elision (Funkhouser 
and Sequin, 1993). Using this technique, multiple levels-of-detail are maintained 
for each AVO within the visualisation (Figure 1.5). The most appropriate level-of-
detail for each object is then selected on a per-frame basis according to the current 
state of the visualisation. Rendering time is not the only factor to consider when 
selecting a level-of-detail, the impact on human perception is also important. 
A visualisation pipeline can be designed to limit the impact of detail elision on hu-
man perception by taking advantage of the way in which detail in the visualisation 
is perceived. Objects that are small or far away from the user will contribute less 
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pixels to the 2D image than those that are larger or closer to the user. Therefore, 
detail in these smaller objects is harder to perceive allowing a lower level-of-detail 
to be used (Funkhouser and Sequin, 1993). Another important factor is the per-
ception of detail by the human eye. 
The human eye contffins millions of photo sensitive receptors called rods and cones. 
The most sensitive of these receptors are cones which are concentrated in a central 
spot called the macula (Hecht et aI., 1974). The density of rods is less concentrated, 
gradually reducing out from the macula. The distribution of these receptors means 
that the level-of-detffil perceived by the human eye degradcs out to the periphery 
of a user's field-of-view. Visualisation systems have been designed which use this 
information to select the most appropriate level-of-detail for each object given the 
position of that object in the viewing area (Funkhouser and Sequin, 1993; Maciel 
and Shirley, 1995). 
When the performance of a visualisation pipeline is such that the required reduc-
tion in detail would disrupt the user's interaction process, the pipeline process 
must be improved through other means. This requirement has lead to the devel-
opment of parallel rendering processes that improve performance without reducing 
the fidelity of the visualisation. With the advent of distributed computing, parallel 
rendering has been expanded to distribute rendering transforms across mUltiple 
machines. 
1.4 An Overview of Distributed Visualisation Ren-
dering for Grid Environments 
Providing high-fidelity interactive visualisations of very large datasets presents 
a challenging problem. The rendering transform of a visualisation is constantly 
updated during motion dynamic interaction requiring very fast execution of the 
transformation process. Consequently, parallel rendering techniques exist that are 
designed to improve the throughput of the visualisation pipeline. 
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Desktop rendering hardware present in modern workstations has improved dra-
matically as result of the high demand for improved computer graphics in the com-
puter games market. Even so, few researchers have sufficient desktop resources 
for high-fidelity rendering of very large visualisations. One example of a visu-
alisation problem on this scale is the large time-varying Computed Tomography 
(CT) scans used in the diagnosis of cardiovascular conditions. Traditionally, the 
resulting multi-gigabyte datasets required specialist volume rendering facilities to 
achieve interactive rendering (Pfister et aI., 1999). As with other niche specialist 
hardware, such systems arc prohibitively expensive for most individuals. 
At the same time, the improvements in commodity graphics cards and high speed 
interconnects has lead to the development of distributed rendering systems that 
aggregate the performance of commodity graphics cards in a PC cluster through 
parallel rendering processes (Humphreys et aI., 2002). Such systems are able to 
support a wide range of visualisation techniques using off the shelf hardware and 
are a more economical option for institutions wishing to perform high-performance 
visualisation. The principle of how these systems can be used to improve the 
visualisation pipeline is outlined in the next section. 
Historically, the utility of such high-performance rendering resources has been 
improved through a remote interactive viewer that permits users to interact with 
the visualisations from their desktop workstations (Ohazama, 1999). The viewer 
acts as client to the remote visualisation resource (server), with the workload of the 
rendering transform distributed between the client and server in order to optimise 
the overall throughput and response time ofthe visualisation pipeline to the user. 
With the development of new grid technologies that allow systems to cooperate 
across institutions, such viewers have become an essential part of the distributed 
rendering process. The principles of these grid systems and the parallel rendering 
techniques used to distribute the visualisation process are outlined in the following 
section. 
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Clients 
Figure 1.6: The client-server parallel rendering model. 
1.4.1 Distributed Visualisation Rendering 
Distributed rendering systems utilise parallel rendering techniques to improve the 
throughput of a visualisation pipeline (Humphreys et al., 2000; Allard et aI., 2002; 
Schaeffer and Goudeseune, 2003). These systems enabled a transition away from 
specialised high-performance visualisation hardware such as SGl's InfiniteReality 
(Montrym et aI., 1997) to clusters built from collections of commodity hardware 
connected through high-speed local area networks. 
The parallel rendering processes used by these systems distribute rendering work-
load across machines (nodes) in the cluster and composite the rendered trans-
formation of each node into a single coherent image. The composed image can 
be displayed to the user through a single display device or synchronised across 
multiple display devices. The latter making very high resolution displays possi-
ble. The rendering process must be tightly controlled within a parallel rendering 
environment to ensure all nodes remain synchronised to the current frame of the 
visualisation process. Chen et al. (2001) described two models by which appropri-
ate synchronisation can be maintained between nodes, these are client-server and 
master-slave. 
The visualisation process in a client-server distribution is controlled entirely by 
the server, which decides exactly how AVOs produced by the mapping transform 
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are distributed to rendering nodes (Figure 1.6). One method is to partition the 
display area of the visualisation into unique regions that are assigned to a rendering 
client (Molnar ct aI., 1994; Mueller, 1995). The server then sorts and distributes 
AVOs based on the display area that each AVO occupies. The assignment is 
inherently dependent on the viewpoint of the user, which during motion dynamic 
interaction can change rapidly. For a visualisation with a large number of AVOs 
this assignment can be a time consuming and bandwidth intensive task. 
In a master-slave model, the visualisation pipeline is replicated across multiple 
nodes, each processing a different sub-section of the dataset (Figure 1. 7). This 
limits the process to datasets that can be logically sub-divided. These are mainly 
volumetric scalar datasets such as those acquired by Computed Tomography (CT) 
imaging. Each node processes its dataset into a rendered 2D image according to 
parameters controlled by the master node. The resulting set of 2D images are then 
transmitted through the network and composited together into a single image. The 
division of datasets across all nodes, allows both filtering and mapping to proceed 
in parallel alongside the rendering process, thus dividing the memory requirements 
of the visualisation across all nodes. All aspects of interaction must be carefully 
handled to ensure the parameters of each visualisation pipe are synchronised across 
all nodes. 
A more detailed review of the client-server and master-slave techniques is the sub-
ject of the next chapter. These techniques attempt to optimise the visualisation 
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Figure 1.8: A parallel visualisation pipeline connected through the use of grid 
middleware. 
throughput and responsiveness of a fixed set of resources within a ciuster. Im-
proving the performance of an optimal parallel visualisation pipeline can only be 
achieved through additional resources. 
1.4.2 Distributed Visualisation Rendering using Grid Com-
puting 
Visualisation service grids have been developed that utilise grid middleware sys-
tems to establish parallel visualisation pipelines across multiple resources (Heinzl-
reiter and Kranzlmiiller, 2003; Brodlie et al., 2004). The goal ofthese visualisation 
systems is to allow users to avoid costly investments in visualisation hardware, en-
abling them to explore larger datasets than they could otherwise process. This is 
achieved through co-allocation of an appropriate set of resources in order to form a 
complete visualisation pipeline from the data source to the user's display (Figure 
1.8). While Figure 1.8 presents an adequate representation of the visualisation 
pipeline under a visualisation service grid, its similarity to the master-slave model 
described previously hides the additional complexity of these systems. 
A visualisation service grid must provide methods to discover resources that are 
appropriate to meet a user's requirements for a visualisation pipeline, and meth-
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ods to aggregate these resources into an interactive pipeline. Resources can be 
discovered through advertising services that allow the environment to query the 
characteristics of each resource (Czajkowski et aI., 2001). Grimstead et al. (2004) 
uscd such an advertising service to publish the rendering performance of a visual-
isation resource. A simple 3D scene consisting of a shaded sphere was used as a 
benchmark to gauge the performance of the rendering transform used by the envi-
ronment. The performance results were then used to determine the most suitable 
resource for a visualisation pipeline according to the number of polygons produced 
by the mapping process. 
Having established an ad-hoc collection of resources, a visualisation service grid 
must then adapt the visualisation process to the heterogeneous resources in order 
to deliver the throughput and rapid response times required for user interaction. 
This is in contrast to cluster based systems where resources are both fixed and 
homogeneous allowing system administrators to manually optimise a visualisation 
system to these resources. Within large grid-based visualization environments 
this adaptation can also include strategies for self-healing from lost resources and 
self-protection through redundancy (Brodlie et aI., 2007). 
The most obvious challenge facing visualisation service grids is the delivery and 
interaction of the pipeline with a user who is by definition remote from the re-
sources used to process the pipeline. This user mayor may not be connected to the 
service grid through high-speed networks or have any particular resources of their 
own. Research into visualisation service grids have partially addressed this prob-
lem through an integration of ideas originally developed to remotely access large 
proprietary visualisation resources (Heinzlreiter and Kranzlmiiller, 2003; Brodlie 
et aI., 2004; Grimstead et aI., 2004). 
These proprietary resources provided high-performance hardware solutions for vi-
sualisation applications. Essentially their function is equivalent to that of the vi-
sualisation clusters described earlier, differing in that these machines are achieved 
through bespoke hardware. The utility of these expensive hardware solutions was 
improved through remote interactive viewers allowing users to interact with visu-
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alisations from their workstations. Optimisation techniques have been developed 
to improve the throughput and responsiveness of these viewers through data com-
pression and utilisation of graphical resources on the user's workstation. 
Existing visualisation service grids reduce the complexity of meeting the challenges 
outlined above by defining the characteristics of the visualisation process through 
a fixed environment. These fixed application environments define the tools and 
techniques that a user can utilise to construct a visualisation pipeline. Given 
such a fixed set of characteristics the complexity of predicting performance and 
optimising the visualisation pipeline is made easier. It would be irrational to reject 
these visualisation environments on the basis that the problem of developing a 
visualisation service grid is made easier. However, the development of complete 
application environments should be avoided for service grids on the basis that they 
fail to meet the needs of users. 
Many of the potential users of these service grids have, in working with visualisa-
tions, developed their own bespoke visualisation pipelines or become accustomed 
to the behaviour of other visualisation environments. Such existing tool sets are 
ignored by the visualisation service grids that impose a particular environment on 
the user. 
1.4.3 Supporting Existing Applications III Grid-based Dis-
tributed Rendering 
An investigation carried out by Loughborough University into the activities of 
scientists working with the UK's eScience program demonstrated that visualisation 
users show preference for their own bespoke visualisation applications. These 
applications are tailored to their specific visualisation needs, where as visualisation 
environments can only offer more general solutions. Scientists have significant 
amounts of research invested in these custom visualisation applications which best 
represent the needs of their visualisation. The best application developers are often 
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also users, who are in the unique position of understanding both the requirements 
and the development task. 
Therefore, the existing set of visualisation tools cannot be seen as 'legacy', as 
this term implies an eventual transition away from such bespoke visualisations. 
Visualisation service grids must be designed to embrace existing tool sets as a key 
component of their existence. 
The design of a visualisation service grid capable of supporting existing inter-
active visualisation applications would allow scientists to harness the power of 
distributed computational resources without the need to learn a new visualisation 
environment. These bespoke visualisation applications can only be supported by 
managing the input (user interaction) and output (rendering commands) of the 
application. 
Most applications make use of hardware abstraction libraries to simplify the pro-
cess of managing user interaction and rendering hardware. Hardware abstraction 
libraries implement a defined programming interface that is independent of the 
underlying hardware. Therefore, the behaviour of these applications can be trans-
formed by replacing the abstraction libraries with ones designed for a different 
purpose. This is an application transparent method that can be applied without 
alteration to the application. Such an approach allows a visualisation service to 
support a wide range of applications without any prior knowledge of particular 
visualisation applications. Alternately, many larger visualisation tools provide 
mechanisms for adding additional functionality to the visualisation through plug-
ins. These plug-ins may have access to the internal data structures of the applica-
tion and can therefore better optimise a visualisation service for the application. 
Such an approach requires a special plug-in to be developed for each application. 
With many bespoke applications providing no plug-in options at all, a visualisation 
service grid should operate through replacement libraries firstly and only through 
plug-ins where significant improvements can be gained. Such a system would 
provide significant value to scientists, allowing them to interactively explore much 
larger datasets using applications that are both familiar and task specific. 
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1.5 Research Objectives 
The overall aim of the research is to investigate distributed visualisation rendering 
of bespoke applications in a grid environment. This aim is achieved through the 
four main objectives of this thesis: 
1. To study and determine viable approaches for interactive distributed visu-
alisation rendering taking care to identify key issues. 
2. Formulate from this study the system requirements of a grid based dis-
tributed rendering system for use with bespoke visualisation applications. 
Existing cluster based distributed rendering systems will then be evaluated 
as a possible basis for the development of a system to meet these system 
requirements. 
3. Design and develop a system and technology capable of adapting to a het-
erogeneous environment and delivering interactive access that will meet the 
requirements of visualisation users. 
4. To make this technology accessible to scientific communities at large and 
able to operate as a grid technology. In essence, this means that accessing 
a large scale distributed visualisation should be no more difficult from a 
user's perspective than accessing other on-line media such as Internet video 
streaming. 
1.6 Research Scope 
The research undertaken centres on the rendering stage of grid based visualisation 
using hardware accelerated rendering. With the improved rendering capabilities 
of desktop pes, many scientific visualisations are able to operate interactively on 
a single machine. This thesis considers the case where datasets are of sufficient 
complexity so as to require distributed rendering, as has been defined in the intro-
ductory discussions. In addressing this issue, the research centres on how existing 
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Figure 1.9: Thesis V-Process structure. Each box represents a chapter of the 
thesis grouped into four parts. 
bespoke applications can be incorporated into grid visualisation systems in a way 
that will maintain the interactive requirements of the user. The research does 
not attempt to provide a collaborative grid based visualisation environment, such 
topics are extensively researched elsewhere (Grimstead et aI., 2004; Brodlie et al., 
2004; Heinzlreiter and Kranzlmiiller, 2003); although for the purpose of analysis, 
example visualisation applications will be developed. 
1. 7 Outline of the thesis 
The thesis has been divided into ten chapters structured around an adapted sys-
tems engineering V-process (Figure 1.9). Chapters 2 details previously presented 
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research in visualisation service grids, identifying the individual technologies that 
constitute these systems. The chapter will then examine the possibilities of these 
technologies through a discussion of existing research in each area. 
Chapter 3 builds on the discussion to establish the system requirements of a vi-
sualisation service grid capable of adapting bespoke visualisation applications to 
meet user requirements. The chapter decomposes the high level functional model 
described in chapter 2 into a set of complete functional requirements, as well as 
describing both non-functional and performance requirements. Key to the decom-
position of functional requirements is the notion of a distributed render system 
that can adapt to target both resource and user requirements. 
Chapter 4 presents an evaluation of the trade-offs that exist in design of distributed 
rendering frameworks and begins to constrain how a new adaptable system might 
be designed. This provides the rational and foundation for the design of a new 
visualisation service grid outlined in Chapter 5. The final design solution is de-
veloped by analysis of techniques for adaptable quality-of-service provision within 
other media including video streaming. 
Chapter 6 presents the implementation of the quality-of-service rendering solution 
as a new render framework: StreamAR. The framework is focused around a series 
of modular stream actuators that control aspects of a visualisation stream to match 
both the user and resource requirements. These core actuators are able to operate 
transparently on existing applications without modification to the application. 
Chapter 7 explores how the StreamAR framework can be fully integrated with 
existing applications, including the provision of remote interaction and Graphi-
cal User Interface (GUI) support. Remote interaction is addressed through three 
strands. The first of these strands is the transparent provision of remote user inter-
action for existing applications. Two new libraries are developed for this purpose 
allowing users to remotely interact with many existing applications. Secondly, 
high interaction latency is addressed through the novel use of additional inter-
action loops within the rendering framework, facilitating demanding stereoscopic 
display modalities. Finally, the provision of remote access to graphical user inter-
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faces external to the visualisation stream is addressed. This final strand brings the 
separate aspects of StreamAR together to operate as an application transparent 
distributed rendering system. 
Chapter 8 then addresses the fundamental problem of how a user can establish 
their quality-of-service needs within the StreamAR framework and how such a 
framework can be controlled and monitored on a set of ad-hoc remote resources. 
The chapter begins by outlining problems inherent with resource management 
tools and how distributed rendering in particular is a uniquely challenging problem 
within this area. A user focused solution to the problem is then presented allow-
ing users to specify their quality-of-service requirements as rendering agreements 
that remote services must meet. The approach utilises web services standards to 
provide a solution that can be used for other remote rendering systems. 
Chapter 9 presents a detailed evaluation of the complete StreamAR framework, 
validating the design and implementation in the context of large distributed vi-
sualisations. In particular, the chapter presents a verification of the actuator 
parameters derived by the systems internal models, comparing these to optimal 
parameter values obtained through an exhaustive manual search of the parameter 
space. Two visualisation test cases are used as basis for this validation and verifi-
cation: a large scale distributed polygon mesh rendering of the visible human and 
a distributed volume rendering of time varying DICOM datasets. In both cases 
the new agreement framework is used to define the quality-of-service requirements 
of the user. The chapter analyses the accuracy of the agreements formed by the 
framework and the impact monitoring of these agreements has on StreamAR. 
Finally, Chapter 10 presents a summary of the research presented in the the-
sis. The chapter presents a view to future developments within the visualisation 
community and how this will impact on the key contributions of the thesis. In par-
ticular, the chapter examines progress made in the unified architecture of modern 
Graphical Processor Units (GP Us) and the OpenGL Longs Peak program (Reiners 
and Voss, 2007), which will dramatically change the state of visualisations that 
we see today. 
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Chapter 2 
State-of-the-Art Distributed 
Visualisation Rendering in grid 
environments 
The introduction provided an outline of the principles of visualisation service grids. 
The rendering process within the visualisation pipeline was identified as a sensitiv-
ity in the delivery of interactive visualisation experience to the user. This chapter 
discusses previously reported work on how visualisation rendering workload can be 
distributed to a collection of resources in order to meet this sensitivity. The first 
part of the chapter provides an understanding of parallel rendering techniques. 
This understanding is then used to analyse existing research into distributed ren-
dering and examine how researchers have adapted this technology to grid comput-
ing architectures, making clear the gaps that exist in this research area. 
2.1 The Anatomy of Visualisation Service Grids 
The concept of a visualisation service grid as described in the introduction is to 
provide users with interactive access to distributed visualisation resources that can 
be utilised to meet their visualisation needs. Such a concept is very much a part 
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of the spirit of grid computing: to provide computational services and resources 
that can be utilised as easily as other commodities such as electricity or water 
(Foster and Kesselman, 1998). This is no small challenge, but the beginnings of 
this concept can already be seen in video streaming websites that transparently 
utilise larger computational resources to provide users with the ability to broadcast 
video globally. 
In order to achieve this goal a visualisation service grid must transparently medi· 
ate three external entities: the user, visualisation application and the grid resource 
environment. The purpose of this mediation process is to match the character-
istics of the visualisation to the interaction requirements of the user. This may 
involve reducing the complexity of an application's visualisation to match a fixed 
distributed resource environment through techniques such as detail elision. The re-
source environment may consist of a large collection of geographically distributed 
machines operating collectively using a distributed rendering process. Such en-
vironments require appropriate selection of resources and provide the additional 
possibility of augmenting the resource environment to help meet the requirements 
of the user. 
For the service grid to operate smoothly and transparently consideration must be 
made not only to the visualisation pipeline but also to the user interface through 
which the visualisation is controlled and the application interface that interprets 
these interaction events and provides appropriate visualisation representations. 
Therefore, a visualisation service grid can viewed as a collection of systems, each 
interfacing with an external entity to provide some functional component of the 
larger service (Figure 2.1). 
Previously reported work relevant to visualisation service grids should address one 
or more of these functions. These high-level functions include the discovery and 
allocation of resource (resource management); the distribution of rendering work-
load (rendering system) and the interface to the user. The distributed rendering 
system represents the core technology around which the other functions operate, 
influencing the methods through which the user can interact with the application. 
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Figure 2.1: High-level functional block diagram of a visualisation service grid. 
The chapter will proceed by analysing the implementation of distributed rendering 
systems within a cluster environment and how they accommodate existing visual-
isation applications. These homogeneous cluster-based environments are the first 
step towards the support of more complex environments. This leads on to provid-
ing remote interactive access to these systems and the development of the resource 
management functionality required for deploying distributed rendering systems in 
a grid environment. 
2.2 Distributed Rendering Systems 
Distributed rendering systems allow users to interact with visualisations that 
would be too complex for a single resource to process by utilising a parallel render-
ing process across multiple resources. The rendering process is inherently parallel, 
and as a result most single resources contain optimised graphical processing units 
(GP Us) that themselves process the rendering information in parallel. Some single 
resources may even contain multiple GPUs each operating in parallel. Therefore, 
it would seem crucial to define exactly what is meant by distributed rendering. 
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A single resource can be neatly defined as a shared memory environment. There-
fore, distributed rendering is concerned with the aggregation of separate memory 
resources. 
Regardless of this definition of distributed rendering, all examples of parallel ren-
dering essentially conform to a fixed set of parallel rendering techniques (Molnar 
et al., 1994). Each technique has its own characteristics and requirements for 
information synchronisation which influences the situations where the technique 
is applicable, and consequently how it can be applied in a distributed rendering 
scenario. In order to understand how this can be the case, the following section 
will examine the parallel rendering process in detail before discussing how these 
have been adapted to distributed rendering. 
2.2.1 Parallel Rendering Process 
Before examining how parallel rendering processes can be achieved, it is pertinent 
to first examine the rendering processes as a whole. Recalling the Haber and 
McNabb (1990) visualisation pipeline (Figure 1.3), the purpose of the mapping 
stage was to generate AVOs from the filtered input datasets that could then be 
transformed into a 2D image by the rendering process. In large visualisations, the 
mapping and rendering stages may process a great many AVOs, the parameters 
of which can be individually (and collectively) altered through user interaction. 
These AVOs can be viewed as a connected graph of objects (scene graph), describ-
ing the precise positioning and properties of every primitive in the visualisation. 
Many visualisation packages provide a software library with an Application Pro-
gramming Interface (API) to directly manipulate this graph, simplifying the design 
of a new visualisation application through a process known as retained mode ren-
dering. These libraries are situated between the application and the primitive 
rendering commands of each frame (Figure 2.2). Primitives in this sense are the 
basic vertex coordinates, materials and lighting that are necessary to construct 
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Figure 2.2: Block diagram of the rendering stack between application and hard-
ware. The red scene graph block is an optional element that is not present or 
required in all visualisation applications. 
the scene. A scene graph library maintains a complete description of the visu-
alisation scene that persists between frames. The application need only use the 
library's API commands to update the retained scene in order to create the next 
rendered frame, far fewer than the primitive commands that are actually used to 
create every frame. As a result of this difference, most modern graphical hardware 
systems implement a form of this retained mode rendering in order to reduce data 
transmission across hardware buses (or networks). OpenGL provides support for 
display lists; these are compiled lists of OpenGL commands including geometry, 
matrix manipulation and environment state. The lists are stored as server state 
and as such are retained in memory between frames on the graphics hardware 
(Woo et aI., 2003). 
Scene graph libraries go beyond simply reducing the transmission costs of each 
frame. These libraries can also help in optimising the rendering time of each 
frame through the removal of visualisation objects that are not visible from the 
current viewpoint. However, from the point of view of parallel rendering what is 
important is the cost of transmitting updates to these structures in comparison to 
that of transmitting the low level primitives in the scene. 
At some point, either in software or hardware, the scene graph must be decon-
structed into a stream of primitive commands and transformed by the rendering 
process into a 2D image. This transformation process can be viewed as two distinct 
parts: geometry processing (transforms and clipping) and rasterization (shading, 
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texturing and depth testing). The purpose of this combined process is to deter· 
mine the visual contribution of each primitive in the scene graph for each pixel 
in the display. Sutherland et al. (1974) was the first to recognise that the ren· 
dering process could be defined as problem of sorting these primitives to screen 
coordinates. This recognition provides insight into how parallel rendering might 
be implemented. 
The parallel rendering process must distribute the workload of transforming each 
AVO primitive into appropriate pixel values in the frame buffer. This distribution 
is complex because each pixel location may be affected by multiple AVO prim. 
itives which are not known prior to the rendering process. The order in which 
the primitives are applied must be carefully managed in order to correctly visu-
alise the scene. Therefore, the parallel process must at some point in the process 
re-organise (sort) the distribution of workload in order to correctly match primi-
tives to pixellocations. Molnar et al. (1994) proposed a classification of parallel 
rendering techniques based on the point at which primitive sorting is performed 
in the pipeline. Only parallel rendering techniques that perform both geometry 
processing and rasterization in parallel (fully parallel) were considered for classi-
fication (Molnar et aI., 1994). In a fully parallel rendering system, sorting can be 
performed in three places: 
• Sort-first - primitives are partitioned and distributed to processors according 
to their location in the scene before geometry processing begins. 
• Sort· middle - transformed primitives are redistributed after geometry pro-
cessing when their screen-space parameters are known. 
• Sort-last - pixel fragments are redistributed during rasterization and com-
posited in order to form the completed rendered image. 
The three approaches are depicted in Figure 2.3. Each parallel line in the fig-
ure represents a unique rendering resource (graphics pipe) that determines the 
contribution of a subset of the visualisation primitives to the final 2D image. 
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A vast number of parallel rendering approaches have been developed, both for 
shared memory environments such as SG 1's Onyx and, increasingly common to-
day, distributed environments. All of which fall into the Molnar et al. (1994) 
sorting classification. The following three sections review the benefits and draw 
backs of each classification describing previous research undertaken within each 
classification. 
2.2.1.1 Sort-First Techniques 
Sort-first parallel rendering techniques partition the display area into regions with 
each region assigned to a node in the parallel environment (Figure 2.4). Object 
primitives are assigned to a particular node based on their predicted final position 
in the display area. An initial pre-transformation (rotations and translations) is 
used in the prediction process to determine the regions intersected by the area of 
each primitive (Molnar et aI., 1994). After assignment is complete, each graph-
ics pipe performs complete geometry processing and rasterization on its assigned 
primitives to render all assigned display regions. Once complete, the regions are 
composited into a completed display area. 
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Figure 2.4: Sort-first parallel rendering of visualisation primitives. 
The initial distribution of primitives is in most cases a serial process that en-
ables the pixel contribution of each primitive to be determined in parallel. Such 
techniques are often implemented using the client-server distribution paradigm 
presented in the introduction (Figure 1.6). The server functions by sorting and 
distributing primitives to each client (graphics pipe) according to the computed 
pre-transformation. 
Primitives may intersect the boundary of mUltiple display regions, such primi-
tives must then be transported to all graphics pipes that are assigned to these 
regions. Each graphics pipe clips the primitive to the display area of the region. 
Hardware implementing the OpenGL specification is able to perform this clipping 
very quickly through accelerated viewport culling algorithms (Woo et aI., 2003). 
These primitives make poor use of network resources: not only is scene graph in-
formation duplicated and transmitted to multiple graphics pipes, but a portion of 
this duplicated information will be discarded in the clipping process. As a result 
immediate mode parallel rendering systems that transmit all primitives on every 
frame can become bound to the speed of the buses that connect each graphics 
pipe (Staadt et al., 2003a). To avoid this many sort-first systems are designed to 
efficiently manage the visualisation through a retained scene graph rather than 
primitives. 
The assigned object primitives are retained by each graphic pipe after each frame 
in a sort-first retained mode system. This can greatly reduce the amount of 
information that must be transmitted on every frame. However, primitives may 
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Figure 2.5: Distributing primitives within a scene graph across graphics pipes, 
adapted from Mueller (1997). 
migrate display regions due to scene changes and user interaction. Such primitives 
must be carefully reassigned to the graphics pipe associated with the new region, 
including any associated structures and properties. 
A scene graph is made up of both structures and primitives; primitives describe 
the geometry that an object in the scene is constructed from, structures define 
the material properties and transformation matrix of each object. Mueller (1997) 
described a parallel rendering system that distributed primitives in a scene graph 
across graphics pipes (Figure 2,5). Primitive distribution was considered more ef-
ficient than distributing structures because it avoided inheritance problems where 
a child structure may be on a separate pipe to its parent. 
In addition to inheritance issues, many structures in a scene graph will instantiate 
new instances of a primitive associated with another structure. Such instances 
must be carefully handled by a book-keeping system to make sure each graph-
ics pipe has copies of the primitives referenced by any instances that fall within 
its allocated display region. Muellcr (1997) described several possible methods 
through which this could be achieved. The most successful of which divided the 
actual primitive data into chunks which were assigned to a particular graphics 
pipe. The pipe acted as a master for these primitives, pushing the primitives out 
to other graphics pipes when an instance of the primitive intersected their display 
region. Intersection was determined using a bounding box which was generated 
on every frame for each chunk of primitives. The chunks of primitives pushed out 
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Figure 2.6: Interlaced static region assignment for a four pipe render system. 
to other pipes where known as slave chunks, which could be quickly culled to the 
boundaries of the display region. Mueller (1997) briefly referred to the possibility 
of deleting slave chunks from each pipe based on the result of the previous frames 
cull, which would reduce memory overheads. 
Maintaining a distributed scene graph in this way is a demanding process, requiring 
a high degree of computational book keeping to track the assignment of primitives 
in the scene. To avoid this cost many systems simply replicate the complete scene 
graph to each graphics pipe (Samanta et aI., 1999, 2000). Under these conditions 
the server controlling the graphics pipes need only broadcast scene graph updates 
to every pipe. The consequence of this simplicity is that the effective size of the 
visualisation is limited to the memory of each pipe. 
These scene graph approaches greatly reduce the inter-process communication 
required to generate subsequent frames compared to immediate mode systems by 
exploiting the high probability a primitive intersecting a region on frame n will also 
intersect the frame on n+l (inter-frame coherence) (Molnar et aI., 1994; Mueller, 
1995). Mueller (1995) found that, excluding abrupt changes in the scene, moderate 
interaction required only 20% of the primitives to be redistributed to generate 
95% of the frames. This increased to 45% for highly interactive scenes, such 
as head mounted displays. However, these communication savings are application 
specific and correspond to how quickly the scene changes and the number of regions 
petitioning the display. Whilst immediate mode systems are unable to benefit 
from inter-frame coherence, they enjoy greater application compatibility that will 
become clear later. 
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Effective load balancing is key to any parallel application; load-balancing in par-
allel graphics rendering depends on the equal distribution of object primitives 
across nodes in the processing environment. Within sort-first approaches this can 
be achieved through appropriate region assignment. Many different approaches to 
region assignment have been explored from using static interlaced region assign-
ment (Figure 2.6) to actively sub-dividing larger regions based on the number of 
primitives within each region on each frame (Figure 2.7). 
Any active region assignment process requires much more computational overhead 
compared to static methods as the number of primitives within each region must 
be monitored on top of the more costly book keeping task of migrating region ar-
eas and effected primitives between pipes. An example of active region assignment 
was described by Roble (1988), which evenly sub-divided or joined regions based 
on the relative number of polygons assigned to each display region. Such a system 
assumes that polygons are evenly distributed within a region, much as static re-
gion assignment assumes an even distribution of polygons across the whole display 
area. An earlier system proposed by Whelan (1985) had avoided this problem by 
sub-dividing regions based on the median point of primitive distribution along the 
vertical axis. This guaranteed that each sub region contained equal numbers of 
primitives. However, the algorithm required the computationally expensive pro-
cess of sorting all primitives along a single axis on every frame. Mueller (1995) 
described an algorithm called MAHD, which achieved a similar sub-division pro-
cess without the cost of sorting primitives through the use of a fine mesh which 
was used to calculate a summed table of primitives within each cell of the mesh. 
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Mueller (1995) found that a static interlaced scheme required 9 - 25 region as-
signments per graphics pipe to achieve the same load balancing that the MAHD 
algorithm obtained assigning a single adapted region to each pipe. Therefore, 
active region assignment was seen as achieving a large reduction in bandwidth 
needed to distribute primitives on each frame. Such bandwidth reductions are 
dependent on the method used by the rendering system to manage the visualisa-
tion primitives. For example, an immediate mode rendering system will show no 
reduction in bandwidth as all primitives are transmitted on every frame regard-
less of the assignment of the previous frame. Equally, techniques that maintain a 
complete scene graph on each graphics pipe never consume bandwidth with prim-
itive redistribution, any overhead in adapting region assignments will only serve 
to lower the performance of such rendering systems. 
2.2.1.2 Sort-Middle Techniques 
In a sort-middle parallel process primitives are sorted once the geometry process 
for that primitive has been completed. Initially, primitives are arbitrarily assigned 
to a geometry processor (rather than by display region). Once transformed into 
screen coordinates the primitives are then redistributed to the appropriate rasteri-
zation processors according to their location. A graphics pipe within a sort-middle 
process functions as both a geometry and rasterization processor. Each rasteriza-
tion process is assigned a disjoint contiguous region of display pixels in much the 
same way as sort-first techniques. 
A simple round-robin technique can be used to distribute primitives in the scene to 
the geometry processors (Crockett and Orloff, 1993; Whitman et al., 1994). This 
requires far less computation than the region-based assignment used by sort-first 
techniques. Unlike sort-first techniques the distribution of primitives to the geom-
etry processors remains static so there is no added complexity due to book-keeping 
or primitive migration. The technique aims to achieve load balancing across nodes 
during geometry processing by assigning primitives that occur next to each other 
in the scene description to different nodes (Ellsworth, 1996). This assumes that 
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primitives in local proximity to each other are of similar transformation complex-
ity, which may not always be true. However, this is also the same basic principle 
that underpins the static interlaced region assignment used within many sort-first 
techniques. 
A consequence of arbitrary primitive assignment is that many primitives once 
transformed by the geometry process must be transferred to another node for 
rasterization. Unlike sort-first techniques, sort-middle techniques are unable to 
reduce this communication cost through geometry migration and inter-frame co-
herency. Therefore, while sort-middle techniques require far less extra compu-
tation than sort-first techniques, the approach instead demands a much larger 
amount of bandwidth between graphics pipes to achieve fast throughput. 
Sort-middle techniques are seen as a natural approach to parallel rendering as they 
build upon the traditional graphics pipeline (Molnar et aI., 1994; Mueller, 1995). 
Many hardware solutions have been proposed which capitalise on the straight for-
ward nature of sort-middle rendering. These systems compensate for the high 
communication costs through fast interconnects between processors. Such sys-
tems include: Pixel-Planes 5 (Fuchs et aI., 1989), Leo (Deering and Nelson, 1993), 
SGl's RealityEngine (Akeley, 1993) and more recently SGl's InfiniteReality sys-
tems (Montrym et aI., 1997). 
The ability of a sort-middle system to redistribute primitives after geometry pro-
cessing allows both geometry and rasterization to occur concurrently as a con-
tinuous stream through independent processors. Crockett and Orloff (1993) de-
scribed just such an approach, each processor was assigned a display area and a 
set of primitives. Geometry processing was first carried out for each primitive 
and the result stored in a buffer for the primitive's display region; once a buffer 
was full the results were transmitted to the processors assigned to the buffer's 
display region. The rasterization processors assigned to these regions immediately 
processed the primitives into pixels in the frame buffer. Processing primitives 
immediately as they are received at each stage allowed the system to function as 
a continuous stream process, avoiding the memory costs of storing large lists of 
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processed primitives. However, such an approach created congestion when buffers 
were flushed at the end of each frame, made worse when the system was load 
balanced (Ellsworth, 1993). Ellsworth (1993) favoured performing rasterization 
processing consecutively, after all geometry processing was complete, causing con-
gestion in the middle of the pipeline which can be cleared before the end of the 
frame is reached. 
Load balancing is similar to that of sort-first approaches, relying on display region 
assignment to balance the rasterization process. A fine grained distribution of the 
scene graph is used to obtain well balanced geometry processing (Ellsworth et al., 
1990). Unlike sort-first techniques the distribution of primitives to the geometry 
processors remains static so there is no added complexity due to book-keeping or 
primitive migration. 
Load balancing the rasterization process can be approached through region assign-
ment performed in between geometry and rasterization processing (Roble, 1988). 
Performing region assignment in this manner prevented process concurrency, as a 
synchronisation point was required to update and distribute region assignments 
before transmission of primitives to rasterization processors. Alternatively, re-
gion assignment can remain static or be performed between frames. This lat-
ter approach assumed primitive distribution remains consistent between frames 
(Ellsworth, 1993). An interlaced region assignment should be particularly effec-
tive as the fixed arbitrary primitive assignment means that most primitives must 
be transferred between pipes on every frame as in an immediate mode sort-first 
system. 
2.2.1.3 Sort-Last Techniques 
Each graphics pipe in a sort-last approach completely renders a subset of all prim-
itives to produce a partial rendered image. These images are then composited 
together to produce the final rendered scene. Graphics pipes render each primi-
tive exactly once into a framebuffer of equal size to the final rendered scene, with 
each processor operating independently until image composition. Unlike both 
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sort-middle and sort-first techniques where each primitive may be transferred to 
multiple rasterization processes. 
The geometry and rasterization processing for each primitive requires the same 
computation as a uniprocessor rendering as there is no requirement to redistribute 
primitives between frames. This allows sort-last techniques to scale very well with 
the size of a visualisation. However, application of the technique is dependent 
on the ability to evenly distribute primitives prior to execution of the visualisa-
tion. Therefore, such applications primarily operate on fixed datasets that are 
volumetric in nature. 
Early sort-last systems composited the display areas together in a fixed order. Such 
systems included the 1967 GE NASA II flight simulator (Bunker and Economy, 
1989), which assigned primitives to individual processors for rendering, achieving 
composition through a static priority scheme. Later, depth values associated with 
each rendered pixel were used to determine the visible pixel for each location in 
the frame buffer for all pixels in the image (Demetrescu, 1980; Fussell and Rathi, 
1982). However, some techniques such as those used within direct volume render-
ing benefit from an additive process in which colour values for each pixellocation 
are combined. These techniques can be used to simulate X-Ray attenuation within 
volumetric datasets (Drebin et aI., 1988). 
These early techniques corn posited every pixel in each rendered image in a serial 
process. The task can be performed much more efficiently by compositing only 
altered pixels in parallel. Such an approach was developed separately by both 
Ma et al. (1994) and Karia (1994). Both approaches maintain even load during 
image composition through binary-swap, and divide-and-conquer respectively. All 
graphics pipes remain utilised throughout the composition stage by dividing the 
composition process into pairs (Figure 2.8). Each graphics pipe within a pair 
composited only half the display area, transmitting the other half to the other 
graphics pipe in the pair. This process continued as a binary tree until all pixels 
had been composited. After composition is complete each processor contains a 
fully rendered portion of the display area. Both Ma et al. (1994) and Karia (1994) 
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Figure 2.8: Sort-last binary swap compositing for four nodes. 
maintained a bounding rectangle of altered pixels in order to reduce the number 
of pixels that must be transmitted between pairs. 
2.2.1.4 Trade-offs in parallel rendering techniques 
The discussion of parallel rendering principles and approaches provides insight 
into the sensitivities of any distributed rendering system. The communication 
costs and computational complexity inherent to each sorting approach directly 
affect the environments in which they can be implemented. 
This is particularly striking with techniques that are based on sort-middle ap-
proaches. The arbitrary assignment of primitives in the scene graph to each pipe 
means that each frame requires a large number of transformed primitives to be 
redistributed to other nodes. This imposes significant communication costs on 
resource interconnects, which remain slower than that of the internal bus speeds 
within a resource. As a result, modern distributed rendering techniques have 
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avoided sort-middle approaches. These systems have instead focused on sort-first 
and sort-last techniques discussed in the next section. 
Sort-first implementations will on average perform better than sort-middle as they 
are able to exploit inter-frame coherence to reduce communications of each frame. 
How much better depends on how much of the scene graph can be retained within 
each pipe between frames. Maintaining a distributed scene graph across resources 
is non-trivial and limits the number of compatible applications to those that im-
plement a particular scene graph library. This trade off of performance over com-
patibility is a significant one that remains present in the literature on distributed 
rendering systems described in the following section. 
Sort-first systems rely on a single application instance to provide the primitives for 
distribution to each pipe (Figure 2.4), because of this the size of a visualisation can 
be constrained to the resources available to the application instance. Applications 
that are able to convert input data into AVOs through a continuous stream will 
avoid such memory limitations. The resource's computational ability to transform 
the input data in sufficient time will instead become the interaction bottleneck for 
very large data sets. 
Sort-last approaches avoid this bottleneck by co-ordinating multiple distributed 
application instances. This approach is able to achieve good performance through 
a relatively simple rendering process, as all but the final image composition pro-
ceeds through a normal linear rendering process. However, there are several con-
straints implicit in such an approach. The approach depends on the ability to com-
pletely decompose the initial dataset into subsets, each of equal size and processing 
complexity. Structured Volumetric datasets fall naturally into this category. Fur-
ther, it must be possible to co-ordinate the interactive states of each application 
instance such that they are all rendering a portion of the same visualisation frame. 
Without a one size fits all solution to parallel rendering, many distributed render-
ing implementations provide both sort-first and sort-last approaches. The next 
section describes previous research into such systems. 
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2.2.2 Cluster-based Visualisation Rendering Systems 
This section examines how some of the parallel rendering techniques of the previous 
sections are put into practice. In keeping with the stated aims of this thesis, the 
focus of the discussion is on the ease and transparency with which the systems 
provide parallel rendering to bespoke visualisation applications. 
The critical elements of a distributed rendering system are not only the underlying 
parallel techniques that were the subject of the previous section, but also the 
management and synchronisation of the separate rendering processes, which were 
first introduced in the previous chapter. The chapter briefly outlined two general 
models: client-server and master-slave. 
Both client-server and master-slave models must support a form of frame synchro-
nisation to prevent the rendered scene from becoming distorted. For example, 
in the client-server model all the servers must synchronise the display or compo-
sition of the finished frame. Additionally, the client must monitor the progress 
of completed frames to avoid frame queues forming. A master-slave model may 
have additional order constraints to ensure correct composition of the rendered 
images. Igehy et al. (1998) described parallel render synchronisation issues in de-
tail, proposing barrier and semaphore extensions to the OpenGL rendering API, 
which were later implemented in the Chromium distributed rendering framework 
(Humphreys et al., 2002). 
In a master-slave model, multiple instances of an application are controlled by a 
master application node, through which the user interacts. Rendering is achieved 
using a sort-last model, which reduces network bandwidth as geometry processing 
is performed local to the application. Only sporadic state changes, such as user 
interactions must be transmitted to all slaves. However, this process is generally 
not transparent to the application since it must be aware of its location in a 
cluster in order to correctly manage a subset of the visualisation data. All state 
changes within an application (including timers and random numbers) must also be 
synchronised with all instances of the application in order that a coherent rendered 
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image is produced. Therefore, a master-slave model is suited to very large data sets 
which exceed the memory capacity of single render system, requiring a distributed 
application from the outset. Such a requirement serves to offset the development 
costs of adding a master-slave rendering model to a visualisation. 
The client-server model uses a single instance of an application acting as the 
client, through which all user interaction takes place. Therefore, this approach 
can be accomplished with little or no alteration to the application by replacing 
graphics libraries used by the application (Humphreys et aI., 2002). In order to 
capitalise on this compatibility, many distributed rendering systems implement 
both master-slave and client-server models, including Aura (van der Schaaf et al., 
2002), Chromium (Humphreys et aI., 2002) and Syzygy (Schaeffer and Goudese-
une, 2003). Therefore, the main difference between distributed rendering systems 
is not in the rendering topology, but the retained or immediate mode method 
through which the rendering process is distributed and managed. 
Retained mode systems augment normal visualisation behaviour by acting as a 
scene graph library for the application. In contrast, immediate mode systems 
augment visualisation behaviour at the level of the OpenGL library in the render-
ing stack (Figure 2.2). Such frameworks enjoy much broader compatibility over 
scene graph systems but at the expense of increased data transmission (Staadt 
et aI., 2003a). The published research in both scene graph and immediate mode 
systems is examined in the next two sections respectively. 
2.2.2.1 Scene Graph Based Systems 
Distributed rendering systems that utilise scene graphs are able to exploit the 
communication advantages of a retained mode graphics system that were discussed 
earlier in this chapter. However, the penalty for this advantage is the reliance on 
a particular scene graph library. This makes such systems applicable to only those 
visualisation applications which adopt that particular scene graph library. As a 
result these systems are often designed to be compatible replacements or add-ons 
for the most popular visualisation libraries, providing the widest possible support 
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Figure 2.9: Tiled display wall consisting of four independent display devices con-
nected through a PC cluster. 
for existing applications. Adapted libraries including OpenSG (VoE et al., 2002), 
VTK (Schroeder et aI., 1998) and VR Juggler (Bierbaum et aI., 2000). 
A simple approach to developing a distributed version of these toolkits is to syn-
chronise multiple instances of an application across a cluster of PCs in a master-
slave relationship (Voib et aI., 2002; van der Schaaf et aI., 2002; Allard et aI., 
2002). Each instance maintains a complete copy of the scene graph utilising the 
core rendering components of the original scene graph library. 
Net Juggler is a clear example of this technique, which achieved parallel rendering 
by co-ordinating multiple instances of the virtual reality application platform VR 
Juggler. The primary purpose of the system was to achieve parallel rendering 
support for large multi-display environments using a standard PC cluster. Each 
PC node in the cluster was attached to a separate display device and was assigned 
a region of the visualisation's display area according to the display's position in 
the larger wall (Figure 2.9). 
VR Juggler, the underlying system upon which Net Juggler was built, provided 
a complete virtual platform for the development of complex virtual reality envi-
ronments. As a virtual platform, VR Juggler used a micro kernel architecture to 
control the entire run-time system of a visualisation application. Specific function-
ality was encapsulated by modules within VR Juggler, with the kernel ensuring 
that all modules were correctly executed and synchronised. These modules were 
divided into internal and external managers all connected to the micro kernel as 
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Figure 2.10: VR Juggler Architecture - abstract manager interfaces are depicted 
as ellipses; rectangular objects represent concrete managers within VR Juggler. 
depicted in Figure 2.10. Internal managers encapsulated elements of the virtual 
platform that were better abstracted outside of the micro kernel. These included 
an input manager, which represented various types of user inputs from mouse 
pointers to head tracking devices; a display manger for generating correct pro-
jections for all display windows; and an environment manager which maintains 
information about the state of the visualisation and can be controlled from exter-
nal entities. External managers provided an abstraction layer between the kernel 
and application or platform specific functionality. 
There were two main external managers for VR Juggler: a draw manager and 
application manager. The draw managers encapsulated all the functionality nec-
essary to draw using a native graphical API, which could be scene graph based 
or immediate mode. The application manager performs all the application spe-
cific computation necessary for computing each visualised frame. Application and 
draw managers were associated with each other to give the application access to 
native rendering capabilities. 
Net Juggler replaced VR Juggler's managers with new ones able to coordinate 
mUltiple instances of a VR Juggler application. In particular the input manager 
was split into client and server proxies. The server proxy ensured all input events 
were broadcast to client proxies in the cluster, guaranteeing that each application 
was in the same state and that all rendered pipes produced a partial image of 
the same visualisation frame. Communication of the input events was achieved 
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using the Message Passing Interface (MPI), which is a message passing protocol 
popular within other areas of parallel computing (Gropp et aI., 1999). The display 
of each rendered image was synchronised using a software barrier executed before 
each node swapped the partial frame onto the display. The barrier acted as a 
synchronisation point ensuring all application instances had completed rendering 
of the current frame before proceeding to display the image. Such an approach is 
sufficient for a user to perceive a consistent image in monoscopic displays. Stereo-
scopic displays that utilise a interlaced sequence of left and right images (active 
stereo) require a far higher degree of synchronisation of within 5-lOus, requiring 
specialist hardware to synchronise video signals (Allard et al.; 2003). 
Parallel rendering was achieved by changing the display projection and viewport 
of each VR Juggler instance to a rectilinear region of the larger display area. A 
consequence of this approach is that each application instance carries out the same 
pre-rendering computation on every frame relying on the graphical hardware to 
clip visualisation primitives to the display projection. This results in little per-
formance difference between running a single VR Juggler application and running 
the application in parallel (Staadt et aI., 2003a). Therefore, while VR Juggler's 
approach is very useful for multi-display environments, it would not improve the 
rendering performance of a visualisation application if encapsulated as a visuali-
sation service grid. 
The process of distributing a scene graph in a client-server relationship was out-
lined earlier in the discussion of sort-first parallel rendering techniques. Sort-first 
techniques utilise a single application instance, thereby removing redundancy in 
pre-rendering computation. In order to improve rendering performance these sys-
tems must distribute the visualisation scene graph evenly across all nodes in a clus-
ter. Schaeffer and Goudeseune (2003) described a VR rendering system, Syzygy, 
which layered the visualisation scene graph on top of a general distributed database 
system. The visualisation application was able to interact with the scene graph 
as though it were a single local copy through a custom Syzygy scene graph APl. 
Schaeffer and Goudeseune (2003) did not describe the process through which the 
distributed scene graph was assigned to each graphics pipe making it difficult to 
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Figure 2.11: Simplified UML schema of a primitive in the FlowVR architecture, 
adapted from Allard and Raffin (2005). 
determine the communication costs of this system or the performance increases it 
may bring. However, it is clear from the work of Mueller (1997) that such systems 
require a high level of computational book keeping. 
Another distributed system to utilise a distributed scene graph was FlowVR, which 
used a stream based architecture to distribute primitives to each graphics pipe (Al-
lard et aI., 2004; Allard and Raffin, 2005). It is somewhat inaccurate to describe 
FlowVR as a scene graph based system as it processed each primitive indepen-
dently without the notion of structure hierarchy that is inherent to a scene graph 
architecture (Figure 2.5). The data structure of each primitive was instead de-
signed to contain sufficient information to completely describe how the primitive 
should be rendered, including material properties, lighting and transformation ma-
trix. This was achieved efficiently through the use of procedural shaders available 
in modern graphics cards which are able to render lighting and other effects on a 
per primitive basis (Mark et aI., 2003). Each primitive used references to these 
shaders as well as references to texture and geometry buffers to allow informa-
tion sharing between primitives and reduce the amount of data stored within each 
primitive (Figure 2.11). 
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Primitives were assigned a globally unique id allowing them to be controlled 
through a simple message protocol, where each message represented one of six 
commands: 
• Creation of a new resource 
• Destruction of a resource 
• Update a resource 
• Creation of a new primitive 
• Destruction of a new primitive 
• Modification of an existing primitive's parameter 
This simple command set and use of globally unique ids allowed Flow VR to retain 
primitives between frames in order to reduce network utilisation. The functionality 
to group primitives into larger object structures (a core component of a scene 
graph system) was achieved through special stream filters that acted on individual 
primitives according to their unique id or screen location. This meant that whilst 
the functionality and behaviour of Flow VR was consistent with previous scene 
graph systems, its implementation was quite different, requiring more work to 
integrate the system with existing applications. AIIard and Raflin (2005) described 
a replacement VTK rendering library for the FlowVR system, which allowed many 
existing VTK applications to be transparently adapted to the distributed system. 
FlowVR's treatment of visualisation primitives as continuous stream acted on by 
filters is a theme which will be built on in the next section discussing immediate 
mode rendering systems. 
2.2.2.2 Immediate mode systems 
In a literal sense, immediate mode distributed rendering systems must distribute 
the entire visualisation scene on every frame. However, in practice such systems 
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borrow from the efficiency ideas of scene graph systems, retaining static infor· 
mation such as polygon meshes and material information at each node between 
frames. This pragmatism is a core philosophy of the OpenGL rendering API, which 
is itself structured around a clear client-server paradigm. Under OpenGL's termi-
nology, the client is considered to be an application and the server represents the 
rendering resource (or graphics pipe). This distinction between client and server 
side information within the specification removes ambiguity as to the location of 
stored information and allows hardware vendors to improve the performance of 
OpenGL through increased video memory. 
A framework for expanding OpenGL's capabilities to transmit OpenGL commands 
across a cluster of pes was first described by Humphreys et al. (2000). They de-
scribed a client-server, sort-first parallel rendering framework for scaling OpenGL 
applications to large multi-display systems (Figure 2.9) known as WireGL. Appli-
cations which use immediate mode graphics APIs such as OpenGL can generate 
thousands of commands for a single frame. WireGL was designed to minimise the 
cost of distributing these commands to server nodes through a compacted network 
protocol and sort-first bounding box distribution. 
Previous reported work on transmitting OpenGL commands across a network had 
focused on improving the transmission of commands by batching the commands 
into a single packet. The GLX protocol described by Womack and Leech (1998) op-
timised the encoding of OpenGL commands into the X Window byte stream. The 
GLX protocol divided OpenGL commands into two categories: single X extension 
requests and batch requests. The single requests represented OpenGL commands 
that cannot be placed inside an OpenGL display list. All other OpenGL com-
mands were packed into a GLXRender batch request. By batching requests in 
this way the GLX library delayed dispatching the render commands until the 
maximum size for an X request was reached, allowing the X library and transport 
network to better optimise the delivery of the commands into an optimum size for 
the network configuration. 
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Opcodes Parameters 
OpenGL Commands 
gIColor3b( R. G. B ) 
glBegin (GL TRIANGLES) 
gIVertex3f(X1, Y1.Z1) 
glVerlex3f( XZ, Y2. Z2 ) 
glVertex3f( X3, Y3. Z3 ) 
glEnd () 
Figure 2.12: WireGL: Op-codes are packed in reverse order, parameters are packed 
in the order received. The header records the location of the divide between op-
codes and parameters. 
WireGL improved upon this process by reducing the amount of data required 
to represent commands within each packet (Humphreys et aI., 2000) and later by 
reducing the number of commands that are transmitted on each frame (Buck et aI., 
2000). Each command in the core OpenGL API was assigned a single byte op-code 
under WireGL. Humphreys et al. (2000) achieved this by reducing the much larger 
OpenGL command set to a core set of 224 commands, consolidating commands 
differentiated by data type into a single command. Most architectures (such as 
Intel x86) incur heavy penalties when transferring single bytes that are not aligned 
to internal memory boundaries. Instead of padding single byte op-codes to these 
boundaries, WireGL packed op-codes together with parameters listed after them 
(Figure 2.12). 
WireGL performed sort-first distribution of an application's OpenGL stream across 
multiple nodes by bucket sorting the geometry commands according to the dis-
play area statically assigned to each node. Each geometry command was packed 
into a geometry buffer, which maintained a bounding box of the stored geometry. 
When the geometry buffer was flushed the bounding box was transformed using 
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the current projection matrix of the application and transmitted to nodes with 
a display area that intersected the box. The approach assumed that primitives 
close together in the OpenGL stream were also close together spatially (Correa 
et aI., 2002). Whilst this is not always true, Humphreys et al. (2000) argued that 
the overhead in per primitive sorting would be too great. Applications which op-
timise OpenGL commands to minimise parameter changes were found to break 
WireGL's assumption on spatial locality. Typically these represent applications 
that demand high real-time interaction such as some computer games. 
WireGL itself attempts to minimise parameter changes in order to reduce network 
transmissions by tracking the internal state of each node. OpenGL operates as a 
state machine; states such as lighting, drawing modes and colour remain in effect 
until they are altered, which can occur at almost any point in an OpenGL stream. 
These parameters cannot simply be sorted with geometry as a state may affect 
geometry on a different server later. A simple solution would be to broadcast state 
parameters to all servers. While state changes occur far less often than geometry 
commands, a large number of client nodes would cause state traffic to overtake 
geometry traffic. 
Buck et al. (2000) described a process known as lazy state updates for WireGL to 
minimise state changes. The process deferred state changes until the last possible 
moment, allowing time for the application to subsequently nullify the state change. 
The client maintained a virtual graphics context, representing the application's 
view of OpenGL's state. Each element of OpenGL state was associated with n 
dirty bits (bit vector), where n was the number of servers. A set bit indicated that 
the server's value was not consistent with the elements value. Simple state changes 
only require the state to be replaced with new values, these include glColor* state 
changes; other state changes, such as such as gIRotate*, are cumulative which were 
collapsed into a single matrix. 
A hierarchy of bit vectors was maintained to allow WireGL to quickly traverse 
the virtual context and determine which states require updating on a given server 
node. One example of state hierarchy is OpenGL's lighting states; a bit vector 
was maintained for OpenGL's lighting as whole (GL_LIGHTING), for each indi-
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Figure 2.13: WireGL sort-first rendering. Adapted from (Humphreys et aI. , 2001 ). 
vidual light (GL_ LlGHTO ), and for each state of an individual light (Buck et al. , 
2000). This fast state differencing also a llowed WireGL to switch OpenGL con-
texts quickly <1S t he difference between two contexts could be computed as a set 
of state changes. 
vVireGL was originally designed to scale an application's OpenGL output for high-
resolution mUlti-display environments (Humphreys et aI. , 2000). Humphreys et al. 
(2001) extended WireGL to function as a distributed sort-first renderer [or render-
ing complex visualisations. The Vv'ireG L server was extended to support multiple 
display regions from mult iple application instances (Figure 2.13). Load balancing 
was achieved through static assignment of interlaced regions. OpenGL commands 
to clear the display screen or swap frame buffers made by an application were used 
as synchronisation points to perform correct image assembly. Humphreys et al. 
(2002) described a more flexible distributed stream processing framework called 
Chromium, which used WireGL as a core transmission protocol. 
Chromium represented a generalisation of the ideas developed in WireG L into a set 
of interchangeable modules, which avoided imposing a specific rendering topology. 
This allowed Chromium to be flexible enough to accommodate both sort-first 
and sort-last parallel rendering. Chromium operated on a continuous stream of 
OpenGL commands, encapsulating the stream processing paradigm that has been 
used to describe immediate mode computer graphics techniques, and the paJ'adigm 
on which the FlowVR framework was based (AllaJ'd et al. , 2004). Humphreys 
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et al. (2002) described a distributed rendering configuration as a directed acyclic 
graph. Each node represented a rendering resource (graphics pipe) consisting 
of two parts: transformation and serialisation, connected to other nodes by the 
WireGL protocol. 
The serialisation portion of each node received one or more WireGL streams and 
output a single OpenGL stream to a series of modules, which performed transfor-
mations on the stream in order to correctly render the visualisation and maintain 
synchronisation with other nodes. A serializer could take one of two forms: client 
or server. A node with no input streams was attached to an application instance 
which produced an OpenGL stream. A node with incoming streams was a server 
and must manage these multiple WireGL streams, performing context switching 
between them. Incoming streams were scheduled in a similar way to WireGL: the 
serializer processed an incoming stream until it became blocked by a synchronisa-
tion point or barrier, then a context switch was performed to the next available 
input stream. 
The transformation portion of each node received a single stream of OpenGL 
commands and output zero or more OpenGL streams. OpenGL stream transfor-
mations were performed by a chain of Stream Processing Units (SPUs), which 
were loaded dynamically by the node's serializer at run-time. These SPUs were 
equivalent to the filters utilised within the FlowVR framework (Allard and Raffin, 
2005). 
Each SPU in the chain performed some transformation on the incoming stream 
and passed the resulting commands to next SPU in the chain. The final SPU in 
the chain terminated the stream passing it into rendering hardware or managed 
WireGL streams to other nodes. Humphreys et al. (2002) used an inheritance 
model to simplify the design of SPUs. Each SPU was only required to implement 
the OpenGL commands it acted upon. Those not implemented would be processed 
by the parent SPU. A root SPU was the passthrough SPU, which passed all of the 
OpenGL commands on to the next SPU in the chain or the render SPU which 
passed all commands directly to the local OpenGL rendering driver. 
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Figure 2.14: Sort-First chromium configuration. The grey boxes represent SPUs, 
both the pack and tilesort SPU implement the WireGL protocol, whilst the render 
and readback SPU use the local OpenGL graphics library for rendering. The read-
back SPU is an extension of the render SPU and provides the facility to read back 
the screen buffer and transmit it for display using gIReadPixels I glDrawPixels. 
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Figure 2.15: A binary swap chromium configuration for sort last rendering. 
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Figure 2.16: OpenGL remote X Window's application operating under Chromium 
(left) and G LX (right). 
The set of SPUs within Chromium defined modules for both sort-first and sort-last 
rendering topologies. The tilesort SPU provided essentially the same functionality 
as that of WireGL, shown in Figure 2.14 (Humphreys et aI., 2001). A binaryswap 
SPU was provided to load balance sort-last image composition using a binary swap 
topology, shown in Figure 2.15 (Ma et aI., 1994). 
2.2.2.3 User Interaction 
The methods through which users interact with the cluster-based visualisation 
rendering system have not been as widely explored as the implementations of 
different parallel rendering approaches. This is in part due to the high-bandwidth, 
low latency networks for which these systems were designed. Such networks are 
sufficient to transmit interaction events faster than the system can render the 
resulting visualisation frame. 
The Chromium framework, which was designed to enhance desktop visualisation 
applications, provided little support for user interaction. Instead the framework 
relied on features of the XlI Windowing system to provide interaction support. 
The Xll Windowing system is designed around a client-server paradigm allowing 
an application to be executed on a separate (client) resource to that used to 
display the Graphical User Interface (GUI) of the application. Under normal 
operation, an XlI visualisation application will transmit all user interface controls 
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and OpenGL commands (encoded using GLX) through an Xll connection to the 
server (Figure 2.16, right). Chromium makes use of this feature by redirecting 
the output of the Chromium composition server to the application's Xll window 
(Figure 2.16, left). Without this feature the Xll window would remain blank, 
decoupling user interaction from the OpenGL visualisation and making interactive 
pointer operations difficult. Such a process is only possible when a single instance 
of an application is used as is the case within sort-first rendering. 
An extension to the Chromium framework was developed to provided facilities 
to aid in distributing user interaction events to multiple application instances 
(Beermann, 2002). The extension library known as the Cluster Rendering Util-
ity Toolkit (CRUT) was modelled on the OpenGL Utility Toolkit (GLUT) and 
used a similar set of function call backs to handle each type of interaction event, 
such as keyboard input and mouse movements. Distribution of other application 
state information (such as application timers and random number seeds) was still 
left to the application developer. CRUT used Chromium's networking layer to 
transmit the interaction events to each application as simple serialised messages. 
Each application instance processed the same set of interaction events to produce 
a rendered output for the frame. This limits CRUT to event-driven visualisation 
applications, other applications that support a demand driven pipeline utilise in-
ternal timers to dispatch frames and so may not have received the same set of 
events when the internal timer fires on each application instance. 
Event transmission protocols such as those described are sufficient for low latency 
interaction on the fast interconnects used within PC clusters, resulting in a vi-
sualisation system dominated by the rendering process, as described in the first 
chapter. Therefore, in order to achieve instantaneous response, the cluster-based 
rendering systems described have naturally focused on improving data transfer 
within the parallel rendering process. An assumption underlying this focus is 
that the user is locally viewing the final composited visualisation frames on nodes 
attached directly to the PC cluster through the same fast interconnect. This is 
certainly true for the large multi-display environments for which Net Juggler was 
designed (Figure 2.9). However, this is clearly not the case within a remote visual-
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isation service. How a user can usefully interact with these same parallel rendering 
systems from a remote location requires specific attention. 
2.2.2.4 Design Trends 
The literature described in this section has shown that the requirement to create 
flexible distributed rendering systems capable of supporting different parallel ren-
dering approaches has lead to a convergence in the design of distributed rendering 
systems around a stream processing paradigm. 
Stream processing makes efficient use of both memory and processing resources 
within a distributed rendering system by processing each primitive individually 
and exactly once. Such an approach was necessary for immediate mode sys-
tems, such as Chromium that operate on a continuous flow of OpenGL commands 
(Humphreys et aI., 2002). However, FlowVR has also shown the approach to 
be effective for scene graph based systems (Allard et aI., 2004). Previous scene 
graph approaches had relied on co-ordinating multiple application instances (Al-
lard et al., 2002) or complex distributed databases (Schaeffer and Goudeseune, 
2003), which had resulted in redundant application processing or large computa-
tional overheads. 
The retained mode architecture of FlowVR achieves greater communication effi-
ciency than Chromium for complex scenes (Allard and Raffin, 2005). However, 
the two systems remain similar in design, both FlowVR and Chromium achieve a 
flexible architecture through the use of connected modules which transform and 
filter the AVO stream to achieve parallel rendering. Both systems all share the 
same reliance on simple event transmission protocols to interact with application 
instances and the assumption that the user will view and interact with the visu-
alisation from the PC cluster. This as will be discussed in the following section is 
insufficient for remote wide area networks which would be encountered by a visu-
alisation service. The similar nature of the stream rendering systems means that 
an improved interaction architecture for stream rendering should be applicable to 
both systems. 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 2.17: Corrupted fr amebuffer of an OpenGL application viewed using an 
xf4vnc VNC Server. Image (a) displays the correctly rendered isosurface, as viewed 
on the server. Images (b) and (c) display image corruption present when the 
window is translated (b) or scaled (c) remotely using VNC. 
2.3 User Interaction with Remote Distributed Vi-
sualisations 
Unlike the cluster-based systems that have been discussed , visualisation systems 
designed to provide remote user interaction must accommodate low bandwidth 
wide area networks and a display resource that may have little or no rendering 
capability (the user's P C). The prevaili ng approach to th is problem has been to 
treat the user's P C as a simple remote terminal. The framebuffer of the image 
composition resource is relayed to the terminal framebuffer as a compressed image 
stream. Visualisation interaction events are transmitted from the terminal as 
keyboard or mouse events to the application instances. 
The process of streaming rendered images to a remote client and transmitting 
interaction events back to the server is analogous to thin-client systems devel-
oped for lightweight workstations (Schmidt et al ., 1999; Mathers and Genoway, 
1998) . However , such systems do not synchronise the server's frame buffer with 
the visualisation rendering process resulting in scene changes going undetected or 
corrupted image buffers (Figure 2.17) and so cannot be used in conjunction with 
a distributed rendering system without significant alteration. 
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Figure 2.18: VizServer component diagram. 
One of the first examples of remote framebuffer rendering designed specifically 
for visualisation was VizServer (Ohazama, 1999), which permitted remote inter-
action with visualisation applications operating on shared memory SGI machines. 
VizServer permitted the connection of multiple terminals by allowing users to man-
ually switch control between the input events of each terminal or by multiplexing 
the input events of each terminal in a first-come-first-serve fashion. This latter 
scenario could be confusing to users as each user would see unexpected changes 
to a visualisation they are interacting with. 
VizServer achieved compatibility with all SGI based applications by providing 
alternative graphics and windowing libraries, which were dynamically linked to the 
application during run time. This is the same process through which Chromium 
achieves application compatibility. Unlike Chromium, VizServer only replaced 
key functions within the graphics library to allow rendered frames to be read 
back and transmitted to remote terminals. Unaltered calls resulted in direct calls 
to the local graphics (libGL.so) and windowing libraries (libX11.so), minimising 
the performance impact of VizServer on server rendering. The components and 
libraries used by VizServer are shown in Figure 2.18. 
When a monitored API call was made, the Viz Server library first called the native 
API point then communicated the result of the command to VizServer's separate 
run-time system, vsession, through shared memory access. As with Chromium, 
VizServer used API commands such as glXSwapBufJers to mark the end of a vi-
sualisation frame. Once such a command had completed, the VSX library trans-
ferred the rendered image from the application's region-of-interest in the display 
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buffer to shared memory and notified the run-time system of the new frame. 
The region-of-interest included the surrounding GUI window components of an 
OpenGL context, which was calculated through monitored Xll calls. The run-
time system compressed the image stored in shared memory and transmitted the 
encoded image to all connected users. 
On networks with limited bandwidth, the throughput or framerate of the remote 
framebuffer process will be governed by the time taken to transmit the com-
pressed image stream to each terminal. The use of shared memory allowed re-
trieved frames to be passed asynchronously to the vsession for compression and 
transmission. This allowed the visualisation application to continue rendering new 
frames without waiting for each frame to be received by all users, resulting in a 
queue of frames within the shared memory. Visualisation interaction under these 
circumstances would be extremely difficult as the application is in an entirely dif-
ferent visual state to that presented to the user. Ohazama (1999) proposed a 
process known as frame spoiling to overcome this. Frame spoiling ensured the 
frame transmitted to the user was always up-to-date by discarding any previous 
rendered frames stored in shared memory. 
As a commercial SGI product, VizServer was limited to SGr hardware. Stegmaier 
et al. (2002) described a similar system that was hardware independent by syn-
chronising the Visual Network Computing (VNC) thin-client protocol with the 
rendering process. There was a critical difference between these systems: whilst 
VizServer pushed new frames out to each terminal, a VNC server only transmitted 
new frames when requested by the terminal, an approach known as frame pulling. 
This introduced a full network round trip into every frame update, adding to 
overall rendering latency (Lai and Nieh, 2002). 
VizServer and the work of Stegmaier et al. (2002) relied on framebuifer images 
to represent both the visualisation and the application G UI. This resulted in a 
synchronous loop between console interaction and display response, which relied 
on low latency network communications to achieve responsive feedback to a user. 
Interaction with the GUI component of a visualisation application requires few 
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Figure 2.19: The Framework Architecture of Engel et al. (2000a). 
computational resources compared to those required to generate the actual visu-
alisation. Furthermore, the result of such interaction is often small changes to the 
application's parameter space (for example updating file names or changing colour 
values). 
Enge! et al. (2000a) presented a framework for separately managing visualisation 
and GDr interaction by incorporating a client-side custom representation of an 
application's GUI (Figure 2.19). A consequence of utilising a custom GUI was that 
the framework was limited to applications which had been specifically adapted to 
the framework. These included Openlnventor and Cosmo3D, which were modified 
to allow the rendered frames to be read back as compressed images for transmission 
to a user's terminal. 
The framework made use of the Common Object Request Broker Architecture 
(CORBA) (Pope, 1998) as a protocol for both remote visualisation interaction 
events and application control. CORBA is a platform independent middleware 
for controlling objects across a network, which allows multiple clients to connect 
from different platforms. CORBA requests were partitioned into two types: render 
events and application events, each handled by a separate CORBA interface. 
Render events represented standard terminal input (keyboard and mouse mes-
sages) and were sent directly to the visualisation package where an appropriate 
module adjusted the visualisation scene. Application events were represented as 
high level commands such as specifying new clipping planes or material properties, 
which were triggered through the local client-side GUI widgets. The use of high-
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level commands reduced the number of events that must be transmitted to the 
application server and the size of the framebuffer returned to the client. Frame-
buffer size is reduced because only the visualised scene is transported through the 
image stream, without the 2D GUI components of the visualisation window. The 
framework resulted in improved usability as GUI interaction provided immediate 
feedback without the need to wait for a complete round trip to the remote applica-
tion. Exploration of GUI widgets, such as menus and properties, did not generate 
any network communication and could occur entirely locally. 
With either the VizServer terminal approach or the partitioned user interaction 
of the Engel et al. (2000a) framework the rendered visualisation scene is still 
transferred to the users terminal as a compressed image stream. The throughput 
of the image stream (and the response time of the visualisation) can only be 
improved through the use of compression techniques, and as result there has been 
much research in this area. 
2.3.1 Framebufl'er Compression 
The compression methods utilised by a remote framebuffer system must achieve 
high compression ratios, whilst balancing both the computational complexity of 
the process and the decompressed image quality. A high complexity compression 
method could become the dominant element in the visualisation system if the 
compression process takes longer than the time required to transfer the resulting 
image. In addition compression methods may achieve high compression ratios by 
discarding less visibly important information (lossy) within the image, which must 
be balanced against the visual requirements of the user. Consequently, early ap-
proaches used within VizServer adopted a conservative approach that guaranteed 
both complexity and image quality (Ohazama, 1999). 
VizServer 3.1 provided five compression modules, shown in Table 2.1. Four of these 
modules were based on Block Truncation Coding (BTC), which compressed a 4x4 
pixcl block into two colours and a 4x4 pixel mask. BTC compression guaranteed 
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Module CCC ICC SCC SICC LCC 
Method BTC BTC Scaled BTC Scaled BTC Not stated 
Quality lossy lossy lossy lossy lossless 
Compression Ratio 8:1 4:1 32:1 16:1 4:1 
Table 2.1: The five Viz Server 3.1 compression modules. BTC is defined as Block 
Truncation Coding. Scaled BTC involves decreasing resolution by 75% before 
encoding. 
the size of the compressed images, as well as the time complexity, for a given reso-
lution. The CC module was a basic implementation of BTC, with the ICe module 
using an extended 4 colour pixel mask to achieve better quality. A simple frame 
differencing technique was implemented to exploit temporal coherency between 
frames (Ohazama, 1999). The compression modules allowed VizServer to operate 
on blocks of pixels; selective block compression was achieved by comparing the 
current block of pixels in a frame with that of the previously transmitted frame. 
The process of compressing the pixel blocks was then split between two threads 
to exploit the inherent parallization of BTC compression. 
Engel et al. (2000a) described the use of severallossless image compression meth-
ods for the purpose of image streaming in domains where the loss of visual 
quality would compromise the visualisation. These included ZLIB, Lempel-Ziv-
Oberhumer (LZO), and simple run-length encoding (RLE). Compression methods 
were tested with a volumetric visualisation application that achieved a maximum 
local framerate of 4.1 fps at a resolution of 704x576, which increased to 25fps with 
the resolution reduced to quarter. ZLIB was found to produce the best compres-
sion ratio, but was insufficient to achieve interactive rendering across wide area 
networks. Transferring images at half or a quarter of the original resolution was 
suggested in order to achieve sufficient transfer rate. However, such an approach 
discards visual information and would make the compression methods unsuitable 
for some visualisation applications, such as medical visualisation used for diagno-
sis. 
Earlier work described by Engel et al. (1999) examined the use of video streaming 
compression methods. An adapted version of an Internet video streaming codec 
(Girod et aI., 1999; Horn et aI., 1999) was used to transmit render images across 
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Figure 2.20: The group of pictures (GOP) for a two layer, variable bit rate encoder 
(Engel et aI., 1999). An intra-frame (I-frame) is generated every 4th and 8th frame 
for the base and enhancement layer respectively. P-frames are compressed from 
I-frames by exploiting spatial and temporal redundancy. 
networks with varying connection qualities. The video codec used a forward error 
correction (FEC) scheme to reconstruct lost packets from blocks of data already re-
ceived. This enabled a more efficient, best-effort, User Datagram Protocol (UDP) 
to be used for image delivery, which reduced bandwidth and latency requirements 
compared to reliable transport protocols such as the Transmission Control Proto-
col (TCP). Forward error correction schemes are designed such that for a block 
of packets (BOP), all packets in the BOP can be reconstructed if a minimum of 
k packets from the BOP are received. The delivery mechanism was designed to 
ensure that at least k packets are delivered for each BOP. 
The video compression method described by Engel et al. (1999) was able to deliver 
different levels of quality to multiple clients according to match their individual 
network characteristics. The differences in network characteristics between clients 
were overcome by using a scalable video compression scheme (Figure 2.20). 
The scalable compression scheme was achieved through a spatio-temporal reso-
lution pyramid consisting of two layers: a base layer (BL) and an enhancement 
layer (EL), which was first described by Wilson and Ghanbari (1996). The BL was 
encoded at half the temporal resolution of the enhancement layer using a H.263 
encoder (Rijkse, 1996) and contained the most important image information. The 
EL was encoded using motion compensation and contained additional information 
to improve image quality and transition between frames. The two layers were in-
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terpolated together to ensure that the EL was not delivered without the BL. In 
the event that the forward error correction was unable to recover the EL, only the 
base layer was used. 
Engel et al. (1999) demonstrated that the average size of a compressed image using 
this scheme was far smaller than other compression techniques. The codec aver-
aging 6 - 16 KB (Kilobytes) per image compared to 63.7KB for ZLIB compression 
of RGB images at a resolution 704x576 pixels. This was to be expected due to 
the inter-frame dependency and lossy compression methods used, which resulted 
in a significant drop in image quality. Engel et al. (1999) suggested that the video 
codec should only be used during periods of rapid user interaction, after which a 
lossless compressed image should be transmitted. This suggestion implicitly as-
sumed that the interaction requirements of a user are not constant, and are in fact 
dependent on the user's context. 
Although video compression has been demonstrated to achieve by far the highest 
compression ratios by exploiting inter-frame visual consistencies, the approach is 
dominated by the complexity of the compression method. The scalable video 
scheme achieved a maximum throughput of 2.8 fps at a resolution of 352x288 
(Engel et aI., 1999), far below the required visualisation interaction rate. 
2.3.2 The Use of Local Interactive Visualisation 
Providing a user with remote frame buffer access is an appealing approach be-
cause of the ease with which existing applications can be accommodated through 
replacement of low level windowing and graphics libraries. However, even with 
the use of compression techniques, these systems can fail to meet the user require-
ments for interactive visualisation developed in the first chapter, particularly on 
low bandwidth networks. Failure to achieve sufficient framerate from the image 
stream can also result in user interaction issues, disconnecting the user's cognitive 
loop between interaction and visual response. High latency in wide area networks 
can cause further interaction problems due to the complete round trip required 
between client and server to generate a visual response to user interaction. In the 
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worst case this separation from the remote visualisation system can lead to the 
pilot induced oscillations described in the first chapter and the user being unable 
to accurately control the visualisation. 
The use of a local GUI provided a low latency interaction loop described earlier 
in the chapter and improved the user's performance when interacting with the 
application's menus and control widgets. With such a system there still remained 
the problem of providing low latency interaction with the visualisation itself. A 
consequence of the improved consumer PC graphics cards that spurred research 
into PC cluster rendering is that many users have sufficicnt local visualisation re-
sources to render reduced quality visualisation frames. With remote framebuffer 
systems these resources were not utilised. Engel et al. (2000b) described a hy-
brid system which utilised these resources to improve interactive latency with the 
visualisation. 
The approach described by Engel et al. (2000b) assumed that the client had a 
direct connection to the visualisation data source, but lacked computational power 
to perform high quality rendering of that data. The system provided improved 
interactive visualisation for direct volume rendering of Computed Tomography 
datasets. A copy of the volume data was first sent to the server, the server then 
accurately rendered the volume using a hardware accelerated method such as 3D 
texture hardware (Van Gelder and Kim, 1996). During periods of interactivity 
2D texture hardware on the client was used to render a local approximation of 
the volume using a sub-sample or selected sub-volume of the data. Once the 
interaction stopped, visualisation parameters (such as transfer functions) and the 
current viewpoint were transmitted to the server, which provided a high fidelity 
compressed image to the local viewer. 
Luke and Hansen (2002) described a more flexible remote visualization frame-
work, Semotus Visum, that provided several remote rendering configurations to 
suit different local and remote resources. The configurations ranged from a re-
motely rendered compressed image stream to a locally rendered geometric data 
which provided local motion-dynamic interaction. A hybrid configuration known 
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Figure 2.21: Image based volume rendering using Visapult. The volume renderer 
performs software based object-order rendering using MP!. Each volume slab is 
received asynchronously from the data source. The interactive client performs 
local 2D texture rendering of the slabs. 
as ZTex was described for scenarios with both limited local rendering and network 
resources. The ZTex configuration utilised the depth and pixel buffers of a remote 
rendering resource to produce a textured low complexity polygon mesh represen-
tation of the original visualisation. This simplified representation provided low 
latency motion-dynamic interaction to take place on the users desktop within a 
range of motion. Outside this range, such an approach would introduce visible 
artefacts and require a new mesh from the remote resource. 
The use of local resources to improve a user's interaction experience is a form of 
detail elision. The different levels of detail are not only determined by render time 
as with an adaptive visualisation pipeline, but also by the resources available at 
different points in the distributed visualisation pipeline. This theme was further 
developed by a grid based distributed volume rendering application known as 
Visapult (Bethel et aI., 2000; Bethel, 2000), which incorporated the user's desktop 
resources into the distributed rendering process. 
Visapult implemented an image based rendering (IBR) technique to improve the 
interaction latency with the remote visualisation (Figure 2.21). IBR-Assisted vol-
ume rendering was first described by Mueller et al. (1999), and involved rendering 
object-orientated sub sections of a volume as slabs. Each slab was then transported 
to the user's client machine and composited together as texture onto view-plane 
aligned planes. 
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Visapult's use of the IBR-Assisted method provided two advantages for the client: 
the visualisation scene complexity was reduced sufficiently to be rendered on the 
local client, without a dramatic reduction in quality; and fast local interaction, 
without the need for remote scene updates. 
Fast local interaction was achieved by adding a second interaction loop to the vi-
sualisation, which operated asynchronously to the larger distributed volume ren-
derer. Local rendering was achieved by altering the projection of the local 2D 
texture geometry away from the axis of the slabs. A 30 degree alteration was pos-
sible before image artifacts appeared between texture planes (Bethel, 2000). As 
the remote parallel renderer processed the interaction events, new textures were 
transmitted and merged into the local scene without delay to the local render 
process. 
Through the use of mUltiple interaction loops Visapult was able to overcome many 
of the interaction problems that had plagued systems based on a remote terminal 
paradigm. However, the system relied on a custom volume rendering application 
developed specifically for such an interaction process. The local low complexity 
models used by both VisapuIt and Semotus Visum can be viewed as local caches 
of the remote visualisation. Sisneros et al. (2007) showed that the use of cached 
representations could be optimised for a variety of resource conditions. 
A distributed rendering technique which can apply similar techniques to a bespoke 
application and a variety of different visualisation representations remains a gap 
in the literature. Combining this interactive functionality with the design trends 
of a distributed rendering system expressed in an earlier section provides much of 
the high-level functionality necessary for a visualisation service grid (Figure 2.1). 
However, there remains an important high-level function that has not yet been 
described. 
The distributed rendering systems described for cluster-based systems all assume a 
fixed set of resources that are connected through a local interconnect. Bootstrap-
ping and configuration of these systems is performed by a system administrator 
who manually tunes the environment configuration to achieve maximum visualisa-
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tion performance for a particular application. In a service grid, resources utilised 
dynamically requiring the functionality to manage and discover resources automat-
ically. Grid middleware described in the first chapter can enable this functionality 
by defining interoperable standards and design patterns for service architectures. 
Distributed visualisation systems that have harnessed these technologies are able 
to provide complete visualisation service grids. However, this has been achieved 
through several compromises that limit the flexibility of such visualisation systems, 
described in the following section. 
2.4 Resource Management and Discovery 
Previously reported work on visualisation service grids have focused on developing 
distributed visualisation pipelines capable of supporting rich collaborative inter-
action (Grimstead et aI., 2004; Heinzlreiter and Kranzlmiiller, 2003; Brodlie et aI., 
2004). In focusing on collaboration within grid environments these systems define 
complete visualisation environments that do not support bespoke applications. 
The management and discovery of hardware accelerated rendering resources is a 
challenging problem because of their heterogeneous nature. Whilst most render-
ing resources expose access to the hardware through a driver compatible with 
the OpenGL API, allowing OpenGL applications to be quickly ported to these 
resources. The OpenGL API itself does not guarantee that a visualisation appli-
cation will produce the same visual image across different hardware implemen-
tations of OpenGL (Woo et aI., 2003). Previous visualisation grids have been 
designed to avoid managing the visual differences between OpenGL implemen-
tations. This has been achieved by restricting the remote rendering service to a 
homogeneous rendering system such as the SGI InfiniteReality Engine (Grimstead 
et aI., 2004) or by utilising a fixed software implementation of the OpenGL spec-
ification (Brodlie et al., 2004; Bethel et aI., 2000). Whilst these approaches have 
simplified the resource management task, such visualisation service grids must still 
discover resources and configure the visualisation pipeline to these resources. 
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Figure 2.22: Integration of the Grid Visualisation Kernel with OpenDX (Hein-
zlreiter and Kranzlmiiller, 2003). The red highlighted widgets show the GVK 
extensions added to the OpenDX data flow configuration, which allow a user to 
construct a distributed visualisation network. 
A number of different query based resource discovery mechanisms have been 
utilised to discover available visualisation resources, these include UDDI (Curbera 
et al., 2002) and MDS (Czajkowski et al., 2001). Heinzlreiter and Kranzlmiiller 
2003 described the Grid Visualisation Kernel (GVK), which utilised the Globus 
grid middleware toolkit and the Metacomputing Directory Service (MDS) to dis-
cover and connect to available resources. GVK exposed this functionality as a 
set of extension modules to the popular Open Data Explorer (OpenDX) visu-
alisation environment (Thompson et a!., 2001). The GVK modules allowed the 
user to configure a grid enabled visualisation pipeline using the OpenDX data 
flow configuration tool (Figure 2.22). A data flow configuration describes how 
the visualisation pipeline processes input data into a final rendered scene through 
a particular visualisation representation such as isosurface extraction (Lorensen 
and Cline, 1987). The GVK modules provided the ability to connect remote data 
sources (GVKImport) with staged visualisation processes (GVKIsosurface) that 
can be viewed by multiple remote clients using the GVKDisplay module. 
Heinzlreiter and Kranzlmiiller (2003) described the use of a visualisation planner to 
allocate the required grid resources for a configured data flow. The visualisation 
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planner functioned by first querying available resource capabilities using MDS, 
then requesting an allocation of suitable resources using the Globus Resource Al-
location Manager (GRAM). Finally, the interface addresses to the allocated visu-
alisation services were stored within a GVK portal. Once a client registered with a 
visualisation service, a series of TCP connections were established to transfer data 
through the visualisation pipeline to the connected client. Using this approach all 
rendering takes place on the visualisation client, transferring updates to the AVO 
representations on every frame. 
In contrast, the Resource Aware Visualisation Environment (RAVE) described by 
Grimstead et al. (2004) focused on automatically staging the rendering process of 
a visualisation on a remote grid resource. RAVE utilised Universal Description, 
Discovery and Integration (UDDI) to advertise the capabilities of grid resources 
to the visualisation system. The system provided a complete environment for 
collaborative visualisation of large polygon meshes (Grimstead et aI., 2004). The 
underlying RAVE architecture consisted of four components: data service, render 
services, active render clients and thin clients. A data service provided a complete 
visualisation scene graph description, including camera viewpoints to all connected 
render services and active clients. This service consolidated the filtering and map-
ping stages of the Haber and McNabb (1990) visualisation pipeline into a single 
resource, in contrast to GVK which staged these processes across mUltiple grid 
resources. 
The resources of a client connecting to a data service were profiled in order to auto-
matically determine the required grid rendering resources. Grimstead et al. (2004) 
termed users found to have sufficient local resources to render the AVO stream 
as active clients, which connected directly to the remote data service through a 
standard TCP connection. Users without sufficient local resources were termed 
thin clients and the RAVE system queried a UDDI service to locate suitable render 
resources that could operate as remote framebuffer for these clients. The remote 
render services queried could also include other active clients in the system. 
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The process of profiling the local client resources was performed using a benchmark 
representative of the rendering characteristics of the visualisation environment. As 
RAVE was designed to render polygon data, a simple lit sphere was used as an 
AVO for the benchmark. The client compared the result of this benchmark with 
the capabilities of available render services using UDDI. If a render service is avail-
able with better polygon rendering performance, a simple comparison was used 
to decide if better framerate can be achieved through local or remote rendering 
(Grimstead et al., 2005): 
FPS I = polygons per second 
po y number of polygons in model 
F PS _ network bandwidth 
frame - image size 
FPSmax = Max(FPSpoly,FPS/rame ) 
An assessment of resource capability such as this is essential to planning the op-
timal visualisation rendering process for a set of resources. However, the perfor-
mance comparison described by Grimstead et al. (2005) assumes that FP Smax is 
sufficient to achieve the interaction requirements of the user. When this is not the 
case due to a combination of both insufficient bandwidth and rendering resources, 
the comparison is much more complex. In such a scenario, a visualisation service 
must determine if using detail elision will achieve better interaction than lossy 
compression methods. A more adaptable visualisation service would be required 
to achieve this than is described in the published literature. 
2.5 Summary 
This chapter has described the published literature on the core functional compo-
nents of a visualisation service, drawing out the technological gaps in this literature 
that have prevented existing grid visualisation services from achieving compatibil-
ity with bespoke applications. 
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The chapter began by drawing out the main functional components that such 
systems must incorporate into their design. Of these functional components, the 
distributed rendering system was found to be one of the most mature areas un-
derpinned by fundamental principles of parallel rendering that are now well es-
tablished. There was found to be a design trade-off in application support and 
visualisation performance when considering the use of retained or immediate mode 
systems. Immediate mode systems have been criticised for inefficient use of net-
work bandwidth (Staadt et aI., 2003a). However, the literature showed that the 
design of both modes is converging on a single stream based design pattern and 
that the immediate mode OpenGL API is changing as result of these performance 
criticisms by incorporating retained mode aspects into its specification. 
An equally important area, but one which has had far less focus in the literature 
is that of the interaction processes used with large distributed rendering systems. 
Some progress has been made in this area through the use of novel interaction ap-
proaches that are coupled to specific application environments. However, solutions 
that support a range of applications and visualisation pipelines are absent in the 
literature. This thesis presents a new rendering framework specifically designed 
to fill this gap by incorporating many of the lessons of the application specific 
environment in a way that can support bespoke applications. 
Another challenge that has not been fully recognised within the literature is the 
design of a resource management system capable of correctly allocating suitable 
resources for distributed rendering. The grid visualisation systems reviewed in 
the literature had relied on query allocation techniques that fail to meet the cri-
teria necessary for hardware accelerated parallel rendering. In the past, parallel 
rendering systems had consisted of homogeneous collections of visualisation pipes 
which had no need for complex allocation systems. However, the heterogeneous 
nature of grid computing has changed this, requiring an assessment of the ren-
dering conformance of each parallel pipe in order to guarantee correct rendering 
composition. 
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The next chapter develops the functional requirements of grid visualisation system 
further by decomposing the high level block diagram described at the beginning 
of this chapter. This analysis brings the technology described in the literature 
into focus against the requirements of visualisation users, allowing the process of 
designing an improved visualisation service grid to begin. 
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Chapter 3 
System Requirements of a 
Visualisation Service Grid 
This chapter formalises the system requirements for the visualisation service grid. 
The previous two chapters have defined what is meant by a visualisation service 
grid and described the technologies and research gaps that exist in the literature. 
This chapter condenses this information into a system requirements document 
that can be used to research new technologies that bridge the research gaps and 
to evaluate the success of this research. 
3.1 Overview 
This chapter details the requirements of a grid service for bespoke interactive 
visualisation applications. The requirements reflect the capabilities or affordances 
the service must provide to the user, and will draw out the functionality needed 
to implement such capabilities. The structure of the chapter is derived from 
the European Space Agency's Software Development Standards PSS-05-0 (Mazza, 
1994). However, the standard has been condensed to the sections necessary to 
understand the user requirements given the context established by the previous two 
chapters. Diagrams from the Unified Modelling Language (UML) (Bennett et al., 
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2005) have been utilised where appropriate to clarify functionality and operational 
goals. The requirements provide a detailed specification of the research challenges 
in delivering a visualisation service grid for bespoke applications and provide a 
document against which the implemented service can be evaluated. 
The purpose of this chapter is to facilitate the research of interactive rendering 
technologies that would make a visualisation service grid effective. In light of 
this, the system requirements do not attempt to represent the level of security 
and management that would be expected from an enterprise product. Instead 
the requirements focus on drawing out the system capabilities and scenarios that 
encapsulate the core functional challenges and constraints inherent to a rendering 
service. 
3.2 General Description 
The thesis introduction discussed the need for a rendering service to provide dis-
tributed rendering for visualisation users that have very large datasets to process 
in real time. However, a rendering service is capable of delivering more benefit 
than processing large datasets. For example, rendering services have the poten-
tial to reduce the need for users to install local visualisation software or invest 
in new rendering hardware when they are unable to run their existing software 
effectively. This capability reflects changes within the computing industry and 
the public sector to move away from continuous resource procurements towards 
service orientated contracts. 
The review of published research applicable to visualisation service grids in chapter 
2 showed that user interaction and interactive rendering approaches remain large 
research challenges. Therefore, the system requirements will maintain a focus on 
the rendering stage of the visualisation pipeline. This focus is also reflected in 
the thesis goal of supporting bespoke visualisation applications which can only 
be adapted into a visualisation service by affecting the input (user interaction) 
and output (rendering commands). A more accurate description of a service grid 
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supporting such applications is a visualisation rendering service grid or rendering 
service. This latter abbreviated term will be utilised throughout. 
3.3 General Capabilities 
The purpose of the rendering service is to provide a user with the ability to in-
teract with a visualisation application instantiated on a set of suitable resources 
discovered and harnessed on a distributed grid. This capability is provided by 
four distinct functional blocks that connect the visualisation application and user 
using a distributed rendering process (Figure 2.1, chapter 2). Through the review 
of published literature, these high-level functional blocks can be decomposed into 
a set of capabilities or functions that each block must provide in order to achieve 
the overall system capability (Figure 3.1). The capabilities of each of these de-
composed blocks are detailed in the following sections. 
3.3.1 Distributed Rendering 
The distributed rendering SUb-system forms the central block of the rendering 
service and is facilitated by the three other sub-systems in Figure 3.1 that provide 
the external interfaces necessary to expose this capability to the user. 
The distributed rendering system must be able to support both sort-first and sort-
last rendering topologies to capitalise on the relative strengths of both strategies 
under different visualisations. A basic system must provide an efficient protocol for 
the distribution of a visualisation's AVO stream between resources and the ability 
to synchronise the rendering of these objects into a single visualisation image. This 
will be achieved by building on established parallel rendering principles described 
in chapter 2. However, the system design will improve upon these principles by 
focusing on maintaining the interactive visualisation requirements of the user. 
The system must be capable of affecting the rendering complexity of the AVO 
stream to deliver a rendered image that meets specific interaction requirements 
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Figure 3.1: Functional decomposition diagram of a visualisation rendering service. 
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given an arbitrary set of resources. To do this, the system will incorporate the 
capabilities of the adaptive visualisation pipeline into the distributed rendering 
process. Therefore, techniques such as the automatic provision of detail elision 
in the context of user interaction will form a core capability of the distributed 
rendering system. 
3.3.2 Application Interface 
The application interface must provide the capability to capture the AVO stream 
from a bespoke application. Re-factoring such applications to include new dis-
tributed rendering features may not be possible due to their proprietary nature 
or available programming expertise. Therefore, the application interface must be 
achieved through a process that does not require alteration to the application. 
Most visualisation applications utilise external libraries to provide core functional-
ity, including visualisation rendering and user interface capabilities. These libraries 
are dynamically linked to the application at run-time to allow the application to 
obtain compatibility with the resources hardware without recompiling the appli-
cation. Therefore, forcing the application to utilise a different set of libraries 
can completely change application behaviour. Such an approach was success-
fully utilised by a range of rendering systems, which replaced the OpenGL library 
to achieve broad compatibility with existing bespoke visualisation applications 
(Ohazama, 1999; Humphreys et aI., 2002). 
The review of published literature showed that there was no equivalent standard 
for the design and implementation of user interfaces that has achieved the same 
wide-spread adoption as OpenGL. As a result, the interactive process utilised by 
a render service grid must be independent of a particular user interface API to 
achieve compatibility with all visualisation applications. 
The visualisation service should attempt to achieve the widest possible applica-
tion compatibility, but not to the exclusion of functionality that could greatly 
improve the user's interaction experience. Therefore, interaction functionality 
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should utilise user interface libraries where possible and degrade down to API in-
dependent interaction support depending on the application. This will allow the 
service to achieve compatibility with bespoke applications, whilst also facilitating 
research into new interaction methods to greatly improve the user's interaction 
experience. 
3.3.3 Resource Management 
The rendering service must be capable of obtaining and harnessing resources in 
order to instantiate a visualisation application. Inherently, this requires the capa-
bility to advertise and allocate resources without prior knowledge of the particular 
resource or the software environment on which it runs. Grid computing princi-
ples will be utilised for this purpose, which have proved successful in aggregating 
computational resources (Prey et aI., 2002; Foster et aI., 2002). 
The resource management sub-system must provide the capabilities necessary for 
resource advertisement, discovery, allocation and monitoring. This set of capabili-
ties reflects the ad-hoc nature of grid computing frameworks which allow resources 
to be added and removed from the grid as required (Prey et aI., 2002; Foster et al., 
2002). A complete resource management system may provide many more capa-
bilities including security measures, resource scheduling, financial accounting and 
data staging. However, such additional capabilities are better addressed in a gen-
eral case that considers other forms of grid computing. Excluding such capabilities 
allows the design process to focus on grid computing research challenges that are 
specific to visualisation service grids. 
One capability that is integral to a rendering service is the allocation of resources 
that are sufficiently compatible to produce a uniform parallel rendered image and 
have sufficient resource capabilities for the visualisation application to operate 
correctly. The query based techniques utilised by existing visualisation service 
grids (Grimstead et aI., 2004; Heinzlreiter and Kranzlmiiller, 2003) were shown to 
be insufficient in the review of published literature. Consequently, the development 
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of a resource allocation capability forms the focus of the resource management 
sub-system in this thesis. 
The allocation process will be flexible so that a user may select from a set of 
possible resource allocations, allowing the user to make an informed choice based 
on the performance requirements of the service. Additionally the management 
system will provide the ability to monitor the performance of the visualisation 
with respect to the specified requirements of the user. Performance monitoring 
will allow the user to better understand bottlenecks within a visualisation and will 
provide the useful performance information for future resource selections. 
3.3.4 User Interface 
The user interface is the portal through which the user interacts with the dis-
tributed visualisation and as such it must reflect the capabilities of the application 
interface. Specifically, it must adapt to the local resources of the user's PC and 
the GUr requirements of the application. Therefore, in its simplest form the user 
interface must be capable of capturing desktop input from devices such as the 
mouse and keyboard and displaying the corresponding visualisation frame. How-
ever, the user interface must also scale in capability to provide more responsive 
approaches that incorporate local interaction when supported by the rendering 
system and application interface. 
3.4 General Constraints 
Given the capabilities outlined there are several system constraints that the design 
of the rendering service must accommodate outlined in Table 3.1. 
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I 
System 
Constraint 
Rendering 
Distribution 
Visualisation 
Application 
Rendering 
Resource 
Display 
Interface 
I Definition 
A user must be able to specify the rendering 
distribution of the service utilising sort-first or sort-last 
parallel rendering topology. Consequently, the user 
must be able to interact with multiple instances of an 
application operating concurrently. 
A user must be able to specify any visualisation 
application that conforms to a known OpenGL 
specification and utilises dynamic run-time libraries. 
The user must be able to provide a description of the 
visualisation requirements such as memory usage and 
OpenGL extensions in order that these can be matched 
to the capabilities of resources. 
The system must be able to advertise auy rendering 
resource that conforms to a known OpenGL 
specification and is connected through an Internet 
Protocol network to the visualisation service. Each 
resource may utilise different operating systems and 
software configurations. The user must be able to 
specify the hardware aud software characteristics of the 
resource when it is advertised in order to match 
visualisation requirements to the resource. 
The system must adapt to the resources of any desktop 
PC (display interface) that is connected via an Internet 
Protocol (IP) network to the visualisation service. The 
system must optimise the use of any resources available 
to the display interface in order to improve the 
interactive visualisation experience of the user. 
Table 3.1: Definition of system constraints on the rendering service. 
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3.5 User Characteristics 
Two user roles can be identified for a rendering service as depicted in Figure 3.1: 
these are the resource provider and the visualisation user. 
The resource provider is an institution or commercial body wanting to host vi-
sualisatiou services. The resource provider would have established visualisation 
resources such as the homogeneous clusters that are utilised by the large display 
walls discussed in chapter 2. Through the use of visualisation services the re-
source provider would seek to provide users with better access to these resources. 
However, the resource provider would not wish to do so at the expense of their 
existing working practices so the ability to add and remove resources from the vi-
sualisation service is required. It is assumed that the resource provider would have 
relevant experience in deploying software tool sets necessary to correctly operate 
the resources. 
The target visualisation user is a scientist or engineer that has an understanding of 
visualisation processes and work flows. The visualisation user will have determined 
the work flow and application necessary to visualise a particular data set but is 
unable to operate this visualisation on their resources due to the computational 
complexity and memory requirements of the visualisation pipeline. While the user 
will have good knowledge of visualisation work flows and analysis, they are not 
assumed to have knowledge of programming techniques required to develop new 
functionality for a visualisation application. 
Each individual visualisation user may have very different requirements for visual 
fidelity over the interactive performance of the visualisation. Some users may pre-
fer no loss in visual quality at the expense of a reduced interactive experience. 
However, the rendering system should at all times attempt to meet the response 
time guidelines set out in Table 1.1 in chapter 1 within the constraints of the visu-
alisation requirements. Specifically, the system should maintain a response time 
of less than 0.1 seconds for motion dynamic updates, which will allow the user 
to feel that the system is responding instantaneously. For update dynamic inter-
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action that results in larger response times, the system should provide progress 
indicators and other visual feedback to maintain engagement with the user. 
3.6 Operational Environment 
·A fundamental component of a grid service is inter-operation with heterogeneous 
resources. Differences including machine endianness (the order of bytes used to 
store data) and the structure of primitive data types must be transparently han-
dled within the cross-platform communication system. However, service inter-
operation is much more than these basic communication issues; it requires services 
to understand the semantics of message exchanges. Grid middleware has helped 
enable this by defining standards and design patterns for the exchange of messages 
between services. 
Within a rendering service there is another existing standard that must be con-
sidered in order to inter-operate with both bespoke applications and hardware 
resources. The OpenGL specification is a de facto standard for the operation of 
graphical rendering hardware by visualisation applications. The OpenGL specifi-
cation does not guarantee the same level of performance between implementations; 
this includes both visual appearance and rendering time. Additionally, the speci-
fication permits the development of new extensions to the formal API, which are 
often used by application developers to achieve new processes for visualisation ren-
dering. Therefore, the support of bespoke visualisation applications must include 
functionality to handle the addition of new OpenGL extensions. 
Other resource areas of a visualisation service can also show a high degree of 
variability in performance characteristics. The network connect resources will 
have variable bandwidth, latency and reliability properties. Resources themselves 
will show differences in computational performance and memory availability. 
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Figure 3.2: Operational phases of visualisation service grid. Operations coloured 
green are specific to a visualisation service grid. 
3.7 Operational Scenarios 
The general capabilities of a render service grid can be further defined through a 
set of high-level goals that users would want to achieve using the service, known 
as operational scenarios. When applied to software engineering as in this system, 
operational scenarios are often defined through 'Use Cases' (Bennett et aI., 2005). 
Use Cases define the tasks that must be performed to complete an operational goal 
of actor. 
Many possible operational scenarios are permutations of a set of smaller tasks 
or goals. Within the rendering service these represent a phase of the complete 
visualisation process, such as the work flow a user follows once a visualisation is 
established. There are eight phases that represent the complete process of the 
visualisation service, however only four of these are specific to a visualisation ser-
vice grid (Figure 3.2). The initialisation phases including security authentication, 
staging of applications and data sets are common to other grid systems. The op-
erational scenarios and sub-goals of each of the visualisation specific phases are 
described in the following sections. 
3.7.1 Advertising Resources 
The rendering service must be populated with rendering resources before it can 
begin to instantiate visualisation jobs for users. The resource provider achieves 
this goal by advertising resources within the rendering service grid (Figure 3.3). 
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Figure 3.3: Use case for resource advertisement using the visualisation service. 
The goal of advertising resources assumes that the visualisation service is instan-
tiated and takes the form of a resource repository or database. This goal was 
provided by UDDI or GRAM within the visualisation service grids described in 
chapter 2, which provided a means to store a list of available resources and ad-
vertise the capabilities of those resources to within the service grid (Grimstead 
et aI., 2004; Heinzlreiter and Kranzlmiiller, 2003; Brodlie et aI., 2004). Therefore, 
as part of this goal the resource provider must state the exact capabilities and 
constraints of each rendering resource. To facilitate this requirement the resource 
management system will be divided into two sub-systems, creating a new service 
portal sub-system that will facilitate interaction with the resource provider. 
Once the resource provider has completed this goal for all available resources, 
the rendering service can begin to match these resources with the visualisation 
requirements of users. This goal will make further use of the service portal in 
facilitating interaction with the resource manager. 
3.7.2 Visualisation Launch 
The visualisation launch represents the initial phase of the visualisation process 
for the visualisation user. Before entering this phase the user will have decided on 
a specific data set and application to use for the visualisation process. They will 
also have defined a configuration for the visualisation process, which describes the 
distribution of the visualisation. For example, the configuration will describe the 
initial number of graphics pipes required and the number of applications instances 
to be initialised. 
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Figure 3.4: Use case diagram of the visualisation launch goal. 
The sub-goals necessary to launch a distributed visualisation instance are depicted 
as a use case diagram in Figure 3.4. The user starts the operation by entering the 
configuration information describing the application and rendering distribution, 
which is used to find resources and match their capabilities to the configuration 
information. Once possible resources have been discovered, the user then com-
pares the capabilities of these resources to determine which set of resources to 
utilise. This comparison process allows the user to make an assessment of trade-
offs between resources based on rendering capabilities. In a service grid operated 
as a commercial enterprise, this trade-off would be driven by the financial cost of 
obtaining these resources. 
With an appropriate set of resources allocated to the visualisation task, the user 
instantiates the application instances and rendering system using the resource 
management system. Once this process has completed the grid visualisation ser-
vice will have established a complete visualisation rendering pipeline using a suit-
able set of visualisation resources discovered on the service grid. These will be 
connected via a continuous network link to the user's display interface, allowing 
the user to proceed with their work flow and to analyse the visualised data sets. 
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Figure 3.5: High-level user activity diagram of visualisation work flows. 
3.7.3 Visualisation Work Flow 
The visualisation work flow taken by a user is dependent on many unknown factors. 
Each visualisation application operates differently and the exact operation will 
depend on user configuration and personal preferences. Different users may follow 
a different series of interaction activities to achieve the same analytical goaL It is 
this independence and variability between user visualisation work flows that has 
provided the primary motivation for the research into a service grid for bespoke 
visualisations. However, following on from the Upson et aL (1989) analysis cycle 
described in chapter 1 (Figure 1.2) it is possible to derive a high-level series of 
user activities that are common to all interactive visualisations (Figure 3.5). 
The diagram depicts a form ofthe Upson et aL (1989) analysis cycle containing two 
inner cycles derived from the Foley et a1. (1996) description of motion dynamics 
and update dynamics. These two inner cycles represent two distinctive operational 
scenarios with very different user requirements. The motion dynamic cycle allows 
the user to explore the visualisation for a region of interest and must occur very 
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Figure 3.7: Use case diagram of motion dynamic interaction with an event driven 
·visualisation. 
rapidly within 0.1 seconds (Table 1.1). For many application scenarios it will be 
acceptable to use detail elision to rapidly render a reduced fidelity image that is 
still of sufficient visual quality to support user navigation. 
The second cycle allows the user to analyse the visualisation region through explo-
ration of the AVO parameter space. During this time users can tolerate far longer 
response time providing visual indicators are utilised, allowing time to render high 
fidelity images. These two distinctive operational scenarios are a fundamental part 
of an adaptive visualisation pipeline (Fnnkhouser and Sequin, 1993) and are also 
the rationale behind the use of local interactive visualisation loops utilised by re-
mote rendering systems described in chapter 2 (Engel et al., 2000b; I3ethel et al., 
2000; Bethel, 2000). 
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Figure 3.8: Use case diagram of update dynamic interaction with an event driven 
visualisation. 
The operational goals needed to complete each cycle are complicated by the 
demand-driven and event-driven approaches that a visualisation pipeline can take 
to processing interaction events. A motion dynamic use case diagram of each ap-
proach is depicted in Figures 3.6 and 3.7 respectively. In both cases the user will 
follow the same set of tasks and the visualisation pipeline will appear to generate 
the same response. However, the operational goals required to complete both use 
cases are driven by different functions. In a event-driven pipeline, rendering events 
occur as a direct result of each event. In contrast, the start of a motion-dynamic 
interaction period with a demand-driven pipeline causes the external timer to be-
gin placing rendering events on the visualisation pipeline, which only stops when 
the interaction period ends. Therefore, the distributed rendering system cannot 
rely directly on user events to deduce the interaction context of the user. 
Once the user has located a region of interest through a series of motion dynamic 
updates, the user will begin to analyse the visualisation data through updates to 
the AVO parameters. This goal is subject to the same event timer complication as 
with motion dynamic interaction events, except that each update event will only 
create a single rendered frame, triggered by the event itself or by a single external 
timer. The sub-goals required to perform an update dynamic event for an event 
driven pipeline are depicted in Figure 3.8, which closely matches the equivalent 
operation under a demand driven pipeline. 
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Figure 3.9: Use case diagram of update dynamic interaction with an event driven 
visualisation. 
In both the motion-dynamic and update-dynamic use cases, interaction is de-
picted as a single interaction loop beginning at display interface and applied by 
the application to produce an alteration in the visualised frame. In some resource 
environments this synchronous loop will introduce a high level of latency into the 
interaction process that the rendering service must seek to minimise. The use of a 
second interaction loop within the user's display interface should be utilised when-
ever possible to minimise this, as touched on in the general capabilities section. 
This second loop will allow the display interface to perform many of the goals that 
would otherwise be handled by the application. 
Engel et al. (2000a) showed that use of a second loop to provide a local GUI was 
effective at reducing latency by allowing menu navigation and other GUI inter-
actions to occur within the user's display interface. The effect that this has on 
the use case for update dynamic operations is depicted in Figure 3.9. Similarly, 
others have utilised local interaction to improve motion-dynamic interaction la-
tency (Bethel, 2000), which will result in a similar alteration tasks. These local 
motion-dynamic events are dependent on the distributed rendering system and 
will alter the current AVO frame stored within the display interface to provide 
local interaction without the need to wait for a new frame from the application. 
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3.7.4 Visualisation Destruction 
Part I 
The destruction of the visualisation represents the completion of the visualisation 
service job. Under normal operation this event would occur at the end of the 
user's visualisation work flow when they had completed their visualisation analysis. 
However, visualisation destruction can also occur as result of actions taken by the 
resource provider (Figure 3.10). 
Visualisation destruction may happen because a visualisation resource is required 
for another purpose by the resource provider or because of financial conditions 
placed on the use of the resource. Such capabilities will not be explored by the 
rendering service due to the ancillary nature of this functionality to the research 
challenges to a distributed rendering system. 
The resource management sub-system will assume that the actor requesting vi-
sualisation destruction is bona fide and release the rendering resources. Once 
visualisation resources are released they are immediately published within the 
service grid and await allocation to a new visualisation job. This completes the 
operational phases of the render service grid. 
3.8 Specific Requirements 
The operational scenarios for a rendering service have described the goals necessary 
for the service to achieve the capabilities of the rendering service. From this specific 
requirements can be derived that describe the functional activities required to 
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achieve these goals and the non-functional requirements placed on the service. 
The specification focuses on the features of rendering service that represent the 
core research areas that the design and implementation stages must address. 
3.8.1 External Interface Requirements 
The operational environment and general constraints described result in specific 
interface requirements that must be incorporated into the design process. 
3.8.1.1 Application Interface 
A rendering service capable of managing bespoke visualisation applications must 
obtain rendering information through a run-time OpenGL replacement library. 
This approach was successfully utilised by a range of distributed rendering systems 
(Ohazama, 1999; Humphreys et aI., 2002) and will allow the majority of existing 
bespoke visualisation applications to operate with the visualisation service. Alter-
nate graphics specifications such as DirectX are designed for the commodity games 
market and not for scientific or engineering visualisation (Gray, 2003). However, 
a successful rendering architecture applied to OpenGL should be easily converted 
to operate on the DirectX rendering API as both share many core design patterns 
and are both immediate mode streaming APls utilising a stateful architecture. 
The processing of user events and management of an application's GUI that sur-
rounds the rendered visualisation is excluded from the OpenGL specification (Woo 
et al., 2003) and as result is not addressed by a replacement OpenGL run-time 
library. The process is further complicated as different windowing systems provide 
very different GUI APls - the X Window System is a client/server protocol system 
designed for network communication; Microsoft Windows provides a highly inte-
grated graphical display interface (GDI) using the Microsoft Windows operating 
system. This prevents the rendering service utilising a single replacement library 
to process the user events and GUI of all applications. 
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In light of this, two different operational scenarios were described to manage the 
GUI. A basic compatibility mode designed to operate with the widest possible 
range of applications and an enhanced mode that will be designed to be easily 
implemented for popular GUI toolkits. 
Basic compatibility can be achieved by injecting console events directly into the 
windowing system of the operating system. Such an approach has been success-
fully utilised by the VNC remote desktop software to achieve cross-platform com-
patibility (Richardson et aI., 1998) and is the principle through which Viz Server 
operated (Ohazama, 1999). The rendering service will expose a representation 
of the GUI of the visualisation application obtained from the operating system 
framebuffer to facilitate update-dynamic interaction. 
Where possible the rendering service should improve upon this capability through 
the use of remote graphical user interfaces generated on the user's display re-
source. The approach exposes the functionality of the application to the display 
interface rather than transferring the 2D GUI representation. How this process 
can be delivered to many different applications without alteration will be a core 
consideration of the design process and is one that has not been fully addressed 
in the past. 
3.8.1.2 Inter-operation of the Resource Management System 
Inter-operation between resources in the rendering service can only be achieved 
through the adherence to relevant specifications that describe message exchange 
protocols and design patterns used within grid computing. These specifications 
allow different grid resources to co-operate and act as a loosely coupled system to 
perform a distributed task. 
The Open Grid Service Architecture (OGSA) emerged as an architecture standard 
with which to deploy computational grids (Foster et aI., 2002). The standard 
interfaces and semantics necessary to create the heterogeneous service interactions 
encompassed by grid computing were defined in OGSA as the Open Grid Service 
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Infrastructure (OGSI). Fundamentally, OGS! defined a set of conventions and 
extensions to the Web Service Definition Language (WSDL) (Christensen et aI., 
2001), and XML Schema (Fallside, 2001) to create stateful web services. 
The OGSI specification was later criticised by the web service community for a 
lack of clean factorisation of functionality and for its use of custom extensions 
to the WSDL 1.1 specification (Czajkowski et aI., 2004a). These issues were 
addressed by the grid community with a re-factoring of OGSI into a collection of 
five specifications, known collectively as the WS-Resource Framework (Czajkowski 
et aI., 2004b) and a separate specification WS-Notification (Niblett and Graham, 
2005). 
The WS-Resource Framework (WSRF) builds upon the principles of web ser-
vices to define message exchanges and design patterns necessary for managing 
the state of grid resources. WSRF is composed of five separate specifications 
that dcfine a minimal message API for describing stateful resources. The five 
specifications of WSRF include: WS-ResourceProperties, WS-ResourceLifetime, 
WS-RenewableReferences, WS-ServiceGroup and WS-BaseFault. 
WS-ResourceProperties specifies the web service operations that should be used 
to alter the state of a grid resource (WS-Resource) adhering to the WSRF spec-
ification. WS-ResourceLifetime defines synchronous operations for the scheduled 
or immediate destruction of WS-Resources. The WS-RenewableReferences speci-
fication describes the format of an end point address that can be used to contact a 
resource. Together, these three specifications describe the operations necessary to 
establish a resource, alter the stored state of the resource through a set exposed re-
source properties and schedule the destruct of the resource. The WS-ServiceGroup 
defines a special type of resource that can store a collection of WS-Resources. This 
is particularly useful in the management of collections of resources such as those 
within a rendering service. Finally, the WS-BaseFault specification describes er-
ror handling functionality to allow clients to understand the cause of unexpected 
resource behaviour. 
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The WSRF specifications have become the de facto standard used within grid corn· 
puting and incorporated in large grid middleware frameworks (e.g. Globus) as well 
as small scale implementations including WSRF.Net, WSRF::Lite, and pyGrid-
Ware (Humphrey et aI., 2005). Therefore, the resource management sub-system 
within the rendering service will utilise WSRF to capitalise on these established 
software frameworks and maintain compatibility with wider grid services. 
In keeping with the spirit of the WSRF specification, the resource management 
sub-system will be designed as message exchange specification incorporating other 
relevant web service specifications where appropriate. This will allow the resource 
management to have much wider significance in the management of rendering 
resources. 
3.8.2 Functional Requirements 
The rendering service as described by the operational scenarios is a highly dynamic 
system and its precise operation is dependent on the requirements of both the user 
and the visualisation application. Therefore, the functional requirements of the 
service can be described as a collection of features that are initiated by defined 
stimulus to enable the service to deliver a speCific capability. The following sections 
define the functional requirements of the key features derived from the operational 
scenarios. 
3.8.2.1 Resource Allocation 
The resource management sub-system provides the ability to discover and ini-
tialise an appropriate collection of ad-hoc resources that will be utilised by the 
adaptive distributed rendering system. The operational scenarios described sev-
eral use cases that such a system must provide. These included the functionality 
to advertise new resources within the visualisation service and the functionality 
to subsequently remove such resources from the service. 
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At the core of the use cases was the ability to launch a visualisation job on a 
suitable collection of resources. The key feature is the allocation process through 
which a suitable set of resources can be determined. The parameters utilised 
by the process govern the resource capabilities that must be specified when new 
resources are advertised. Equally, they also govern the visualisation configuration 
document that the user must specify to obtain a visualisation job. 
The allocation process must obtain a set of resources with capabilities that match 
or exceed the rendering requirements of the visualisation (Figure 3.11). The re-
quirements of hardware accelerated rendering demand that each set of resources 
is homogeneous in order to maintain a coherent image on the user's display. Re-
sources are considered homogeneous if the rendering hardware and OpenGL im-
plementation provided by each resource result in the same rendered image given 
the same set of OpenGL commands. Imposing this requirement is a consequence 
of the difference in OpenGL rendering quality between hardware vendors that was 
highlighted in chapter 2. 
In addition to the homogeneous conformance constraints, the management system 
must match other requirements specified by the user such as the amount of sys-
tem memory or the OpenGL extensions provided by the resource. Given a large 
pool of resources, the system may determine multiple resource sets from which the 
user must choose the most appropriate set. An important differentiator between 
resource sets will be the performance that each set of resources can achieve. Perfor-
mance information should be presented in terms that directly relate to the user's 
interaction requirements, including render time and latency. The resource man-
agement system should avoid general hardware performance benchmarks where 
possible as such information would be difficult for the user to interpret. 
Once a suitable set of resources has been selected by the user, the resources can be 
configured and the rendering system initialised to begin the visualisation process. 
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ment system. 
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3.8.2.2 Adaptive Distributed Stream Rendering 
The core feature of the rendering service is the adaptive distributed stream ren-
dering system, which will provide the unique capability to automatically adapt 
the OpenGL stream (AVO stream) of an application to maintain the interactive 
visualisation requirements of the user. In effect the capability will incorporate 
the detail elision principles of the adaptive visualisation pipeline to improve vi-
sualisation interaction when insufficient rendering capabilities are available. The 
adaptive rendering feature will also provide the necessary capabilities for a lo-
cal motion-dynamic interaction loop utilising the user's display interface. The 
functional specification of this secondary feature is described in a later section. 
The adaptive features of the distributed rendering system can be effectively viewed 
as a UML activity diagram (Figure 3.12) that describes the functionality of the 
system without attributing this functionality to particular modules. This avoids 
imposing unnecessary design restriction that may restrict later research. 
The rendering activity process begins by determining the interaction requirements 
of visualisation according to the work flow context of the user. This is achieved 
by switching between low fidelity rendering during exploration mode and high 
fidelity rendering during analysis mode to reflect the operational scenario of the 
visualisation work flow described previously. The work flow context of the user 
is calculated by analysing the interaction rate of the user. Exactly how this rate 
is calculated will be drawn out in the design stage and must operate with both 
event-driven and demand-driven visualisation pipelines. 
The rendering system will operate as a normal parallel rendering system during 
analysis mode. The system will ensure the OpenGL stream is distributed to 
each rendering resource in accordance with the sort-first or sort-last topology 
specified by the user. The rendering process performed by each resource must 
remain synchronised in order to transfer a coherent rendered image to the display 
interface. A lossless compression method will be used to reduce transfer time to 
the display interface. 
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In motion-dynamic mode, the rendering system will examine resource capabilities 
to determine the most appropriate representation of the visualisation frame that 
can be rendered and displayed in the shortest possible time within the visuali-
sation constraints specified by the user. Therefore, the system must determine 
if the OpenGL commands of the visualisation frame can be sufficiently reduced 
in complexity to be transferred and rendered by the display interface within a 
defined rendering time. The render system will revert to parallel rendering if the 
frame cannot be reduced to the required level of complexity for rendering by the 
display interface. When required, detail elision will be utilised within the parallel 
rendering process to meet the defined rendering time. This process will include the 
use of JPEG image compression standards to transfer the rendered frame where 
appropriate. 
When sufficient resources are available, the display interface will contain the corn· 
plete set of OpenGL commands required to render a low fidelity image of the 
current visualisation frame. Thus the render system will facilitate research into 
local motion-dynamic interaction functionality by providing the functionality nec-
essary to transform the stored OpenGL commands in response to user interaction. 
3.8.2.3 Motion-dynamic interaction 
Foley et al. (1996) defined motion-dynamic interaction as an interaction event 
that affects the position or orientation of visualisation objects in respect to the 
user's viewpoint. This definition was used earlier in this chapter to analyse the 
operational requirements of a user's visualisation work flow. From the perspective 
of the rendering service, these interaction events occur when the visualisation 
frame of the display interface is in focus. A common example wonld be interaction 
using a 2D or 3D pointing device within the visualisation display area to achieve 
an expected change in the visualisation. 
The change in the visualisation frame is normally a result of changes to the pa-
rameter state of the visualisation application resulting in a new set of OpenGL 
commands. However, the capability to transform an existing set of commands 
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stored within the distributed rendering system provides the functionality to apply 
motion-dynamic interaction within the display interface without affecting appli-
cation state. An activity diagram of this process is shown in Figure 3.13. 
The display interface must maintain a list of interaction handlers that perform 
some novel transformation of the OpenGL commands held by the rendering sys-
tem in response to specific interaction events. In essence, this functionality defines 
a low latency event-driven rendering pipeline within the user's display interface, 
similar to the local interaction loops described by previous remote rendering re-
search (Bethel, 2000). Unlike the Visapult system described by Bethel (2000), the 
exact representation of the visualisation stored within distributed rendering sys-
tem is dependent on a bespoke application and on the adaptive rendering process. 
Therefore, each event handler must verify that the stored representation allows 
for sufficient degrees of freedom (DoF) before applying the transformation. 
It is of the utmost importance that the transformations applied by the event 
handlers represent a visualisation change that is expected by the user. Applying 
an unexpected transform would disrupt the user's connection with the interactive 
process. In the worst case this would initiate a learning process, where the user 
begins to remap their understanding of the interactive processes. Therefore, the 
user interface must defer to event handlers within the application when local event 
handling is not possible. 
Possible event handlers within the rendering system can avoid disrupting the user 
by providing additional interaction functionality that utilise interaction events not 
mapped to an existing application event handler. Such additional functionality 
would enhance that of the application's and would be explicitly requested by the 
user's visualisation configuration. Alternatively, a more challenging problem is to 
define an event handler that mimics an existing application handler by applying 
a matching transformation of the visualisation. How this can be achieved in a 
way that is transparent to the user is a research area that will be addressed in the 
design of the user interface. 
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3.8.2.4 Update-dynamic CUI interaction 
Given the specification of motion-dynamic events taken by the previous section, 
update-dynamic events can be defined as interaction events that take place outside 
the focus of the visualisation frame. Therefore, such interaction events will be 
directed at the 2D GUr that surrounds the visualisation frame. The operational 
scenarios described earlier identified two different feature sets that are required to 
support such interaction events. 
The first is a compatibility mode which is required to provide interaction support 
for visualisation applications without GUr support within the application interface 
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(Figure 3.14). The activity diagram describes the synchronous remote interaction 
loop utilised by this process, which is similar to the interaction process found 
within thin client desktop software such as VNC. The polling signal is required 
to inform the application interface when a change has occurred to the 2D image 
of the application's GUI. The method through which polling is achieved must be 
carefully managed in the design of the application interface to avoid affecting the 
rendering performance of the visualisation. 
The second feature set exposes the functionality of the application's GUI using 
an interface generated automatically on the user's display interface (Figure 3.15). 
This will allow the local user interface to provide asynchronous interaction feed-
back to the user while the interaction event is processed by the remote application. 
The functionality exposed by the generated GUI is application dependent and 
should be provided in a way that is consistent with the application's GUI. The 
representation nced not match that of the application, but should maintain menu 
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structures and naming conventions so that the interface appears familiar to the 
user. The generation of the GUI is more flexible because the system initiates the 
same functionality within the application. This is unlike local motion-dynamic 
interaction events which must mimic the functionality of the application. 
3.9 Summary 
The chapter has presented a specification of the requirements necessary to deliver 
a visualisation rendering service grid that can adapt to maintain a visualisation 
quality-of-service in accordance with the user's interactive needs. The chapter 
began by describing the general capabilities and operational scenarios of the pro-
posed system. These were then condensed into a set of unique features that will 
enable the rendering service to offer significant scientific improvement over other 
published systems. In doing so key research areas that must be addressed by the 
design process have been described, which include: 
1. The allocation of rendering resources that meet the visualisation require· 
ments of the user and provide a homogeneous distributed rendering environ-
ment. 
2. The automatic adaption of distributed rendering complexity to the perfor-
mance of the available rendering resources in accordance with the visualisa-
tion requirements of the user and their work flow context. 
3. The provision of asynchronous local interaction loops that enhance the ex-
isting motion-dynamic behaviour of bespoke applications. 
4. The automatic generation of a GDI within the user's display interface to 
harness the update-dynamic functionality of bespoke applications. 
Part 2 of the thesis describes the design of a new render service grid that ad-
dresses each of these research areas. The central component of the design is the 
adaptive stream rendering system which will provide the functionality necessary to 
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maintain an interactive rendering process at a given quality-of-service. However, 
the design of the rendering system is dependent on several unknown trade-olIs 
including methods to automatically adapt rendering complexity and the relative 
performance of image compression methods. A series of experiments examining 
these unknowns is described in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 4 
Analysing Trade-offs in the design 
of a distributed stream rendering 
framework 
The previous chapters have outlined the system requirements of a visualisation 
rendering service grid and established the need for a new adaptive distributed 
rendering system. This chapter assesses trade-offs in the requirements of the ren-
dering system and examines the design of a new rendering framework to meet the 
capabilities of the larger rendering service. The chapter is divided into two ex-
periments examining the provision of automatic detail elision within a distributed 
rendering framework and, secondly, the use of image compression methods for the 
delivery of rendered frames to the user's display interface. 
4.1 Overview 
The system requirements established that the support of bespoke applications 
is a key constraint of a rendering service grid. The distributed render system 
supporting the service must treat these applications as a black box, performing 
operations on the input (interaction events) or output (rendering AVO stream) 
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Figure 4.1: System architecture of a modern personal computer. Adapted from 
Pharr and Fernando (2005). 
to achieve distributed heterogeneous rendering. This restricts the techniques that 
can be used to deliver the required rendering functionality to those achievable 
through a replacement OpenGL library dynamically linked to an application at 
run-time. 
Distributed rendering systems operating on the continuous stream of OpenGL 
commands from an application through a replacement OpenGL library were de-
scribed in chapter 2. Humphreys et al. (2002) described Chromium, a modular 
stream processing framework based around an efficient protocol for the distribu-
tion of OpenGL commands across a network of rendering nodes. 
A criticism of OpenGL streaming approaches has been that they require a large 
amount of network bandwidth to transport the geometric primitives that describe 
each frame (Staadt et aI., 2003b). Other streaming frameworks were developed to 
augment or replace the higher-level retained mode visualisation toolkits to reduce 
network bandwidth (Allard et ai" 2004). These frameworks trade-off application 
compatibility for improved network performance. However, the OpenGL specifica-
tion has developed a pragmatic approach to the efficient distribution of rendering 
information through the use of retained graphics objects. 
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A very similar bandwidth problem to that of an OpenGL rendering framework can 
be seen within the hardware of a single machine. When a visualisation application 
is executed by the central processing unit (CPU) it must pass rendering commands 
to the graphical processing unit (GPU) of the rendering hardware through a hard-
ware bus (Figure 4.1). Figure 4.1 shows the clear difference in bandwidth between 
the graphics memory bus and the bandwidth between CPU and GPU. Maximising 
the use of graphics specific memory and minimising the number of commands that 
must be sent across the bus ensures the G PU is always operating at maximum 
efficiency. As a result the OpenGL specification was developed around a client -
server design paradigm. This separation allowed graphical data structures to be 
maintained on the server and manipulated by the client through a finite state ma-
chine (Woo et aI., 2003). Within a single PC, the client and server are represented 
the CPU and GPU resources respectively. In the case of a distributed rendering 
framework these terms represent separate physical resources. 
New OpenGL revisions have consistently improved on the efficiency of this client-
server separation, starting with the introduction of compiled display lists and 
retained textures in version 1.0 and continuing with the introduction of pro-
grammable shaders in OpenGL 2.0. Programmable shaders allow much of the 
computational logic that would normally be undertaken by the CPU to be exe-
cuted on the GPU further reducing the amount of AVO data that must be trans-
ferred on each frame (Rost, 2004). A well designed visualisation application which 
makes use of these features will enjoy increased performance, and equally has the 
potential to achieve high throughput in a distributed rendering framework that 
correctly implements retained features of the specification. The limiting factor of 
such a visualisation will be the computational power of the GPU, or in the case 
of a distributed framework, the remote resource. 
The improvements to the OpenGL specification would appear to demonstrate that 
a distributed OpenGL stream rendering framework will function well for applica-
tions that are designed to utilise retained features of the OpenGL specification. 
However, the system specifications for the proposed render service grid called for a 
distributed system that is capable of adapting the AVO stream to match the per-
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Figure 4.2: Switching between AVO transport and image streaming methods. 
formance of rendering resources. This automatic adaption is a feature not found 
in previous OpenGL frameworks and requires further study in order to understand 
the feasibility of this design requirement. 
4.2 Design Trade-offs 
The use of AVO adaption must be balanced against the performance achievable 
through other means. In particular, the delivery of the visualisation frame to 
the user's display interface can also be achieved through a compressed image 
stream (Ohazama, 1999). A compressed image stream would restrict the use 
of asynchronous motion-dynamic interaction at the display interface, but may 
achieve a greater frame rate than an equivalent AVO stream. 
The system specifications described a functional activity for switching between 
streaming methods according to which could be rendered and displayed in the 
least amount of time within the quality requirements of the user (Figure 4.2). 
The specification made clear that this functionality must take into account the 
interaction context of the user and the rendering resources available. 
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In order to design a suitable switching system, the trade-offs of both approaches 
must be fully understood. The first assumption underlying the specification is 
that it is possible to automatically apply detail elision techniques directly to the 
OpcnGL stream targeted to a rendering time on a known resource. Assessing this 
design challenge is the subject of the first investigation in this chapter. 
Secondly, the specification assumes that transporting a reduced AVO stream will 
be significantly faster than transporting a compressed rendered image. The AVO 
stream will allow for greater flexibility in design of asynchronous interaction, but 
this still depends on being able to quickly transmit the AVO stream to the display 
interface. 
The compression methods discussed in the chapter 2 were insufficient to provide 
interactive image streaming that meets the performance requirements specified 
for the system. However, improvements in the performance of central processors 
(CPUs) may be sufficient to allow new compression methods to be used for inter-
active visualisation. If image transfer can be achieved with sufficient throughput 
and response times then there is little to gain from the development of other more 
sophisticated methods to access a grid visualisation service. Therefore, the second 
investigation will examine new image compression techniques to provide a better 
understanding of the performance achievable with a compressed image stream. 
4.3 Investigating Detail Elision within the 
OpenGL Stream 
This section presents a series of experiments analysing possible methods for reduc-
ing the rendering complexity of an OpenGL stream within a distributed rendering 
framework. The aim of the experiment is to assess the feasibility of performing 
automatic detail elision on an OpenGL stream. This will be used to assess the 
relative benefits of transferring AVO rendering commands in comparison to that 
of a compressed image stream. 
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Detail elision has long been used as a means of adjusting the complexity of a 
visualisation to better meet a user's interactive requirements (as discussed in the 
introduction). This process is traditionally driven by the visualisation application, 
which adjusts the AVO models used to generate the OpenGL stream based on the 
interaction rate of the user. Such an application operating transparently within a 
distributed rendering framework would have no capability to determine the cause 
of rendering delays or interaction rates as it is detached by different physical 
resources from the actual rendering processes. Instead these capabilities must be 
delivered by the distributed rendering framework through filtering of the OpenGL 
stream. 
Stream filtering was first described by Humphreys et al. (2002) to distribute 
OpenGL commands across a network of rendering resources. Humphreys et al. 
(2002) implemented stream filtering through a series of modules known as Stream 
Processing Units (SPUs) which performed some specific transformation of the 
OpenGL commands based on the context of the commands in the stream. Such 
SPUs could also be designed to affect the rendering time complexity of the OpenGL 
commands. 
Possible methods for adjusting the rendering time of the OpenGL commands mak-
ing up a visualisation frame have a processing cost associated with them, which 
must be minimised to avoid adversely affecting the interaction processes. OpenGL 
quality hints provide information to the OpenGL implementation on the relative 
importance of render speed over quality. As single API calls, OpenGL hints can be 
easily filtered from the application AVO stream, however the effects of such calls 
are implementation specific and some OpenGL implementations will ignore them 
completely (Woo et al., 2003). Other methods which reduce scene complexity by 
altering texture or geometry structures are more costly to perform. The key to 
stream filtering at this level is an effective model of how elements of the scene 
affect overall complexity and how reduction methods can be applied. 
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Figure 4.3: A simplified non-programmable OpenGL pipeline showing possible 
bottlenecks in the pipeline, adapted from Woo et al. (2003). 
Bottlenecks in the OpenGL pipeline predominantly occur in three places (refer 
to Figure 4.3). Reducing a bottleneck in the OpenGL stream involves optimising 
OpenGL calls to better balance the rendering work load; or if this is not possible, 
reducing scene complexity through the loss of visualisation detail. For well de-
signed applications, there should be little an SPU can do to further optimise the 
OpenGL stream. However, SPUs can be designed which guarantee that best prac-
tice is used. These include the transparent use of vertex buffer objects (VB Os) 
and texture compression to improve vertex and texturing performance. 
The only approach that can be taken to improve the rendering speed of an op-
timised OpenGL stream is to reduce its complexity through a reduction in the 
level of detail of the visualisation frame. A stream which is vertex bound can be 
improved by performing mesh decimation on vertex meshes rendered in the scene; 
streams which are texture or rasterization bound can be improved by reducing 
texture and scene resolution respectively. Typically, determination of optimal pa-
rameters and the dominant process in the pipeline is performed omine by repeated 
experimentation (Spitzer, 2003; Shreiner, 2004). This investigation describes a 
more formal process examining how each bottleneck within the OpenGL stream 
can be adjusted automatically, analysing the extent to which detail elision can be 
achieved within an automatic stream adapt ion filter process. 
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The objectives of the investigation were to: 
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• Explore methods for reducing the rendering complexity of specific aspects 
of the OpenGL stream through the use of stream filters. 
• Understand the time complexity of applying adaption filters to the OpenGL 
stream, such that design approaches can be taken to reduce delays and 
maintain user focus during the adaption processes. 
• Analyse correlations between rendering time and rendering complexity in 
order to establish possible models that can be used to match the detail 
elision process to a required render time on specific hardware resources. 
These objectives develop an understanding of the design of detail elision within 
an OpenGL rendering framework that is used to guide system design in the next 
chapter. 
4.3.3 Methodology 
The investigation required a repeatable and verifiable way of adapting different 
aspects of a OpenGL stream to affect each of the possible bottlenecks in the 
OpenGL pipeline. This was achieved through the development of: 
• Two test visualisations designed to create throughput bottlenecks in the 
OpenGL pipeline. Each visualisation is deterministic, producing the same 
exact set of OpenGL commands on every execution. 
• A test framework which can extract and filter the OpenG L stream of the 
visualisations before execution. 
• Detail elision filters to alter the rendering complexity of the OpenGL stream. 
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Figure 4.4: Test visualisations using a vertex mesh representation of models from 
the Stanford 3D Scanning Repository. 
4.3.3.1 Test Visualisations 
Two visualisation applications were developed for the experiment to provide an 
OpenGL stream that reflected common visualisation representations and achieve 
bottlenecks in different parts of the OpenGL pipeline: 
• A polygon mesh visualisation application which will test the vertex perfor-
mance of a rendering system . 
• A direct volume rendering application which uses large textures to simulate a 
ray casting visualisation process that will test the texturing and rasterization 
stages of the visualisation pipeline. 
The applications were designed to be deterministic to allow experiments to be 
repeatable. This meant that the applications operated through a non-interactive 
process, producing a continuous stream of visualisation frames by rotation of the 
visual viewport about the centre of the viewing frustum. The applications were 
instrumented using the Visualisation Toolkit (VTK) (Schroeder et al., 1998). 
The first application loaded a large mesh model with texture and lighting en-
abled. Such an application will be heavily bound by the vertex performance of the 
rendering resources. The application utilised mesh models from the Stanford 3D 
Scanning Repository (Figure 4.4), which could be readily imported using modules 
within VTK. 
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Figure 4.5: Test visualisations using direct volume rendering representat ions of 
anonymous CT data from a local hospital 
T he secondly applicat ion ut ilised a direct volume rendering method, wll ieh mapped 
large 3D texture volumes onto simple view plane aligned polygon structm es through 
tr ilinear texture interpolation. The combination of simple polygon structures and 
large 3D textures ensmes the application is dominated by either rasterizat ion or 
tex tme operations. The application was designed to read anonymous volumetric 
Computed Tomography (CT) data that was kindly provided by a local hospital 
(Figure 4.5). 
T he volume rendering application was operated at a resolution of 800x800 pixcls 
using two 3D textures of size (256,256,256) , which was the maximum t exture size 
permitted by the rendering resources. The two separate 3D textures provided 
intensity values and the derived gradient of change in intensity, which was ut ilised 
by a programmable shader to create lighting effects \\~ thin the volume. 
4.3.3.2 Test Framework 
T he test framework was designed to operate on a single rendering resource using 
the configm ation shown in Figure 4.6. T his required a system through which 
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Figure 4.6: Resource configuration diagram for the experiment. Each of the red 
blocks represents a component of the Chromium rendering framework . The detail 
fi ltering SPU used is one ScaleMesh, ScaleRes or ScaleTex. 
OpeJJGL comma.JJds could be intercepted from the visualisatioJJ and altered before 
being rendered by the resource. 
The Chromium stream processing framework provided a straight forward means 
for achieving this. The framework is specifically designed to filter OpenGL com-
mands and is extensible through the use of custom SPU modules that operate 
using a replacement OpenGL library (Humphreys et aI. , 2002). These qualities 
represented the necessary capabilities to facilitate the rapid development of mod-
ules for the investigation. 
A simple configuration fi le was specified using Chromium's python configuration 
format. The configuration was designed to be instantiated on severa.l different 
rendering resources, which included: 
• NVIDIA GeForce 7600 with 256Mb of video memory, Intel Pentium 4 3Ghz 
with 1Gb of RAM 
• NVIDIA Quadro FX3450 with 256Mb of video memory, Intel Pentiull1 4 
3Ghz with 1Gb of RAM 
• Wildcat 7210 with 384Mb of video memory, Intel Pentium Xeon 2.8Ghz with 
2Gb of RAM 
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Three new SPUs were designed for Chromium to examine how visualisation perfor-
mance changes as complexity is reduced in each of the major OpcnGL bottlenecks: 
• ScaleMesh - Targets vertex processing by reducing a vertex displa,y list or 
vertex buffer object by n triangles through Mesh decimation. 
• ScaleTex - Targets texture processing by reducing the resolution of tbe tex-
tures uti lised by an appl ication. 
• ScaleRes - Targets the rasterization process by reducing the resolution at 
which a visualisation is rendered . 
The ScaleMesh SP U was designed to achieve mesh decimation using an implemen-
tation of the commonly used QSlim or quadric error mesh simplification method 
(Garland and Heckbert, 1997). QSlim performs mesh simplification through suc-
cessive vertex contraction using an ordered heap to select the next best pair of 
vertices. The best pair are two vertices whose contraction to a single vertex would 
result in the smallest change in any associated polygon planes. This functionality 
allowed the SPU to provide continuous mesh simplifi cation targeted to a specific 
triangle budget. 
The SPU operated by intercepting vertex comma.nds contained within a display 
list, which were diverted to a. unique QSlim heap for that display list. At the end 
of the display list denoted by a glEndList command, the vertex heap is reduced 
to the required triangle budget and output as a stream of vertex commands for 
rendering. 
T he ScaleRes SPU reduced rendering resolution by scaling the viewports used by 
the application. Once the render frame has completed denoted by a glSwapBujJers 
call, the SPU utilised fast 2D texture mapping to rescale the rendered scene to the 
origi nal size of the application's OpenGL viewports. Utilising 2D texture hardwaI'e 
to rescale the rendered image vastly reduces rescale time and also permits high 
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quality image scaling using the interpolation methods of the graphics hardware. 
Where possible the SPU used memory buffers (pBuffers) to redirect rendering 
directly to texture memory, which avoided the need to perform costly pixel buffer 
retrieval on each fr ame. 
T he SealeTcx SPU took advantage of how OpcnGL handles texture coordinates: 
texture coordinates are normalised to a uni t cube independent of t he actual texture 
size. T his allowed the ScaleTex SPU to dynamically alter texture size without 
affecting application behaviour. The SPU operated by applying a cOllvolution 
filter to the largest texture dimension, reducing the largest dimension by a power 
of two successively t ill the required volume size was reached. 
The quality of the resulting image is dependent on the method used by the con· 
volution fi lter. For the experiment , the filter used a simple lineal' interpolation 
mcthod to avcragc neighbouring texture elemcnts to minimise the computational 
complexity of the fil ter. 
4.3.4 Results 
The three complexity scaling SPUs were executed on a range of scaling levels 
recording the average frame rate achieved at each level. The time taken to init ialise 
the scaling process was also measured to assess the length of delay that the scaling 
method imposes on the visualisation. 
The rcsolntion scaling method implemented by the ScaleRcs SPU requircd no 
ini tialisation and so did not delay the visualisation process. The simple convolut ion 
fi lter implemented by the ScaleTex SP U successively halved the largest dimension 
of the text ure. Thus after each iteration the texture contains half the pixels of 
the previous iteration. Therefore, the time required to perform N iterations on a 
texture with P pixels is a geometric progression of the form: 
N-I. (l)n [(l)N] ~P '2 = 2P 1 - '2 (4 .1) 
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I Model I Triangles I Ini tialisation time (seconds) 
Cow 5804 0.4922 
Bunny 69451 65916 
Dragon 871306 84.0699 
Part 11 
Table 4.1: Decimation Ini tialisation time. Cow, Bunny and Dragon are all models 
available from the Stanford 3D scanning repository. 
Therefore , by treating the progression as an infinite series, the operation has a 
maximum t ime complexity of 0 (2P). In practice this meant that for the volume 
rendering application, each of the two (256,256,256) textures were reduced to I/S 
of their original size in 0.5 seconds on a 3Ghz Intel Pent iulll 4. 
Creating the ordered heap of vertex pairs necessary for tbe ScaleMesh SPU was 
a much more complex process. Fundamentally, the process is a. sorting algorithm 
with a time complexity of at least 0 (nlogn). In practice, the filter proved to be 
very t ime requi ring 84 seconds to process the largest polygon mesh (see Ta.ble 
4.1 ). Therefore, a rendering design based around mesh scaling should attempt to 
minimise the impact of this delay on a user. Once the filtered OpenGL objects 
had been initialised for each experimental run the average render time of the 
visualisation was measured over 100 fr ames to determine the number of frames 
per second of the filtered visualisation. 
T he ScaleMesh SPU was used to gradually decrease the polygon count of the 
ScaleMesh application from over 31 million to less than 100,000 using 36 concur-
rent instances of the Dragon mesh model. A graph of the change in frame rate 
against the change in polygon count is shown in Figure 4.7. Whilst the graph 
showed an expected linear relationship between polygon count and the result ing 
render time, the two NVIDIA cards (GeForce 7600 and Quadro FX 3500) exhibited 
a notable reduction in performance when the mesh size exceeded 330,000 polygons. 
This most likely reflects the vertex cache size of the respective GPUs. This per-
formance hit can be effect ively removed by splitting very large vertex block into 
blocks of less than 330,000 vertices (Figure 4.8). This underlines a requirement 
for allY stream fi lter to constant ly monitor performance statistics used to calculate 
necessary complexity reductions and proactively optimise the OpenGL stream to 
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Figure 4. 7: The relationship of rendering performance to the si,e of rendered 
polygon meshes. 
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Figure 4.9: Scaled resolution performance for volume rendering - Receiver render-
ing used an NVIDIA GeForce 7600 256MB desktop graphics card . 
perform effective stream filtering. 
Figure 4.9 & 4.10 show the result of independent ly varying resolution and texture 
size. Small red uctions in resolut ion size offer li ttle improvement to the frame 
rate, partly d ue to the overhead involved in rescali ng the rendered image to full 
resolut ion. However, examination of the ScaleTex graph shows that the application 
is initially texture bound, as small reductions in texture size result in an immediate 
improvement in frame rate. Once the resolution is reduced further , by over a 
half, t he frame rate begins to improve greatly and continues to improve with 
reduced resolution. T he ScaleTex graph depicts the opposite effect, showing that 
the application quickly becomes rasterization bound and is unaffected by further 
reductions in texture size. 
4.3.5 Analysis 
The resul ts demonstrate that suitable filters applied to the OpenG L stream can 
greatly improve visualisation performance without the co-operation of the applica-
tion. However , the t ime complexity in applying the more predictable mesh scaling 
fil ter must be carefully managed, restricting the visualisation scenarios in which 
it can be applied to large retained meshes, such as those found in display lists . 
Mesh size was found to be directly proportional to the required render time. This 
was expected given the design of the OpenGL pipeline (Figure 4.3); each triangular 
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Figure 4. 10: Scaled texture performance for volume rendering - Receiver rendering 
used an NVIDIA GeForce 7600 256MB desktop graphics card . 
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polygon produces a fragment that undergoes the same texture and lighting pro· 
cesses within the pipeline. Using a linear regression of the rendering performance 
of several different mesh sizes it is possible to predict the maximum number of 
polygons that can bc processed within a required render time (F igure 4.11 ), lead· 
ing to the possibility of automatically maintaining the detail elision process. 
An automated method for scaling texture and resolu tion size is less clear. A model 
of the fidelity produced by adjusting image and texture size is needed to establish 
an automated method for adjusting these factors. The quali ty produced by the 
ScaleTex SPU is dependent on the rotation of the texture as the SPU scales a 
single axis at a time. A cri tical question is the optimal order with which to reduce 
resolution and texture size. It would appear from the results that reducing texture 
size until the frame rate levels and then adjusting resolution size will result in the 
fastest frame rate. However, reducing these two scales in unison may result in a 
higher quality visualisation. 
Image fidelity can be measured quantitatively as the signal· ta-noise ratio (S)lR) 
between the new and original image. The signal· ta-noise ratio is the merul square 
error between images expressed as decibels (dB ) (Jain , 1989). Mean square, in its 
simplest form, is taken as: 
W H 
u; = V:H LL [ u(w, h) - u'(w, h) [2 
w= l h= ] 
(4.2) 
where u(w, h) is the value of a pixel at location (w, h) within an image of size 
W xH. Therefore the SNR is: 
SN R = 1010glO (~; ) (4.3) 
where u2 is the variance in the original image. 
Figure 4.12 & 4. 13 depicts how SNR vru·ies with resolut ion and texture size, lru·ger 
values indicate better quality. Reducing texture size quickly decreases image qua l-
ity when compared to resolution scaling, which maintains a high·degree of quali ty 
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Figure 4.12: Signal-to-noise ratio of scaled resolution compared with normal op-
eration for volume rendering. 
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Figure 4.13: Signal-to-noise ratio of scaled texture compared with normal opera-
tion for volume rendering. 
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even at a quarter of the original resolution. This is because texture scaling is a 
])l'e-rendering process, therefore lighting effects and opacity blending which occur 
during the rendering process are severely altered by the reduced texture sizes. Im-
proving thc convolution fi lter , used to rcducc the tcxture size, to better refl ect thc 
rendering pTO cess may result in better image quality. Combining the two methods 
was found to produce higher quali ty renderings at faster frame rates. A 1/ 4 res-
olution rendering with a texture reduction of 1 (i. e. a power of 2 decrease on the 
textures largest edge) results in a frame rate of 21.91fps and SNR of 15.78dB. An 
equivalent frame rate achieved tlu'ough resolution scaling alone is only achieved 
whcn the resolution is reduced to 1/ 6'1., producing a frame rate of 21.765fps and 
SJ\R of 12.59dB. Using this knowledge it is now possible to create an SPU which 
dynamically adjusts both texture and resolution si2e to achieve a target frame rate 
on the render hardware. 
4.3.6 Conclusions 
The abili ty to adapt scene complexity to the capabilities of a rendering resource is 
essent ial to maintaining the interactive visualisation requirements of a user. T he 
investigation has demonstrated that the rendering complexity of a visualisation can 
be reduced through processes that are transparent to the application. Importantly, 
the investigation has shown that the effects of reducing rendering complexity are 
predictable, permitting the development of automated methods for the provision 
of detail elision to bespoke applications. 
In a larger distributed environment the question remains as to the optimum point 
in the pipeline to render the adapted visualisation frame. The system require-
ments proposed that the frame should be adapted to the rendering resources of 
the user's display interface. This would allow the system to perform local motion-
dynamic interaction without the Ileed to communicate with the remote application 
instances. However, such an approach is optimal only if the OpenGL commands 
describing the frame can be transferred quicker than the time required to trans-
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fer a rendered image of the visualisation . The following section examines image 
compression in order to further understand this trade-off. 
4.4 An investigation of image compreSSIOn tech-
mques 
Chapter 2 discussed previous visualisation rendering systems that made use of im-
age compression streams as a delivery mechanism for a remote user. These systems 
utilised a range of both lossless and lossy compression methods. \1any of which 
were specifically designed to meet remote visualisation requirements including low 
computational complexity and fi xed information loss (Ohazama, 1999). However, 
there are several modern image compression techniques defined by the JPEG com-
pression group that offer the potential to achieve greater compression levels which 
were not explored in the li terature. These techniques were not designed for remote 
visualisation and so the computational complex ity of the techniques must be anal-
ysed including a profile of acllievable compression ratios for computer generated 
visualisation images. This section details an investigation that was carried out to 
evaluate the use of lossless and lossy JPEG image compression techniques. 
4.4.1 D escription 
An ideal compression method would provide lossless compression of a sufficient 
compression ratio that the compressed pixel data can be transported to a remote 
resource at a rate suitable for remote user interaction. The computational com-
plexity of the compression method must be low enough that it can be pro essed 
on most desktop computers at a faster rate than the compressed images are trans-
ported. 
Clearly, the required compression ratio wi ll depend on several factors including 
the resolution of the visualisation and Lhc bandwidth of the network between 
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the resources. If a lossless algorithm with sufficient compression ratio cannot be 
determined then image quality must be compromised in order to maintain inter-
active transmission rates. However , referring back to the functional requirements 
outlined in the last chapter, during periods of inactivity the user should always 
be presented with a full resolution lossless image. This requires the capability to 
switch compression algorithms or the operating parameters of an algorithm during 
the visualisation. Video compression algorithms that depend on inter-frame infor-
mation to achieve high compression ratios would not function well in this scenario. 
As a result the use of MPEG video standards such as H.264 (Richardson, 2003) 
wcre cxcluded from thc invcstigation. Instead thc invcstigation focuses on the use 
of modern image compression techniques that achieve compression without any 
inter-frame dependency. 
Clunie (2000) demonstrated that modern pred ictive statistical lossless compres-
sion techniques such as JPEG-LS (Weinberger et aI., 2000) can achieve superior 
data compression over the conventional dictionary based algorithms that were de-
tailed in chapter 2. The JPEG-LS standard uses the LOCO-I (Weinberger et aI. , 
1996) algori thm developed at Hewlett-P ackard , chosen for its high image com-
pression ratio aud simplicity. The algorithm provides two modes o[ operation: 
mathematically lossless and near lossless. Mathematically lossless is an ent irely 
reversible compression method decompressing an image to exactly the same pixels. 
Near lossless guarantees that the compressed image is within a maximum error 
of the original image. The low complexity of the LOCO-I algorithm makes it a 
good candidate for performing image compression in interactive remote rendering. 
However, the JPEG group have defined other algorithms which offer near lossless 
image compression as well a~ providing lossy compression when required . These 
are baseline JPEG and JPEG 2000. 
Baseline JPEG is a common algorithm for image compression on the world wide 
web (Wallace, 1991). Compression is achieved through 8x8 pixel block encoding 
using the discrete cosine transform (DCT), which is quantised and entropy encoded 
using a form of Huffman encoding. In its maximal quality settings baseline JPEG 
offers nea r lossless compression . However, near lossless compression error is not a 
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guaranteed function ; under some circumstances t his error could become visually 
unacceptable. This was of particular concern for medical imaging systems and 
with this in mind the JPEG 2000 standard was developed. 
T he JPEG 2000 standard offers both mathematically lossless and lossy image com-
pression (Skodras et aI. , 2001 ). The standard resulted from advances in discrete 
wavelet t ransform (DWT). JPEG 2000 uses a mathematical wave form to describe 
structures within the original image, rather than encoding fixed size pixel blocks 
as used in baseline JPEG compression. As a result JPEG 2000 can achieve signifi-
cantly bctter compression ratios with greatly improved image quality. The JPEG 
2000 standard offers other advantages including resilience to bit errors; and pro-
gressive image quality which can be specified in terms of resolution, signal-to-noise 
(SNR) ratio or compressed image size. 
An experiment was carried out to analyse the use of all three JPEG compression 
techniques for interactive distributed rendering. Each compression technique was 
evaluated according to the achieved visual quality, compression ratio and , impor-
tantly, the computational expense of encoding pixel data using the technique. T he 
experiment also examined several s imple dictionary-based compression techniques 
that act as a comparison for analysing the performance of the JPEG compression 
techniques. 
4.4.2 Objectives 
The objective of the investigation was to understand the role that image transfer 
and compression can have in a distributed rendering framework. In particular , 
the investigation was designed to assess if improvements in image compression 
techniques could allow remote image streaming to achieve interactive visualisation 
frame rates. Therefore the investigation anaJysed: 
• The compntational requirements of each compression technique as visuali-
sation resolution increases. 
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• The achieved compression level of the visualisation under difIerent visuali-
sation representations. 
4.4.3 Methodology 
T he investigation was designed to uti lise the visualisations and OpenGL framework 
that had been successfully ut ilised for the previous investigation. The two visual-
isations generate very difIerent image characteristics that prov ide representative 
measures for the investigation. The large mesh visualisation generated artificial 
stylised images with a low degree of image variance (Figure 4.4), the volumetric 
visualisation produces more natural images with a high degree of pixel variance. 
These two visualisations are representative of common visualisation approaches 
and should have very difIerent compression characteristics. 
T he investigation involved several experiments examining the compression charac-
teristics of each of the visualisations under the three JPEG compression standards 
(JPEG-LS , JPEG 2000 and baseline JPEG) in lossless or near-lossless operat ion 
under different application conditions. For comparison purposes the investigation 
also examined common dictionary based compression techniques which should 
have lowcr computational complexity bu t also result in lower compression ratios. 
4.4.3.1 Dictionary compression techniques 
Dictionary compression techniques replace long repeating patterns of data with a 
more concise representation that reduces data redundancy. The techniques have 
a very low time complexity and are straight forward to implement. Consequently, 
dictionary compression was widely used for image transfer by previous rendering 
systems (Engel et al ., 2000a; Humphreys et a!. , 2002), making them a good control 
method for analysing the performance of JPEG compression techniques. 
One of the simplest dictionary compression techniques is Run-length encoding 
(RLE). RLE replaces a continuous run of data with the same value with a single in-
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stance of that value preceded by the length of the run . For example AAAAABCD-
DDEE is run-length encoded to 5ABC3D2E. The Chromium framework imple-
ments an enhanced version R.LE known as PLE, which is optimised for a dominant 
background colom in the image frame. The PLE algorithm encodes the length of 
a run of the same pixel value as a single byte, listed in reverse order preceding the 
pixel data. Occurrences of background coloured pixels were replaced by the rUI1-
length of the pixels in place, allowing for run lengths greater than a single byte. 
For example AAAAABCDDDAAAEE is PLE encoded as: 2,0,3,l ,1,0:5BCD3E, 
where A is the background colour. 
Another common dictionary technique is that of Zlib compression, which imple-
ments a version of the DEFLATE compression method (Deutsch and Gailly, 1996). 
DEFLATE is a variant of the LZ77 compression algorithm (Ziv and Lempel, 1977) 
using Huffman coding on the resulting data. The DEFLATE compression method 
is used by the PNG image fi le format . T he a lgorithm was primarily designed for 
fil e compression and like most fil e compression techniques it replaces reoccurring 
sequences of data with a reference to the first occurrence of that sequence. Subse-
quent Huffman encoding fur ther reduces data size by replacing common sequences 
of data with short representations and infrequent data with longer representations. 
:'1any compressed image formats are also based on LZ77: LZW (Welch, 1984) was 
one of the most popular vari ants and is used in T IFF and GIF image files. The 
theoretical compression level of Zlib i reported as 1032:1 for a block of all zew s. 
In pract ice though, ratios of between 2:1 and 5:1 should be expected l . 
4.4.3.2 Test Environment 
The tcst environment was designed to provide a repeatable environment that could 
be easily con fi gured with different compression methods. Tllis was achieved by 
again ut ilising the Chromium rendering framework that had proved successful for 
the previous invest igation. 
I Refer to the Zlib project site for more information http://www.zlib.netj zlib_ tecll.html 
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Figure 4.14: Resource configuration diagram for t he experiment. Each of the red 
blocks represents a component of the Chromium rendering framework. 
Chromium's Readback SPU prov ides t he functionality to retrieve a rendered visu-
alisation frame from the framebuffer for transmission to a remote display interface. 
The SPU achieves this through standard OpenGL API calls (gIReadPixels, gLDmw-
Pixels) . The gLDrawPixels can t hen be intercepted to perform compression on t he 
rendered image frame. An example of this is provided by the Zpix SP U, which 
performs dictionary based compression on the pixel da ta contained wi thin the 
glDra.wPixels command. 
The configured test environment was designed to be simple and consistent, oper-
ating on a single PC (Figure 4.14). This was achieved by decompressing t he pixel 
data immediately after performance measurements of the compression p rocess had 
been taken. The workstation used in the experiment was con figured with a 3Ghz 
Pentium 4 processor and 1GB ram. 
4.4.3.3 Implementing JPEG Compression 
Support for the JPEG compression methods was provided through a combination 
of existing libraries and new implementations. The J asper framework was used to 
provide a common API for image stream compression (Adams and Ward , 2004). 
J asper provides built-in support for baseline JPEG us ing libjpeg, developed by 
the hldependent JPEG Group2, and provides a reference implementation of JPEG 
' http://www.ijg.org 
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2000. For the purposes of the investigation, Jasper was further extended wi th a 
new JPEG-LS stream module, based on the reference implementation for creating 
JPEG-LS files, developed at the University of British Columbia3 . The Jasper 
framework was thcn utilised wi thin a new SPU called JPix, which compressed 
pixel data contained within the glDmwPixels command . 
4.4.4 Results 
An initial experiment was carried out to measure the compression ratio and t ime 
complexi ty of the PLE and ZLib techniques implemented by the Zpix SPU. These 
results act as baseline for analysis of the JPEG compression results. In experi-
mental tests , compression ratios of 2.00 and 2.76 were found for PLE and Zlib 
compression respectively for the rotating li t isosurface at a resolut ion of 300x300 
pixcls. The comprcssion ratio of both algorithms marginally increascd with image 
size due to the increased probability of longer run lengths (Figure 4.15). T he t ime 
required to perform PLE and Zlib compression against the number of pixels in an 
image is shown in Figure 4.16 and decompression t ime in Figure 4.17. PLE's sim-
plicity allows the algorithm to compress 600x600 images at a rate of 248fps; where 
as Zlib manages 8.8 - 17.6fps depending on the operating mode. The compression 
methods are asymmetric meaning that decompression t ime for both algori thms is 
much faster at greater than 100fps for a resolution of 600x600. 
On the basis that large homogeneous regions will compress well under both PLE 
and Zlib, Cln'omjum implemented simple XOR frame differencing within the Zpix 
SP U to exploit redundancy between subsequent frames. Under this approach a 
pixel at location (m,n) and frame t is first XOR'd with pixel (m,n) in frame t-1, 
before being encoded. This is a similar process to that of DPCM developed for 
VizServer (Chu et aI. , 2001 ). Simple pixel comparison techruques such as these 
are cheap to perform , but do not attempt to model object translations between 
3http://bisicl.ece.ubc.ca/ 
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frames. Subsequent ly even modest scene interactions may alter enough pixels to 
make such a process redundant or even detrimental. 
To test this hypothesis, the degree of rotation per frame in each visualisation 
was varied to simulate increasing user interaction. A common response taken by 
visualisations is to concatenate multiple user events as a single rendered scene, 
reducing the interaction latency of the visualisation (Schroeder et al. , 1998) . The 
results of the cxperimcnt are shown in Figure 4. 18 & 4.19, demonstrating that 
both the isosurface and volumetric visualisation perform worse when using XOR 
differencing , even for moderate scene changes. The high degree of pixel variance in 
the volume rendered scene causes the effects of XOR differencing to be felt sooner. 
The XOR based pixel comparisons appear too restrict ive to effectively exploit 
inter-frame coherency. However , the d ictionary based compression methods used 
within Zpix are insufficient alone to provide high frame rates on low bandwidth 
networks. 
Following on from this, the same visualisation configurations were executed using 
t he new Jpix SPU for each of the J PEG compression methods. The results of each 
application using the Jpix SP U are shown in Tables 4.2, and 4.3. 
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I Codec I Compression Ratio I Encode fps I Decode fps I 
JPEG-LS lossless 7.03:1 9.77 10.79 
JPEG-LS Near·lossless 10.44:1 8.62 10.74 
JPEG 2000 lossless 6.58:1 2.41 2.94 
Baseline JPEG 9.91:1 8.29 10.84 
Zlib (Fastest) 6.19:1 24.94 11302 
Table 4.2: Isosurface compression at a resolution of SOOx600. 
Codec I Compression Ratio I Encode fps I Decode fps I 
JPEG·LS lossless 2.60:1 4.47 4.86 
.1PEG-LS Near-Iossless 4.13:1 4.35 5.10 
JPEG 2000 lossless 2.S5:1 1.S1 2.16 
Baseline JPEG 4.45:1 7.07 9.66 
Zlib (Fastest) 1.62:1 8.39 54.76 
Table 4.3: Volume rendering compression at a. resol ution of 800x600. 
Fl'om t.he tables it is clear that JPEG·LS offers the best overall performance when 
considering both compression ratio and encoding time. Baseline JPEG performs 
well for tbe complex natural images produced by the volumetric visualisation. 
However , tbe lack of a guaranteed error level may make this method unsuitable 
for many applications, in particular medical diagnosis applications. For more arti-
ficial images generated by lit isosurfaces, the performance of simple Zlib compres-
sion cannot be overlooked . While not providing the highest compression levels, 
compression t imes of 24fps were achievable for visualisations at a. resolution of 
800x600. 
4.4.5 Analysis 
The experiments appear to show that a demonstrable link exists between appro-
priate encoding methods and the type of visualisation application being executed. 
Visualisation representations that result in a high level of image variance benefit 
from the JPEG compression aJgorithms designed for natural images, achieving far 
higher compression ratios than dictionary techniques. Conversely, artificial images 
with low image variance show only marginal improvement with JPEG compres-
sion. Examining image variance is a consideration not made by previous research 
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on remote visualisation. This new information means that appropriate compres-
sion methods must be chosen according to visualisation type as well as networking 
and hardware resources available. Riding et al. (2005) suggested storing informa-
tion gathered on compression characteristics during the course of a visualisation 
as meta-data to aid automatic selection of compression methods accord ing to the 
available resomces. 
JPEG-LS provided high compression ratios , which can exceed that of some lossy 
compression methods, such as the guaranteed lossy methods used in VizServer 's 
eee and ICe codecs (Ohazama, 1999) . However , an issue with all the JPEG 
compression methods used in the experiments is the symmetrical computational 
complexity of the compression and decompression algorithms. Comparative time is 
required for both compression and decompression, unlike di ctionary based methods 
where generating the compression dictionary is by far the most costly process. This 
means that any improvements to encoding speed achieved through para llization or 
hardware based encoding methods must also be refl ected in the display interfaces 
of users. 
A consequence of the high compression complexity of the JPEG methods is that in 
many instances it maybe faster to transmit the adapted OpenGL commands that 
represent the visualisation frame rather than the rendered image of the frame. 
Baseline JPEG compression provides the capability for very high compression 
ratios tlll'ough lossy methods controlled by a quality param eter. Using this lossy 
capability, a comparison of transmitting OpenGL commands against that of a 
lossy JPEG image stream was undertaken to examine th is trade-off. 
The resulting frame size produced by the OpenGL command set and the JPEG 
compressed images under the volume rendering and isosurface visualisations are 
shown in Figure 4.20 and Figure 4.21 respectively. Figure 4.21 demonstrates that 
for the isosurface application consisting of 36 display lists, the data size required 
to represent the OpenGL commands is far less than that of a JPEG compressed 
frame. This means that the fastest visualisation frame rate is achieved through 
transmission of OpenGL commands irrespective of network bandwidth, providing 
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that appropriate detail elision is used to match the rendering complexity of the 
display lists to the resources of the display interface. This would permit local mo-
tion dynamic interaction on the display interface, utilising the image compression 
only for a high fidelity rendered image at the end of each frame. 
The most efficient delivery process for the volume rendering application depends 
on the network bandwidth available. This is due to the use of view plane aligned 
polygons in the rendering process that must be recalculated on every frame, re-
quiring 185.56KBytes per frame in comparison to the 13.68KBytes needed for the 
isosurface application. This larger frame size is still less than that required to de-
liver a visually lossless JPEG image and is independent of motion-dynamic changes 
unlike JPEG compression. However, for low bandwidth a lossy JPEG compres-
sion will deliver a far higher framerate requiring an average of 39.70KBytes when 
quality is set to 50%. 
4.4.6 Conclusions 
Even with the improved compression ratios achieved by the lossless techniques, 
lossless interactive rendering over low bandwidth networks is not currently pos-
sible. Compression ratios of 1:10 are insufficient for image sizes of 0.14 Mbytes 
(800x600, 24-bit image) to achieve interactive frame rates over 2Mbit commodity 
broadband connections. Lossy methods must instead be utilised, the use of which 
was shown to be dependent on the requirements of the user and on the particular 
visualisation application used. 
Transmitting the OpenGL commands used to generate a frame is a more effi-
cient delivery process than image compression for some visualisation applications, 
allowing the display interface to utilise detail elision and local motion-dynamic 
interaction to further improve the user's experience. In low bandwidth situa-
tions where the frame size of the OpenGL commands greatly exceeds that of a 
compressed image stream, a adaptive rendering framework should switch to lossy 
JPEG compression to deliver motion dynamic updates. Both detail elision and 
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lossy JPEG compression must take into account the user's visualisation quality 
requirements to govern the maximum loss of detail possible. 
4.5 Summary 
This chapter has examined the trade-offs in the design of an adaptive distributed 
rendering system that meets the system requirements outlined in the previous 
chapter. The investigation into detail elision demonstrated that automatic adap-
tion of an OpenGL stream to match the performance of rendering resources was 
a feasible design goal. The investigation also described several new modules that 
could be used as basis for this automatic adaption process. 
The second investigation examined the use of image compression techniques as 
an alternative process for the delivery of rendered image frames to the display 
interface. The new JPEG compression standards were shown to deliver far higher 
compression levels than dictionary based techniques for visualisations with a high 
level of image variance. However, the high time complexity if the JPEG compres-
sion techniques means that resolution scaling must be used prior to encoding to 
ensure interactive frame rates are achievable during motion-dynamic interaction. 
While the achievable compression ratios of JPEG compression standards were 
higher than those of dictionary based methods, their use will not always deliver 
the highest frame rates for motion-dynamic. Analysis of the size of lossy Baseline 
JPEG compressed images in comparison to the uncompressed OpenGL commands 
required to generate the image demonstrated that in some instances it is more effi-
cient to transmit the uncompressed OpenGL commands. Therefore, the adaptive 
rendering system must actively monitor the size of OpenGL frames in order to 
determine the most appropriate delivery mechanism for a given resource environ-
ment. 
The Chromium distributed rendering framework has during the course of the two 
investigations been shown to be a suitable basis for the development of a new 
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adaptive distributed rendering system. The next chapter examines how quality-of-
service information could be incorporated into such a framework to allow OpenGL 
filters to automatically adapt to the requirements of both the user and the per-
formance of resources in the rendering service grid. 
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ANew Design For a Distributed 
Stream Rendering Framework 
This chapter describes the design of a new adaptive distributed stream rendering 
framework that builds on the detail elision filters that were investigated in the pre-
vious chapter. The design proceeds by comparing the adaptive rendering process 
to quality-of-service adaption that exist for video streaming, which defines a sepa-
rate control network through which rendering adaption can be coordinated. A new 
design for rendering interaction is then described which will provide asynchronous 
motion-dynamic interaction capabilities within the rendering framework. 
5.1 Quality-of-Service for distributed OpenGL 
streaming 
The system requirements for a visualisation service grid described in chapter 3 
outlined the need for an adaptive rendering system that can alter the OpenGL 
stream of an application to deliver a visualisation that meets the interactive re-
quirements of the user. The experiments detailed in the previous chapter utilised 
the Chromium framework to demonstrate that such adaption was feasible and 
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that suitable image compression could also be used within a rendering framework 
to improve the rendering capabilities where needed. 
The Chromium rendering framework proved to be a flexible and capable render-
ing system for the experiments, suggesting that it might be possible to adapt 
the framework to meet the system requirements of an adaptable rendering sys-
tem within a visualisation service grid. Chromium's efficiency at transforming 
and transporting OpenGL streams was shown to be particularly effective. How-
ever, the stream processing units within Chromium offer no facilities to adapt the 
complexity of a visualisation's AVO stream to a particular set of resources. This 
means that the overall performance of a visualisation is often dependent on the 
rendering performance of the resources at each node, not on the transportation 
time of the OpenGL stream. 
The new detail elision and image compression filters described in chapter 4 of-
fer the potential to improve visualisation performance by reducing the rendering 
complexity of the stream. Hypothetically, such filters could be improved to pro-
vide the ability to dynamically simplify the OpenGL stream and distribution of 
rendering work in order to deliver a visualisation frame that the user's display in-
terface can render within a required rendering time. This adaptive system would 
adjust the parameters controlling the simplification of the stream in response to 
measured performance values in order to maintain a quality-of-service level for the 
visualisation user. This section examines the design of adaptive quality-of-service 
system for a stream based rendering framework such as Chromium. 
Providing a quality-of-service system for an OpenGL stream has commonalities 
with application-layer quality-of-service control mechanisms developed for video 
streaming. The objectives of video streaming quality-of-service can be defined 
as avoiding congestion and maximising video fidelity in the presence of packet 
loss (Wu et al., 2001). These objectives hold true for distributed rendering, but 
the factors governing visualisation fidelity and throughput are more complex. As 
well as packet loss (in the presence of lossy UDP based protocols) and network 
bandwidth, hardware rendering performance can also have an effect on both vi-
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sualisation fidelity and frame rate. Another more imposing consideration is that 
unlike the frames of a video stream, rendered frames are not periodic. Frames are 
instead triggered by scene changes or display corruption. Therefore, issues such 
as jitter in video streaming, which are readily determined by the expected arrival 
period of a frame in a video stream, are non-trivial in the case of distributed 
rendering. 
Control schemes to meet the two objectives of congestion avoidance and image 
fidelity can be classified as receiver-based, source-based and hybrid control schemes 
(Wu et aI., 2001). Sections 5.1.1, 5.1.2, and 5.1.3 introduce each of these schemes 
and present new strategies for their use in distributed rendering. The classification 
of receiver and source nodes helps move distributed rendering beyond a client-
server rendering paradigm. When discussing receiver and source control strategies 
in the subsequent sections, these entities are considered to be nodes in a directed 
acyclic graph connected by a common edge. 
5.1.1 Receiver-based control 
A receiver is responsible for maintaining visualisation fidelity and render perfor-
mance using only receiver-based mechanisms. In order to avoid confusion in the 
description of receiver and source based control mechanisms, the receiver is as-
sumed to terminate the stream and act as the display interface for the application 
user. 
A receiver has no knowledge of the causes of delays upstream as it has no method 
for determining the expected arrival time of each frame. The delay could be nat-
ural, introduced by the sporadic interactions of the user (interaction latency); or 
artificial, caused by network or render performance. However, the receiver does 
know the time taken to render a frame downstream, assuming frame synchroni-
sation is performed at the end of each frame. This is illustrated by the timing 
diagram in Figure 5.1, which depicts the source stream as a compressed image 
stream, locally rendering the OpenGL frame and using glDrawPixels to transmit 
the frame to the receiver. 
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Figure 5.1: OpenGL Stream Timing Analysis. 
Under these assumptions, receiver control mechanisms can take two forms: stream 
switching and stream filtering. Stream switching is possible when multiple source 
streams are available. These could include a complete AVO stream, reduced level-
of-detail AVO stream, or a compressed image stream; each reducing scene com-
plexity and transportation time. Each stream requires additional render resources 
on the server, but when serving multiple clients with varying resources such mech-
anisms would be cost effective. 
Stream filtering involves performing local filtering on the AVO stream to reduce 
scene complexity to better match render resources. The detail elision investiga-
tion carried out in chapter 4 described how these stream filters may reduce the 
rendering complexity of an OpenGL stream. The investigation outlined how such 
filters could be designed to predict the required reduction in level of detail based 
on the current rendering performance of the OpenGL stream. However, this was 
shown to be a non-trivial task, requiring the stream filter to maintain an internal 
performance model of the rendering resource that is constantly updated with new 
performance values as the OpenGL stream changes. 
Multiple stream filters must co-operate in order to achieve the best possible visual-
isation fidelity for a given render time. This is particularly true for the texture and 
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rasterization filters which must apply detail elision in unison to achieve optimum 
visualisation fidelity. Such co-operation requires the capability to pass quality-of-
service messages between filters. However, stream filters based in the receiver make 
inefficient use of networking resources as redundant scene complexity is transmit-
ted to the receiver. This leads to a need to transfer quality-of-service information 
not just between filters but between nodes in the larger network. Therefore in gen-
eral, receiver control mechanisms will work well for situations where poor graphic 
resources sit on a high speed network. 
5.1.2 Source-based control 
In this scenario a source node is responsible for ensuring that clients receive and 
render the OpenGL scene correctly, maximising both render performance and 
fidelity. A source control mechanism placed at the start of a distributed rendering 
network is attached directly to an application instance, as part of the replacement 
graphics library. Under these conditions, source control mechanisms are aware of 
the total time taken to render a frame including the network delivery time, and 
the current interaction latency (Figure 5.1). 
Interaction latency represents the rate at which the application is generating visu-
alisation frames. This information can be utilised by source-based control mecha-
nisms to detect when the user enters and leaves periods of motion-dynamic interac-
tion, updating the visualisation fidelity delivered by the source node accordingly. 
However, the source control mechanism is not explicitly able to distinguish be-
tween network and receiver rendering performance downstream. This means that 
source-based control mechanisms cannot build the performance models necessary 
to utilise detail elision filters to improve rendering time. Source-based control 
mechanisms are instead limited to utilising approaches that reduce the network 
transmission time of each visualisation frame. 
In the case of video streaming, Wu et a!. (2001) described two approaches for 
controlling the video rate to avoid network congestion: probe based and model 
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based. A model based approach estimates the network throughput using a suitable 
mathematical model of the networking protocol. The typical formula (Wu et aI., 
2001; Floyd and Fall, 1999) for the bandwidth of a TCP connection is: 
.\ = 1.22 x MTU 
RTTx JP (5.1) 
Where RTT is the round trip time of the connection, MTU is the amount of data 
stored within each TCP packet and p is the ratio of packet loss for the connection. 
Using this model a source control mechanism is able to determine the dominant 
factor in the observed render time and act accordingly. The parameters of the 
formula can be determined through network interrogation methods carried out 
before establishing the connection: ICMP (Internet Control Message Protocol) 
ping packets can be used to determine the round trip time of the connection. 
Alternately a modified network driver1 and TCP lIP stack can be used to provide 
information about packet loss and round trip times. 
Probe based approaches interrogate the network or receiver to determine the fac-
tors creating the observed render time. Third-party applications can be used 
to profile network connections at the start of the visualisation process. NetPipe 
was used within the server of the Adaptive Rendering and Transmission Environ-
ment (ARTE) to determine the network bandwidth of a client connection during 
initialisation (Martin, 2000). The ARTE server would then adapt a requested 
visualisation model to the required delivery time. However, changes in network 
conditions will not be detected by one time profiling such as this. Within a real-
time distributed rendering system more detailed information on network timing 
can be obtained through appropriate use of synchronisation barriers as utilised by 
the Chromium framework. 
When a barrier is established, Chromium guarantees that all OpenGL commands 
previously made have been delivered and executed by all clients before proceed-
'See Intelligent 'Iraceroute: http://www.cubinlab.ee.mu.oz.au/probing/dcroute/faq/ 
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ing. Therefore, the time required to deliver and execute glDrawPixels can be 
determined by placing a barrier directly after the call. This time represents both 
the network delivery time and the time to decode and display the pixels. 
Given that the source control mechanism can determine the dominant factor be-
tween transmission and render time, a control mechanism can employ more pow-
erful strategies than receiver based mecbanisms. A source node is free to switch 
between serving a complete or reduced AVO stream to the display interface, or act 
as a compressed image stream. Utilising a compressed image stream would reduce 
both network congestion and client render time for complex dynamic scenes. 
When networking performance is the dominant factor, the source control mech-
anism is able to employ compression techniques and detail elision strategies to 
reduce frame size. As well as compression of pixels, geometry compression can 
also be applied. An example of this is geometry quantisation, in which geometry 
is first transformed to points relative to a bounding box of the geometric object 
(Purnomo et aI., 2005). Only the high order bits are sent during periods of high 
interaction, after interaction stops the low order bits for the final frame geometry 
are quickly transmitted to the receiver. Decompressing the quantised geometry 
can be performed by utilising shader programming within GPU of commodity 
graphics cards. 
Source nodes have no method for determining the render time observed by the re-
ceiver preventing detail elision or compression from being accurately applied to the 
geometry or texture information within each visualisation frame. However, when 
utilising a compressed image stream it is possible to calculate the decompression 
time of the receiving node if time symmetric codecs are used. As noted in the pre-
vious cbapter, baseline JPEG compression is symmetrical requiring equal time to 
compress and decompress the image. A source node can exploit this information 
to model the decompression time on the receiving node. 
Alternately, decompression of the image frame can be delayed in the receiver until 
after the barrier has executed. This would mean that the time observed by the 
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source represents only the transmission time for the compressed pixels, allowing 
the source node to adjust image compression parameters accordingly. 
5.1.2.1 Source-based Control Test 
An experiment was carried out to investigate source-based stream adaptation in 
response to varying network conditions using the Jpix SPU described in chapter 
4. The SPU was extended to adapt the compression level used by the lossy base-
line JPEG algorithm according to the bandwidth requirements of the network. 
The extended Jpix SPU used a synchronisation barrier to obtain a measure of 
network performance, predicting the theoretical frame rate of a connection from 
this information based on the average compressed image size of the visualisation 
frame. 
A requested frame rate was specified to the SPU as a quality-of-service parame-
ter. If the predicted frame rate was below the requested frame rate, compression 
was increased up to a user specified maximum. The maximum compression level 
represented the lower bound of another competing quality-of-service parameter: 
visualisation fidelity. Alternately, if the predicted frame rate is greater than the 
requested frame rate, compression decreases to improve fidelity. 
The compression level used by Jpix is based on a single quality parameter passed 
to the baseline JPEG library. The value of the quality parameter is an integer 
between 0 - 100, which is converted to a quantisation level inside the JPEG library. 
Quantisation is performed after DCT encoding and alters the Huffman encoding 
entropy to achieve increased compression ratios. This makes it difficult to predict 
the encoded image size for a given quality; the only result that can be predicted 
easily is that the encoded image is likely to increase or decrease in size. The Jpix 
SPU exploits this knowledge to converge on the optimum quality value rather than 
attempt to predict the optimum quality parameter through a compression model. 
Convergence on the optimum value was performed by a simple binary search; C-
style pseudo code for the convergence algorithm is shown in Algorithm 5.1. The 
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Algorithm 5.1 Quality convergence for the Jpix SPU. The algorithm takes five 
parameters: compression_size, the current compressed image size; time, the mea-
sured transmission time in seconds; rtt, the round trip time for performing a barrier 
synchronisation; quality, the current quality value; and requested _ fps, which is 
the target frame rate of the visualisation. 
int Qua1ityContro1(compression_size, time, rtt, 
quality, requested_fps) { 
bandwidth = (compression_size + PACKET_OVERHEAD) 
/ (time - rtt) 
current_fps = bandwidth / 
} 
(compression_size + PACKET_OVERHEAD) 
if (requested_fps > current_fps*l.l) { 
quality = (quality - MIN_QUALITY)/2 + MIN_QUALITY 
} else if (requested_fps < current_fps*0.9) { 
quality = (100 - quality)/2 + quality 
} 
return quality 
algorithm avoids oscillating around a quality value by using fuzzy logic to compare 
the current and requested frame rates. This is achieved through a 10% tolerance 
on the current frame rate, which also allows for small variance in the estimated 
bandwidth to be tolerated. 
An experiment to investigate the performance of the adaptive Jpix SPU was car-
ried out using the Chromium framework in a client-server configuration. The large 
mesh application described in chapter 4 was configured to continuously output vi-
sualisation frames through the framework. Network conditions were artificially 
altered during execution by using a token bucket filter implemented within the 
Netem Linux kernel module (Hemminger, 2005). The Jpix SPU was configured 
to recalculate the most appropriate compression level on every 15thframe, which 
allowed variance in the compression size to be averaged between calculations. 
The experiment showed that the adaption algorithm quickly converged on an 
approximate quality level (Figure 5.2). Refining the approximate value to the 
exact quality level takes longer, but often results in little discernible difference in 
quality so the process proceeds without affecting user interaction. This refinement 
process is clearly seen in Figure 5.2 when the bandwidth ramps up from 320KB / s 
to 1600KB/s between frames 175 and 250. 
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Figure 5.2: Quality adaptation in response to network conditions. 
Whilst the experiment demonstrated that source-based cont rol mechanisms can 
adap t the OpenGL stream in response to changing network condit ions, the ap-
proach taken introduced a. complete round t rip on every frame. In high latency 
networking environments this constraint wo uld become a domina ting factor in the 
visualisation performance. A possible solution would be to only measure band-
width occasionally or wben a change in frame rate occurs. Though such an ap-
proach may further disrupt t.he user by int.roducing jitter into the visualisation. 
Co-operation between source and receiver provides a less int rusive al ternative to 
synchronisation barriers by exchanging information on the arrival time of each 
AVO frame. Such information exchanges would allow the receiver to report the 
decompression time for an image, providing the information necessary for the Jpix 
SP U t.o accurately scale image size accordingly. 
5.1.3 Hybrid control 
Hybrid control mechanisms can ensure that all nodes in a distributed render net-
work have access to the same information as all t he other nodes in the network. 
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The previous sections have demonstrated how a receiving node, acting at the dis-
play interface, can observe render performance of the hardware resources available 
at the user's PC. Such information can be utilised by detail elision filters within 
the receiver to adapt the AVO stream to a specific rendering time. 
Similarly, source nodes can measure networking performance by observing timing 
information within the AVO stream; and when acting at the application source are 
aware of how quickly an application is generating render frames by measuring the 
time between the end and start of each frame. By transmitting performance and 
quality-of-service information through control messages, all nodes in a distributed 
render network can have access to this information and are, therefore, better able 
to meet the quality-of-service needs of the user. 
Each node in a distributed render system contains at least two pieces of unique 
information that is not observable from any other node: the time between the end 
of a frame and the start of the next frame, referred to here as the frame latency; and 
the time taken between the start of the frame and the end of the frame, referred to 
as the render time. By understanding the role of each node in the system, control 
mechanisms can adapt the AVO stream in response to this timing information. For 
example, network bandwidth can be determined by subtracting the frame latency 
and render time observed by the source node from the frame latency observed by 
a receiver (see Figure 5.1, without frame synchronisation points). 
Source nodes cannot simply request information from receiving nodes downstream 
through OpenGL calls as this would interrupt the OpenGL stream with unnec-
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essary synchronisation points. Alternately, the frame latency and render time 
information can be passed back through the network connections from receiver 
nodes to source nodes (Figure 5.3) as a separate asynchronous control network. 
The render nodes shown in the diagram pass the quality level used to compress the 
rendered frame back to the application node, which allows the application node 
to ensure all nodes operate at the same quality level. 
The implementation of a hybrid control network must be flexible to support a 
range of configurations for different visualisation scenarios. Ideally, the implemen-
tation would support a discovery process through which actuators can determine 
the location and types of actuators within the distributed rendering system. Such 
functionality will permit the adaptive rendering system to dynamically config-
ure itself to deliver the quality-of-service requirements of the user. However, a 
quality-of-service rendering system is only as affective as the interaction system 
that directs it. The following section describes the design of new interaction sys-
tem to meet this requirement. 
5.2 User Interaction Design 
Management of user interaction forms a vital part of the rendering service grid as 
described by the system requirements. The asynchronous interaction capabilities 
must form a part of the adaptive rendering framework in order to utilise the detail 
elision features that the framework will provide. 
Previous state-of-the art visualisation systems described in chapter 2 excluded 
user interaction from the design of the rendering system. Instead, these systems 
utilised separate modules to distribute user interaction events to each application 
instances. In particular, the Chromium framework utilised the existing features 
of the Xll windowing system to provide remote interaction support for sort-first 
applications. The co-ordination of multiple application instances in a sort-last 
rendering topology was performed by a separate interaction library, which the 
application must be designed to utilise (Beermann, 2002). 
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In this section user interaction support is developed as core component of the 
adaptive rendering framework design. The section begins by examining event-
driven visualisation applications and the need to carefully manage interaction 
with these applications to maintain synchronisation rendering pipes. Demand 
driven interaction is then introduced, examining the additional design features 
that this requires. Finally, the design is expanded to support the implementation 
of asynchronous interaction modules in the adaptive render framework. 
5.2.1 Event-Driven Interaction Distribution 
The operation of a distributed rendering system depends on each application in-
stance producing a partial AVO stream, which combine together to produce a 
visualisation image of the whole data set. Therefore, each instance must mmntmn 
the same application state and produce a continuous ordered stream of visualisa-
tion frames. This means the external actors that influence application state must 
be identical for all instances. 
In an event· driven distribution there is only one external actor, which is the user 
connected to the visualisation via the display interface. Event driven applications 
produce one or more rendered frames as direct result of each user interaction 
event. Therefore, maintaining mUltiple application instances can be achieved by 
replicating these events in the same order to each application instance (Figure 
5.4). 
New interaction events are placed into the event queue of the display interface by 
the windowing system of the user's desktop PC. These are then transcoded to an 
event message suitable for transmission to the application instances. The events 
generated by most windowing systems include notification information relating 
to the window in which the visualisation is displayed in addition to user input 
events. Table 5.1 describes the notification event types common to the most 
popular windowing systems and event driven applications. 
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Event Description State 
Type Information 
Motion The coordinate position of the mouse X,Y 
pointer device relative to the display 
interface window. Most windowing systems 
distinguish between motion events that 
occur when all mouse buttons are released 
(passive) and those that occur when a 
mouse button is pressed (active). 
Mouse The button state of the mouse pointer. Button, State, 
Many windowing systems will include the X, Y, Key 
current location of the pointer and keyboard Modifiers 
modifiers such as Shift and Ctrl key presses. 
Keyboard Key press and Key release events including Key, State, X, 
the current location of the mouse pointer. Y 
Window The size of the display interface window, Width, Height 
Size occurs when the user interactively 
manipulates the window. 
Draw A request to redraw part or all of the Draw Region 
display interface window. This occurs when (x,y, 
the window has been partially obscured by width,height) 
another window or otherwise corrupted. 
Visibility Change in the visibility of the display Window 
interface window, which can occur when the visibility state 
window is minimised or completely 
obscured. 
Destroy The user requested that the application exit None 
and release windowing resources. 
Timer This event signifies that a timer initiated by ID 
the application has expired. This is a special 
case which is detailed in the next section on 
demand driven interaction. 
Table 5.1: Event types common to Microsoft Windows, The X Windowing System, 
and Apple OSX. 
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Figure 5.4: Managing user interaction events in a distributed rendering system. 
The number of events delivered to each application instance can be reduced 
through the use of an event mask that specifies the particular event types that the 
visualisation application wishes to monitor. For example, most applications will 
ignore passive motion events that occur without an accompanying button press 
(Schroeder et aI., 1998). 
Synchronisation of the visualisation depends on notification events arriving at 
each instance in the same order. The processing of interaction events does not 
need to be synchronised between application instances as synchronisation barriers 
within the distributed rendering framework maintain concurrent processing of the 
visualisation frames. 
5.2.2 Demand Driven Interaction 
Demand driven visualisations produce a continuous stream of visualisation frames 
at a rate appropriate for the interaction state of the user. Rather than generate 
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a new frame for each interaction event, demand driven visualisations rely on a 
unique timer event to initiate each frame. This allows interaction events occur-
ring in between timer events to be consolidated into a single visualisation frame. 
Therefore, demand driven visualisations are particularly successful at minimising 
pilot induced oscillations that can result from large event queues. 
Large event queues form when the time required to render a frame is far greater 
than the time required to process each interaction event. The approach can offer 
significant improvements in the user interaction experience with remote distributed 
rendering systems. However, none of the distributed rendering systems reviewed 
in chapter 2 provided the event management capabilities necessary to operate such 
systems. 
The event timer utilised by a demand driven visualisation operates as an exter-
nal actor within the windowing system. The actor places a new timer event in 
the application's event queue at the end of given time period. When there is 
only a single instance of an application as with a sort-first rendering system, the 
distributed rendering system will proceed to render a new frame on every timer 
event. However, when there are multiple application instances each timer actor 
will initialise at a slightly different time. Consequently, the order in which events 
are received by each application instance may not be consistent. 
An event system can be designed to guarantee the ordering of events by utilising 
the principles of the master-slave rendering distribution described by Chen et al. 
(2001). The event system is designed such that only the timers created by the 
master application instance are monitored. Once each timer expires, the timer 
event is injected into the event stream and transmitted to all application instances 
(Figure 5.5). 
5.2.3 Asynchronous Motion-dynamic Interaction 
The system requirements in chapter 3 described two forms of asynchronous motion-
dynamic interaction: the first form augments the interaction behaviour of the ap-
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Figure 5.5: Managing timer interaction events in a distributed render system. 
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Figure 5.6: Event filtering within the adaptive rendering framework. Control 
messages are included in the diagram to complete the framework representation. 
plication with additional visualisation functionality through a particular mouse or 
keyboard that is not normally mapped to an event. The second more challeng-
ing task is to provide local asynchronous interaction that mimics the expected 
behaviour of the remote application instances. 
The capabilities of both cases depends on integrating the event stream described 
in the previous sections with the adaptive render framework. Integration can be 
achieved by monitoring the event stream in much the same way as the adaptive 
stream filters monitor OpenGL commands (Figure 5.6). 
Each event filter monitors event notification types passing through the actuator 
from the display interface. Once the event filter has processed an event it is 
transmitted back through the rendering distribution to other actuators using the 
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event manager to correctly distribute events to multiple application instances. 
Asynchronous rendering interaction can then be achieved within the same physical 
resource as the display interface by implementing stream actuators that transform 
the OpenGL stream based on the interaction events in the notification stream. 
5.3 Summary 
The adaptive capabilities of the distributed rendering sub-system within the ren-
der service grid have been addressed by analogy to the quality-of-service control 
within modern video streaming. Quality-of-service provision was found to be an 
information problem: nodes in a distributed network understand local resources 
but are not aware of how actions on the AVO stream affect other nodes. 
The ability of a distributed rendering system to adapt to the requirements of 
both the user and resources depends on the information available at each node in 
the system. A hybrid control system that passes information back through the 
network of nodes is proposed as a solution to the adaption process. The chapter 
proposed that the control system should be implemented using the Chromium 
framework as basis for adaption process. The fixed stream processing units that 
were a core part of Chromium will instead become adaptive actuators that filter 
an OpenGL stream to maintain the quality-of-service requirements of the user. 
Synchronising multiple application instances within the framework has been de-
fined as a process of maintaining the order in which events are received by each 
instance. A new event management system has been described to integrate with 
the rendering framework for this purpose. The design of the management system 
outlined the notification events that the system must support, including support 
for window management and event timers. The design addresses event synchroni-
sation through a master-slave model, which facilitates the timer events necessary 
for demand driven visualisation applications. 
Support for the asynchronous interaction has been included in the interaction 
design by integrating an event notification system within the adaptive rendering 
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framework. The design allows events to flow through the stream actuators, which 
can then filter and transform the AVO stream in response to events. Actuators 
can be designed to transform the event stream in addition to the AVO stream. 
For example, motion events to be scaled to match changing in window sizes or 
interaction events can be remapped to different input events. 
In part 3 of the thesis these designs are developed further into a complete imple-
mentation of the new rendering framework termed Stream Adaptive Rendering or 
StreamAR, forming the core of the render service grid. 
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Chapter 6 
StreamAR: Stream Adaptive 
Rendering 
This chapter presents an implementation of the Stream Adaptive Rendering or 
StreamAR framework design which was described in Part H. The focus of the 
chapter is on the implementation of the unique control system and detail elision 
actuators that form the core of the StreamAR design. Consequently, the chapter 
is divided into three sections which describe the publish-subscribe control system, 
a supporting quality-of-service extension for OpenGL and finally, the development 
of several new actuators that have been implemented to leverage the StreamAR 
control system. 
6.1 Overview of StreamAR 
The new StreamAR framework has been designed to provide the distributed ren-
dering capabilities of the render service grid. The framework operates through a 
series of actuator modules that co-operate to optimise the interactive visualisation 
representation according to the available rendering resources and quality-of-service 
requirements of a user. The Chromium framework is utilised as a container for the 
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Figure 6.1: The StreamAR architecture depicting the integration of StreamAR 
with the Chromium framework. Red modules with a solid border are described in 
this chapter, those with a dashed border are described in later chapters. 
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actuator modules because of its efficient protocol for the marshalling of OpenGL 
commands in a distributed rendering network. 
The integration of StreamAR components with the Chromium framework is de-
picted in Figure 6.1, which shows a minimal rendering network consisting of two 
distributed nodes. Whilst Chromium forms a container for the implementation of 
the stream actuators, Chromium should not be seen as integral to the underlying 
design principles. The adaption system that underlies the StreamAR framework 
can be viewed as a transferable design principle that can be implemented in other 
stream rendering systems such as FlowVR (Allard et aI., 2004). 
The StreamAR control system transmits information relating to the performance 
of resources up through the render network allowing modules up stream to auto-
matically adapt to match the quality-of-service requirements of the user. Modules 
which make use of the new control system are referred to as Stream Actuator 
Units (SAUs) and control specific elements of the OpenGL stream in response to 
control messages and stream conditions. The traditional Stream Processing Units 
(SPUs) that form the core of the Chromium framework continue to be used to 
provide fixed transformation of the OpenGL stream for distributed rendering. A 
general term of stream units is used to refer to both SAUs and SPUs. 
Additionally, a new quality-of-service (QoS) extension to the OpenGL API is de-
fined to establish the relative importance of components of the OpenGL stream 
and the rate at which those components must be rendered. Therefore, the QoS 
extension can be used to inform SAUs of the motion-dynamic or update-dynamic 
work flow context of the user. Both the publish-subscribe messaging system and 
the QoS extension are presented in the next two sections. With the remaining sec-
tions presenting the new SAUs that deliver the actual quality-of-service adaptation 
on behalf of the user. 
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Figure 6.2: Sequence diagram for subscribing to the control message framework. 
6.2 Publish-Subscribe control messages 
The delivery of control messages must not impair the performance of a distributed 
rendering network as this would diminish the value of the information contained 
in the message. This is achieved by operating an efficient asynchronous messaging 
system based on a simple publish-subscribe protocol. 
The publish-subscribe control system aims to minimise the network load of control 
messages by only transmitting messages which source SAVs have registered an 
interest in. A typical message exchange to subscribe and receive a message is 
shown in Figure 6.2. Each node in a render network is assigned a unique ID. The 
ID is used to spccify the receiving SAV to subscribe to, and to allow source SAVs 
to distinguish the origin of each control message. 
The structure of each control message is described in Table 6.1. It is up to the 
receiving SAV to unpack and interpret the message payload based on the message 
length and type. Each node in the rendering network is assigned a globally unique 
ID as a single byte by the configuration server during initialisation. This allows up 
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I Parameter I Description 
Message Type A unique identifier for the message 
type 
Destination ID The unique identifier of the 
destination node of the control 
message 
Source ID The unique identifies of the source 
node that generated the control 
message 
Message Length The length of the control message 
Message Payload The actual data of the control 
message 
Table 6.1: The structure of a control message. 
to 255 nodes and 255 messages to be specified whilst minimising the size of each 
message. Nodes are allocated ID's in ascending order from the first source node 
to the final receiver node. The destination ID of a message represents the lowest 
ID of the nodes subscribed to that message type. The destination ID is effectively 
operating as a time to live for the message. The alternative is to utilise a list of 
subscribe node lDs, which would greatly increase the size of each message. 
The control system operates a message handling routine on each node in the 
render network to dispatch new and received messages to subscribed SADs. The 
routine examines the message type and source ID of each message to determine 
a list of subscribers present on the rendering node. Each subscriber is passed the 
message through a callback function registered with the control system as part of 
the subscription process. Once all subscribers have processed the message, if the 
destination ID of the message is less than that of the rendering node, the routine 
dispatches the message to all attached source nodes. 
In processing and dispatching each message, the control system must not delay the 
stream units attached to the node from processing the continuous OpenGL stream. 
For this reason the message handler operates in a separate thread dispatching new 
messages from a message queue. The message queue is stored in a fixed length 
array of message slots shared between both the message handler thread and the 
stream units. Each new message published by an SAD is placed into a free slot at 
the end of the message queue. These slots are marked as free again as messages 
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Figure 6.3: T he control message queue. 
are dispatched by the control system tlu'ead (Figure 6.3). Placing a message onto 
the qucuc is a non-blocking operation taking only thc amount of t imc requircd to 
copy the information contained in the message into a free message slot. 
T he message queue will cont inue to grow when messages are placed on the queue 
faster than they can be dispatched. Once the queue becomes full new messages 
are simply discarded. Large queues may cause the information stored in a message 
to become out-oJ-date by the t ime the message is actually dispatched (no longer 
representing the correct performa.nce informa.tion). To avoid both the queue be-
coming fun and information becoming invalid , the control system facili tates a 
demand dri ven dispatch process. 
The demand driven process allows each SAU to attach a unique callback func-
tion to each message slot. This call back fWlction is executed immediately prior 
to dispatch aJlowing an SAU to create the message from the latest performance 
information. The SA U can then create a reoccurring message by requesting a 
new message slot after the function has executed. An SAU using this function 
must handle any thread synchronisation issues between the callback function op-
erating as a part of the control system and the thread processing the OpenGL 
stream. SAUs must be designed to regulate the rate at which control messages 
are generated in order to avoid consuming the rendering process with the delivery 
of messages. Sui table interval periods between messages can be devised based on a 
maximum t ime period between messages or maximum number of OpenGL frames 
before the performance information is invalidated. 
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Figure 6.4: UML diagram of the StreamAR control library. 
A control library was created as part of StreamAR to simplify the process of 
harnessing the control stream through a simple API. The data structures and 
functions created by the library are shown in Figure 6.4. The API provides a 
single initialisation function to create the separate control thread making use of 
the configuration server to establish the receiver nodes that the control system 
must connect to. 
Each SAU utilises the API to publish a set of control message types during initial-
isation of the OpenGL stream starting with the last receiver in the network. At 
the same time, each SAU retrieves a list of published messages from receiver nodes 
downstream. The list is parsed for known message types and subscriptions sent 
through the OpenGL stream using the control API. Each subscription operation 
passes a callback function to the control library that is used to notify the SAU 
when a new message is received. 
6.3 Quality-of-Service OpenGL extension 
Using the StreamAR control library source nodes are able to adjust the AVO 
stream in response to rendering and network performance observed by receiving 
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nodes. However, nodes not attached to the visualisation application are still un-
aware of the work flow context of the user. As a result, the nodes also have no 
indication of the relative importance of visualisation quality and speed within 
the distributed render system. Such information is provided by a new quality-
of-service extension proposed for the OpenG L API. The new extension defines 
two new API commands, as well as supporting the Subscribe and GetMessageIDs 
functions of the control system (Figure 6.2): 
• glRequestedUpdateRateQoS( rate) 
• glCurrentlnteractionRateQoS( rate) 
In order to minimise the impact on network performance, the rate parameter of 
each function is defined as a single byte, representing a quantised floating point 
value between 0.0 - 1.0. The RequestedUpdateRate informs SPUs downstream 
of the most important factor within the current scene: speed or quality. The 
command can be used to describe the acceptable level of detail required for an 
entire visualisation frame or to describe individual AVOs within a visualisation 
frame. 
The RequestedUpdateRate command assumes that a trade-off exists between the 
quality and speed with which an object can be delivered, defined by a linear 
continuum of possible rendering options. For example, an update rate of 0.0 would 
suggest that quality is the most important factor and must not be sacrificed by 
the detail elision system; conversely a rate of 1.0 would suggest that render speed 
is of most importance and that actuators can fully utilise detail elision to achieve 
rapid delivery. This rational is similar to that of the glHint API command (Woo 
et al., 2003), but differs in that a fine granularity of rendering performance between 
GL_NICEST and GL_FASTEST is made possible. The approach is based on the 
interaction model used for determining appropriate level-of-detail rendering within 
VTK (Schroeder et al., 1998). 
The CurrentInteractionRate acts as a supplement to the RequestedU pdateRate, 
and represents the quantised time interval between render frames or the interaction 
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latency of the application. The command allows SAUs to determine the current 
work flow context of the user. A fast interaction rate (approaching 1.0) indicates 
that the user has entered a period of motion-dynamic interaction, requiring rapid 
frame updates. As the interaction rate slows (approaching 0.0), it indicates that 
the user is leaving the motion-dynamic interaction period and entering a period 
of visual analysis, requiring high-fidelity images. 
To illustrate the two commands operating in unison, consider an adaptive com-
pression SAU with a RequestedUpdateRate of 0.8, suggesting that speed is more 
important than quality overall. The SAU can then use the CurrentInteractionRate 
to decide if, in the current user context, speed is still an important factor. The 
SAU makes the assumption that during periods of visual analysis a long response 
time for a higher quality frame is preferable. 
The new QoS extension allows receiver nodes within StreamAR to better optimise 
AVO adaptation based on the requirements and context of the visualisation ap-
plication and user. However, bespoke applications cannot be relied on to utilise 
the QoS extension as part of their rendering process. The commands are instead 
injected automatically as part of the OpenGL application interface, which can be 
configured by the user to flag large visualisation objects such as vertex meshes 
and 3D textures for detail elision. 
Utilising the QoS extension in conjunction with the StreamAR control system 
provides the functionality necessary to construct distributed rendering networks 
which are self-organising. The remainder of this chapter addresses the development 
of several stream actuator units that provide this automatic adaptation. 
6.4 Stream Actuator Units 
Stream actuator units (SAUs) are intelligent agents that act on the OpenGL 
stream to achieve some set of operational conditions on behalf of the user. Each 
SAU subscribes to a set of published messages from actuators downstream in a 
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Figure 6.5: State transitions for a scene scaling SAU. 
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render network. These messages are used to adjust filter parameters, which pro-
vide detail elision and optimise the distribution of rendering complexity through 
the network. 
6.4.1 Coordinating Actuator Behaviour 
Optimisation of an SA U's parameter space must be coordinated with other units 
within a render network to avoid interfering with key performance metrics. For ex-
ample, if both mesh size and resolution are adjusted at the same time by separate 
SAUs each of the respective units will observe an unexpected change in perfor-
mance. Coordination is accomplished by implementing each SAU as a finite state 
machine. The current state of each SAU is relayed through the control framework 
to other units. 
The possible adaptation states that an SAU can be in are fixed irrespective of func-
tional differences in the filtering process of each unit. Therefore, all SAUs operate 
with the same set of possible states (Figure 6.5) consisting of three permanent 
states: Not Scaled, Scaled, and Failed. A SAU is Not Scaled, when rendering 
performance is sufficient to render each frame at the required frame rate without 
reducing complexity. When this condition is not met the SAU becomes Scaled, 
using a particular parameter set to filter the OpenGL stream. If performance is 
still insufficient having exhausted the parameter space of the SAU within the qual-
ity boundaries specified by the configuration server, the SAU changes to a Failed 
state. In addition to these permanent states, there is a single transition state of 
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Figure 6.6: The adaptive streaming decision process. The scaling and decisions 
take place across each SAU in the render network, starting with the SAU closest 
to the display module. A component refers to a complexity element within a 
visualisation for example display resolution or mesh size. 
Scaling, which informs units up stream that the SAU is occupied in a task that is 
reliant on the consistency of performance metrics. 
When a scaling SAU changes to a Failed state, the maximum scale achieved by 
the SAU filter remains in effect and scaling units upstream begin to reduce the 
complexity of other aspects of the OpenGL stream. This imposes a fixed order of 
adaptation on the OpenGL stream, which is conceptualised as a decision process 
in Figure 6.6. If all scaling SAUs move to a Failed state, rendering switches to 
compressed image streaming, utilising the rendering resources of the source node. 
Such that the rendering system always performs at least as well as a compressed 
image stream. 
Five SAUs have been implemented to demonstrate the coordinated capabilities of 
stream actuators. These have been developed from the initial fixed filters used in 
the investigation of detail elision and image compression in chapter 4. The actu-
ators include four units for scaling the rendering complexity of texture, rendering 
resolution, polygon meshes and image compression within the OpenGL stream. 
Each of these is units is addressed in turn in the subsequent sections, describing 
the internal performance models utilised including model verification. Finally, a 
stream switching actuator is described to provide the capability to alter the ren-
dering location of an OpenGL stream in the event that downstream actuators fail 
to scale the stream. 
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6.4.2 Texture and Resolution Adaptation 
Detail elision of the texture and resolution of visualisation is achieved by the 
TextureSimplijication and ResolutionSimplijication SADs, which are designed to 
optimise an OpenGL stream that is bound by the texturing or rasterization process 
within rendering hardware. Such visualisations are predominantly large direct 
volume rendering applications that have to perform trilinear interpolation of 3D 
textures as part of the render process. 
6.4.2.1 Description 
The investigation iuto detail elision carried out in chapter 4 demonstrated that 
both texture and resolution complexity must be adapted in unison to achieve 
optimal rendering quality and speed. As such these two SADs have been designed 
to operate as a pair, demonstrating coordinated adaptation within the StreamAR 
framework. The SAUs do not attempt to model the underlying process involved 
in the texturing or rasterization processes. Instead the SAUs utilise a decision tree 
to explore the parameter space of the detail elision filters. 
The ResolutionSimplification SA U uses the same texture based rasterization scal-
ing filter as the ScaleRes SPU described earlier. The filter reduces the viewport 
size of the visualisation by a set percentage. At the end of each frame the ren-
dered image is rapidly rescaled to the original viewport size using texture based 
hardware interpolation. 
The TextureSimplification SAU performs simplification of 3D textures using a 
linear convolution filter as utilised by the ScaleTex SPU described in chapter 
4. The SAU operates by iteratively reducing each texture's largest edge by a 
power of two up to a maximum number of iterations (representing a minimum 
quality boundary). After each iteration the SAD waits for a render time control 
message to assess if the target render time has been reached. The SAU operates 
as a slave when configured to operate with the ResolutionSimplification SAU. 
Awaiting a SCALE_FAIL control message from the ResolutionSimplification SAU 
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before performing each texture simplification iteration. The resulting change in 
texture size is detected by the ResolutionSimplification SAU which transmits a 
SCALING control message in acknowledgement. The ResolutionSimplification 
SAU is effectively operating in two modes: scaling resolution, and testing for 
texture changes in the Open G L stream. 
6.4.2.2 Decision Tree 
The ResolutionSimplification SAU must quickly adapt the viewport size to match 
a target rendering time. A binary search algorithm could have been chosen for 
this process. However, a binary search algorithm would explore viewport sizes 
that are much smaller or larger than required making it difficult to coordinate the 
process with the TextureSimplification SAU. 
Instead, the ResolutionSimplification SAU has been designed to operate using 
three modes to quickly explore the scaling parameter space in conjunction with 
the TextureSimplification SAU. Adaptation is achieved by a stepping algorithm 
that progressively increases or decreases the viewport size until the target render 
time is reached. Once this is reached, a tuning phase is initialised to perform fine 
adjustment of the viewport size. The decision tree used by the ResolutionSimpli-
fication SAU is shown in Figure 6.7. 
The SA U is initialised in TEST mode awaiting the first render time control mes-
sage. The render time is filtered through a threshold and compared with the target 
render time specified by the configuration server. Assuming the time is found to 
be too slow, the SAU switches operational mode to STEP and proceeds by de-
creasing the resolution by a fixed step. If after each step the rendering time is still 
too slow, the SAU sets itself back to TEST mode and in a SCALE_FAILED state. 
This state is transmitted to the TextureSimplification SAU causing a reduction 
in texture size. On detecting this, the ResolutionSimplification SA U analyses the 
new render time and continues the step process if needed. The ResolutionSimpli-
fication SA U enters a TUNE mode once a render time less than the target time is 
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Figure 6.7: The decision tree used by the ResolutionSimplification SAU. 
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Figure 6.8: Texture and resolution actuation on an NVIDIA GeForce 7600 with 
a normal resolution of 800x800 and two 3D textures of 256x256x256 pixels each. 
The target frame rate was 14fps (a render time of 0.0714 seconds) within a target 
threshold of 2%, 5% and 10%. 
achieved. The SAU then slowly increases the resolution size until the render time 
is within the threshold of the target render time. 
6.4.2.3 Model Verification 
A test experiment was carried out to verify that the decision tree would indeed 
operate as expected and to understand the parameters that govern its behaviour. 
The amount of scaling applied after each step and during the tuning process affects 
how quickly the actuator converges on the optimum rendering time. However, the 
render time threshold (designed to avoid oscillations in scaling parameters) affects 
the accuracy of the resulting time. The experiment was carried out to investigate 
threshold effects using the volume rendering application and test environment that 
was designed for the detail elision experiment in chapter 4. 
The experiment was carried out with a step size of 25% and a tuning step size 1% 
of the original viewport size. At a resolution of 800x800 the unaltered OpenGL 
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stream required 0.175 seconds to render each frame. The SAUs were given a target 
render time of 14fps (a render time of 0.0714 seconds) to result in an actual frame 
rate of greater than 10fps including application processing time. 
The results of the stepped scaling process in response to render time are depicted 
in Figure 6.8. The results show that for the particular volume render application 
a target frame rate of 14fps was achieved using two texture scaling iterations, 
reducing texture size from 256x256x256 to 256x128x128 and a scaled resolution of 
47% (376x376 pixels). 
The optimum scaled resolution happened to be very close to a stepped reduction 
value of 50%. This stepped reduction value was within a 10% threshold of the tar-
get render time so the SAU never entered a tuning mode when using this threshold. 
However, the SAU did enter a tuning mode when using smaller thresholds, shown 
in the graphs by a long linear increase resolution. The tuning mode allowed the 
SAUs to reach a more optimum time than that achieved with the 10% threshold. 
The number of frames spent in this tuning mode can be reduced by increasing the 
step size used within the mode at the expense of actuation accuracy. 
The experiment verified that together the two SAUs can provide automatic detail 
elision for the texture intensive visualisation objects found in large scale volume 
rendering applications. However, use of the ResolutionSimplification SAU to be-
spoke applications was found to require careful handling of OpenGL state to ensure 
the SAU does not alter application behaviour. 
Unlike texture filtering, the resolution filter cannot be applied to individual objects 
within an OpenGL stream, instead the filter affects every object within an OpenGL 
viewport. It was discovered during testing that some applications overlay 2D 
images on top of the viewport which are then incorrectly scaled by the filter. The 
OpenGL filter within the ResolutionSimplification SAU was improved to avoid 
this problem by correctly setting the pixel zoom level (gIPixeIZoom) before each 
glDrawPixels operation which correctly scales the pixel data within the rendering 
hardware. 
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6.4.3 Mesh Simplification 
The MeshSimplification SAU is designed to automatically apply detail elision to 
large vertex meshes, such that the mesh can be rendered on a user's workstation 
within a target time according to the current interaction context of the user. 
6.4.3.1 Description 
Mesh adaptation was shown in chapter 4 to be a computationally expensive but 
predictable process that can be used to simplify large static meshes to a given 
rendering time. Vertex meshes can consume large amounts of data, requiring 
significant time to transfer between nodes in a distributed rendering network. 
Therefore, optimum network efficiency can be achieved by simplifying the mesh at 
the application source before the mesh is transferred to the user's display interface. 
As a result mesh size cannot be efficiently determined through a search based 
algorithm, which would require a new mesh to be transferred at each size. Instead 
a prediction model has been developed for the SA U. 
An equally important factor in the design of the MeshSimplification SAU is the 
process through mesh simplification is achieved. In particular, the generation of 
the vertex hierarchy used to perform the simplification is a very computationally 
expensive process. The SAU has been designed to minimise this computationally 
expensive process through the transparent use of caching, which minimise any 
delays in the visualisation process observed by the user. 
6.4.3.2 Performance Prediction model 
The prediction model has been designed to automatically determine the highest 
quality mesh that can be rendered within a given rendering time in the smallest 
number of steps. The model exploits the linear relationship between render time 
and mesh size that was demonstrated by the ScaleMesh SPU earlier in chapter 4. 
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Such a relationship has a simple y = mx + c formula (where x is the number of 
polygons and y is the render time). 
The values of m and c can be established through a least squares linear regression 
of observed performance tuples (x, y pairs) (Press, 1992). This information can be 
used to calculate the maximum number of polygons that can be rendered per frame 
to achieve a target frame rate. A mesh reduction factor can then be calculated 
using the original size of each mesh in the scene: 
. ll' 1.0 t~me a ocatwn = f 
target rame rate 
I f ti me allocation - c po ygons per rame = 
m 
. polygons per frame 
mesh reductzon factor = N M he 
um €S 8 (L: mesh sizem ) 
m==l 
The accuracy of the predicted reduction factor will increase with the number of 
performance tuples (mesh size and render time) available to perform the linear 
regression. An iterative process can be used for the calculation as new reduction 
factors will result in new meshes and new performance tuples, which can feedback 
into the model (Figure 6.9). A minimum of two performance tuples are required 
to seed the linear regression model. These seeds are generated upon initialisation 
of a new vertex object by successively generating two small vertex meshes that 
can be quickly transferred to the rendering resource. 
The linear regression model stores a fixed number of data points to allow the model 
to change over time, adapting to changes in OpenGL state that may affect vertex 
rendering performance. This includes changes in the texturing and rasterization 
processes applied to the mesh. New reduction factors require a new mesh to be 
transmitted and compiled on the rendering node downstream. Therefore, the re-
duction factor calculated by the prediction model is passed through a threshold to 
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Figure 6.9: Process diagram of the mesh actuator 
remove oscillations and reduce the number of new meshes transferred to rendering 
resource. 
6.4.3.3 Transparent Adaptation 
Having developed an iterative prediction model for the MeshSimplification SAU, 
the process of simplification itself must still be addressed. Efficient simplification 
of meshes is important to reduce delays for the user. Since the late 1990's a wide 
range of simplification methods have been developed (Cignoni et aI., 1998; Cohen 
et aI., 2003; Garland and Heckbert, 1997), recent methods have explored the use 
of GPU based real-time simplification (DeCoro and Tatarchuk, 2007). However, 
it is reasonable to assume that as improvements in mesh simplification occur, the 
size of visualised meshes will also increase. 
The detail elision experiments described chapter 4 made clear that most of the 
computational cost is in generating the initial vertex pair hierarchy for continuous 
mesh decimation. Therefore caching of this hierarchy may greatly improve the 
user's experience of data sets that are used often within a particular application. 
Cohen et al. (2003) described the Geometric Level-of-Detail (GLOD) mesh sim-
plification open source library designed to work along side OpenGL commands, 
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Figure 6.10: An OpenGL GL_ TRIANGLES series specified using an indexed list, 
and individual glVertex calls (vertex list). 
providing functions to read and write mesh objects to disk. GLaD constructs con-
tinuous or discrete simplification objects from the array lists normally processed 
directly by the OpenGL API, making the library a suitable candidate with which 
mesh caching could be performed. However, for this to be achieved transparently, 
the SAU must first transparently convert OpenGL meshes to a form that can be 
interpreted by the library. 
OpenGL handles vertices as a series of geometric primitives, such as GL _ POINTS, 
GL_LINES, GL_ TRIANGLES, or GL_ QUADS. A series is specified through an 
indexed array of elements or through a glBegin I glEnd block. Inside a block, 
vertices are structured as a list of calls to the API base method gIVertex(x,y,z). 
Consequently, many vertices may be stated more than once (Figure 6.10), and no 
inherent association is made between these identical vertex statements. This is an 
inefficient approach as every single vertex statement must therefore be transformed 
by the GPU. 
OpenGL 1.1 introduced indexed array lists to improve vertex efficiency. Array 
lists allow each unique vertex to be specified in a single API call as a contiguous 
array. The connectivity of this vertex list is expressed as an index array passed as 
an argument to glDrawElements. Indexed array elements or buffers are an optimal 
method for local OpenGL streams, allowing the GPU to recognised already trans-
formed vertices based on the index value (Corporation, 2005). Critically, such lists 
allow mesh simplification methods to identify the triangles associated with each 
vertex, a necessary aspect of any simplification algorithm. 
Many visualisation applications continue to use glBegin I glEnd blocks to maintain 
backwards compatibility (Schroedcr et al., 1998). Building mesh simplification 
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hierarchies from these blocks requires automatic generation of an indexed array 
list. This can be achieved by maintaining an ordered set of unique vertices. Each 
new vertex added to a mesh is first compared to this set. If a match is found its 
index is returned, or the unique vertex is added to the set and assigned a new index. 
The process is a sorting operation with a time complexity of O(nlogn). When 
compiling an OpenGL display list such a cost is reasonable as it is only performed 
once. A transparent array list generator was developed for the MeshSimplification 
SAU in order to incorporate the file I/O functionality of the GLOD library. 
This I/O functionality allows the SAU to create a disk cache of mesh hierarchies 
in order to reduce the computation time of the simplification process. The SAU 
performs an MD5 hash of the generated array list elements to calculate a fixed 
length unique and reproducible identifier for each generated hierarchy. MD5 was 
chosen for its low time complexity and ease of implementation, other hashing func-
tions such as SHA-1 could also be utilised to create a unique identifier (Schneier, 
1995). The unique identifier is used as part of the file name identifying the GLOD 
simplification hierarchy in the disk cache. The SA U is then able to quickly iden-
tify meshes that have been previously generated and retrieve the hierarchy from 
a disk cache. The model verification in the next section describes the complete 
SAU operation and the performance obtained through the caching operation. 
6.4.3.4 Model Verification 
An experiment into the performance and accuracy of the MeshSimplification SAU 
was carried out using the large mesh application and test environment developed 
in chapter 4. The experiment was designed to verify the efficiency of the SAU's 
caching system and the accuracy of the performance model. 
Table 6.2 demonstrates that whilst the construction of a simplified mesh hierar-
chy can take a significant amount of time, returning to these meshes using hash 
matching is very efficient. The cached files were stored on a disk persisting across 
application instances. 
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Model Triangles Build Initialisation time Hash Initialisatio n time 
(seconds) (seconds) 
Cow 5804 0.4922 0.0038 
Bunny 69451 6.5916 0.0461 
Dragon 871306 84.0699 0.5739 
Table 6.2: Decimation Initialisation time. Build time is the time taken to construct 
a complete simplification hierarchy; Hash time is the time taken to calculate a 
MD5 hash of the vertex list and load in a matching hierarchy cache file. The 
Cow, Bunny and Dragon are all models available from the Stanford 3D scanning 
repository. 
The polygon performance model implemented by the actuator provides a means to 
calculate the required reduction factor for each mesh, utilising a linear regression 
filter to reduce noise in the performance messages down stream. The predicted 
triangle budget (reduction factor) should become more accurate as performance 
results are added, but transmitting each new mesh results in a rendering delay. The 
threshold used to compare the calculate budget with the existing mesh size reduces 
the number of new meshes transmitted. Therefore, as the threshold increases the 
accuracy of the performance model should decrease. 
Figure 6.11 shows the result of varying the threshold size. A larger threshold is 
shown to result in fewer mesh transmissions but the performance predicted by the 
model is lower than the remote resource. Removing the threshold resulted in many 
mesh transmissions and a prediction triangle budget that was above the average 
performance budget. This is a consequence of the fixed number of data points 
used within the linear regression model, which allowed the predicted performance 
to alter in response to OpenGL state changes or changes in driver performance. 
In contrast, the average performance budget was determined from all data points 
collected across every application instance. 
6.4.4 Compression Actuation 
This section describes a new JPEG compression actuator, JpegScale, which adapts 
the compression level of pixel data in the OpenGL stream in response to the avail-
able bandwidth measured between source and receiver nodes. This is particularly 
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Figure 6. 11: Actuator response using various thresholds for the reduction factor . 
The averaged performance budget was determined from a linear regression of data 
points collected from all runs. 
important for the fast transmission of rendered pixel data to a nser's workstation 
during motion-dynamic interaction. 
6.4.4.1 Description 
The JpegScale SAU operates as both a compression actuator for 2D pixel data 
on a source node and as decompression counterpart on a receiver, which produces 
control messages on t he time required to decompress the images and estimating 
available bandwidth in t he network connection. 
Operating as a compression actuator, the JpegScale SAU ut ilises the decompres-
sion t ime and bandwidth estimation in an internal model to explore the opt imum 
qnali ty level for the JPEG compression process. T he process through which the 
quality level is determined is described in the following section , after which the 
method for determining available bandwidth within the receiver is described . Con-
cluding with a verification of the JpegScale adaptation capabilities, 
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6.4.4.2 Compression parameters 
The compression actuator within the JpegScale SAU is designed to adapt the qual-
ity parameter of the JPEG compression module using a binary-search algorithm, 
improving on Algori thm 5.1 in chapter 5. T he original algori thm progressively 
moved towards the minimum or maximum compression level in increasingly small 
steps until the optimum level was found . However , it was possible for a step to 
move past the optimum level, resulting in a sudden alteration in compression level 
in the opposite direction. 
This unwanted behaviour was removed through the use of movable upper and 
lower bounds, shown in Algorithm 6.l. The algorithm updated the lower and upper 
bounds on every step to ensure that the compression level would correctly oscillate 
around the opt imum level unt il threshold was reached . Changes in bandwidth 
detected by the control function reset the upper or lower bound to defaul t values 
according to the direction of the change in bandwidth. 
The transmission t ime available for the compressed image is calculated from the 
render t ime remaining after decompression time has been subtracted. The actua-
tor moves to a failed state if the required transmission time if the decompression 
t ime is greater than the render time, indicating that the receiver is not capable of 
decompressing the image at the current resolution. 
6.4.4.3 Bandwidth Measurement 
The investigation into source-based control methods described in chapter 5 in-
cluded a method for calculating available bandwidth th.rough the use of a barrier 
placed after the glDrawPixels call which allowed the source node to measure the 
time required to t ransmi t pixel data to the receiver. This approach required a 
complete rowld trip for each glDmwPixels call and had the effect of blocking all 
processing of the OpenGL stream unt il t he barrier bad completed. 
The investigation concluded by hypothesising that available bandwidth could be 
determined by comparing the frame latency (time between frames) observed by the 
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Algorithm 6.1 Quality actuation for the J pegScale SA U. 
lower_qua1ity_bound - MIN_QUALITY 
upper_quality_bound = MAX_QUALITY 
last_bandwidth = 0 
current_qual ity = MIN_QUALITY + 
(MAX_QUALITY-M IN_QUALITY)/2 
int QualityControl(target_trans_time, 
frame_size, bandwidth) { 
/ * Detect changes in bandwidth */ 
if ( l ast_bandwidth > bandwidth*threshold) 
{ 
lower_quality_bound = MIN_QUALITY 
} e lse if (bandwidth > last_bandwidth*threshold) 
{ 
} 
last_bandwidth = bandwidth 
if (current_trans_time > 
Part III 
target_trans_time*threshold) { 
/* Decrease compress ion level */ 
} 
new_quality = (current_quality -
l ower_quality_bound) / 2 + lower_quality_bound 
upper_qual ity_bound = current_quality 
} else if (target_trans_time > 
current_trans_time*threshold) { 
/* Increase compression level */ 
} 
new_quality = (upper_quality_bound -
current_quality)/2 + current_quality 
lower_quality = current_quality 
current_quality = new_quality 
return new_quality 
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Figme 6.12: Latency between frames for various network bandwidths at a receiver 
node. The network bandwidths were simulated using the Netem kernel module 
and measured using the NetPIPE profile tool discussed in chapter 4. 
receiver with the render time and frame latency observed by the source node. Such 
an approach is effective for an idealised synchronous network. However , in practise 
packet queueing on switches and routers between nodes introduce asynchronous 
network activity between som ce and receiver, making this approach ineffective. 
This analysis was confirmed by a test experiment , which recorded the latency 
between frames experienced by the network receiver as bandwidth increased. The 
results of the experiment demonstrated that the latency between frames observed 
by the receiver decreased as bandwidth increased. (Figure 6.12). As bandwidt h 
increased packet queueing at the som ce network interface reduced , allowing the 
latency measured at the receiver to more closely match that of the source node. 
An alternative bandwidth estimation approach is to utilise the effect of network 
queueing on two consecutive messages. One such approach is to model the packet 
pa ir properties of first-in-first-out (FIFO) queues used by network routers and 
switches (Lai and Baker, 2000; Bolot, 1993). 
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The packet pair approach determines the bandwidth of the bottleneck in a network 
connection by measuring the change in separation between two consecut ive packets 
due to queueing at the bottleneck in the link. The change in separation between 
first and second packet occurs because of the time required to place the second 
packet onto the slower network link. Once the packets have passed through the 
bottleneck, no further change in separation occurs because all the connections 
after t his have greater bandwidth. However , both packets must be the same size 
for this property to hold true. La i and Baker (2000) expressed this property as 
the equation : 
Where t~ is the time packet i fully arrives at the link n, S; is the size of packet i and 
b is the bandwidth of the bottleneck link. The equation expresses the requirement 
that the packet pairs must be placed onto the network sufficient ly close together 
that queueing occurs at the bottleneck. Timing information for packet pairs can 
be obtained using probing packets or passive 3Jlalysis of existing packets on the 
connection . 
Within StreamAR, the continuous flow of WireGL packets provides a basis for 
receiver-based passive packet pair analysis. Each frame in a visualisation begins 
by using the gLClear call to clear the last frame's colour and depth information from 
the framebuffer. When transmitting an image stream to a receiver, the glGlear 
call is immediately followed by the frame's pixel data using the gLDrawPixels call. 
These two sequential calls form the basis of packet pair analysis for the JpegSeale 
SAU 
Flushing the OpenGL stream between glGlear and gLDrawPixels forces the Chrom-
ium networking layer of StreamAR to transmit the two calls as at least two sepa-
rate TCP packets. The time difference between receiving glGlear and gLDrawPixels 
represents the bandwidth of the network (Figure 6.13). Queueing at the bottleneck 
is guaranteed by the large size of the pixel data tr3Jlsmitted with the gLDrawPixels 
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Figw-e 6.13: The effect on WireGL packets passing through a network FIFO queue. 
packet and the continuous flow of frames. However , because the second packet is 
much larger than the first , the time separation will continue to increase through 
cach link duc to thc longcr transmission timc of the sccond packct. 
In effect , the separation between the packets will reflect not the bottleneck band-
width, but the overall transmission t ime of the pixel data including network la-
tency. For the actuation purposes of the JpegScale SAU , this is an acceptable 
compromise as the measw-ed time will closely refl ect the throughput of the com-
pressed image stream. 
6.4.4.4 Model Verification 
Traditional packet pair analysis as described by Lai and Baker (2000) is compli-
cated by the presence of a high degree of variance in the recorded times, often 
caused by interference from other packets. Interference from external packets can 
cause the packet separation time to lengthen if packets are introduced between the 
first and second packet; or to compress if packets appear before the first packet . 
Active packet pair approaches use small packets to avoid consuming all avail ab le 
bandwidth, which increases the amount of varial1ce in packet separation. However , 
the much larger packets transmitted by t he JpegScale actuator should be [al· less 
sllsceptible to variation. 
A n experiment was undertaken to verify this and to examine the accuracy of 
the bal1dwidth estimation model. The experiment was carried ou t between two 
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Figw-e 6.14: Packet separation t ime between glClcar and gIDrawPixels for various 
network bandwidths. The network bandwidths were simulated using the Netem 
kernel module and measured using the l'ietPIPE profil e tool discussed in chapter 
5. 
desktop PCs con fi gured as client-server rendering network usmg the StreamAR 
framework. A third machine placed between the two P Cs simulated the role of 
F IFO router. The bandwidth of t he router was reduced from 100Mbit! sec lIsing 
the Netem token bucket filter. A third-party tool was then used to independently 
verify the bandwidth achieved by the token bucket fil ter , known as NetPIPE (Snell 
et aI. , 1996). 
The results of the t ime separation III Figw-e 6.14 show a high-level of noise in 
the time separation between gLClear and the much larger glDrawPi.u/s packet. 
However, there is also a clear correlation between packet separation and available 
bandwid th. Much of the noise is explained by fluctuat ions in the compressed size 
of the pixel data in gIDrawPixels, result ing from the AVO image rotating dw-ing 
the visualisation process. This fluctuation in packet size would have greater impact 
on the observed time separation of lower bandwidth networks, which is reflected 
in the graph. 
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N etem configured rate NetPIPE Measurement JpegScalc SAD 
(kbit ) (Mbitj sec) (Mbit j sec) 
1000000kbit 89.25 88. 74 
10000kbit 13.81 16.04 
10000kbit 2.69 3.46 
2000kbit l.40 2.05 
Table 63: Average avail able bandwidth measured with the JpegScale SAU . Net-
PIPE measurements were taken as an average for packet sizes between 8195 -
32765 bytes, which is close to the range of packet sizes produced by JpegScale. 
A moving average applied to both the packet separation time and compressed 
image size can be used to reduce t.he influence of small changes in image size. 
T he size of the moving average governs how quickly the rnodel adapts to actua l 
changes in bandwidth whi lst also reducing variance in the measured bandwidth . 
This approach was used to calculate the available bandwidth within each network 
configuration. A table comparing the predicted bandwidth of JpegScale to that of 
NetPIPE is shown in Table 6.3. The table demonstrates that a close correlation be-
tween the bandwid th determined by i\etPIPE and that of the compression model. 
The JpegScale SAU appears to over estimate available bandwidth in comparison to 
NetPIPE. However, both measures demonstrate very similar proport ional changes 
between network configurations. 
6.4 .5 Stream Switch 
A stream switch SAD provides the capability to alter the rendering path thl"Ough 
a rendering network according to external parameters including nser context and 
scaling events. Such an SAU provides the ability to switch the visualisations 
current level-of-deta.il according to the interaction rate of the user. T he actuator 
can also be designed to monitor the adaptation process within a stream, switching 
to alternative st reams if actua.tors in t he current stream fai l to suffi ciently scale 
the visualisation frame (indicated by the CR_SCALE_FAILED events) . 
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Figure 6.15: Switching between two remote rendering streams. 
6.4.5.1 Switching Process 
The stream switch SAU provides the ability to switch between fast rendering of 
a scaled AVO stream (generated using the scaling actuators) during continuous 
motion-dynamic user interaction and a high-fidelity rendered image stream when 
the user is analysing the visualisation (Figure 6.15). Allowing a user to quickly 
explore a visualisation using a low detail rendering then analyse a high quality 
remotely rendered image once an area of interest has been found. This two stream 
switch was developed into an optimised SAU, VertexSwitch. 
The OpenGL state machine must be specially managed within a stream switch 
SAU to ensure consistency across all streams. Each stream attached to a switch 
uses a different OpenGL context, each with a unique state machine. This is equiv-
alent to the tilesort SPU within Chromium where each tile attached to the SPU 
maybe a sepamte OpenGL context. The Chromium framework provides OpenGL 
state tracking to perform fast state synchronisation when changing contexts across 
separate streams (Buck et aI., 2000). However, state tracking is only an effective 
process when switching between remote contexts, where the network bandwidth 
required to broadcast OpenGL state changes to both contexts would reduce ren-
dering performance. 
When switching between a local and remote context within the VertexSwitch SAU, 
the cost of maintaining this state tracking is higher than simply broadcasting state 
changes to both the local and remote resource. State changes within the local 
rendering hardware should take no longer to perform than the time required to 
update Chromium's state tree. There is also no need to alter OpenGL contexts 
in order to switch streams as the two contexts exist on separate resources. 
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Broadcasting OpenGL state ensures consistency across all streams. However, some 
OpenGL state is linked with the application through a unique identifier. This 
includes texture images and compiled display lists. The VertexSwitch SAD main-
tains a look-up table for all identifiers, which matches the applications identifier to 
the real identifier in either stream. Switching rendering between streams is then a 
matter of redirecting geometry to either stream. This is performed by manipulat-
ing the geometry function pointers in the SAD's OpenGL function table to point 
directly to the next unit in either stream at the end of the current visualisation 
frame. Therefore, geometry processing continues without any interruption. 
6.4.6 Conclusions and Summary 
The quality-of-service support provided by the StreamAR framework greatly ex-
tends the existing functionality of Chromium, providing a distributed rendering 
framework that can dynamically adapt to both user requirements and hardware 
resources automatically. By setting QoS parameters through the use of a custom 
OpenG L extension, the requirements of the visualisation can be dynamically ad-
justed during the course of an application, either by using SADs to inject these 
parameters or through new applications designed to adjust the parameters accord-
ing to the context of the visualisation. 
The use of control and QoS messages improves information distribution within 
a rendering network allowing nodes to understand the context of the OpenGL 
stream. Through this information distribution it is possible to modularise the 
adaptive detail elision functionality. This has been realised through a series of 
new stream actuator units. These actuators provide compression and visuali-
sation complexity scaling targeted to both the context of the user and physical 
resources available, allowing the detail elision process to be distributed to the most 
appropriate rendering resources for each level-of-detail. 
The implementation of the OpenGL actuators was greatly simplified by developing 
modular units that address a specific aspect of the OpenGL stream. Coordination 
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of the adaptation processes has been achieved through the adoption of a state 
machine across all actuators each using the same set of state transitions. This 
allows other actuators to understand the modules behaviour without needing to 
model the processes contained within other modules. 
The three AVO simplification actuators and the compression SAU provide the 
ability to cooperatively scale the fidelity of a yjsualisation frame in order to achieve 
a specified rendering time. Therefore, allowing interaction to occur as quickly as 
the quality constraints of the user will allow. 
The JpegScale SAU provides actuation support for nodes that do not have the 
capability to locally render a scaled visualisation scene, allowing remotely rendered 
frames to be delivered to a user's workstation within a required time at an optimal 
quality level. The actuator has been design to utilise a non-blocking method 
for bandwidth estimation which has been developed from a conceptual model of 
the FIFO queueing routers utilised within large networks. The validity of this 
approach was demonstrated through comparison with the results of a widely used 
bandwidth estimation tool. 
The VertexSwitch SAU facilitates detail elision within StreamAR framework ac-
cording to interactive context of the user. Utilising a low-fidelity stream during 
motion-dynamic interaction to allow a user to quickly locate a region of interest, 
switching to a high-fidelity parallel rendered image during the analysis phase of a 
user's work flow. 
Through the stream actuators, each level-of-detail can be rendered on the resource 
best able to deliver the visualisation to the user. The lower detail visualisation 
produced by the scaled actuators can be rendered on the user's workstation, only 
switching to the remote high-performance resource if the actuators are unable to 
scale the visualisation frame. 
While this new system reduces bottlenecks in a distributed render framework, it 
cannot remove them completely. To do this a render management framework is 
required that will allow the user to allocate the appropriate rendering resources to 
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StreamAR. Such a framework is described in Chapter 8. However, first the interac-
tive component of remote visualisation must be addressed. Methods for interacting 
with remote applications are required which expose the complete functionality of 
a visualisation application and with minimum alteration to the application itself. 
The following chapter addresses this problem. 
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Chapter 7 
Asynchronous remote interaction 
with StreamAR 
This chapter addresses the issue of interaction with StreamAR in four sections. 
The first section addresses the implementation of the application interface and 
event management system that is used to integrate the visualisation application 
with StreamAR and to pass notification events into the event queue of each appli-
cation instance. The second section addresses the implementation of event filtering 
within stream actuators, providing the capability to filter the OpenGL stream in 
response to interaction events. These capabilities are then utilised in the imple-
mentation of asynchronous interaction within StreamAR. Finally, the provision of 
a graphical user interface that exports update-dynamic features of a visualisation 
to the user's display interface is addressed. 
7.1 Overview of StreamAR Interaction 
The requirements of the render service grid defined the need for an application 
interface that provides the capability to capture the OpenGL commands of a be-
spoke visualisation application and transfer interaction events to the application's 
event queue. The unknown nature of the application imposed the requirement that 
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Figure 7.1: Integration of tbe event management system within StreamAR. 
t be interface operate through replacement libraries , which could be dynamically 
li nked to the app lic<'tion during in itialis<'tion. 
In chapter 5, the interaction requirements were converted to <,n event m<'nage-
ment system that became an integral part of the adapt ive rendering design. The 
design utilised the det<,il elision capabili ties of the stream actuators to provide 
asynchronous interaction within the display interface. The implementation of the 
event management system within the Strea111AR fmmework is the subject of !tus 
chapter. 
T he functional components of the interactive StreamAR design are depicted in 
Figure 7.1. The event man<'gement system t reats notifie<'tion events <'S <' contin-
uous stre<'111 t hat pass through e<'ch SAU. Each unit can fil ter the event stream, 
adjusting the parameters of the OpenGL filter in response to specific changes in 
the event stream. Thus, <'Synchronous interaction is achieved by reprocessing the 
OpenGL commands that make lip the last visualisation frame through the SAU. 
Two new actuators to exploit this interaction process arc described in the latter 
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half of this chapter. First , the interfaces that connect the event system to the user 
and visualisation application must be addressed. 
The S treamAR display interface must process and dispatch new notification events 
that occur within the display area of the visualisation. Such events are placed 
in the event queue of the containing window managed by the user's operating 
system, which can be obtained through the API of the operating system. This 
functionality has been encapsulated in a new InteractiveRende,' SAU that provides 
a cross platform display interface for StreamAR. 
After processing by the SAU, each notification passes through the actuators of the 
rendering network to the application interface, which must transfer these events 
to the application. T he system requirements defined the application interface as 
having a basic and enhanced operational mode. The basic compatibili ty mode 
provides support for all visualisation applications by transferring events to the 
evcnt qucue of the application as though originating from the local windowing 
system. The enhanced mode removes dependence on a local wi ndowing system 
through replacement libraries that are dynamically linked to supported applica-
tions duri ng init ialisation. Implementing this enhanced operational mode is the 
subject of the next section, support for the basic operational mode is described 
later as part of a GUI system for the render service grid . 
7.2 Transparent Application Interaction 
A key tenet of this thesis is to provide transparent remote interaction for bespoke 
applications, that is without modifying the visualisation application. StreamAR 
achieves transparent adaptation of an application 's rendering process through the 
dynamic linking of a replacement OpenGL libr31'y at run-time, A similar process 
is also possible to enable transparent remote interaction. However, unlike the 
OpenGL API st311dard which is used tluoughout scientific visualisation, there is 
no equivalent standard API used to capture user interaction, Although several 
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libraries have achieved wide spread adoption, these include the OpenGL Uti li ty 
Toolkit and the Visualisation Toolkit. 
While both toolkits provide the capability to instantiate interadive visualisation 
windows, the two toolkits serve very different purposes. The OpenGL Utili ty 
Toolki t (GLUT ) is designed to simplify the task of developing OpenGL applica-
tions through a compact procedural API providing an abstraction layer between 
the visualisation application and a. particular windowing system. At the core of 
the API is a set of application event handlers registered to particular event types. 
Events arc dispatched to these handlers through a continuous event loop within 
GLUT. As well as interaction event handlers, the GLUT APT also includes support 
for registering timer callbacks, which could be used to construct demand-dri ven 
pipelines. However, no part icular interaction methodology is imposed on the ap-
plication developers. Developers are free to opt for the simplicity of an event 
driven approach. 
In contrast, the Visualisation Toolkit (VTK) provides a complete visualisat ion 
development toolki t [or creating large demand-driven visualisation applications. 
VTK provides an abstract object-orientated API for the entire visualisation pipeli ne 
from data I/ O and fil tering through to AVO generation and visualisa.tion interac-
tion. The wide range of visualisation features within the toolkit have lead to VTK 
providing the visualisation core of many larger specialised applications in domains 
as diverse as lnedical ilnaging and numeri cal silllulation analysis. 
Together, GLUT and VTK represent toolki ts for both the event and demand 
driven techniques that are used in the development of modern interactive visu-
alisation applications. Therefore, these two toolkits have been adapted for use 
within StreamAR to demonstrate transparent integration with bespoke applica-
tions. This section details the process undertaken to adapt these two tool ki ts for 
transparent use with StreamAR. First, a discussion of how OpenGL applications 
integrate with t he graphica.l user interfa.ce (GUI) of a desktop operating system is 
presented, including how this integration is achieved when using Chromium based 
systems. 
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7.2.1 Interacting with OpenGL Applications 
Modern desktop operating systems provide a wind owing system that defines rect-
angular display areas (windows) in which the GUI of an application is displayed. 
This allows the user to manage multiple graphical applications concurrently, di-
rect ing their attention (focus) to a particular application window, while other 
app lications operate in the background. When a window obtains focus, all user 
interaction is directed by the windowing system to the event queue of the appli-
cation assigned to that window. 
The OpenGL specification does not define the means to create or manage these 
windows, allowing OpenGL to be completely windowing system independent (Woo 
et aL, 2003). However, the provisions of most windowing systems are in themselves 
insufficient to support OpenGL: a windowing system usually defines a window dis-
play area as a single type of specific colour depth and resolut ion. In contrast an 
OpenG L application may require alpha blending, double buffering, stencil buffers, 
active stereo or a combination of these requirements; to a standard graphical ap-
plication each of these modes wou ld appear the same. Many windowing systems 
implement extensions to the OpenGL specification to support the additional de-
mands of OpenGL applications. These include GLX for the X Window System and 
WGL for :v!icrosoft Windows, which provide similar functionality to establish new 
OpenGL contexts within existing windows created separately by the application 's 
interaction library. 
The result of this is that the application's windows will remain blank, awaiting 
interaction events, when utilising the replacement OpenGL library for StreamAR. 
In fact, this feature is utilised by StreamAR's basic compatibility to provide broad 
support for all bespoke visualisation applications later in this chapter. In order 
to achieve greater compatibility, the StreamAR framework must be enhanced to 
include the window management functionality provided by the windowing systems. 
The WireGL protocol provides support for window management through a series of 
commands that are processed as part of the OpenGL stream (Table 7.1 ). Together 
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Command Operands Descript ion 
WindowCreate R.equired Visuals Create a new window with 
specified visuals, including 
double buffering, alpha blending 
and depth testing features. 
Window Destroy Window ID Frees any winclowing system 
resources associated with the 
identifier. 
WindowSize ID, (Width , Height) Alters the dimensions of the 
window to reflect the specified 
SIze. 
Window Position ID, (X, Y) T he position of the window 
within the user's desktop. 
WindowShow ID , Boolean Hide or show the windowing 
resources associated with the 
identifier. 
QueryB~·tension String Interrogates the windowing 
system's support of a particular 
OpenGL extension. T his is a 
new command added to WireGL 
as part of StreamAR.. 
Choose Visual Interrogates the windowing 
system's support of visual 
display features. This is a new 
command added to WireGL as 
part of StreamAR.. 
CreateContext Required Visuals Crea.tes a new instance of the 
OpenGL sta e machine known as 
a rendering context. 
DestroyContext Context ID Deletes the rendering context 
associated with the ID. 
MakeCurrent Context ID , Window Binds the OpenGL context to a 
ID window with matching visuals. 
The OpenGL context must be 
bound to a window before the 
sta.te machine will process 
OpenGL commands. 
SwapBuffers Window ID Flushes all commands through 
the OpenGL state machine and 
swaps the back buffer into the 
visible display area of the 
window. 
Table 7.1: Windowing management commands supported by the WireGL protocol. 
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these commands provide a windowing system independent API to allow SAUs to 
establish new visualisation windows within the rendering network . The commands 
are implemented by rendering units compiled for a paJ:ticular operating system 
platform , such as the new InteractiveRender SAU described in this section. These 
uni ts transform the OpenGL command stream into calls to the operating system 's 
native OpenGL library, and window management calls into commands specific to 
the native windowing system. 
In addition to window management, demand-driven visualisation applications re-
quire the windowing system to provide API commands for the creation of event 
timers. Passing such commands through the entire rendering network for a ren-
dering unit to implement would be extremely inefficient as the subsequent notifi-
cation event is useful only to the appLication itself. Instead , the interaction design 
in chapter 5 described a local event manager that manages such requests and the 
arrival of notification events from other nodes (Figure 7.1). 
T he event manager uti lises the existing CRUT event messaging li brary, which was 
extended to include the notification types in Table 5.1. The CRUT library pro-
vided an interaction library for Chromium that could be used to develop event 
driven sort-last applications. The event manager acts a CRUT application in-
stance, receiving events through the Chromium networking layer from other nodes 
connected to the event manager. The local event manager must be constantly up-
dated as part of the application's processing loop in order to dispatch notification 
events to the application. Therefore, at the core of both the replacement GLUT 
and VTK libraries implement is a new StreamAR processing loop that t ranspar-
ently integrates with applications that ut ilise those libraries. 
7.2.2 Replacing the OpenGL Utility Toolkit 
T he OpenGL Utili ty Toolkit (GLUT) defines a windowing system independent 
API for developing event driven interactive OpenGL applications (Kilgard, 1996). 
Implementations of GLUT exist for both the X Window System and Microsoft 
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Figure 7.2: The StreamAR GLUT event loop. 
\oVindows amongst other platforms. This section details a new implementation of 
the GLUT specifi cation for StreamAR termed GLUTfaker. The implementation 
acts as a run-time replacement for the native GLUT library that allows users to 
remotely interact and render applications built using GLUT version 2.0 through 
StreamAR. 
The GLUT API is designed to be sufficiently high-level and simple that visualisa-
t ion developers are able to concentrate on OpenGL programm.ing without concern 
for the subtleties of a part icular windowing system. This is achieved by register-
ing a series of functional call backs tied to particular event types, which are then 
executed by the GLUT dispatch loop as events arrive. The functional flow of this 
dispatch loop was implemented with StreamAR as shown in Figure 7.2. 
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\1any additional functions defined by GLUT 2.0 are development aids for gener-
ating geometric structures in OpenGL or rendering text in a particular font. Such 
functions resolve to a series of OpenGL API calls and do not rely on a particu-
lar windowing system. Rather than rc-implement these drawing functions inside 
the new G L UTfaker , the library instead is designed to dynamically load these 
functions from the native GLUT library at run-time. This has the advantage of 
allowing the GLUTfaker library to automat ically make use of any improvements 
made within a particular GLUT implementation. 
The removal of any dependency on a local windowing system allows the GLUT-
faker to function as expected within StreamAR, exposing a set of functions to the 
application which matches that of the GLUT APl specification. T his new library 
is dynamically linked at run-time to the application using the same process ,IS 
Chromium uses to replace the native OpenGL li brary. The GLUTfaker library 
has been tested using custom GLUT applications, which make use of interactive 
GLUT callback functions. Launching of the application on a remote server occurs 
as if the application was running locally, with visualisation display and interaction 
taking place within the same wi ndow on the user's workstation. 
7.2.3 Adapting the Visualisation Toolkit 
T he Visualisation Toolkit (VTK) provides all open soW'ce solution to developing 
large visualisation pipelines using an object orientated model (Schroeder et aI. , 
1998). An advantage of VTI< over other visualisation toolkits is its extensive 
support for different scripting and programming environments including Python, 
TCL, and Java; as well as providing cross-platform support. The scripting SUppOlt 
allows scientists to quickly develop visualisations which are tailored to their speci fi c 
needs. 
VTK's object orientated model provides an abstraction layer from the underly-
ing rendering and window management system. The framework uses factories to 
lllrulage object creation, which harness hardware and windowing resources. For e.:x-
ample, the visualisation scene is rendered USing a vtkRendere,' object, which is an 
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abstract class with concrete subclasses of vtkMesaRenderer and vtkOpenGLRen· 
derer. When an application attempts to create a vtkRenderer object, an object 
factory is initiated to resolve the correct concrete subclass based on the run-time 
environment. Specifically the graphics factory uses the VTK_RENDERER en-
vironment variable to assess if the user has request software (Mesa) or hardware 
(OpenGL) based rendering. 
A transparent method for using StreamAR with VTK was developed, which 
utilises the factory model of VTK. Moreland and Thompson (2003) first described 
the use of factories for implementing Chromium specific rendercrs for VTK. The 
research differs from Moreland and Thompson (2003) work in that it provides 
transparent interaction support for StreamAR using the integrated event man-
agement system developed for the GLUTfaker library. This new implementation 
focuses on providing sort-last parallel rendering for VTK using StreamAR. 
This is achieved by creating concrete StreamAR implementations of the abstract 
VTK classes for handling window management, interaction and rendering. These 
classes are then packaged with an object factory as a separate library extension: 
vtkStreamAR, that can be dynamically loaded at run time through the use of the 
VTK_AUTOLOAD_PATH environment variable. By setting this environment 
variable to the location of the vtkStreamAR library, the factory associated with the 
library is automatically loaded. Creation of vtkRenderer and vtkRenderWindow 
objects are then directed to StreamAR implementations. 
In order to use the vtkStreamAR library to perform sort-last parallel rendering, 
two important requirements must be met to achieve correct image composition into 
a final rendered scene. These are data decomposition and render synchronisation. 
Data decomposition is necessary to ensure each node renders a subsection of the 
overall data, which could be a volumetric data set or polygon mesh. The data 
subsection must be correctly positioned within the rendering window, such that 
when all rendered subsections are composited the final image presents the full 
data set. Rendering synchronisation is necessary to ensure that all nodes are at 
the same stage in the rendering process when composition is performed. 
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VTK provides existing support for sort-last rendering through the vtkCompos-
iteRenderManager class, which provided support for compositing multiple VTK 
pipelines into a single image. Therefore, one possible approach would be to cre-
ate a StreamAR subclass of the vtkCompositeRenderManager in a process similar 
to that described by Moreland and Thompson (2003). This StreamAR specific 
manager could then be transparently linked at run-time using the factory model 
as previously described. However, existing VTK applications would need to be 
re-factored around a master-slave parallel model in order to utilise vtkCompos-
iteRenderManager. 
A more transparent approach from the perspective of the application developer is 
to utilise the existing parallel support within StreamAR. To do this the binaryswap 
SPU was extended to provide barrier synchronisation at the beginning and end 
of each frame. Management of interaction synchronisation between application 
instances is then achieved by the event management system, which controls the 
distribution of interaction and timer events using a master-slave model. 
Using this approach, the VTK application does not need to be re-factored around 
a parallel model. The only requirement placed on a VTK application is that data 
input can be restricted to a subsection of the overall data set. VTK aids this 
process with the vtkExtentTranslator class, which calculates required subsections 
of a complete data sets. Subsections are then easily specified using a node ID 
retrieved from vtkStreamAR library or a command line parameter. 
7.2.4 The InteractiveRender SAU 
Through vtkStreamAR and GLUTfaker a wide range of applications are able to 
operate completely transparently with StreamAR independent of any windowing 
system. However, at the other end of the pipeline, the window created by the 
render SPU on the user's workstation is not able to capture user interaction events 
for filtering through the StreamAR framework to these application interfaces. A 
new cross-platform interactive render unit was constructed for StreamAR for this 
purpose 
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The InteractiveRender SAU ensures newly created windows are correctly regis-
tered with the native windowing system to receive interaction events messages. 
The SAU establishes a separate event thread to process these events and filter 
each new event through the stream actuators to the event management system for 
dispatch as CRUT encoded messages. 
The InteractiveRender SAU completes the interaction loop between visualisation 
application and user. Processing both interaction events generated by mouse 
and keyboard input from a user and rendering the OpenGL commands of each 
visualisation frame. This coupling of interaction events with SAUs is further 
developed in the following section to provide the capability for local interaction 
loops that operate asynchronously from the rest of the StreamAR framework. 
7.2.5 Filtering Interaction Events 
Creating a local interaction loop without an additional application instance re-
quires the facility to re-render the existing visualisation frame without further 
contact with the remote application. The WireGL network layer used by Strea-
mAR provides a convenient mechanism for this. Each frame consists of a list of 
packed OpenGL commands contained in a series ofWireGL messages. Storing this 
series of messages provides all the necessary information to recreate the current 
frame. The set of messages required can be determined by OpenGL API frame 
markel'S such as glGlear and SwapBu/Jers at the beginning and end of each frame, 
Once a complete frame is received the message list is marked as replay_ ready 
and a display request received by the WireGL receiver will result in the series of 
messages being unpacked as if received from a remote source, In some cases the 
unpacked API commands may include requests to return information upstream 
such as glGetInteger or glReadPixels, these must be ignored when replaying the 
frame as such information has already been sent upstream, 
With the capability to replay OpenGL commands for the current frame, SAUs 
can be created that generate alterations to the current frame in response to user 
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Figure 7.3: DML class diagram showing the new enhanced structure of an SAD 
and its associated node. 
interaction. The design of each SAD was extended to include a new event filtering 
table for this purpose (Figure 7.1). 
The event filter within each SAD handles events in much the same way as the 
OpenGL commands passing in the opposite direction. A DML class diagram of 
the enhanced SAD is shown in Figure 7.3. Each SAD defines an event function 
table along side the OpenGL function table utilised in all SADs/SPDs. As with the 
OpenGL table, the new event function table attached to each unit is hierarchical, 
inheriting the function pointers of the super class SAD. 
An immediate gain from this new enhanced interaction process is that local dis-
play corruption (which occurs when another window passes in front of the local 
visualisation) no longer requires the remote application to re-transmit the visual-
isation frame. Instead the redraw event is captured and the stored WireG L frame 
replayed. 
7.3 Asynchronous Interaction 
In some distributed visualisation scenarios the response time between a user gener-
ated interaction event and a corresponding rendering update can exceed the time 
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required for motion-dynamic interaction. The system requirements in chapter 3 
outlined asynchronous local interaction as a technique to improve response times 
for such networks. 
The system requirements described asynchronous interaction as the capability to 
enhance motion-dynamic with the visualisation through interaction loops within 
the display interface. Such interaction loops can be used to provide novel func-
tionality that is not present in the original application or to perform identical 
functionality to the application. 
Two new actuators for novel interaction that enhance the existing functionality 
of a visualisation are detailed later in this section. The first provides interactive 
support for high-resolution visualisations, allowing a user to navigate a high reso· 
lution visualisation through a much lower resolution display interface. The second 
actuator provides support for visualisation animation, providing the capability to 
visualise large time indexed data sets in a sort-last rendering topology without 
modification to the visualisation application. 
Achieving local interaction functionality that is identical to that of a particular 
application requires reproducing the visualisation logic of the application at the 
display interface. This could be achieved within stream actuators, particularly 
when interaction affects parameters applying to the whole visualisation frame. 
Such parameters include camera driven interaction techniques that manipulate 
the OpenGL projection matrix. However, actuators of this kind would need to 
be specially constructed for each application in order to perfectly reproduce the 
behaviour of the application. 
An alternative is not to attempt to mimic the application at all, but to utilise 
the application logic directly to generate the required transforms of the OpenGL 
stream. Under such an approach a special instance of the application is created 
within the user's display interface. This low latency application instance acts as an 
asynchronous interaction master to remote application instances, providing local 
motion-dynamic interaction utilising StreamAR detail elision. The implementa-
tion of this approach is outlined in the next section. 
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Figure 7 A: A low latency StreamAR network utilising a local application instance 
as part of the sort-last binaryswap network. 
7.3.1 Low Latency Application Instances 
Low latency application instances operate within the user's display interface util-
ising stream actuators to sufficiently reduce rendering workload during motion-
dynamic interaction periods. At the end of each motion-dynamic period, high 
fidelity images are transmitted through StreamAR from parallel application in-
stances (Figure 7A). 
The technique is achieved through a combination of the stream actuators described 
in the previous chapter, specifically the stream switch actuator. The stream switch 
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actuator provides the ability to switch between multiple OpenGL streams accord-
ing to the interaction context of the user. In Figure 7.4, each switch actuator can 
alternate between a downstream connection and a NULL stream that discards 
all OpenGL commands. On the remote high-performance resources the stream is 
switched to NULL during motion-dynamic interaction and a high-fidelity sort-last 
stream when leaving the interaction period. On the local low latency resource, the 
switch is reversed, generating a low fidelity image during motion dynamic periods. 
All interaction events must be transmitted to both application instances to ensure 
application state remains identical on both local and remote resources. Usually, a 
remote interactive application should attempt to transmit each interaction event 
message immediately to deliver a smooth rendered animation sequence to the 
workstation. However, the delivery of each interaction message is delayed in a high 
latency network. Such that sending many small packets will form a large queueing 
stack on the local resource, overwhelming the network buffer and resulting in 
delayed local interaction until the packet queue is delivered. 
This can be avoided by gathering these messages into large single messages that 
better exploits available network bandwidth. Collection of these larger message 
groups must not delay or change normal application interaction: a user pressing 
a keyboard key or mouse button should not be forced to submit further event 
messages in order that the current message group is transmitted and the event 
take effect. 
The vast majority of interaction events are of a mouse motion type, signalled by a 
mouse button or keyboard event. An event transmission strategy was implemented 
within the event management system to hold motion events in a queue until a 
button or keyboard event occurred or the queue reached capacity. Upon which 
the event queue is transmitted as a single network message. 
The technique depends on the ability to establish a local low-fidelity represen-
tation of the entire visualisation data set within the resource constraints of the 
display interface. Therefore, good test candidates for the technique are direct 
volume rendering applications which can be configured to reduce the data to the 
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memory constraints of the resource. Alternatively, the StreamAR framework can 
be configured to perform the same task using the TextureSimplification and Res-
olutionSimplification SAUs. 
7.3.2 Novel Asynchronous Interaction 
The alternative to utilising local application instances is to enhance the interaction 
functionality of the application through novel stream actuators, which utilise local 
event handlers. These actuators utilise independent process loops that provide 
additional interaction outside the normal behaviour of a visualisation application, 
augmenting the functionality of the original application. The implementation of 
two such actuators is described in the following sections. 
7.3.2.1 The Viewing Window Actuator 
Visualisation work flows often involve moving closer to objects in a visualisation 
in order to carry out analysis of localised artifacts within the data set. A process 
that is often conceptualised as altering the zoom level on a physical camera or 
binoculars. Once zoomed into an object, the user may wish to pan the visualisation 
frame along the viewing plane to locate another region of interest. 
A visualisation application achieves panning motion by adjusting the projection 
matrix of the visual scene and re-rendering all visualisation objects. When op-
erating in a distributed rendering environment this will involve each application 
instance publishing a new set of OpenGL commands that are then pushed through 
each rendering pipe to the display interface. Using the StreamAR event filtering 
capabilities, the Viewing Window reduces the need to render the entire visuali-
sation scene by allowing a user to pan their region of interest through a local 
interaction loop. 
The process is achieved by remotely rendering the OpenGL visualisation at a reso-
lution that is much higher than viewable area of the display window. Therefore, the 
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Figure 7.5: An example area of interest using the ViewingWindow SAU. The 
thumbnail in the top right depicts the location of the area of interest as a red box 
in relation to the overall visualisation. 
high-fidelity image rendered by each remote pipe either through a sort-last or sort-
first topology contains much more of the visualisation scene than that displayed in 
the visualisation window. The ViewingWindow filters this high-resolution image 
stream into a special image texture stored within the OpenGL context of the dis-
play interface. Once all remote nodes have contributed to the visualisation frame, 
the stored texture is mapped to the viewable area of the display interface at the 
end of each frame according to a set of coordinates. 
The SAU achieves local panning of the region of interest by altering the texture 
coordinates in response to specific interaction events. To enhance user under-
standing of the panning process, a small thumbnail image in the top right corner 
that places the panning motion in context with the larger scene (Figure 7.5). 
Coordinates are controlled through the SAU's event filter, which updates the co-
ordinates in response to monitored keyboard events. The keys monitored are 
specified by the configuration server to avoid conflicting with the functionality of 
the visualisation, by default the SAU is configured to monitor arrow key events. 
Each monitored key event causes an the event filter to alter the location of the 
region of interest and request a new viewing window using a frame replay request. 
During motion-dynamic interaction, StreamAR may utilise a local AVO stream to 
render the visualisation. Under such circumstances the SAU alters the OpenGL 
viewport of the AVO stream to reflect the coordinates of the region of interest. 
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This causes OpenGL to correctly clip the low fidelity visualisation to the current 
viewable area. 
Care must also be taken in handling mouse motion events during motion-dynamic 
interaction. The smaller viewable window means that the coordinates of the mouse 
position are no longer relative to window size of the visualisation application. This 
is corrected by the actuators event filter, which rescales motion events before pass-
ing the event to the next actuator in the chain. The motion events are scaled such 
that _ the extent of the local window maps completely onto the larger application 
window. 
7.3.2.2 The Animation Actuator 
The animation SAU provides the capability to animate high-fidelity visualisa-
tions in real-time within the display interface, without significantly increasing the 
resource requirements of the display interface or alteration of the visualisation 
application. The process is achieved through a new asynchronous interaction ac-
tuator and a novel rendering topology similar to that described previously in the 
chapter for low latency application instances. 
The novel rendering topology is designed to co-ordinate multiple application in-
stances each rendering a different time frame of the data set (Figure 7.6). The 
parallel rendering process is a form of sort-last rendering utilising a composition 
process based on time rather than the pixel values in each frame. 
The Animation SAU operates as either a source or a receiver to perform the 
composition process, as depicted in Figure 7.6. Each source animation unit marks 
the OpenGL stream from the attached application instance with a timestamp, 
which is transmitted downstream to the receiver. The animation receiver compares 
the time stamp against an internal clock discarding frames that do not match the 
current time. However, the last visualisation frame stored within the receiver to 
facilitate asynchronous interaction contains a complete rendered image of each 
time frame. 
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Figure 7.6: A StreamAR asynchronous animation network utilising the Animation 
SAU as part of a sort-last configuration. 
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An external timer controlled by the Animation SA U is used to increment the 
internal clock and request that the previous visualisation frame is replayed within 
the receiver. Thus, the illusion that the scene is being continuously rendered as 
a high-fidelity animation is achieved without any alteration to the visualisation 
application or network activity. The animation sequence is initiated through a 
unmapped keyboard function and is continually looped at a user configurable rate 
until a request to stop is received or motion-dynamic interaction resumes. 
7.3.3 Implications of Asynchronous Interaction 
The capabilities of the StreamAR framework to filter interaction events and replay 
OpenGL frames simplifies the design of asynchronous actuators, allowing actuator 
design to focus on the control of OpenGL filter parameters in response to events. 
This greatly reduces the development time of new asynchronous functionality to 
improve a user's work flow. 
Both the ViewingWindow and Animation actuators seek to enhance the analysis 
work flow of a user by manipulating high-fidelity images within the display inter-
face. This has the effect of reducing both network utilisation and the utilisation 
of the remote rendering resources. However, there is also a great deal that can 
be achieved by focusing on enhancing the interaction with locally rendered AVO 
streams. 
In particular, the approach taken by StreamAR provides the framework necessary 
to develop low latency Virtual Reality (VR) display interfaces. Such functionality 
would include the capability to render stereoscopic images and the ability to pro-
vide viewpoint manipulation in response to head tracking events. Both features 
act on the projection ofthe entire visualisation scene, allowing a single AVO frame 
to be replayed through the display interface to achieve the VR effects. 
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7.4 Graphical User Interface Support 
The chapter has so far only considered motion-dynamic interaction with elements 
within the visualisation scene. Many applications also expose a graphical user 
interface (GUI) separate to the visualised scene. These separate interactive ele-
ments are addressed by the remainder of this chapter. The system requirements 
identified two broad strategies for providing remote GUI access to an application: 
exposing GUr functionality (Engel et aI., 2000a), and exposing GUI representa-
tions (Engel et al., 2000a; Ohazama, 1999). By exposing the functionality of an 
application the local client is free to define the best GUI representation based on 
the local display, windowing system and user preferences. Exposing a GUI rep-
resentation is a simpler but more restrictive process of transporting the graphical 
image of GUI components to the local client, as used by VizServer and VNC. 
The two separate approaches are complementary systems: transporting GUI rep-
resentations provides the capability for the render service grid to operate with 
bespoke applications where there is no possibility of exposing GUI functionality 
through an appropriate plug-in or extension. In cases where the addition of a 
plug-in is possible, exposing GUI functionality should be seen as the most effec-
tive interaction method as it provides large gains in network efficiency. A large 
proportion of GUI interactions can be reduced to purely local events requiring only 
functional changes to be transmitted to the remote application. The underlying 
assumption behind this performance gain shares the same principles as the Strea-
mAR framework: transmitting structural representations where possible, rather 
than final rendered images of the visualisations. The following two sections detail 
the implementation of both remote GUI systems for the render service grid. 
7.4.1 Exposing GUI Representations 
Exposing GUI representations provides the user with an interactive view of the 
application without transmitting any application specific information. The GUI 
of the application is captured through some process, such that the rendered G UI 
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is retrieved from the remote framebuffer and transmitted to the user as a complete 
image. The captured region can be limited to the application's windows or the 
entire framebuffer of the remote server. 
Chapter 2 described a number of state of the art remote interaction systems that 
provide interaction through GUI representations including Stegmaier et 31. (2002); 
Ohazama (1999); Engel et 31. (2000a). These approaches were classified as im-
age streaming techniques as they operated singularly on the frame buffer image 
of the visualisation server. The entire framebuffer was treated as one contigu-
ous region, encoding the entire framebuffer using the same compression method. 
Such approaches do not reflect the relative importance of components within the 
framebuffer; the visu31isation area of an application is often of far greater visual 
importance than the surrounding GUI components. This is particularly striking 
when considering medic31 imaging scenarios. Clinicians demand the highest fi-
delity visu31isation renderings to make diagnosis judgements on patient images. 
However, surrounding graphical interfaces are of little importance, providing they 
allow the clinician to understand the represented functionality. 
The remote visualisation tool, xf4vnc1, demonstrated this separation by using 
VNC to transmit GUI representations and Chromium to transmit the OpenGL 
stream of a visualisation. However, without the ability to adapt the OpenGL 
stream to match the requirements of both the user and local rendering hard-
ware such a tool is often impractical. The detail elision capabilities within the 
StreamAR framework allows the GUI representation to be incorporated into the 
application's OpenGL stream as a less visually important element. 
A Screenlnteractor SAU was developed for StreamAR to provide complete in-
teraction support for bespoke applications. The ScreenInteractor terminates the 
event stream, translating received events into operating system specific notifica-
tion events injected into the windowing system as whole, rather than targeting a 
particular visualisation window. This allows the ScreenInteractor to provide both 
lxf4vnc - http://xf4vnc.sourceforge.net/ (aceessed 07/12/06) 
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GUI and motion-dynamic events for applications not supported by the VTK or 
GLUT interaction libraries. However, independence from the application's inter-
action library creates a new interaction problem. 
The ScreenInteractor operates outside the event loop of the application and so 
events are not automatically retrieved by the event manager. This necessitates 
the use of a separate event thread within the SAU to process the event manager 
and check for updates to the framebuffer. It is essential that execution of the 
event thread remains synchronised with the main application thread in order to 
marshall the framebuffer updates into the application's OpenGL stream. 
Changes to the server's framebuffer are detected by a separate thread in the SAU, 
which periodically retrieves the framebuffer of the windowing system. Each re-
trieved framebuffer replaces the visualisation region with a blanking image and 
is then compared with the previous framebuffer. Rectangular regions of change 
are determined and transmitted through the OpenGL stream to a companion 
Screenlnteractor SA U operating in client mode. Operating on rectangular update 
regions was a technique pioneered by VNC for reducing image transmission size. 
The technique exploits the predominately rectangular geometry used by window-
ing systems. ScreenInteractor transmits the region updates as texture updates 
(gITexSublmage2D) elegantly exploiting the retained texture mapping provided 
by the OpenGL specification. 
The compression of texture updates is handled by separate compression SAU in 
the render system. The quality-of-service OpenGL extensions outlined in chapter 
5 allow the ScreenInteractor SAU to inform other SAUs downstream that the 
GUI texture updates should be transmitted quickly and that the quality of these 
textures is of less importance. Such texture updates only capture the surrounding 
GUI of an application not the visualisation. The downstream SAUs, which may 
contain compression and network performance models, are then better able to 
optimise texture encoding. This modular framework demonstrates the advantages 
of encapsulating functionality for stream adaptive rendering. 
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(a) ( b ) (c) 
Figure 7.7: Region updates performed by the ScreenInteractor SAU. (a) repre-
sents the current framebuffer stored in texture memory, (b) represents the newly 
retrieved texture frame. (c) shows the altered grid locations (red squares) and the 
bounding box of the altered area (green box). 
The differencing algorithm functions by dividing the screen into a grid and com-
paring the area of each grid region in the new frame with that of the previous 
frame. Each altered grid location is stored in an array for transmission down-
stream as a series of texture updates. The granularity of the grid should be set 
such that each grid location contains a high percentage of altered pixels but not 
so fine grained that the header size of each texture update becomes a dominant 
factor. The optimal granularity of the grid is also dependent on the compression 
algorithm used downstream. For example, dictionary based compression methods 
will benefit from larger contiguous regions where as JPEG compression operates 
on discrete 8x8 pixel blocks so there will be no efficiency gain from generating 
larger regions. Compression algorithms that perform inter-frame differencing will 
perform badly if anything less than a full frame is sent to them. The Screenlnter-
actor manages this problem by observing region size hints sent through the control 
framework from compression units downstream. Compression units that function 
best with contiguous set the region size to 0 and are sent a bounding box area 
of the altered grid regions. An example output from the differencing algorithm is 
shown in Figure 7.7. 
The client-side companion SA U synchronises the framebuffer texture with the 
adapted OpenGL stream from the visualisation. Each completed frame from the 
visualisation, indicated by the SwapBuffers API call, causes the client to retrieve 
the rendered scene from the back buffer and composite this into the local tex-
ture representation of the servers framebuffer. Once completed, the SwapBuffers 
command is then honoured. 
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Figure 7.S: Remote framebuffer process stream. 
As the Screenlnteractor SAU has been described, when a visualisation applica-
tion is used which does not regularly update its display region changes to the 
framebuffer texture would go unnoticed, as no regular SwapBuJJers API call is 
transmitted. This problem can be avoided by realising that changes to the GUI 
components of the server's framebuffer will not affect the display area of the visu-
alisation; otherwise the server's windowing system would have caused the applica-
tion to regenerate the visualisation. Therefore the visualisation image contained 
within the current framebuffer texture is always valid, allowing local rendering of 
the texture to take place without a new visualisation update. The task of the 
client SAU is to simply apply the GUI region updates generated by glTexSublm-
age2D and render the updated texture; providing that the visualisation is not in 
the middle of generating the next visualisation frame, which would be overwritten. 
For this reason the framebuffer texture is locked during visualisation rendering. 
When updates to the texture are received by the client, the updated texture is 
immediately rendered to the display if the texture is not locked. A diagram of the 
stream process is shown in Figure 7.S. 
The trend in modern wind owing systems is toward utilising graphical APls for all 
aspects of GUI generation. These windowing systems include: XGL for Linux and 
Solaris2, Quartz Extreme for Apple's Tiger operating system (Graffagnino, 2002), 
2Xgl - http://en.opensuse.org/Xgl (accessed 08/12/06) 
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and Aero Glass for Microsoft Windows Vista3. Aero is distinct from the other 
enhanced GUIs in that it utilises Direct X, rather than OpenGL, as a graphical 
API. The principles of working with either Direct X or OpenGL based rendering 
environments are the same, such that research developed to improve OpenGL 
systems will be applicable for Direct X. Furthermore, Direct X wrappers which 
convert Direct X API calls to OpenGL have been developed (see dxglwrap4). 
The use of OpenGL to construct not only the visualisation but GUI environment 
as well allows the StreamAR framework to optimise the entire display area. GUI 
components can be distinguished from the visualisation through OpenGL contexts. 
The ScreenInteractor SAU would no longer need to poll the server's framebuffer 
for changes; the SAD can simply process OpenGL commands as they arrive from 
different contexts. Future work in this area should strengthen the stream adaptive 
approach adopted by this thesis. The asynchronous interaction methods provided 
by StreamAR would allow unique functionality to be developed. For example, 
StreamAR could provide automatic full screen visualisations by discarding G UI 
components at the command of the user. 
7.4.2 Exposing GUI Functionality 
Exposing the functionality of a GUI as an application interface rather than a 
2D image allows a display interface on the user's workstation to determine the 
best representation of the GUI given the requirements of the display, windowing 
system and preference of the application user. Furthermore, the local user interface 
can give immediate feedback to the user that the interaction has been accepted 
by the visualisation system, rather than waiting for the application source to 
transmit display updates. Communication between the display interface and the 
exposed application interface can be performed asynchronously with buttons or 
3 Aero Glass - http://www.microsoft.com/windowsvista/experiences/aero.mspx (accessed 
08/12/06) 
4dxglwrap - http://realtech-vr.com/directx/ (accessed 08/12/06) 
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text immediately altered to reflect the interaction. Such functionality is usually 
exposed through remote procedure call (RPC) mechanisms. 
The review of remote user interfaces in chapter 2 described a remote render frame-
work which used the CORBA framework for performing remote procedure calls 
(Engel et al., 2000a). The use of standard RPC mechanisms such as these can 
simplify the process of developing new remote applications. However, CORBA in-
troduces added complexity by including facilities to handle message concurrency 
and automatic discovery of remote interface schemas. In contrast, Paraview, a 
parallel visualisation application based on VTK, was developed using a simple 
proprietary RPC mechanism. RPCs within Paraview are represented as messages 
which have a unique ID or tag with an associated message handling function 
(Ahrens et aI., 2005). 
A drawback with using RPC mechanisms is that the local client and remote ap-
plication components can become coupled: the local client G UI is fixed (hard 
coded) to reflect the exposed functionality of the remote server. Computational 
steering frameworks which provide structured methods for exposing the steerable 
parameters within a distributed application help alleviate this (Mulder, 1998). 
Such frameworks present generalised GUIs, which are automatically generated 
from the exposed parameter space (Brooke et aI., 2003); or instead present a fixed 
visualisation interface. This latter approach is used by computational steering 
environments (Mulder et al., 1999), which provide complete computational and 
visualisation solutions for scientific experiments and thus restrict application de-
velopers to a specific GUI toolkit. 
Again the complexity of computational steering frameworks vastly exceeds that 
of simply exposing functionality. For example, rule based computational steering 
(Muralidhar and Parashar, 2003), which automatically adjusts exposed parame-
ters, is unnecessary for interactive visualisations. Other features such as check 
pointing, where the state of the application can be stored and reverted back to 
at any point in the execution, may be useful features for a visualisation applica-
tion, allowing a user to revert to previous visualisation viewpoints. The ability 
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to check point a visualisation application requires that the application exposes 
entirely stateful functionality, rather than the cumulative functionality of mouse 
and keyboard events. 
Alternate solutions to GUI generation exist in the domain of modern desktop 
applications, which use XML to specify graphical user interfaces. The GUls are 
automatically generated at run time from the XML specification (Abrams et aI., 
1999; Boswell, 2002). These user interface description languages were developed 
to provide cross platform GUI support combined with the performance of native 
execution, as such they present an ideal tool for developing remote visualisation 
interfaces. 
Using an XML GUI specification, computational steering framework principles 
can be incorporated to provide RPe communication to the remote application. 
One of the most lightweight methods for achieving this is to expose a stateful web 
service (Czajkowski et aI., 2004b). An example of how web services can be used 
to alter steerable parameters is found in the RealityGrid steering library (Brooke 
et al., 2003), which has evolved to use stateful web services as a platform for 
providing steerable parameters. The steering library uses a custom XML schema 
to publish and steer application parameters, allowing a simple common interface 
to be defined for steering parameters across applications. A common interface 
would not be required when combined with an XML GUI specification as such a 
specification would define the message exchanges for each particular GUI widget 
alongside the widget specification. 
The strength of using an XML GUI specification combined with stateful web 
services is that only the exposed web service is coupled to a particular application 
(refer to Figure 7.9). Existing web service toolkits5 greatly simplify the process 
of exposing this interface. Many existing visualisation systems use scripting or 
plug-in based mechanisms to provide extensible access to internal functionality, 
allowing web service modules to be quickly developed for these applications. 
5See gSoap - http://www.cs,fsu.edurengelen/soap.html 
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Figure 7.9: A block diagram for a remote procedure call GUI using the stream 
based distributed rendering system. The client first retrieves a GUI specification 
to generate a tailored local GUI. Interaction events occurring inside the OpenGL 
display are transmitted using CRUT . 
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Figure 7.10: An example of a GUI interface under XUL. (a) shows the original 
TCL/TK GUI interface operating normally. (b) shows the equivalent remote 
XUL interface connected to the application. (c) shows a colour chooser dialogue 
box operating entirely locally on the user's workstation, only the resulting colour 
hexadecimal string is transmitted on selection. 
An ideal tool to provide client side GUI generation and integration is found in 
Mozilla's XUL technology (Boswell, 2002). XUL defines a rich set of GUI widgets 
and allows complete stand alone applications to be described using Javascript, 
Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) and XML files. These files are interpreted by a XUL 
run-time package, such as the Mozilla Firefox web browser into a fully functional 
application. As a technology designed to work closely with the world wide web, 
XUL also provides built-in support for asynchronous HTTP and SOAP message 
exchanges, which are the basic tools necessary for stateful web services. A similar 
combination of asynchronous communication using Javascript and XML inside a 
HTML web page has been successfully demonstrated elsewhere to communicate 
computational steering parameters (Sen et aI., 2006). 
Access to the visualisation is provided through a custom Mozilla plug-in that acts 
as part of the StreamAR framework (Figure 7.10). The unique StreamAR plug-
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in is able to operate as any other stream receiver within the StreamAR network. 
Render performance is unaffected as Mozilla provides the plug-in with direct access 
to a native window in which a direct OpenGL context can be established. 
The StreamAR plug-in captures mouse and keyboard events occurring inside the 
plug-in window and broadcasts them through the render system. Separately man-
aging such visualisation events allows the client to provide low latency interaction 
loops for the visualisation as described in section 7.3. GUI interaction occurs lo-
cally providing instant interaction feedback to the user and allowing many GUI 
events (such as navigating menus and tooltips) to occur entirely locally. The 
plug-in is the only aspect of the client that is platform specific allowing it to pro-
vide native hardware rendering support. Mozilla's plug-in management system 
enables the user to obtain the correct version of the plug-in for their platform 
upon initialisation of the XUL client. 
The communication between the XUL client and application plug-in conforms to 
the WS-ResourceProperties standard (Czajkowski et al., 2004b), which defines a 
simple set of protocols for setting and retrieving the state of a remote resource. 
Each state is defined as resource property. To retrieve or set the current state 
of the property a SOAP message is constructed with a GetResourceProperty or 
SetResourceProperty method respectively. Two libraries have been developed to 
enable the rapid development of XUL user interfaces and new application plug-ins: 
• A Javascript library that provides a simple API to generate appropriate 
asynchronous SOAP messages using Mozilla's web service objects for XUL 
user interfaces . 
• A C library provides a structured API for exposing the state of visualisation 
application as web service resource properties built on top of the Globus 
WSC library (Foster, 2005). 
A simple example of these two libraries in use is shown in Figure 7.11 and Fig-
ure 7.12. The example exposes a single integer state that controls the number of 
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int main(int argv, char *argv []) { 
1* Parse command line arguments *1 
1* Setup GLUT callback functions *1 
glutInit( &argc, argv); 
glutInitWindowSize( win_width, win_height ); 
glutInitDisplayMode( mode ); 
glutCreateWindow( "WSRF-Demo" ); 
glutReshapeFunc( reshape ); 
glutKeyboardFunc( keyboard ); 
glutMotionFunc( motion ); 
glutMouseFunc( mouse ); 
1* Install WSRF as an idle function *1 
glutIdleFunc( wsrf_checkevent ); 
1* Init WSRF Service *1 
xsd_QName service_qname = { 
''http://example-glut-service'' , "GlutService"}; 
wsrf_service_t * service = 
Part III 
wsrf_service_init( &service_qname, 
SERVICE_BASE_PATH, 85001* port *1 ); 
} 
1* Create a WS Resource *1 
char *resource_id = "GlutService#l"; 
wsa_EndpointReferenceType endpointReference; 
wsrf_create_resource(service, resource_id, 
&endpointReference); 
1* Add a NumberOfModels property *1 
xsd_QName nm_qname = { 
''http://example-glut-service'', 
"NumberOfModels" }; 
1* install resource property 
with callback function *1 
wsrf_create_int_property( service, resource_id, 
&nm_qname, nm_callback, NULL ); 
1* Start WSRF engine *1 
wsrf_start( service ); 
1* Initialize the scene *1 
Ini tOpenGL 0 ; 
1* Enter GLUT event loop *1 
glutMainLoopO; 
Figure 7.11: A code example integrating the web service plug-in into an existing 
GLUT application. 
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function setNumberOfModels() { 
} 
11 Get the number of models from the widget 
var num_actors = document.getElementById( 
"num-models-spinner").value; 
11 Create resource property value 
var rp_element = document.createElementNS( 
''http://example-glut-service, 
"NumberOfModels"); 
rp_element. setAttribute("xsi : type" , "xs: int") ; 
rp_element.appendChild( 
document. createTextNode("". concat (rp_value») ; 
IICreate the resource address 
var resource_id = document.createElementNS( 
''http://example-glut-service'', "GlutService"); 
resource_id. appendChild ( 
document.createTextNode("GlutService#l"»; 
var app_epr = new 
WSA(''http://myserver:8080/wsrf/services/GlutService''); 
app_epr.parameters[O] = resource_id; 
11 Create port to remote service 
var app_port = new WSRF.WSRPPortTypePort(app_epr); 
11 Set resource property value on the remote service 
11 this is asynchronous and returns immediately 
var params = new Array(); 
params[O] = rp_element; 
app_port.setResourceProperty(params, "", NULL); 
Figure 7.12: ExampJejavascript code integrating the GLUT application with XUL. 
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models present in the visualisation. This is then controlled by a XUL text entry 
widget, which calls the Javascript function setNumberOfModels() on change. The 
function returns immediately without delaying interaction, any errors in commu-
nication can be caught by a callback function passed to the setResourceProperlies 
function. Using these two libraries complete application interfaces can be con-
structed as shown in Figure 7.10. 
7.5 Summary 
The interactive support of existing applications has been investigated, with many 
of the programming issues involved in using remote OpenG L streams in this con-
text resolved. The use of common GUr libraries by many visualisation applica-
tions has been effectively exploited to provide cross-platform interactive remote 
rendering. Innovative use of a second local application allowed the new StreamAR 
framework to achieve very fast response times even in the presence of severe net-
work latencies. Re-factoring of a rendering node to include an interaction function 
stack allowed for further possibilities in asynchronous interaction. This included 
the use of a region-of-interest based viewing system that allows a user to explore 
extremely high resolutions from their normal desktop display. 
The classification of mechanisms for providing remote GUI interaction allowed the 
relative advantages of GUI interaction methods to be assessed. The adoption of 
new GUI windowing systems based on the graphical APIs of OpenGL and Di-
rectX may add further weight to this assessment. However, the ability to control 
an application through a functional APr will allow the development of multiple dis-
play facades, targeted to user requirements. These displays could include browser 
interfaces, high fidelity stereo displays or commodity workstation displays. 
Functional GUI abstraction as described will allow multiple applications with dif-
fering display types to be controlled simultaneously in a distributed environment. 
How a user will control the use of such distributed resources and express their 
personal quality-of-service requirements is the subject of the next chapter. 
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Managing StreamAR as a 
Visualisation Service Grid 
StreamAR provides the technology to harness distributed rendering resources and 
connect a user to their remote visualisation, whilst maintaining their individual 
quality-of-service requirements. How the user initiates this process and controls 
these remote resources is the subject of this chapter. That is to make the Strea-
mAR technology readily accessible as a visualisation service grid without requiring 
the user to have specialist knowledge. 
This chapter addresses the problem through the innovative use of Service Level 
Agreements (SLAs) that provide user orientated quality-of-service guarantees be-
tween the user and distributed rendering resources. SLAs are harnessed through a 
unique web based interface that interlinks with the browser based GUI technology 
presented in the previous chapter. 
The chapter begins by addressing the challenges in managing rendering resources 
and in the appropriate allocation of these resources. The use of SLAs is discussed 
as a solution to this problem in section 8.2. Finally, a new StreamAR agreement 
framework based on this discussion is presented in section 8.3. 
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8.1 Rendering Conformance 
Managing StreamAR as render service grid requires the capability to accurately 
match the requirements of a user's rendering job to available rendering resources 
for use in the distributed render network. This depends on having sufficient infor-
mation about both the visualisation application and the underlying software and 
hardware of the available resources. 
All OpenGL implementations must satisfy conformance tests to be allowed to 
use the OpenGL trademark!. The conformance tests are made up of a set test 
programs defined by the OpenGL Architecture Review Board (ARB). These tests 
guarantee that the OpenGL implementation provided by a hardware vendor will 
behave as defined by the OpenGL standard. One such conformance is that given 
the same initial state, the implementation must produce the same rendered image. 
The conformance test does not attempt to guarantee that the same rendered 
image will be produced between OpenGL implementations or guarantee the rate at 
which the rendered image is produced. This allows driver manufacturers to derive 
implementations of varying quality, tailored to the specific requirements of a target 
market. The interactive 3D games market is primarily focused on achieving high 
frame rates, compared with the high-fidelity focused hardware targeted at large 
3D design packages. In particular, anti-aJiasing techniques used in some high-end 
cards can have a large effect on rendered frames (Figure 8.1). 
A test carried out on commodity and high-end cards of a similar family, specifically 
NVIDIA GeForce 7600 and Quadro FX 3450 models, showed that the resulting 
images across a product range can be very close, differing in an average of 0.57% 
of pixels (with a resolution of 1245x960). However, differences in the depth buffer 
were far greater (6.83%), which could significantly effect sort-last image composi-
tion when using the depth buffer. Characterisation of OpenGL performance and 
features should allow these differences to be managed. 
1 http://www.sgi.com/products/software/ opengl/faq.html 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 8. 1: Comparison of full screen anti-aliasing using a Wildcat 7210 (left 
portion of each image) with an NVIDIA Quadro (right portion). T he white line in 
each image is 1 pixel wide, as well as providing an element of scale, the white line 
represents (;he composition boundary. Images (a) and (b) display visible fideli ty 
changes. However , in image (c) no such effects are seen as anti-ali asing has less of 
a role in the render process . 
OpenGL feature characterisation can be readily determined through driver inter-
rogation , which will report the API version the driver conforms to , as well as 
any extensions it supports. \\Thilst feature profiling is suffi cient to guarantee ho-
mogeneous conformity (establishing that two reSOurces have the same graphics 
hardware and software), it can not quantify quality-of-service trade offs. Further 
more, fine grained quality and speed characterisation may determine sui tably ho-
mogeneous collections across a range of implementations or hardware, allowing a 
management system to be much more flexible in resource allocations. 
Standardised OpenGL performance characterisation tests already exist to quan-
t ify the performance characteristics of OpenGL rendering hardware. Such tests 
allow application users to gauge the quality and performance characteristics of 
their OpenGL systems, and can be classifi ed as application or API focused. Ap-
plication focused characterisation attempts to model the performance of popular 
OpenGL applications. This is achieved through vendor independent view-sets that 
refl ect the typical OpenGL techniques used by each application . An example of 
tool is viewpelj, developed by the SPEC OpenGL performance characterisation 
boaJ"d (SP ECopc)2 API focused characterisation measures the features, speed or 
quali ty of specific aspects of the OpenGL APl. This can provide much more fine 
' http://w\vw.spec.org/ gpc/ opc.static/ vp81info.btmJ 
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grained characterisation, but in a form which is less easily comparable by applica-
tion users. API characterisation projects include SPECglperr, GLEAN4 and the 
isfast library5. The GLEAN project in particular provides an extensible modular 
framework for measuring the performance deviation of common OpenGL tasks. 
Tests include texture blending operations, stencilling and image read-backs, which 
form important parts of sort-last distributed rendering approaches. However, ac-
curately predicting the performance of a particular application given a set of API 
characteristics can be non-trivial. 
8.1.1 Brokered Resource Discovery 
The fidelity of information required to accurately match OpenGL conformance 
makes the use of query languages such as UDDI (Curbera et al., 2002) and MDS 
(Czajkowski et al., 2001) inefficient for resource discovery. Instead, the StreamAR 
resource management system utilises a brokered match making system based on 
an application's job description, an approach favoured by the Condor-G computa-
tional service grid (Frey et al., 2002). Such a broker uses the resource requirements 
specified by a job submission request to obtain a suitable collection of resources. 
The broker matches both rendering features (e.g. extensions and available mem-
ory) and conformance (hardware and implementation homogeneity) in allocating 
resources. Services such as UDDr can still be employed but for the purposes of 
discovering suitable service brokers that then match a job to actual resources. 
The process through which a user can submit a job request and obtain an alloca-
tion of resources is defined in existing protocol standards. Previous reported work 
in this area has focused on the Globus Resource Allocation Manager (GRAM) 
(Czajkowski et al., 1998) predominately for large scale computational systems 
such as Condor-G, but also for co-allocation visualisation systems such as GVK 
3http://www.spec.org/gpc/opc.static/prev _ benchmarks.html 
'http://glean.sourceforge.net/whatis.html 
Shttp://www.berkelium.com/OpenGL/isfast.html 
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(Heinzlreiter and Kranzlmiiller, 2003). GRAM would allow a broker to match ren-
der resources given a suitable resource description grammar. However, GRAM is 
designed for effective resource allocation and not for establishing quality-of-service 
agreements that form the focus of the StreamAR framework. WS-Agreement (An-
drieux et aI., 2004) provides an alternative standard that is focused on providing 
guarantees between users and resource providers. Such a standard has never been 
applied to the field of distributed rendering and would allow a user not only to 
establish suitable resources but to monitor the status of those resources during a 
visualisation. 
8.2 Service Level Agreements 
The WS-Agreement standard defines a process for establishing and monitoring 
service level agreements (SLAs) and the structure that agreements take (Figure 
8.2). Each agreement consists of four components: the agreement name, context 
(including the initiator and provider to which the agreement relates, and the 
template from which the agreement was formed), service and guarantee terms. 
The most important of these parts are the terms of the agreement. Service terms 
define both measurable (service properties) and fixed (service description) terms 
of an agreement. Guarantee terms define the value or objectives of the measurable 
service terms. Guarantee terms may have an additional business value associated 
with them, which is used to weight the importance of each guarantee term. 
Agreements are obtained by a responder (service provider) accepting an agreement 
offer from an initiator (Figure 8.3). Acceptance is a unilateral decision taken by 
the responder: a responder exposes a set of agreement templates which enable 
the initiator to determine the agreements that a responder is likely to accept. 
Agreement templates take the form of an agreement with the addition of creation 
constraints (or negotiation constraints). 
Creation constraints specify the guarantee values that may be applied to service 
properties (a bandwidth service property could for instance have a constraint 
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Agreement 
I Name 
Context 
Address of the service provider and agreement initiator 
Agreement template name 
Terms 
Service Terms 
Service description terms and measurable properties 
Guarantee Terms 
The value or objectives of measurable service properties 
Part III 
Figure 8.2: The structure of a WS-Agreement document. Adapted from (Andrieux 
et aI., 2004). 
Initiator 
1. CreateAgreement 
3. CreatedAgreement 
EPRI Fault 
Agreement 
2. init 
Responder 
Figure 8.3: The synchronous agreement process defined by WS-Agreement. 
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of a maximum of 1Gb/sec and minimum of 10Mb/sec). WS-Agreement does 
not attempt to define the manner in which agreement terms and constraints are 
defined. This allows WS-Agreement to define a process flexible enough for both 
banking services and distributed rendering. 
8.2.1 Service Level Objectives 
Service level agreements are only effective when renegotiation is minimised. Rene-
gotiation predominantly requires some form of human interaction, and may enact 
penalty clauses within existing agreements. An important component for min-
imising renegotiation is the choice of objectives used to define an agreement. This 
is often a compromise between agreement initiator and responder. A responder 
is better able to form agreements with low level objectives measured in resource 
terms, such as bandwidth, number of CPUs, or memory requirements. A resource 
scheduler can be used to allocate such requirements and predict the availability 
of future resources. However, the objectives of an agreement initiator are to carry 
out a task with higher level objectives (e.g. completion time or frames per sec-
ond), not to acquire an allocation of resources. These higher level objectives are 
determined by the end user of the agreement initiator. 
Uncertainty in predicting resource objectives from higher level user objectives rep-
resents risk in meeting the requirements of the end user. This can arise from asym-
metric information distribution between responder and initiator about the precise 
characteristics of both the application and resources. However, given that at least 
one party has access to sufficient information, predicting resource requirements 
may still be an extremely costly process. This is particularly true for distributed 
rendering systems. 
When the particular visualisation application generating an OpenGL stream does 
not alter, rendering benchmarks can be obtained by executing the application 
with test datasets. This is the application focused characterisation favoured by 
bcnchmarking standards like viewperj discussed earlier in section 8.1. Such an 
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approach is also possible with distributed visualisation environments. These envi-
ronments (including GVK and RAVE) allow users to construct work-flow projects 
of their data using a defined set of rendering processes. In particular, the RAVE 
architecture uses a small test data set consisting of a lit sphere to predict polygon 
rendering performance on rendering resources (Grimstead et aI., 2004). In the new 
StreamAR framework the user is free to choose any OpenGL based application 
and as such, tests using benchmark datasets will be insufficient. It is also clear 
from section S.l that performance predictions based on OpenGL API characteri-
sation will be imprecise as even subtle changes in the OpenGL state machine may 
force the driver to take a new rendering path (Woo et aI., 2003). 
An alternative approach is to utilise agreement templates as a hierarchy. A tiered 
set of agreement templates allows the agreement responder to advertise a partic-
ular template for a job request based on the responder's confidence in fulfilling 
specific performance metrics. A basic template at the top of the hierarchy would 
contain only low level objective terms. These objective terms consist of readily 
guaranteed terms such as the provision of OpenGL extensions, texture memory 
or a particular graphical processing unit (GPU). These basic templates are com-
plemented by high level templates targeted at known applications or classes of 
applications, which provide guarantees on frame rate and response time given 
known application conditions. 
8.2.2 Agreement Monitoring 
A crucial component of SLAs is in the monitoring of the agreement status. WS-
Agreement defines an agreement state port-type through which the status of the 
agreement, service terms and guarantee terms can be queried. A synchronous 
agreement can be in one of four states (observed, observed and terminating, com-
plete or terminated). The state of a service term allows observers to determine if 
this value is currently observable. Guarantee states are defined as fulfilled, violated 
or not determined. All measurable states are exposed as WS-ResourceProperties. 
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WS·Agreement allows for domain specific information to be stored inside each 
state element. This can be exploited by placing current service values within 
the guarantee term state. Through this information a monitoring service can 
determine trends within the monitored service values as well as the state of the 
guaranteed term. In the case of distributed rendering, the entity judging these 
trends should be the end user. They are best able to judge if a small violation 
of a service term means renegotiation is necessary (associated business values can 
also help with this determination). To achieve this, a suitable monitoring system 
must be incorporated into the main application interface through which the user 
interacts. 
8.3 The StreamAR Agreement Framework 
The complexity in predicting the performance of a given visualisation application 
on a set of resources makes normal resource discovery mechanisms ineffective. A 
brokered system based on service level agreements has been described as a possible 
solution. A key theme of this solution is to keep the user inside the decision 
making process as they are best able to judge where compromises can be made 
in an interactive visualisation job. Therefore, any implementation must be user 
orientated; presenting information to the user in a clear manner that allows them 
to form service agreements most appropriate for their task. This section presents 
a new StreamAR agreement framework that implements these requirements. 
The principle underpinning the StreamAR agreement framework is the ability to 
automatically create new agreements from the performance measurements of past 
rendering jobs. This principle was suggested in a earlier section as a way to manage 
the difficulties in providing user orientated service level objectives. The framework 
uses a two tier set of agreement templates. The base (root) template is fixed, 
defining only service terms that represent the features of the hardware resource 
(including GPU type, OpenGL API version and supported visuals). When a 
particular job type completes the performance measurements gathered by the 
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StreamAR framework are used to create a new agreement template specific to 
that job type. This new template is created from the base template and includes 
guarantees for user orientated values such as interaction latency or render time. 
The conditions under which guarantees are met are also defined by terms in the 
agreement template. These are guarantee terms that the user agrees to meet, 
such as the number of polygons produced by the application or the size of the 3D 
textures in use. Therefore, the agreements formed by the framework are bilateral 
and give an indication of the quality-of-service provided by different resources. 
The resulting agreement framework consists of three main components: 
• A lightweight resource management system - This provides a light weight 
means to control and allocate rendering resources, providing facilities for 
brokering the use of resources through render agreements. 
• The StreamAR agreement web portal - A set of Java servlets that provide 
a user orientated process for establishing render agreements through a web 
browser. 
• Agreement monitoring user interface - The status of the render agreements 
is exposed to the user through a XUL user interface that tightly integrates 
with StreamAR's GUI technology. Providing the user with an graphical 
representation of the performance of a render network. 
These three components allow a user to harness the interactive StreamAR tech-
nology presented in the previous two chapters. Providing users with the facility 
to form render agreements, initiate distributed visualisations, and interact with 
these visualisations all from within a standard web browser. Each component is 
presented in the following sections. 
In addition to the three components, a unique job description schema has been 
developed to capture the resource requirements of a visualisation application. A 
render configuration schema has also been developed to capture the topology of 
a user's distributed rendering network. These two schemas are discussed later in 
context with the StreamAR agreement framework. 
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8.3.1 The Render Management System 
The lightweight render management system consists of a collection of WSRF ser-
vices defined by a set of port-types and protocols. Each port-type defines the 
message exchanges that the service type will accept in separate WSDL documents. 
The protocols outline the purpose of the message exchanges and how the system 
functions as a whole. An overview of both the port-types and protocols follows. 
Defining the system as a set of port-types and protocols allows the management 
system to exist as a framework independent of a particular implementation. There-
fore, the system should be applicable to other distributed render systems as well 
as StreamAR. 
For the purposes of evaluation, the management system port-types have been im-
plemented using the WSRF:Lite framework (Humphrey et aI., 2005). The toolkit 
was chosen for its lightweight resource requirements and cross platform compatibil-
ity, allowing it to be easily deployed in various environments from a single desktop 
workstation to large render clusters. WSRF::Lite does not in itself provide support 
for some of the standards used by the render management system, including the 
WS-Notification (Niblett and Graham, 2005) and the WS-Agreement specification. 
Therefore, before implementing the render management system, WSRF::Lite was 
extended to provide the necessary support for these standards using appropriate 
schemas and specification documents. 
The two standards WS-Notification and WS-Agreement were implemented as two 
separate libraries: WSRF::WSAG and WSRF::WSN. Much of the functionality 
underlying the operations used within these standards is application independent 
(Ludwig et aI., 2004). Encapsulating this functionality within the two libraries 
greatly reduces the complexity of implementing the StreamAR agreement frame-
work. In particular the WSRF:WSAG library provides automatic updating of 
an AgreementState service through a subscription to a notification producer. An 
XML parser for agreements and agreement templates was also incorporated into 
the library allowing the information within these documents to be quickly manip-
ulated in an object orientated manner. 
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<virtual name=' 'exampleO' '> 
<display dim="1280xl024" origin="OxO"> 
WS-Resource Address 
</display> 
<display dim="1280x0124" origin="1280xO"> 
WS-Resource Address 
</display> 
</virtual> 
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Figure 8.4: An XML display description used by a RenderPool to store display 
associations. 
At the core of the render management system is the RenderPool service group, 
representing a pool of homogeneous rendering resources. Each entry in a pool rep-
resents an individual hardware rendering resource with identical rendering capa-
bilities. Explicitly, this means that each resource has the same rendering hardware 
and OpenGL implementation. Under these conditions an application launched on 
any set of these resources will perform identically. Any display attached to a re-
source within the pool will support the same display visuals such as colour depth 
and stereo support. 
There may be a physical association between displays attached to services in a 
RenderPool, examples of this include the separate display units used in large dis-
play walls and CAVE environments. This association is exposed by a RenderPool 
resource property. An XML schema similar to that of Distributed Multihead X 
project6 (DMX) is used to describe the display mapping between services (Figure 
8.4). The RenderPool uses this information to ensure congruent display areas are 
allocated together, and to avoid allocating single display resources which would 
break up a display area. 
RenderPools can be ad-hoc, consisting of a collection of render resources indi-
vidually associated to a pool, or cluster based representing a collection of render 
resources managed by an internal resource scheduler. Each resource is repre-
sented as RenderService port-type, which defines system independent operations 
6http://dmx.sourceforge.net/ 
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for controlling the resource. Collecting RenderServices into homogeneous pools 
is a performance optimisation inspired by Condor-G (Prey et aI., 2002), which 
advertised collections of homogeneous computational resources. 
Each RenderPool has a unique set of agreement templates which it is prepared to 
enter an agreement on. These templates can be generic, offering guarantees on low-
level properties such as polygon rate or texture mapping performance. Templates 
can also be offered for known job descriptions. These are job descriptions that have 
previously been executed on nodes within the RenderPool, and the performance of 
which has been previously measured. Consequently, a RenderPool maybe prepared 
to enter into higher-level performance guarantees, such as frame render time and 
even penalty clauses for this. 
Obtaining templates from a RenderPool is achieved through a broker, which ag-
gregates a collection RenderPools. Within the management system brokers are 
defined by the RenderBroker port-type. Templates are converted to agreement 
offers by the user using the render agreement web portal. Completed offers are 
made directly to the RenderPool that the agreement template belongs to. If the 
agreement is accepted the RenderPool creates a RenderAgreement service to rep-
resent the newly formed agreement in the management system, and the allocation 
of resources to the agreement. The collection of agreements used to allocate a 
complete render network is managed by a RenderConfig service. The RenderCon-
fig port-type defines the operations necessary for RenderServices to establish their 
role in the distributed rendering topology and the agreements to which they are 
bound. This completes the service port-types defined by the render management 
system. The next section outlines the steps necessary to initialise the render man-
agement services and defines some of the protocols or design patterns used by the 
services. 
8.3.2 Creating Render Management Services 
The first step in setting up the render management system is to instantiate a 
RenderPool. In an ad-hoc setup RenderServices representing each resource must 
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Figure 8.5: Message exchanges for the creation of the core services. The numeric 
message exchanges are for the addition of a render service to a pool. 
also be instantiated and associate with the RenderPool. Other implementations of 
the RenderPool port-type may create RenderServices during initialisation. These 
implementations maybe tailored to a specific cluster environment such as MPI or 
other on-demand scheduling services. The ad-hoc creation pattern is depicted by 
Figure 8.5. 
The creation of a RenderService is performed through the use of a RenderFactory, 
which is the preferred design pattern of the WSRF standard. The WS-Resource 
framework specifies the factory process as a design pattern rather than a specific 
WSDL specification as is defined by OGSI, allowing WSRF to be more flexible 
(Czajkowski et aI., 2004a). A resource factory returns an endpoint reference (EPR) 
which uniquely identifies the created stateful WS-Resource. 
The RenderFactory is passed a RenderPool EPR and a capabilities description 
document, which are then stored as resource properties within the RenderService. 
A RenderService must be registered with a single Render Pool, as the pool acts 
as the scheduler through which the RenderService is allocated to agreements. 
The pool itself instruments the WSRF Service Group port-type. The addition 
of services to a ServiceGroup is subject to the MembershipContentRule resource 
property of the group. In the case of a RenderPool membership is restricted to 
resources with a matching capabilities document. The document specified by the 
first RenderService registered with the pool is used to form the standard to which 
all other joining services must match ensuring a homogeneous pool is maintained. 
The conformance document is specified using a resource extension of the job de-
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<wssg:MembershipContentRule 
xmlns:jsdl-render=''http://lboro.ac.uk/jsdl-render'' 
xmlns:jsdl=''http://schemas.ggf.org/jsdl/2005/11/jsdl''> 
<!-- Define Render System --> 
<jsdl:OperatingSystemName>LINUX 
</jsdl:OperatingSystemName> 
<jsdl:OperatingSystemVersion> 
2.6.17-2-686 
</jsdl:OperatingSystemVersion> 
<jsdl-render:VendorName>NVIDIA</jsdl-render:VendorName> 
<jsdl-render:ModelName>GeForce 7600 
</j sdi-render: ModelName> 
<jsdl-render:DriverVersion>1.0-9755 
</j sdi-render: DriverVersion> 
<!-- Define OpenGL Extensions --> 
<jsdl-render:API>OpenGL_1_4</jsdl-render:API> 
<j sdi-render: APIExtension> 
</j sdi-render: APIExtension> 
<!-- Define Visuals --> 
<jsdl-render:Visual> 
<jsdl-render:Attribute>stencil</jsdl-render:Attribute> 
<jsdl-render:Attribute>doublebuffer 
</jsdl-render:Attribute> 
</jsdl-render:Visual> 
<!wssg:MembershipContentRule> 
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Figure 8.6: An example conformance document enclosed in a MembershipCon-
tent Rule element. The example depicts a small core set of the larger render re-
source schema, which is sufficient to guarantee a homogenous system. 
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scription language schema (JSDL). The limited resource requirements schema of 
JSDL necessitated this development and it is used throughout the framework in 
specifying the requirements of a visualisation job and in the terms of render agree-
ments. An example conformance document is shown in Figure 8.6 using a subset 
of the resource extension schema. In the future a more flexible resource description 
language may have sufficient scope to describe rendering resources and supersede 
the resource extension schema. 
Generating this document is made simple by a small application which interrogates 
the software and hardware environment in order to populate the conformance 
document. Additionally the application produces a basic agreement template, 
which forms the basis of all agreements a RenderPool will make. The process 
of obtaining such an agreement is performed through a unique user orientated 
interface detailed in the following section. 
8.3.3 The Web Portal Agreement Process 
Render agreements are initiated by an end user through a web portal (Figure 8.7). 
The web portal has been developed as a collection of Java servlets deployed inside 
a Tomcat container (Hunter, 2001). Communication with the render management 
system is performed using the Globus core WSRF java libraries (Sotomayor and 
Childers, 2006). The agreement process begins by the user selecting a rendering 
configuration to run and results in a running distributed rendering (StreamAR 
network) which represents their QoS needs. 
The portal exposes a set of XML render configurations to the user (Figure 8.8). 
New configurations are uploaded through a form on the web portal. Each config-
uration defines a directed acyclic graph of render nodes, representing a particular 
distributed rendering topology. Associated with each node is a JSDL identifier 
(currently a universally unique identifier or UUID specified within the JobAnno-
tation element is used). This information is used to create a list of unique job 
descriptions for which agreements must be obtained. Each job description de-
scribes the application to be executed including application arguments using the 
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Figure 8.8: A screen shot listing the render configurations stored by the web 
portal. 
POSIXApplication schema. In addition to this, the job description defines the 
rendering resources that the application will require through the render resource 
schema described earlier. 
Agreement templates are obtained for each unique JSDL description in the render-
ing configuration. Agreement templates are retrieved from known render brokers, 
listed in a local WS-Inspection document (Ballinger et aI., 2001). New brokers 
are added to the document through a form on the web portal. WS-Inspection 
resource discovery was chosen over text storage or more complex UDDI because 
it provides a simple, structured, method for storing references to web services. 
A WS-Inspection document can link to other inspection documents and UDDI 
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servers. Each render broker found in the inspection document is then queried to 
obtain agreement templates. 
In the WS-Agreement protocol, an agreement initiator requests a set of template 
agreements from a service responder through the Template resource property. 
This allows the initiator to determine the types of agreements that a responder 
maybe prepared to enter into. Within the rendering framework some of these 
templates will be more relevant to a visualisation job than others. For example, if 
a template exists for the particular job description this should be chosen over all 
other templates. This is both optimal for the responder and initiator. Therefore, 
as well as exposing the Template resource property, a RenderPool also exposes a 
MatchTemplate web service operation. The operation uses a stored hash map of 
job description identifiers and associated agreement templates within the pool to 
obtain a more specific template. If no template agreement is found the operation 
returns a basic agreement template. 
The MatchTemplate operation is used by a RenderBroker service to retrieve pos-
sible templates on behalf of the web portal initiator. When a pool returns a basic 
agreement template, the broker must ensure that the resources specified by the 
JSDL document do not exceed those of the pool. This is achieved by inspecting 
the service terms of the agreement. Each resource term is matched with a term 
in the agreement template. The RenderBroker then returns to the calling servlet 
a set of agreement templates which the user can choose from and translate into 
agreement offers. 
8.3.4 Creating Agreements 
Agreement templates are translated into agreement offers by selecting appropriate 
guarantee terms for each of the measurable service properties in an agreement. The 
constraints section of each template defines the values that the guarantee terms 
of an agreement can have. The web portal transforms the possible agreement 
templates for each JSDL into a HTML form. The terms of the agreement are 
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Figure 8.10: Allocating render services to a render agreement. The process begins 
by the web portal requesting templates matching a JSDL ID. 
The RenderConfig service is instantiated before any agreements formed. The 
portal creates the RenderConfig service using the render configuration document 
specified by the user at the start of the agreement process. Once created the 
RenderConfig service will be in one of two states: concrete or abstract. A concrete 
state indicates that all resource dependencies required to run the job have been 
allocated. An abstract state indicates that some dependencies are unallocated, 
and adjustment of the job request or further agreements is required before the 
visualisation job (StreamAR) can be launched. 
Implementations of the RenderConfig port-type are specific to the underlying dis-
tributed rendering system used by the visualisation job. This allows the ser-
vice to co-ordinate the necessary information required by each rendering resource 
to establish a distributed network. A RenderConfig service was implemented to 
co-ordinate the new StreamAR system. The service provides a wrapper around 
Chromium's configuration server script. An XML abstraction of the configuration 
script format was developed to provide a convenient method for defining the ren-
der configuration document for StreamAR. Figures 8.11 and 8.12 present a simple 
render configuration document in script and XML form respectively. The XML 
document consists of two parts a configuration description and a bindings section. 
The bindings specify the actual host addresses that will provide the nodes speci-
fied in by the configuration. The RenderConfig service automatically updates the 
host bindings as new render agreements are added to the configuration. 
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import aye 
sya.path.append( '!usr!local/Chromium/cr!mothership/server' 
from mothersbip import * 
er • CRO er.MTU( ) 
# mynode 
mynode '" CRNetworkNode( 'my-workstation' 
myrender '" SPU( 'render' ) 
myrender.Conf( 'window_geometry', [ 100. lOO, 300, 300] ) 
myrender.Conf( 'title', 'Render NODE' ) 
mynode.AddSPU( myrender ) 
cr.AddNode( mynode ) 
# myapp 
# ============================================== 
myapp = CRApplicationNode( 'graphics-cluster-2' 
myapp.StartDir(' /home/john') 
myapp.SetApplication( 'atlantis' ) 
mypack = SPU( 'pack' ) 
mypack.AddServer( mynode, 'tcpip'. 7000 ) 
myapp.AddSPU( mypack ) 
cr.AddNode( myapp ) 
er.GoO 
Part III 
Figure 8.11: Chromium configuration script. Two nodes are defined a remote 
application node (graphics-cluster-I) and local render node (my-workstation). 
<?ltllll version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no" ?> 
<cr: definition xmlns: cr="https: //gg-175 .lboro. ac. uk/Chromium"> 
<coniig name=''http://myconf''> 
<.node name""mynode" jsdl-id="uuid: 5c31 03db-b29d-4a61-9f7 c-d94cf35353e2"> 
<spu name="myrender" type="render"> 
<conf name="windov_geometry"> 
<int>100</int><int>100</int> 
<int>300</int><int>300</int> 
</conf> 
<conf name="title"> 
<string>Render NODE</strlng> 
</conf> 
</spu> 
</node> 
<application name="myapp" dir="/homelcojto2" app="atlantis" 
jsdl-id="uuid:b57e1043-5ba5-4849-9605-efcbOf339915"> 
<spu name="mypack" type="pack"> 
<SElrver node="mynode" protocol="tcpip" port="7000" I> 
</spu> 
</application> 
</config> 
<binding config=''http://myconf" > 
<host node""myapp">graphis-cluster-2</host> 
<host node=="mynode">my-workstation</host> 
</binding> 
<Icr:definition> 
Figure 8.12: An example XML configuration document derived from Chromium's 
configuration script format. Note the use of jsdl-id attribute on each node. This 
provides a link to the job description that defines the resource requirements for 
the node. 
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Allocated RenderServices are brought into an observable state through an internal 
module that is tailored to the specific platform and distributed rendering system. 
This module exposes a simple API for the control of a resource node, including 
Start, Stop and Pause. The Start function is passed an endpoint to the RenderA-
greement service. Using this information the RenderService is able to initialise the 
rendering node according to the user's requirements. The EPR of the configura-
tion service is retrieved from the agreement service along with the job description 
document through the GetRenderDocument operation (Figure 8.10). The Render-
Config service can be queried to establish the location of other allocated nodes. If 
the order in which nodes are initialised is important this must be brokered using 
the RenderConfig service and is specific to the rendering system. 
When a RenderConfig service becomes concrete all required render nodes have 
been initialised and are ready to begin processing the visualisation. The final 
step is to launch the distributed application client and monitor the status of the 
agreements. 
8.3.5 Agreement Monitoring 
Forming agreements with remote rendering resources is only worth while if the 
user can establish the status of these agreements. The WS-Agreement standard 
defines the AgreementState port-type exactly for this purpose, which is imple-
mented within the RenderAgreement service. This allows other services to query 
both the agreement document and the agreements current state. Updating of the 
agreement state must not impair the normal operation of the visualisation, as 
such directly querying rendering nodes is unsuitable. The rendering node would 
be force to reply to the query regardless of the nodes current workload. The prob-
lem of monitoring a node's state is a very similar problem to monitoring control 
messages within StreamAR itself, and again publish-subscribe mechanisms offer a 
possible solution to this. 
The WS-Notification standard defines a family of port-types and design patterns 
for implementing asynchronous publish-subscribe mechanisms between web scr-
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Node Performance 
Frame latency Compression level 
Figure 8.13: An example topic set for the StreamAR framework. 
vices. WS-Notification represents a useful framework with which to monitor the 
performance characteristics of a distributed render system. The basis for WS-
Notification is the WS-BaseNotification standard, which describes two web service 
roles of NotificationProducer and NotificationConsumer: a NotificationProducer 
advertises a set of WS-Topics that a NotificationConsumer can subscribe to, and 
dispatches messages occurring in those topics to subscribed consumers. WS-Topics 
represent a hierarchical tree description of the situations in which notification mes-
sages are produced, allowing a subscriber to understand when notification mes-
sages will be generated. 
The hierarchical tree structure of WS-Topics enables a collection of topics to be 
quickly subscribed to in a single message (the root topic would subscribe to every 
topic of a NotificationProducer), as well as allowing individual topic subscriptions 
at the leaf nodes of the tree. An example topic set that exposes some of the 
messages that might make up the performance terms of a RenderAgreement is 
shown in Figure 8.13. 
The method through which the performance statistics of a topic set are obtained 
depends on the deployment and implementation of the RenderPool. Modern ATI 
and NVIDIA GPUs maintain internal performance counters that can be queried 
through an exposed API (Kiel and Cornish, 2006). Within the new StreamAR 
system detailed performance information is gathered by a new NodePerf SAU. 
The SAU makes use of the web service library developed to expose application 
state as a set or resource properties presented in the previous chapter. An exten-
sion of the library was made to export resource properties as a published topic 
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Figure 8.14: Publish-Subscribe mechanism for the NodePerf SPU. A message is 
generated when a change in a subscribe performance topic occurs. 
space that NotificationConsumers can subscribe to. When the NodePerf SAU up-
dates a resource property the changed value is pushed out to all subscribers. The 
RenderPool ensures that one of these subscribers is the RenderAgreement service 
by passing a Subscription operation as part of the allocation phase. 
The NodePerf SAU monitors and publishes performance statistics to the Render-
Agreement service (Figure 8.14) and any other subscribed web services without 
significantly delaying the StreamAR render network. N odePcrf uses the same 
shared memory message queueing system as the StreamAR control library pre-
sented in chapter 6. This allows new performance statistics to be pushed onto 
the queue without delaying the render network beyond that which is necessary 
to locally observe the performance statistics. A separate thread within the unit 
monitors the queue and operates the web service library. Updates to the published 
performance statistics are pushed out to all subscribed services. If the queue be-
comes full at any point, the performance messages are simply discarded until the 
queue empties rather than delay the visualisation. 
During the course of a visualisation the user is able to monitor the published 
performance statistics and the agreement state through a quality-of-service widget 
that integrates with StreamAR's XUL based user interface (Figure 8.15). Initially, 
the widget connects to the RenderAgreement service retrieving information about 
the bounding values contained in the guarantee terms of the agreement and the 
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Figure 8.15: Prototype of the agreement moni toring Gur within the StreamAR 
XUL client. 
current state of the associated service terms. Periodically, the client reconnects 
with the service to retrieve updates on the state of the service terms. Each term 
is parsed and colour coded according to how close the value is to a bounding value 
of the guarantee term. A service term that is inside the guarantee value by more 
than 10% is coloured green, less than 10% is coloured orange (close to fai li ng) 
and a failed term is red. This information is presented in context to other nodes 
in the network using a combination of tool tips and an SVG representation of the 
network graph as depicted in Figure .15. Currently the SVG representation is 
hard coded into the XUL interface for each render configuration. An improvement 
on this would be to encapsulate the representation in a new XI3L widget that uses 
connectivity information from the RenderCon.fi g service to draw a suitable graph. 
Once an agreement reaches completion the performance statistics gathered within 
the RenderAgreement are retrieved by the RenderPool and used to automatically 
generate new guarantee terms for a fu ture agreement of the same job type. The 
new JSDL specific agreements are generated from the base template agreement . 
An agreement reaclles completion when a termination request is received. This 
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can be generated by an associated render service (in the event of a fault, or lifetime 
expiration) or by the user (agreement initiator). The terminat iou request is then 
relayed to all associated render services through the RenderConfig service. Each 
RenderService then re-associates with the RenderPool for future allocation. 
8.4 Summary 
This chapter has described the implementation of the resource management system 
that provides the necessary functionality for StreamAR to operate as render service 
grid . The WS-Resource framework has been used as basis in the design of the 
management system , which operates as part of a larger St reamAR agreement 
framework. T he automatic generation of new template agreements from base 
agreements allows the system to offer guarantees in user orientated terms, which 
removes the need to develop elaborate prediction models for the performance of 
individual visualisation applications. 
The whole process from choosing a confi guration to run , obtaining agreements 
and interacting with a distributed visualisation can now take place completely 
within the user's web browser. Additionally, a user is able to quickly view the 
status of agreements through the integration of addit ional components into the 
XUL user interface. In the following chapter the complete StreamAR service grid 
is evaluated using two representative test cases. 
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Chapter 9 
Evaluating the StreamAR service 
grid 
T his chapler presents an evaluat.ion of ch SLreamAR service grid . The cvalna-
tion is described through two test cases , which examine the improvements that 
StreamAR provides to the work fl ow of common distributed visualisat ion tasks. In 
particular, the evaluation describes a formal verifi cation of the adaptive rendering 
framework and the actuator parameters derived througb the frameworks internal 
performance models. 
9.1 Overview 
The goal of a render service grid is to enhance the rendering capabilities of visual-
isation applications through a rendering system utilising distributed resources in 
a grid environment. The StreamAR service has been engineered to meet thi. goa l 
through an interacti ve OpenGL rendering framework that adapts to the quali ty-of-
service requirements of tbe user and avai lable resources. The service is provided 
through a web based portal that allows users to instantiate new visualisations 
with configurable quality-of-service goals. T he service's agreement process allo-
cates each visualisation job to a suitable collection of resources that meet the 
rendering requirements of each application. 
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Figure 9.1: Functional mapping of the StreamAR service grid to the four sub-
ystems of a render service grid . The four main function blocks were previously 
outlined in Figure 3.1. 
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The StreamAR service consists of four sub-systems which collectively provide the 
functional components necessary for a complete render service grid (Figure 9.1). 
Central to the service is the adaptive rendering framework which consists of a 
numbcr of configurable actuators and filters that can be configured to support 
a wide range of visualisation scenarios and bespoke applications. The rendering 
framework improves visualisation interaction performance and capabilities through 
distributed detail elision and asynchronous interaction techniques that augment 
and enhance the normal visualisation operation. The accuracy and functionality of 
actuators within the render framework govern the service's capability to enhance 
the interactive rendering component of existing visualisation applications. 
This chapter describes an evaluation of the StreamAR service, providing for-
mal verification of the adaptive render framework. The evaluation is undertaken 
through two test cases, the Visible Human and 4D Computed Tomography. Each 
test case is representative of a visualisation work flow undertaken by the scientific 
community. The Visible Human test case evaluates a distributed StreamAR work 
flow for visualising very large polygon meshes. The second test case evaluates a 
StreamAR work flow design to produce animated direct volume rendering of a 
cardiovascular Computed Tomography (CT) dataset. 
Each test case describes the purpose of carrying out the visualisation and the 
insight that visualisation offers. Visualisation activities are described through 
visualisation work flows, that outline how the work flow may be facilitated through 
stream adaptive rendering. A description of a suitable StreamAR configuration 
is presented, examining the steps necessary to launch each visualisation and the 
improvements that the service should provide to the user. Finally, experiments 
carried out to verify the functionality of StreamAR are described for each study. 
A representative visualisation application has been developed for each experiment 
to provide the necessary visualisation pipeline for each work flow. 
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9.2 Verification System 
This section presents a verification system for examining the StreamAR service 
grid through analysis of StreamAR functionality under the two representative test 
cases. Verification of StreamAR's adaptation processes are determined by com-
parison to an optimal OpenGL filtering process, the details of which are described 
in the test plan. 
The improvements to a user's visualisation work flow provided by the StreamAR 
service grid are assessed by comparison to an equivalent Chromium distributed 
configuration. The Chromium framework is representative of published research 
on the design of state-of-the-art distributed stream rendering systems. As such 
comparison with Chromium will place the performance and functionality of Strea-
mAR in context with the wider published literature on stream rendering. However, 
Chromium cannot of itself operate in the same distributed interactive scenarios 
that StreamAR has been engineered for. 
Appropriate modules from StreamAR were utilised within the Chromium con-
figurations to allow the framework to achieve interaction connectivity with the 
test applications. vtkStreamAR was used to provide transparent application sup-
port for the Chromium framework and the InteractiveRender SAU was used to 
monitor user interaction. These two components allow an otherwise unmodified 
Chromium network to correctly synchronise multiple demand-driven application 
instances, which would not otherwise be possible. 
The verification process was undertaken using representative interactive visuali-
sation work flows for each test case. There were several possible methods through 
which the characteristics of the work flows under StreamAR and Chromium could 
be investigated. One approach would be to conduct an evaluation study using a 
group of representative users. However, many repetitions of the same interaction 
task are needed to compare results across all StreamAR and Chromium config-
urations. A user would gradually accommodate their existing work flow to each 
system making it difficult to accurately compare results. Instead, the verification 
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process is undertaken through a formal test plan using the exact same series of 
interaction events across all experiments, captured from an initial visualisation 
work flow. 
9.2.1 Test Plan 
The purpose of software verification is to prove the correctness of the system in 
respect to a set of specifications described by the system requirements. There 
are a variety of approaches that can be taken to software verification ranging 
from formal logic to user acceptance testing. This section outlines a numerical 
verification process for the StreamAR service grid. 
The actuation process of the adaptive rendering framework can be considered an 
optimisation process that maximises visual fidelity whilst maintaining a target 
interaction rate through filtering of the OpenGL stream. Each actuator in the 
framework adjusts internal parameters to alter the behaviour of the actuator's 
OpenGL filter in response to stimulus from within the OpenGL stream or from 
other actuators in the network. The framework is operating correctly when the 
overall parameter configuration determined by the actuators brings about a distri-
bution of rendering work load that best meets the quality-of-service requirements 
of a user. This correct or optimum parameter configuration for a set of actuators 
can be stated more precisely using predicate logic: 
QOSMAX (q E Q,1' E JR) := ('ip E P) (f(P) = (q' E Q,1" E JR)) 
/\ (q ~ q') /\ (1' ~ TARGETRATE) /\ (1" ~ TARGETRATE) 
(3pE P) : ftp) = (q E Q,1' E JR) /\QOSMAX(q,1') (9.1) 
Therefore, the framework is operating correctly when the parameter configuration 
(p) of the actuators results in a filtering process (f(p)) which achieves a frame rate 
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(r) greater than or equal to the required interaction rate and a visual quality (q) 
that cannot be improved upon by any other parameter configuration. 
Verification of the StreamAR actuators can be performed by comparison of the pa-
rameter configuration determined automatically by the framework to the optimal 
parameter configuration determined through a manual search of the complete pa-
rameter space (P). It is important to note that the Predicate 9.1 does not attempt 
to define a measure for visual quality. Instead actuators within StreamAR judge 
changes in visual quality in proportion to changes in the parameter configuration. 
For example, the triangle budget calculated for the mesh simplification is assumed 
to be directly proportional to resulting visual quality of the rendered mesh. 
A verification process based on satisfying the Predicate 9.1 required a reproducible 
set of external conditions in order to accurately compare different parameter con-
figurations. All external actors must be simulated through an internal automated 
testing process. 
The automated testing process must inject the exact same series of interaction 
events into each application instance at the same point in the visualisation for 
every single configuration execution. This provides a deterministic testing process 
that is both reproducible and allows for meaningful comparisons across render 
configurations. External influences such as process sharing within the operat-
ing system of each application and network congestion could not be completely 
eliminated and steps were taken to minimise their affects during the verification 
process. 
The primary actor in any interactive render system is the user generating a stream 
of keyboard and mouse pointer events that are interpreted by asynchronous SAU 
modules and the application instances. An intuitive approach to automating this 
interaction would be to replace the user with a process that simulates the same 
interaction events at the display interface. However, many applications and some 
SAUs use external timers to govern the rendering process, which are interlaced 
with events from the display interface by the event manager. The exact series 
of interaction events is governed by the rate at which the two event streams are 
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Figure 9.2: Automated event processing for the verification process. 
interlaced and as result is dependent on event transmission performance through 
the network. Small variations in networking conditions could create a very different 
series of rendering frames through the framework if timers are not handled directly. 
Consequently, automated testing was achieved through modification of the event 
management system attached to the application instances (Figure 9.2). 
The modified event management system operated in two modes: record and replay. 
In record mode, an event list is created containing all notification events generated 
by the InteractiveRender SAU and timers added to the event management system. 
The event list is replicated to all application instances during replay mode, pauses 
in user interaction are also replicated allowing the management system to simulate 
switches between motion-dynamic and update-dynamic user interaction. 
Asynchronous interaction was simulated separately through an SAU within the 
user's desktop resource. The SAU injects asynchronous interaction events into the 
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Figure 9.3: . The equipment setup for analysing the test cases. 
event dispatch table of the SAU chain when certain conditions are met, such as 
pauses in the simulated interaction rate of the user. 
9.2.2 Test Environment 
A test environment was constructed using StreamAR's agreement framework. The 
environment consisted of a graphics cluster, web server, and several display ter-
minals (Figure 9.3). 
The graphics cluster consisted of five machines. Each machine consisted of an 
lntel Xeon 2.8 Ghz CPU with 2GB of system memory and a 3Dlab's Wildcat 4 
7210 with 384Mb graphics memory operating with a resolution of 2560x1024. The 
cluster machines were connected through a 1Gbit/sec Ethernet connection. 
The head node of the cluster hosted a RenderPool and RenderBroker service 
through which render agreements are formed. Each node hosted an ad-hoc Render-
Service that was associated with the RenderPool. The RenderPool was initialised 
with a single RenderAgreement template representing the fixed characteristics of 
each machine in the graphics cluster. Measurable service properties including ren-
der time, frame latency, size of textures and polygon size were added to template. 
The RenderPool utilised these service properties to generate new templates which 
offered guarantees on the state of these properties for subsequent runs of each 
visualisation job. 
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Three personal computers were used to provide a display interface for the test 
cases, which represented the diverse range of resources that users of the service 
grid may have. Each computer had a different set of rendering resources and 
network connection to the cluster: 
• Dell Latitude C640 laptop - lntel Pentium 4 Mobile 1.8 Ghz CPU, 256Mb 
system memory, and an ATl Radeon Mobility 7500 graphics card with a 
resolution of 1280x1024. Connected to the graphics cluster through a 24 
Mbit/sec wireless connection. 
• Desktop PC - lntel Pentium 4 2.8 Ghz CPU, 1Gb system memory, and an 
NVIDlA GeForce2 MX 400 graphics card with a resolution of 1280x1024. 
Connected to the graphics cluster through a 100 Mbit/sec Ethernet connec-
tion. 
• Dell Precision Workstation - Hyper-threaded lntel Pentium 4 3.0 Ghz, 1 Gb 
system memory, and an NVIDlA Quadro FX 3450 card with a resolution of 
1280x1024. Connected to the graphics cluster through a 1 Gbit/sec Ethernet 
connection. 
The visualisation configurations designed for each experiment were launched through 
StreamAR's render agreement web portal from each of the personal computers. 
The web portal was configured with the end point address of the RenderBroker 
prior to the experiments. Each of the visualisation configurations and associated 
job descriptions were also uploaded to the web portal prior to an experiment. 
9.3 Test Case: The Visible Human Project 
This section describes a test case examining distributed polygon rendering with 
the StreamAR service. The test case demonstrates the use of the MeshSimplifica-
tion and VertexSwitch actuators to control the distribution of rendering workload 
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within a StreamAR work flow. The results from the automatic actuator con-
figurations were compared with an optimal solution to verify the correctness of 
the actuators. An appropriate Chromium configuration was used as a baseline 
comparison for StreamAR. 
9.3.1 Description 
Polygon mesh rendering represents the core of modern computer graphics. A 
large number of visualisation applications utilise polygon mesh data, ranging from 
engineering CAD applications to isosurface extraction. The number of vertices 
in the polygon surfaces produced by these applications continues to increase with 
improvements in hardware. 
Improvements in the resolution of scanning equipment have resulted in very large 
datasets that exceed the rendering capabilities of a single workstation. Many 
scanners can produce polygon meshes directly, such as the structured light, laser 
triangulation range scanners. Structured light surface scanners have gained pop-
ularity in producing realistic 3D models for computer generated special effects 
in modern film making. Alternatively, scanners can produce volumetric datasets 
from which polygon mesh representations are extracted. These include Computed 
Tomography (CT), Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and Positron Emission 
Tomography (PET). 3D surface meshes can be constructed from the volumetric 
data by extracting connectivity information about a particular isovalue contained 
in the data. The de facto standard for performing this extraction is the Marching 
Cubes algorithm (Lorensen and Cline, 1987). 
A source of very large polygon surfaces is The National Library of Medicine's 
Visible Human Project (Banvard, 2002). The project makes available complete 
scans of a normal male and female body for research purposes around the world. 
The scans were collected using CT, MRI and cryosection images (high resolution 
cross-sectional images). 
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Figure 9.4: The visible human visualisation work flow using StreamAR. 
Together the datasets represent one of the most complete scans of a human avail-
able today; the CT scans alone represent over 880MB of data. Consequently, 
interactive visualisation of isosurfaces within this data requires high-performance 
resources to support rendering intensive motion-dynamic interaction of the result-
ing polygon meshes. The scene graph that places these meshes in a visualisation 
need only be very simple, setting up clipping planes and projection matrices. This 
combination of simple scene descriptions and a render intensive process make the 
visualisation of the CT scans an ideal test case with which to verify and evaluate 
the StreamAR service. 
The goal of the visualisation process is to allow a scientist or clinician to visualise 
and examine a specific area of the visible human dataset in order to improve their 
understanding of anatomical structures. Therefore, the associated visualisation 
work flow (Figure 9.4) consists of locating an area of interest (motion-dynamic 
interaction), adjusting the isovalue governing the surface extraction in order to 
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examine different anatomical structures within the data (update-dynamic interac· 
tion), and performing detailed examination of the visualised region. The isovalues 
were specified through application presets for bone, skin or other tissues within 
the CT datasets. The work flow specifically included an asynchronous interaction 
loop for high-fidelity panning of the user's viewport during the examination phase 
of the work flow. This enhances the existing functionality of the visualisation 
application, allowing a user to continue examining a visualisation area without 
returning to low-fidelity interaction to re-position their viewpoint. 
The work flow for the test case was provided through a visualisation application 
that was developed as part of the verification process to provide the required 
interactive visualisation pipeline. The application was constructed as a complete 
stand-alone visualisation pipeline capable of rendering all or part of the visible 
human CT dataset using a user specified isosurface value. Parallel rendering was 
achieved through a sort-last rendering configuration using the StreamAR service 
grid and through an equivalent configuration using Chromium. 
9.3.2 Objectives 
The objectives of the test case were to investigate the capability of StrcamAR to 
adapt the distributed rendering of large polygon meshes to meet the quality-of-
service needs of a user. Therefore, the primary objective was to verify the polygon 
adaptation system within StreamAR, quantifying how close to an optimal distri-
bution of workload StreamAR reaches and the effects of the process on hardware 
resources and the user. 
Verification of the test case was undertaken using the experimental approach de-
scribed previously in the test plan, which described how the correctness of the 
rendering system could be proven by comparison to an optimal configuration. 
The optimal configuration was defined as a parameter configuration (p) which 
satisfied Predicate 9.1. 
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The benefits offered by the StreamAR framework were measured against the per-
formance of a static Chromium configuration. Together, the optimal configuration 
and Chromium provide upper and lower bound performance objectives for the ser-
vice grid: StreamAR should perform much better than an equivalent Chromium 
configuration and very close to the optimal configuration. 
The OpenGL filtering methods used by StreamAR actuators can be computation-
ally expensive, measuring the time required to perform these filtering methods 
forms an important component of the experiment. The discussion will describe 
ways that any significant delays in the visualisation process can be reduced or 
managed. In addition, the StreamAR adaptation processes are designed to main-
tain perceptually important elements in the visualisation to facilitate navigation 
at the user's requested frame rate. The quality of the adapted visualisation frames 
will be qualitatively assessed for their ability to permit navigation. 
9.3.3 Methodology 
The methodology undertaken for the visible human project involved the following 
steps: 
• Development of a VTK visible human test application which can support 
the work flow interaction depicted in Figure 9.4. 
• Creation of a StreamAR configuration document in XML that described an 
adaptive sort-last rendering distribution. 
• Creation of a Chromium configuration script that provides sort-last render-
ing for use with the application to provide a lower bound comparator for 
StreamAR. 
• Creation of a job description document for the distributed rendering nodes, 
describing the capabilities of rendering resources required by the application. 
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• Manual determination of the optimal parameter configuration set for the 
personal computer which was used to provide an upper bound comparator 
and verification for StreamAR. 
9.3.3.1 Test Application 
The Visualisation Toolkit (VTK) contained all the necessary components with 
which to create and visualise polygon surfaces of the visible human CT data sets. 
Using VTK an on-demand visualisation pipeline was created that takes the raw 
CT input data, passes the data through a Marching Cubes surface extraction pro-
cess and renders the resulting polygon mesh using suitable cameras and lighting. 
However, operating the pipeline interactively required high-performance resources. 
The CT dataset representing the visible human was acquired in thirteen sections, 
each at a different resolution and pixel spacing. To accurately generate isosur-
faces, each dataset must be handled with a separate VTK pipeline. This provided 
a convenient method for adding parallelism to the visualisation process. Each 
application instance can be configured to load a sub set of sections, which when 
composited using StreamAR form a complete visualisation of the entire dataset. 
The VTK application was designed around a simple pipeline that read in each CT 
slice of a section of the visible human using the vtk Volume16Reader and processed 
this data using the vtkM arching Cubes class. The application added a vtkActor 
and vtkPolyDataMapper for each section to a render window. As a result each 
section of the visible human was contained in a separate OpenGL display list. The 
application accepted two command line parameters specifying the start and end 
sections to be loaded and rendered. The projection matrix of the visualisation was 
fixed to incorporate all sections of the visible human using information gathered 
on the pixel spacing and dimensions of each eT section, which ensured that depth 
based composition of the different sections would produce a seamless visualisation 
image. 
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9.3.3.2 Test Interaction Script 
An interaction script was produced reflecting the hypothetical work flow envisaged 
for the test case. The script included a series of explore / analyse interactions, 
which provided the necessary interaction to verify StreamAR's capability to switch 
between multiple levels of detail. 
The interaction script was designed with a view to testing StreamAR's ability to 
manage changes in rendering performance. This was achieved by including a series 
of interaction messages that would affect the rendering time of each frame through 
viewpoint transforms that move towards and away from AVOs in the frame. Such 
transforms alter the contribution of each polygon to the framebuffer and can affect 
the time required to rasterize the image. Additionally, polygons which fell outside 
the viewport were culled by the OpenGL rendering pipeline through the OpenGL 
scissor test enabled by the test application, reducing the time required to render 
the visualisation frame. 
9.3.3.3 Test Configurations 
A StreamAR configuration document was produced to provide adaptive sort-last 
rendering of the visible human visualisation. A block diagram of this configuration 
is shown in Figure 9.5. The VertexSwitch actuator was configured to switch from 
low-fidelity rendering to high-fidelity rendering when a pause of 500ms or more 
occurred in user interaction. 
A static version of the StreamAR configuration was also produced that used the 
same actuator configuration but without initialising the control message frame-
work. Therefore, the adaptation performed by this configuration remained fixed 
to the initialisation parameters. Optimal parameters for the configuration were 
determined through a binary search of the parameter space, measuring the overall 
framerate of repeated runs of the configuration for each parameter value. 
Each application instance was assigned a separate JSDL document in order to 
correctly specify the eT sections to be visualised by each node. The application 
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Figure 9.5: StreamAR configuration for the visible human visualisation. 
instances required special display visuals to correctly perform the binary swap 
composition. This included the use of a depth buffer to restrict the composition 
of pixels into the nodes framebuffer and a stencil buffer to correctly eliminate 
occluded pixels from the scene. These requirements were specified in the JSDL 
document associated with each node using the jsdl-render extension described in 
chapter 8. The job description placed the following rendering requirements on a 
resource: 
• API Version: OpenGL 1.2 
• Visual Attributes: RGB Alpha, Depth Testing, Double Buffered, Stencil 
• Display Size: 2048 x 1024 pixels. 
The large display size was requested to allow the experiments to simulate the use 
of the high-fidelity panning features of the NavWindow SAU. 
A equivalent Chromium configuration script was produced to perform sort-last 
rendering to composite rendered sections from each application instance into a 
single image (Figure 9.6). The configuration utilised the best possible SPU op-
tions that existed within Chromium version cr-1.8, including binary-swap parallel 
image composition and Zlib based compression. The lack of support for trans-
parent interaction within the Chromium framework was overcome by using the 
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Figure 9.6: Chromium configuration for the visible human visualisation. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 9.7: Detail elision generated by StreamAR. (a) depicts a high-fidelity par-
allel rendering of the visible human, Cb) depicts a low-fidelity rendering within the 
display interface containing 5% of the full dataset. In both pictures the navigation 
window used for asynchronous interaction panning can be seen in the top right. 
vtkStreamAR object factory for VTK. The library only affects the interaction 
process and should not infl ucnce the performance of Chromium. 
9.3.4 Results 
The StreamAR service agreement was configured to maintain a specific motion-
dynamic frame rate of 10 frames per second, which is the minimum required for 
a user to feel the render service is responding instantaneously to user interaction. 
The lower bound for acceptable visual quality was configured to be 5% of the 
original mesh size for polygon simplification. 
The level-of-detail produced by the minimum quality setting is depicted in Figure 
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9.7. The mesh simplification process removed significant amounts of detail from 
the resulting rendered frame, crucially the process maintailled sufficient visual 
cues and structural information to allow a user to easily orientate and navigate 
the AVOs during motion-dynamic interaction. 
The render SAU was configured to emit performance control messages every 30 
frames. The rate at which performance messages are generated affects the speed 
with which the actuation filters proceeds, but also the accuracy and transmission 
requirements of the messages. 
9.3.4.1 Desktop Performance 
The optimal size of the visible human dataset was found through a manual search 
of the parameter space to be 316,921 polygons. This was a total polygon budget 
of 13.46% of the original mesh (2,564,820 polygons), producing an average frame 
rate of 10.25 fps. In comparison, the level-of-detail performance model within the 
MeshSimplification actuator of StreamAR automatically determined the appro-
priate number of polygons to be 311,999, a budget of 13.23%. The accuracy of the 
automated approach provided verification of the correctness of the performance 
model for the desktop personal computer. 
The graph in Figure 9.8 provides insight into how the performance model deter-
mined the correct polygon budget for the visualisation. The graph correlates the 
render time reported by the Render SA U with the actuation process of the Mesh-
Simplification SAU on each of the four render streams. The individual polygon 
budgets determined by each SA U are dependent on the render streams contri-
bution to the total number of polygons in the visualisation frame. The relative 
budgets can be seen as indication of load balance across the render streams; from 
the graph the third render stream is shown to contain far less polygons than the 
other three streams. 
The two initial steps seen in the polygon budget are fixed increases in polygon size 
taken by the actuator in order to populate the least squares performance model. 
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Figure 9.8: StreamAR mesh adaptation for the desktop display interface using the 
visible human test application. 
With three data points in the model, the actuator then predicts the maximum size 
of a polygon mesh that can be rendered in the required time given the interaction 
latency between consecutive frames. This prediction was found by the actuator 
to be within a 10% threshold of the optimal value, and so this update was the 
4th and final mesh update from each render stream transmitted to the desktop 
computer. The drop in render time shown in the top graph of Figure 9.8 was a 
result of cuIled polygons from the frame and not a refl ection of changes in per 
polygon rendering time. As a resul t , the performance model correctly remains 
unaffected and no new mesh updates are generated. 
A graph of the frame rate experienced by the user under three different rendering 
configurations is shown in Figure 9.9 including the frame rate experienced for the 
automatic actuation, optimal level-ol-detail and Chromium based configurations. 
The graph shows the behaviour 01 all three systems over time expressed against the 
visualisation frame index. The ini tial abrupt drops in framerate present in only 
the adaptive StreamAR trace represent updates to the polygon mesh budget which 
have been calculated using performance results received by tbe MeshSimpIification 
SA U. Other drops in frame rate which correlate with one or more of the other 
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Figure 9.9: The framerate achieved by the distributed rendering processes of the 
visible human visualisation using the desktop P C. Abrupt drops in framerate rep-
resent simulated interaction pauses (when present in both the optimal and adap-
tive configurations) or delays introduced by the rendering process (when present 
in only one configuration). 
rendering traces represent simulated pauses in interaction as the user enters an 
analysis phase of their work flow , 
The StreamAR VertexSwitch SAU was con figured to switch to a high-fideli ty 
parallel rendered image stream if an interaction pause lasted more than 500ms. 
No equivalent process was available under Chromium, which meant t hat the 
Chromium distributed rendering framework operated continuously in a fixed sort-
last pru'allel rendering topology at the highest level-of-detail irrespective of the in-
teraction context. Consequently, the fI'amerate achieved by the Chromium fram€-
work was a much lower frame rate of 3fps, which was the result of the time required 
to perform continuous high-fideli ty rendering across four nodes in the graphics-
cluster. 
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Figure 9.10: StreamAR mesh adaptation for the workstation displa.y interface 
using the visible human test application. 
9.3.4.2 Workstation P erformance 
Initial experiments with the Dell Precision IVorkstation determined that the Quadro 
FX 3450 graphics card could achieve close to the required interactive frame rate 
without an.y reduction in visual quali t.y. Achieving 9.l£ps by rendering the AVO 
stream directl.y from the four application instances. Therefore, in order to bet-
ter test the actuation process for the displa.y s.ystem the required frame rate was 
increased to 20 fps, which would be sufficient to produce interactive stereoscopic 
rendering of interlaced left and right e.ye visualisation frames. 
T he MeshSimplification actuator performed a similar stepped increase in pol.ygon 
budget to that observed for the desktop computer, but over a larger number of 
mesh updates (Figure 9.10). It is Iikel.y t hat the performance measurements of the 
first initial meshes were not indicative of the graphics cards performance for much 
larger meshes. However, the least squares model allowed the actua tor to detect 
this error and correct with an addi tional increase in pol.ygon mesh size. 
A graph of the frame rate sampled throughout the work fl ow (Figure 9. 11 ) would 
appear to indicate that the final mesh size determined b.y the actuator was correct, 
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Figure 9.11 : The framerate achieved by the distributed rendering processes of 
the visible human visualisation using the workstation. Abrupt drops in fram-
erate represent simulated interaction pauses (when present in both the optimal 
and adaptive configurations) or delays int roduced by the rendering process (when 
present in only one configuration). 
with both the optimal and automatic configurations converging on approximately 
20 fps. Further analysis of the polygon hudgets achieved by both config urations 
yielded a different conclusion . The a.utomatic process achieved an average frame 
rate of 20.49fps with a mesh size of 1,389,996 polygons, compared to the opti-
mal configuration which achieved 20.30fps a.t a frame rate of 1,538,467 polygons. 
Therefore, while both configurations met the requirements of the quality-of-service 
agreement , the level of quali ty achieved under the automatic method was slightly 
lower. Consequent ly, the automatic adaptation process has not satisfied Predicate 
9.1 of the test plan. A possible explanation for tIlis difference is the computational 
and transportation cost of the control messages subscribed to by the actuators. 
This effect can be reduced by emitting performance messages based on a fixed 
time interval rather than the fixed number of frames utilised for this experiment. 
This ensures that the number of control messages emitted during a visnalisation 
remains constant and does not increase with the frame rate of the visualisation. 
The binaryswap SPU was removed from the Chromium configuration in order to 
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take advantage of the superior polygon rendering performance of the workstation 
over nodes in the graphics cluster. As a result the static Chromium configuration 
achieved a far higher framerate than had been observed for the desktop compu ter, 
achieving an average of 9.lfps compared with 3.1fps acllieved through the parallel 
rendering with the binaryswap SPU. However, this result was far lower tha.n the 
average of 20.49fps achieved after actuation by StreamAR, dernonstrating that the 
throughput of Chromium was not bound by network performance but by t he local 
rendering performance of the workstation. 
9.3.4.3 Laptop Performance 
Ini t ial experiments reveaJed that no sui table parameter configumtioll for the lap-
top completely satisfied Predicate 9.1 due to the low rendering performance of the 
laptop's graphics card. This meant that the rendering t ime of the minimum poly-
gon budget resulted in a maximum frame rate of 7.9 [ps, below the 10fps specified 
in tbe agreement document.. A new render agreement could be submitted with a 
lower minimum polygon budget. However, ut il ising the original agreement pro-
vided an opportunity to assess the bebaviour of StreamAR when no solution is 
possible. 
A graph of tbe polygon budget determined by the :vleshSimplification actuators 
is shown in Figure 9.12. As with the previous display interfaces, the first two 
increments in mesh size are part of the MeshSimplificat ion's ini t ialisation phase, 
prov iding the necessary data points to populate the internal least squares model. 
After the initialisation phase, the actuator immediately reverted back to t he min-
imum possible budget and reported a SCALE_FAILED event to switch actuator. 
Under normal operation a transition to a failed state by a AVO simplification 
actuator downstream will cause t he VertexSwitch SAU to divert the OpenGL 
stream to tbe alternative paral lel rendering stream. However , in t1lis instance the 
sort-last render t ime across tbe four nodes in the graphics cluster was 0.45 seconds, 
far slower than that achieved through the MeshSimplification streanl . As a resul t, 
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Figure 9.12: StreamAR mesh adaptation for the laptop display interface using the 
visible human test application. 
the VertexSwitch SAU having received render performance information from both 
streams never performs the permanent switch. 
Both the render time and the resulting frame rate (Figure 9.13) achieved by the 
laptop personal computer had higher vari ance than was observed for the desktop 
and workstation computers. The higb level of variance observed in the render time 
for each frame would suggest that the native OpenGL device driver was perform-
ing much of the rendering computation on the CPU rather than a dedicated GPU 
resource. Consequently, process sharing on the CPU between the operating sys-
tem, network marshalling and StreamAR filters introduced unpredictable delays 
to the rendering process. 
At several points in the visualisation this variance is such that the threshold within 
the MeshSimplification SAU of render stream three is exceeded and a new mesh is 
created and transferred to the display interface (9 .12). These additional updates 
cause significant interruption to the frame rate of the visualisation, which can 
be seen between frames 1000 - 1200 in Figure 9.13. Increasing the threshold 
above which new meshes are created would greatly reduce these unwanted updates, 
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visible human visualisation using the desktop PC. Abrupt drops in framerate rep-
resent sirnulated interaction pauses (when present in both the optirnal and adap-
tive configurations) or delays introduced by the rendering process (when present 
in only onc configuration). 
but must be balanced in order to react correctly to genuine changes in rendering 
performance. 
The Chromium configuration was executed in a sort- last configuration achieving 
a frame rate of only 1. 75fps during motion-dynamic periods, which would be com-
pletely unusable for a user to interact with, 
9.3.5 Analysis 
Verification of the adaptation processes used by StreamAR. against an optimised 
configuration showed that in all cases the system was able to closely maintain the 
frame rate required by the service agreement at the highest visualisation fidelity 
possible, given the rendering capabilit ies of the personal computer. 
Each adaptive configurat ion closely mirrored changes in frame rate observed in the 
optimised configuration, showing that the control messages transmi tted through 
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Personal Mean 
Computer adaptation 
time 
Max 
adaptation 
time 
Mean build 
time 
Max build 
time 
7.098 181.145 f-:,.':"""'~~-+-"'=""~-+-~~"'--+-""'7""'4""'.S'""6--I--955.00s Desktop PC 7.47s 91.4s Dell Work- 27.9Ss 427.S6s 
station 
Laptop 3.15s 91.59s 0.66s 13.29s L-~~_~ ___ ~__ -L ________ -L ________ ~_ 
Table 9.1: Time required to adapt meshes on the graphics cluster and build the 
new vertex object on the display interface. 
the network did not negatively impact on rendering or network performance. 
In particular, the mesh actuation process for the desktop computer represented 
an ideal performance, automatically determining a mesh size which is within 2% 
of the optimal value. The difference in frame rate resulting from this could not be 
qualitatively perceived when directly interacting with both configurations. 
The laptop device achieved similar results, with both the optimal and automatic 
configurations initially adopting the smallest mesh possible in order to approach 
the required interactive frame rate. Variance in the render time caused the Strea-
mAR actuation process to fluctuate slightly during the course of the visualisation, 
which can be reduced by increasing the threshold parameter governing the gener-
ation of new mesh updates. 
A large impact on the visualisation frame rate was found to be the time required to 
generate new vertex meshes, which can be clearly seen as a sudden drop in frame 
rate to StreamAR actuator trace in Figures 9.9, 9.13 and 9.11. Table 9.1 shows the 
time required to calculate a new mesh and build the corresponding vertex object 
on each personal computer. The workstation device exhibited the largest delays 
due to its capacity to render very large vertex meshes locally. 
The implementation of the MeshSimplification SAU generates new meshes imme-
diately after a new set of performance statistics have been calculated in order to 
facilitate comparison between experiments. Often the resulting delays in the ren-
dering process occur during motion-dynamic periods and would prove frustrating 
for a user. However, the delays in transferring and building new meshes can be 
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Display Maximum rate of a Maximum rate of an 
compressed frame uncompressed frame 
Workstation 22.9fps 62.96fps 
Laptop 4.6lfps 1O.2fps 
Desktop PC 9.99fps 17.79fps 
Table 9.2: Asynchronous interaction panning performance on each of the display 
interfaces. 
easily moved to periods of update dynamic interaction when direct user interaction 
has paused. This can be achieved by monitoring the quality-of-service OpenG L 
commands passing through the stream as achieved with the VertexSwitch SAU. 
Delays in mesh adaptation can be removed by performing this task in a separate 
asynchronous thread that queues the resulting meshes for transfer during update-
dynamic periods. 
Creation or loading of each vertex mesh hierarchy for the adaptation process oc-
curs when the application instance first initialises or when the user alters the 
isosurface parameter of the marching cubes algorithm through the GUr. These 
update-dynamic periods are less time critical, progress feedback during these pe-
riods would keep the user engaged with the work flow. An SAU could be developed 
to overlay important text and progress information from upstream SAUs over the 
visualisation using the asynchronous capabilities of StreamAR. This development 
could be conducted as part of a future usability study on the StreamAR service 
grid. 
The aspect of the StreamAR service that showed most improvement over Chromium 
was the asynchronous panning capabilities. The asynchronous interaction feature 
allowed a user to pan the current viewport around a high-fidelity image that has 
been rendered remotely without the need for further network communication. 
The asynchronous capabilities were tested through continuous input of events 
from a small event list that enabled the maximum rate at which the StrearnAR 
system could replay frames to be determined (Table 9.2). Zlib decompression 
of the high resolution (2048x1024) frames was found to be the limiting factor in 
asynchronous panning. Caching the decompressed frame on the first interaction 
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pass effectively removed this bottleneck exposing the maximum theoretical rate of 
the asynchronous system. In practise this maximum rate is limited to the rate at 
which events are received, which for keyboard events will be significantly lower. 
The three personal computers showed very different performance characteristics 
with the workstation achieving a far higher frame rate. Reducing the resolution of 
the high-fidelity image from 2048x768 to 640x480 reduced this difference in perfor-
mance, achieving 31.83 fps on the laptop and 62.86 fps on the desktop computer. 
Therefore, the limiting factor in the process was not the processing of each frame 
within StreamAR, but the rendering time of each frame. 
9.3.6 Conclusions 
In all cases the StreamAR service was shown to result in a far higher frame rate 
than was previously achievable with static streaming methods such as Chromium. 
The bottleneck in Chromium's visualisation performance was in part the time 
required to composite render each complete frame, which restricted the maximum 
possible frame rate to 3fps. In comparison, StreamAR automatically restricted the 
use of the parallel rendering resources to high-fidelity rendering during update-
dynamic periods, where this lower frame rate was sufficient. 
Asynchronous interaction further reduced the reliance on remote resources by 
providing local, low latency interaction with the high-fidelity images created at 
the start of update-dynamic periods. However, accessing the actuators impact on 
the visualisation work flow as a whole is hard to determine as the usefulness of the 
interaction functionality is unknown. Asynchronous interaction of this kind would 
benefit from larger work flow studies that utilise human-in-the-Ioop methodologies 
to quantify task improvement. 
The time required to generate the reduced level-of-detail vertex meshes was shown 
to be a significant bottleneck in performance if allowed to occur during motion-
dynamic periods. Several methods for reducing the impact of these delays were 
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described including the provision of GUI progress bars and coordination of sepa-
rate thread to apply mesh adaptation. The MeshSimplification SAU begins the 
rendering process with the smallest allowable mesh, which was a deliberate design 
choice to provide the user with a suitable mesh in the shortest amount of time. 
Consequently, updates to this mesh can be viewed in many circumstances as a vi-
sual bonus for the user, rather than an interaction necessity. Creating a separate 
lower priority adaptation thread is in these circumstances the logical solution, 
prioritising frame rate and interaction over quickly obtaining the best possible 
mesh. 
9.4 Test Case: 4D Computed Tomography 
This section describes a test case examining distributed direct volume rendering 
of 4D computed tomography (3D, time varying) datasets. The test case provides 
verification of the TextureSimplification and ResolutionSimplification actuators 
to control distribution of rendering workload within a StreamAR service. The 
time dimension of the visualisation is represented by the asynchronous Animation 
SAU operating within each personal computer. The SAU provides the capability 
to cycle through a series of rendered time steps independent of the distributed 
rendering network. 
9.4.1 Description 
The main alternative to polygon based rendering in computer graphics is ray 
casting, which is a particularly useful technique for rendering volumetric datasets. 
Under this technique parallel rays are traced from the image plane through the 
volume. Unlike surface rendering techniques, ray casting can establish concepts 
of partial occupancy and translucency in fluids. Consequently, the technique has 
proved to be a valuable visualisation method for the 3D volumetric scanners (CT, 
MRI, PET) described in the previous test case. 
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Ray casting algorithms are a very computationally expensive requiring trilinear in-
terpolation to find the intersecting voxels for each ray from the image plane (Levoy, 
1988). However, they can also be converted to highly parallel processes making the 
technique suitable for acceleration using modern graphics cards. These hardware 
accelerated methods take advantage of texture mapping support within OpenGL. 
Where available 3D textures are used in the rendering process by mapping ap-
propriate texture coordinates to view plane aligned polygon slices, composited in 
sequence using alpha (opacity) blending (Van Gelder and Kim, 1996). 
Whilst great improvements have been seen in commodity graphics hardware, volu-
metric scanning equipment continues to move rapidly forward. Computed Tomog-
raphy scanners are available that are capable of capturing the movements of the 
heart in sequence with a persons heart beat. The process results in a multi-giga 
byte series of volumetric images, each representing a single time step in a persons 
heart rate. Such datasets are beyond the rendering capabilities of most graphics 
hardware, normally requiring specialist ray casting hardware, such as VolumePro 
(Pfister et aI., 1999), to achieve interactive animated rendering. This hardware 
requires a significant financial investment and is designed Singularly to perform 
volumetric rendering. Using StreamAR a user can harness a general purpose ren-
dering cluster to produce the same level of inter activity. 
The asynchronous interaction facilities of StreamAR permit a novel time-based 
distribution of rendering workload using sort-last composition based not on the 
depth buffer but on time. During interactivity only a single time step is rendered 
(mirroring the behaviour of the VolumePro hardware). Once interactivity finishes 
a high resolution series of time steps is transmitted to the user's workstation for 
local animation, requiring no further communication with the remote rendering 
streams. 
This visualisation process is expressed as a StreamAR specific work flow in Figure 
9.14. The goal ofthe work flow is to enable a clinician to visualise and examine the 
movement and operation of a person's heart during a complete cardiac cycle. The 
visualisation work flow consists of locating an area of interest (motion-dynamic 
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Figure 9.14: The 4D Computed Tomography visualisation work flow using Strea-
mAR. 
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interaction) such as a particular valve, artery or chamber within the heart. This 
process may also involve a number of update-dynamic interactions such as al-
teration to clipping planes to reveal occluded data or alterations to the transfer 
function used to map intensity values in the CT scan to particular tissue colours 
and opacity levels. Once a suitable area is located the display interface is updated 
with a high-fidelity rendered image of the visualisation frame, including the abil-
ity to view a high-fidelity animated sequence of the area using the asynchronous 
Animation SAU. 
The work flow for the test case was provided through a visualisation application 
that was developed as part of the verification process to provide the required 
interactive visualisation pipeline. The application was constructed as a complete 
stand-alone interactive visualisation capable of rendering a single time step of the 
CT dataset. Parallel rendering of all time-steps was achieved through a time-based 
sort-last rendering configuration using the StreamAR service grid. 
9.4.2 Objectives 
The test case will investigate the capability of StreamAR to adapt direct volume 
rendering to the resources of a user's personal computer and the capabilities of 
the asynchronous interaction facilities to provide local animation sequences. The 
performance of the TextureSimplification and ResolutionSimplification SAUs will 
be verified by comparison to to an optimal static configuration of StreamAR as 
described previously in the test plan. 
The performance of the StreamAR framework will be evaluated against the perfor-
mance of an equivalent Chromium configuration to highlight improvements made 
by StreamAR to the user's work flow. The Chromium configuration will utilise a 
fixed OpenGL sort-last distribution process, compositing the visualisation into a 
final image through a parallel binary swap approach based on the pixel values of 
the rendered image from each stream. 
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9.4.3 Methodology 
Anonymous datasets for the test case were kindly provided by Glenfield hospi-
tal in Leicestershire. The hospital wished to improve access to interactive high-
performance visualisations from around the hospital and recognised StreamAR 
as a possible tool for achieving this. The datasets consisted of cardiovascular 
CT scans stored using the Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DI-
COM) standard, which defines a file format for scanned images used throughout 
the medical industry. 
The methodology undertaken to examine the performance of the StreamAR frame-
work with these 4D datasets involved the following tasks: 
• Development of a VTK test application for visualising DICOM datasets us-
ing direct volume rendering. Additionally, an appropriate interaction script 
for automated testing was developed. 
• Creation of a Chromium configuration script for distributed interactive vol-
ume rendering. 
• Creation of a StreamAR configuration document in XML that described an 
adaptive time-based sort-last rendering distribution. 
• Manual determination of an optimal set of configuration parameters for 
StreamAR which was used to verify the StreamAR actuators. 
• Creation of a job description document for the rendering nodes, each repre-
senting an individual time step, that described the capabilities of rendering 
resources required by the application. 
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9.4.3.1 Test Application 
A VTK volume rendering application was developed to read in DICOM format files 
of CT datasets using the GDCM library!. The application used the vtkOpenGLVol-
umeTextureMapper3D class to map the data to an appropriate OpenGL AVO 
stream for a single time step in the DICOM dataset. The mapper used view plane 
aligned geometry clipped to the boundary of the texture to composite slices of the 
CT image as a 3D projection. This required a new set of geometry to be transmit-
ted through the StreamAR network every time the projection matrix was altered. 
Colouring and segmentation was achieved through a user definable transfer func-
tion that mapped intensity values within the texture data to a unique colour and 
opacity value. 
The application was designed to render a single time step from a DICOM file and 
had no internal concept of animation. Each time step contained exactly the same 
size dataset so the projection matrix of each node was identical allowing time 
based composition of each visualised dataset. 
9.4.3.2 Test Interaction Script 
The automated interaction script was designed to reflect normal application ac-
tivity including camera rotations around the volume and altering the size of the 
volume. This latter task greatly alters the rendering characteristics of the visu-
alisation, increasing or decreasing the rasterization time for the volume render-
ing. The capability of the ResolutionSimplification SAU to adapt to changes in 
performance was examined as part of the test case. The interaction script sim-
ulated animated analysis periods by including pauses in the interaction. Earn 
pause triggered the VertexSwitch SAU to switch to parallel rendering, producing 
a high-fidelity image of each time step that can be animated on the user's personal 
computer. 
1 http://www .creatis.insa-lyon.fr /Public / Gdcm/ 
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Figure 9.15: StreamAR configuration for the animated volume rendering visuali-
sation. 
9.4.3.3 Test Configuration 
A StreamAR configuration document was produced to provide adaptive time based 
sort-last rendering of the 4D volumetric dataset. A block diagram of this configura-
tion is shown in Figure 9.15. The VertexSwitch actuator was configured to switch 
from low-fidelity rendering to high-fidelity rendering when a pause of 500ms or 
more occurred in user interaction. The graphics devices in the desktop and laptop 
computers lacked the 3D texture extensions required to support volume render-
ing, which precludes the transfer of a low-fidelity AVO stream to these display 
interfaces. Instead, a separate configuration document was created which utilised 
the JpegScale SAU to deliver compressed rendered images (Figure 9.16). 
The Animation SAU provided the capability to composite multiple time steps into 
a single sequence. The AVO stream from each application instance was marked 
with a time index to allow the SAU to correctly order the rendered sequence of 
frames. 
Each application instance was represented as a separate JSDL document, which 
assigned a time step to the instance. The visualisation process required specific 
OpenGL options in order to correctly perform hardware accelerated volume ren-
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Figure 9.16: StreamAR image stream configuration for the animated volume ren-
dering visualisation. 
dering. These requirements were specified in the JSDL document associated with 
each node. The job description placed the following rendering requirements on a 
resource: 
• API Version: OpenGL 1.4 
• API Extensions: GL_EXT_texture3D, GL_ARGB_multitexture 
• Visual Attributes: RGB Alpha, Depth Test, Double Buffer, Stencil 
• Display Size: 1024 x 768 pixels. 
A static version of the StreamAR configuration was produced to facilitate the 
verification process, based on the same sort-last configuration document that was 
discussed in the previous test case. Optimal parameters for the configuration were 
determined through a binary search of the parameter space, measuring the overall 
framerate of repeated runs of the configuration for each parameter value. 
An equivalent Chromium configuration was also produced to act as a performance 
comparison for the StreamAR framework, based on the same sort-last configura· 
tion document that was discussed in the previous test case (Figure 9.6). 
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( a ) (b) (c) 
Figure 9.17: Detail elision generated by StreamAR. (a) depicts a high-fidelity par-
allel rendering of tbe DrCOM dataset, (b) depids a low-fidelity rendering within 
the display interface containing one sixteenth of the full dataset and a 25% re-
duction in resolut ion, (c) depicts a high-fidelity rendering compressed using JPEG 
compression with a quality parameter of 10. 
The animated features of StreamAR were absent (rom the Chromium interac-
t ion script as Chromium lacks the abi lity to produce animation. Therefore, the 
Chrornium configuration represented a sort-last visualisation of a single time step 
split into four slabs. Animation of the slabs was not possible as Chromium pro-
vides no mechanism to synchronise timers across application instances. 
9.4.4 FtesuJts 
The StreamAR service agreement was con figured to maintain a specifi c motion-
dynamic frame rate of 10 fps on the desktop and laptop personal compu ters and 
20 fps on the mora powerful workstation. The lower bound for acceptable visual 
quality was specified in the render agreement to be a maximum texture reduction 
of one sixteenth of the original size and a resolution reduction of 25%. The desktop 
and laptop display interfaces did not support the OpenG L 3D textme extensions 
necessary to directly render tbe AVO stream, instead a compressed image stream 
witb a minimum JPEG image compression level of 10 (tbe JPEG library specifies 
image quality as single parameter from 1-100) was specified in the agreement 
document for these interfaces. 
The level-of-detail produced by the minimum quality settings is depicted in Figm e 
9.17. The adaptation processes remove significant amounts of detail from tbe 
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resulting rendered frame. The combined reduction in texture and resolution size 
created a rendered image that appeared slightly blurred . In contrast the JPEG 
compressed image remained sharp but contained a number of block compression 
artifacts. However, navigation and orientation of the data set could be performed 
comfortably with both configurations. 
9.4.4.1 Workstation P erformance 
The performance of texture based volume renderi ng is influenced greatly by the 
number of pixcls in the display area that intersect the volwne. Therefore, changes 
in distance from the view plane to the object rapidly alters the rendering time re-
quired [or each visualisation frame. T he ResolutionSimplification SAU was specif-
ically designed to minimise this characteristic in conjunction with the TextureS-
implificat ion actuator. Figure 9.18 depicts these actuators in operation on t he 
workstation. The rendering time for the unaltered OpenGL stream shows the 
expected peaks and troughs as the interaction script alters the distance to the vol-
ume object. The new adapted stream produced through the two actuators a lmost 
com pletely levels t he rendering time to provide the required 20 [ps. 
The ResolutiouSimplification actuator does not maintain any internal represen-
ta tions of individual objects, which means there is very little compu tational cost 
in al tering the level-of-detail during motion-dynamic periods as shown in Figure 
9.18. T he graph shows none of the abrupt drops in the fTame rate of the Strea-
mAR trace that were characteristic o[ the MeshSimplification SAU. The drops 
that are present occur in all configurations representing pauses in the simulated 
interaction. 
Verification of the actuator was complicated by the changing characteristics of 
the visual isation and the combination of two actuators, which must be managed 
together in order to maintain visualisation quality. The optimum parameters for 
StreamAR were manually determined by closely following the adapt ion procedure 
developed for the Resolut ionSimplification actuator. This procedure reduces the 
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Figm e 9.18: Texture and resolution adaptation taken by StreamAR on the Dell 
Precision workstation. 
texture dimension size in conjunction with reductions to the resolution. T he opti-
mum parameter configuration was found to be a resolution of 51 % and a texture 
reduction of one eighth, producing an average frame rate of 21. 7lfps. T he per-
formance of the StreamAR actuators closely matched this optimised value with 
a reduction to one eighth of the original texture size and an average resolution 
reduction of 52.8% resul ting in an average frame rate of 21.52fps, which validates 
Predicate 9.1 given the 10% threshold applied to t he actuator. 
T he frame rate achievable through Chromium was found to be much lower than 
that of StreamAR. Initial tests on the graphics cluster revealed very poor vol-
ume rendering performance, with rendering taking almost one second per frame. 
Chromium was reconfigm cd to stream the OpenGL objects directly to the work-
station to provide a more favourable comparison, which resulted in an average 
frame rate of 4.54fps, less than half the minimum frame rate required for motion-
dynamic interaction. 
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Figure 9.19: Texture and Resolution adaptation taken by StrcamAR 011 the Dell 
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9.4.4.2 Desktop Performance 
The desktop computer did not support local volume rendering which meant that 
the compressed image stream configuration must be utilised for interactive visu-
alisation. However, the volnme rendering performance of the graphics cluster was 
such that it could not support motion-dynamic interaction. Instead a new ad-hoc 
render service for the Dell Precision workstation was created using its own local 
RenderPool that was added to the main render broker. 
The initialisation process using the StreamAR service portal proposed agreement 
templates for both the graphics cluster and workstation resources. The service 
offered a guaranteed render time of 1.2 seconds for the graphics cluster (the maxi-
mnm rendering time reported to the agreement service in the previous experiment) 
and listed the low level credent ials of the workstatioll. This provided vital feed-
back to make appropriate resource choices; whilst the actnal performance of the 
workstation was not known, the information established that the graphics cluster 
resources could not meet the interactive requirements of lOfps for the visualisation 
job. 
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Figure 9.20: JPEG adaptation taken by StreamAR on the desktop PC. 
A Chromium configuration was not executed for the experiment as the long render 
time of the graphics clustcr rcsourccs mcant that the Chromium configuration 
would be inferior to StreamAR. The t ime based sort· last decomposition achieved 
using StreamAR streamed the ent ire visualisation frame from the workstation 
during motion·dynamic periods, freeing the workstation to operate independent 
of other graphical resources. 
Moni toring the performance of the visualisation rcvealed that the decompression 
time for a J P EG image of 1024x768 pixels greatly exceeded the required interaction 
rate. A decision was taken to simulate a hypothetical resolution scaling actuator 
in order to verify the JpegScale SAU. The resolut ion of the visualisation was 
progressively reduced in fixed steps, maintaining the aspect ratio of the original 
visualisation, unt il the system was no longer dominated by decompression t ime. 
T he behaviour of the JpegScale SAU is to reduce compression quali ty down to the 
minimum permissible when the reported decompression and rendering t ime do not 
allow sufficient time for transmission of the compressed frame. Figure 9.20 depicts 
the cross over point when the resolution is sufficient ly reduced (384x288 pixels) 
to allow time for frame transmission. The average bandwidth calculated for the 
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Figure 9.21: Observed frame rate in the desktop PC produced by the JpegSeale 
adaptation. 
connected network was 11787.8 KIlytes/ sec. The larger frame size (512x388) was 
shown to achieve a slightly greater network bandwidth (11941.86 KBytes/ sec), 
which can occur when a TCP l IP network has been optimised for larger messages. 
This estimation tallies well with the 100Mbit/ sec theoretical network connection 
bet·ween the resources and the desktop. 
T he small resolution required to overcome the decompression time for the network 
was such that comparable results could be obtained with far simpler compression 
methods such a Zl ib (Figure 9.21). Consequently, both the optimal and automated 
methods for StreamAR achieved very similar performance levels. 
9.4.4.3 Laptop P erformance 
T he wireless network utilised by the laptop computer provided a more varied net-
work connection with which to verify the JpegScale SAU. The configuration was 
found to support a higher resolution of 512x388 pixels without becoming domi-
nated by the decompression and rendering times for each frame. The J pegScale 
SAU continuously recalculates the bandwidth available in a network connection, 
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Figure 9.22: JPEG quali ty scaling within the JpegScale SAU to match the ob-
served bandwidth requirement of Dell laptop. 
and was shown to correctly alter the quality level of the actuator in response to 
fluctuations in the calculated bandwidth of the network connection (Figure 9.22). 
An optimal compression quality of 80 was determined through a manual search 
of compression levels for a resolution of 512x388 pixels resulting in a fr ame rate 
of 10.8 fps. The JpegScaJe SAU fluctuated greaLly in compression level dming 
the cow·se of the visualisation with changes in network bandwidth, result ing in an 
average quali ty level of 70 and a frame rate of 10.35 fps . This not only validates 
Predicate 9.1 , but shows improvement over a pmely static parameter value, 
9.4.5 Analysis 
The TextmeSimplification and ResolutionSimplification SAUs proved to be effi-
cient and highly accmate at maintaining user quali ty-of-service requirements with-
out imposing significant delays to the system. The StreamAR configuration placed 
both actuators within the display interface helping to improve their performance. 
Performing tcxtme adjustmcnts within the display interface avoids the need to 
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SAU. 
t ransmi t new textures across t he network at t he expense of local memory usage. 
:v[emory usage can be minimised by adding a second TextureSimplification actu-
ator to each application instance to ensure that the te.xtmes t ransmitted to the 
display interface are within the maximum size permitted by the graphics resource 
of the personal computer. 
The JpegScale actuator was also shown to be accurate in calcu lating available 
bandwidth and in making appropriate adjustments to the JPEG quality levels. 
However , the experiments showed that the actuator requires a companion SAU, 
which can automatically reduce t he resolution of a visualisation to ensure the 
decompression and render times of a visualisation do not preclude the use of the 
actuator. The ResolutionSimplification actuator could be easily extended to fulfil 
this role by monitoring decompression performance events down stream. 
The StreamAR framework provided a large performance increase over an equiv-
alent Chromium configuration during motion-dynamic interaction. This allows 
the user to reach the analysis phase of t he visualisation work flow and to begin 
animating the visualisation. 
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Display Average rate of a Average rate of an 
compressed frame uncompressed frame 
Workstation 1.70fps 1.97fps 
Laptop 1.36fps 1.91£ps 
Desktop PC 1. 71fps 1.92fps 
Table 9.3: Asynchronous animation performance on each of the display interfaces. 
The animation was configured to switch frames every 500ms, which should result 
in a frame rate of 2fps. 
An experiment was undertaken to examine the precision of the animation timing 
rather than the maximum throughput of the actuator. The NavWindow SAU 
described in the first test case demonstrated the speed with which high-fidelity 
images can be manipulated within the display interface. However, the important 
component of the animation sequence of a cardiac cycle is not the speed with 
which it occurs, but how accurate that animation is to the patients own rhythms. 
The results of the experiment are shown in Table 9.3. Uncompressed image time 
steps stored within the display achieve very close to the requested 500ms between 
animation frames. Higher precision in animation timing can be obtained by sub-
tracting the difference between the expected and required frame rate from the 
animation interval, as another level of adaptation within the SAU. 
9.4.6 Conclusions 
The StreamAR actuators were shown to be accurate and effective at maintain-
ing a user's quality-of-service requirements, greatly improving on the interaction 
experience obtainable through Chromium's static stream rendering methods. 
The time-based sort-last distribution proved very effective in the resource scenario 
described in this test case, combining the high-performance of the Dell Precision 
workstation with the extra memory and computational resources of the graphics-
cluster. Without the workstation, image streaming to the laptop and desktop 
PC would not have achieved interactive response times. This highlights the need 
to provide detail elision within remote rendering resources as well as the display 
interface. StreamAR can be configured to provide this capability by chaining two 
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VertexSwitch SAUs together to provide a third stream which is both low-fidelity 
and remotely rendered. 
9.5 Summary 
This chapter has presented a formal verification of the StreamAR service grid 
through a series of test cases that show the effectiveness of using performance 
models within the stream actuator units. 
The MeshSimplification actuator was shown to be highly accurate and also ef-
fective in distributed environments, allowing the computationally expensive task 
of producing new meshes to be distributed across nodes in a visualisation en-
vironment. This facilitated motion-dynamic interaction adapted to the specific 
requirements of a user. Co-operation between actuators was demonstrated using 
the TextureSimplification and ResolutionSimplification actuators to facilitate time 
varying volume rendering of multi-gigabyte data sets. The novel publish-subscribe 
control framework at that enables this co-operation permits the StreamAR service 
to be reconfigured to fit a wide variety of topologies. 
The final chapter places these capabilities and the wider StreamAR service grid 
in the context of visualisation service grids, describing the scientific contributions 
that the research described in this thesis has provided. 
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Conclusion 
This chapter summarises the research presented in the thesis. A discussion of 
the StreamAR service grid is presented in the first section. From this discussion 
the scientific contributions of the thesis to the field of visualisation are drawn 
out. StreamAR is then placed in the context of new developments in rendering 
standards and how this will influence future research on stream adaptive rendering 
technologies. 
10.1 Discussion 
This thesis has addressed the design and implementation of the StreamAR service 
grid which provides distributed rendering to bespoke visualisation applications. 
The design of StreamAR was influenced by an extensive review of the state-of-
the-art in distributed visualisation systems in chapter 2. 
The review identified a trend in the design of distributed rendering processes to-
wards flexible stream filtering frameworks (Allard et aI., 2004; Humphreys et al., 
2002). These frameworks had grown out of a need to support a variety of different 
visualisation scenarios within cluster based rendering, including sort-first distribu-
tions for high-resolution multi-display environments and multi-instance sort-last 
topologies for memory intensive structured data sets. However, the review showed 
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that the advances made by these stream rendering systems had not been carried 
forward with new developments in visualisation service grids. 
The reported state-of-the-art in visualisation service grids had instead developed 
complete visualisation environments optimised to specific visualisation metaphors 
(Bethel et aI., 2000; Grimstead et aI., 2004). These environments forced exist-
ing visualisation users to adopt new work flows and leave behind any tailored 
bespoke applications they had been previously used to. Chapter 3 of the thesis 
described these visualisation environments as a reaction to perceived interaction 
issues within heterogeneous resource networks, which had received little attention 
from stream rendering frameworks. Such frameworks had treated user interaction 
as ancillary to the rendering process, utilising simple event transmission protocols 
to allow a user to carry out their visualisation work flows. This approach relied on 
the low latency network interconnects found within visualisation clusters to avoid 
large event queues that would otherwise lead to interaction issues such as pilot 
induced interaction oscillations. 
The research described in this thesis has resulted in a new approach to visuali-
sation service grids, which builds on the principles of stream rendering allowing 
visualisation users to enhance their existing bespoke applications with the power 
of ad-hoc distributed rendering resources. This was achieved through analysis of 
the requirements of interactive visualisation work flows. 
The system requirements in chapter 3 of this thesis specifically outlined the need 
to combine the features of both stream filtering and the interaction techniques 
of grid based visualisation environments as a specific research challenge. The 
requirements outlined an ideal render service grid as a collection of four sub-
systems each with unique challenges that were addressed by the system design in 
Part II of the thesis: 
• Distributed rendering sub-system - adapts the AVO stream of a bespoke 
application to the available resources in a distributed network to meet the 
visualisation requirements of the user. 
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• Application Interface - provides the capability to capture the AVO stream 
and co-ordinate user interaction events without alteration to the application. 
• Display Interface - the portal through which the user interacts with the 
distributed visualisation, crucially the interface must utilise local resources 
in order to improve motion-dynamic interaction. 
• Resource Management - The management sub-system provides the capa-
bility to allocate a set of resources to a visualisation that both meet the 
visualisation requirements of the user and those of the distributed render 
system. 
The capabilities of the rendering sub-system depended on the ability to dynami-
cally match the rendering complexity of an application to the available resources 
according to the interactive context of the user. This represented a new form of 
detail elision, where the work flow context of the user not only affected the level-
of-detail in the visualisation but also the resources on which that rendering takes 
place. 
This new detail elision approach had not previously been reported in published 
literature and so investigations were undertaken to examine the trade-offs and 
feasibility of the approach. The results from the first investigation described in 
chapter 4 showed that rendering adaption could be applied transparently to the 
OpenGL stream of an application through a series of OpenGL filters and cru-
cially that it is feasible to determine the optimum level-of-detail automatically. 
The second investigation examined lossy JPEG image compression standards as a 
potential alternative to the user of OpenGL adaption filters. 
The investigation showed that for some visualisation scenarios an adapted OpenGL 
stream will require less bandwidth and processing than a compressed image stream, 
resulting in greater throughput than a compressed image stream. The examina-
tion of different compression methods showed that variance both within a rendered 
image and between image frames must be considered when choosing a compression 
method for a particular application. More natural visualisation images achieved 
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highest compression with photographic compression methods based on entropy 
encoding such as the JPEG standards. More artificial images showed comparable 
performance using dictionary based compression which benefited from much lower 
computational complexity. 
The results from these experiments lead to the design of a new control framework 
for distributed rendering described in chapter 5, influenced by quality-of-service 
control theory previously developed for video streaming protocols. The automatic 
adaptation of an OpenGL stream to the quality-of-service requirements of a user 
was described as an information distribution problem: nodes in a render network 
understand local resources, but are unaware of how actions on the stream effect 
other nodes. The new design addressed the problem through the use of a classic 
feedback control model, passing relevant information back through the rendering 
framework. 
The feedback control model described a stream rendering framework as a set of 
adaptive modules filtering different aspects of the OpenGL stream. Each module 
acts as an actuator, adjusting the OpenGL filtering process in response to control 
messages received from other actuators in the framework. 
The latter part of chapter 5 addressed user interaction within the framework, 
describing user interaction as an integral part of actuator design. This marked 
a clear departure from previous stream rendering frameworks, presenting stream 
rendering as a process which could affect visualisation behaviour as well as ren-
dering performance. The design described a new event management system which 
co-ordinates interaction events between multiple application instances and allows 
actuators to adapt their filtering process in response to the events. 
The complete system design was implemented as the StreamAR service grid in 
Part III, which built on the proven OpenGL filtering capabilities of the Chromium 
framework. The transformation of the new adaptive rendering framework into a 
service that can be harnessed transparently by visualisation users was completed 
with the development of a resource management system designed specifically to 
allocate homogeneous collections of ad-hoc resources to the rendering framework. 
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Suitable job descriptions and service agreements were identified as critical for the 
success of the management system. In keeping with the philosophy of adopting 
standards, a new StreamAR agreement framework was designed and implemented 
around WS-Agreement. The automatic generation of new agreement templates 
from base agreements following the observed performance an application allows the 
framework to form agreements on user orientated objectives, without the need to 
develop elaborate prediction models for the performance of individual visualisation 
applications. 
The entire work flow of the visualisation rendering service operates within the 
user's web browser, from choosing a visualisation configuration to run, to obtain-
ing agreements and interacting with a distributed visualisation. The completed 
service implementation was evaluated in chapter 9 using two different visualisation 
representations that together evaluated all aspects of the StreamAR interactive 
rendering process. 
Both the visible human and 4D cardiovascular test cases demonstrated the ad-
vantage of distributing detail elision to the most appropriate resources, with the 
lowest level-of-detail automatically adapted to render within the display interface. 
The asynchronous interactive capabilities of StreamAR provided improvements to 
the motion-dynamic interaction processes. The cardiovascular test case utilised 
the animation actuator to provide a high-fidelity animations of the cardiovascular 
rhythms. The time based distribution of the underlying data set is a visualisation 
topology that had not been achieved in any previous stream rendering frameworks. 
10.2 Conclusions 
The StreamAR service grid, which resulted from the research described in this 
thesis, provides the ability to automatically adapt the complexity of a visualisa-
tion to ad-hoc resources allocated through the use of quality-of-service agreements. 
Adaption of a visualisation's complexity or level-of-detail had previously only been 
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performed by the application itself and under the assumption that the applica-
tion was running entirely locally. The context aware actuators within StreamAR 
extend the level-of-detail rendering concept to a distributed network providing 
quality-of-service for a remote user. 
The visualisation hypothesis underpinning the distribution of level-of-detail ren-
dering was inspired by several prior systems. Martin (2000) described a transcod-
ing engine within a client-server framework that would adapt the level-of-detail in 
a visualisation model to match the capabilities of client for local rendering. Bethel 
et al. (2000) described the Visapult system which demonstrated the potential of 
asynchronous interaction to improve a particular visualisation task. Engel et al. 
(2000b) described the rendering improvements that can be obtained through the 
combined capabilities of local and remote rendering according to the interactive 
context of the user. The system engineering methodology described in the thesis 
extracted these ideas that had been implemented for very specific application cases 
and examined their relationship to fundamental visualisation principles. This led 
to the design and development of the adaptive rendering framework which is able 
to apply these principles automatically to bespoke applications. 
The rendering framework within StreamAR operates on the low-level OpenGL out-
put of an application. This was a design choice adopted to improve application 
compatibility, allowing the framework to operate transparently with any applica-
tion that utilised the OpenGL API standard. However, this choice should not be 
viewed as integral to the implementation of the improved interactive distributed 
rendering techniques described in the thesis. These techniques are applicable to 
any rendering approach that can be viewed as continuous AVO stream including 
scene graph frameworks such as FlowVR. 
An evaluation of the StreamAR service described in chapter 9 demonstrated sig-
nificant improvement over previous stream rendering systems. The StreamAR 
actuators were able to automatically create low-complexity visualisation frames 
that could be interacted with at a far higher rate than seen with previous stream 
rendering services. The visible human test case demonstrated the capabilities of 
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the service to visualise large polygon meshes across distributed resources. The 
test case showed the accuracy of StreamAR's internal mesh performance models 
achieving 19.25fps for a visualisation requested to operate at 20fps. In compari-
son, Chromium, a previously published render framework, achieved an average of 
9.lfps with the same application. A second test case demonstrated StreamAR's 
flexibility in providing novel distributed rendering topologies, describing a time 
distributed sort-last rendering topology that is able to provide animation capa-
bilities to existing applications without modification. This represented a new 
distributed rendering topology that had not previously been possible for bespoke 
applications. 
10.3 Contributions 
The research described within this thesis has resulted in several scientific contri-
butions to the field of visualisation, resulting in new visualisation approaches that 
improve the interactive experience and work flows of a distributed visualisation 
user. These visualisation improvements are summarised as: 
• Distributed detail elision - The novel on-line distribution of level-of-detail 
AVO representations to resources according to the resource rendering capa-
bilities in order to reduce overall latency of a visualisation system. 
• Development of automatic detail elision through stream adaptation - The 
transparent creation and utilisation of level-of-detail representations on the 
optimum resource within a rendering distribution, independent of the visu-
alisation application. 
• Design and implementation of application transparent asynchronous inter-
action loops with the distributed rendering system - This enhanced visu-
alisation work flows with rapid low latency interaction independent from a 
particular visualisation application. 
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• Design and implementation of a service agreement framework - The frame-
work directly addresses rendering conformity across distributed resources, 
which had been previously ignored by other grid visualisation systems. The 
agreement enables users to form quality-of-service agreements with resource 
providers, allowing visualisation users to understand their roles and expec-
tations. 
• Design and implementation of a novel time-based rendering topology - This 
new rendering topology provided the capability to create time-based anima-
tion sequences using existing bespoke visualisation applications. 
This thesis has described the design and implementation of these visualisation 
approaches as the StreamAR visualisation service grid. StreamAR makes possible 
quality-of-service features that had only previously been seen in video stream-
ing systems. The service allows users to remotely harness distributed rendering 
resources to enhance their existing visualisation applications through their web 
browser. 
The StreamAR service provides the unique capability to adapt the visualisation 
process of bespoke visualisation applications to maintain the individual require-
ments of the user's visualisation work flow. Utilised correctly, this capability allows 
visualisation developers to focus their efforts on improving visualisation represen-
tations and techniques, allowing the rendering system to focus on achieving these 
representations within the interactive visualisation requirements of a user. 
The key scientific contributions of the StreamAR service grid were published in 
peer reviewed conferences: 
• O'Brien J. T., Kalawsky R. S. "A novel control mechanism for distributed 
stream rendering" In Proceedings of the Theory and Practice of Computer 
Graphics (TPCG'07), June 2007, pp. 139 - 146. ISBN 978-3-905673-63-0 
• O'Brien J. T., Kalawsky R. S. "A Service Agreement Framework for Grid 
based Distributed Rendering" In Proceedings of 6th UK e-Science All Hands 
Meeting (2007). ISBN 978-0-9553988-3-4 
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The key requirements of an interactive visualisation service grid described in chap-
ter 3 of the thesis were published as part of a journal article on improving user 
interaction in distributed grid infrastructures: 
• Kalawsky, RS and O'Brien, J. and Coveney, PV. "Improving scientists' inter-
action with complex computational-visualization environments based on a 
distributed grid infrastructure", Philosophical Transactions of the Royal So-
ciety A: Mathematical, Physical and Engineering Sciences, 2005, vo!. 363, 
pp. 1867 - 1884. 
The research to develop the StreamAR service grid as system to improve clinical 
access to high-quality volumetric rendering of DICOM data has received recogni-
tion within medical communities: 
• Awarded first prize in the "Peter Smith Health Technology Innovation Awards 
2007" by the Da Vinci health technology innovation network, which exists 
to promote health technology innovation within Leicestershire universities, 
small to medium enterprises and University Hospitals Leicester. 
The award has provided funding to further the development of StreamAR for 
stereoscopic volume rendering, which it is hoped will improve insight into Com-
puted Tomography data using commodity hardware. 
lOA Future Directions 
Future development of the StreamAR service grid will focus on adapting more of 
the OpenG L pipeline, a particular area of interest is the recent developments in 
shader based visualisation approaches. Shader based rendering should continue to 
gain strength with the introduction of the largest revision to OpenGL standard of 
the past decade code named Longs Peak (Reiners and Voss, 2007). 
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The Longs Peak API revision will significantly improve the efficiency of OpenGL 
implementations including StreamAR. One of the goals of the revision is to sim-
plify the API specification so a rendering task has a clear optimal programming 
path, which will greatly reduce the number of fixed functional commands within 
the specification. The areas offering the greatest potential to StreamAR can be 
summarised as: 
• Geometry specification is restricted to vertex buffer objects only - This will 
allow the MeshSimplification actuator to easily recognise and simplify large 
static meshes, without the need to consider the wide range of fixed vertex 
function that can currently be used to specify geometry. 
• Consolidating texture and lighting into a unified shader language - The fixed 
functions used to manage texture and lighting parameters have been com-
pletely removed and can only be managed through programmable shaders. 
This will significantly reduce the amount of state data that must be trans-
ferred on each frame and will greatly simplify the design of OpenGL state 
management within new actuators. 
It will be some time before all visualisation applications have adopted the im-
proved OpenGL API and many existing applications will continue to utilise older 
versions of the OpenGL API to maintain backwards compatibility. However, the 
philosophy of the StreamAR design throughout has been to support all applica-
tions, enhancing rendering and interaction performance where particular condi-
tions are met. Stream switch actuators provide the capability to alter the ren-
dering path through the framework based on observations of the OpenGL stream. 
New switches could be developed to include observations on the OpenGL standard 
adhered to by an application. The modular design of StreamAR is designed to re-
duce the complexity of implementing these enhancements through new actuators 
that plug-in to the existing control framework. 
One novel area of research is the development of immersive visualisation inter-
action utilising StreamAR's asynchronous capabilities, which was touched on in 
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chapter 7 as a potential area for future development. Immersive techniques such 
as head-tracking and stereoscopic rendering affect global viewpoints and so can be 
achieved without the need to update application state. These techniques demand 
very low latencies and rendering times that will push the asynchronous capabilities 
of the StreamAR framework. 
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Abstract Visualisation Object (AVO) 
A computer graphic representation of an underlying data set or simulation 
including polygon meshes two dimensional images and volumetric data. 
Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) 
A platform independent middleware for controlling objects across a network 
from multiple clients. 
Computed Tomography (CT) 
A process of constructing a three dimensional image from a series of two 
dimensional X-ray images captured around a single axis 
Detail elision 
A visualisation technique for optimising the level-of-detail in visualisation 
objects according to the context of the user 
D1COM 
Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine - A standard for storing 
digital medical images and associated met a-data. 
Differential Pulse Code Modulation (DPCM) 
An image compression method, which uses a simple predictive method to 
encode images 
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Direct volume rendering 
The process of rendering a three or four dimensional data set without using 
a intermediate representation. Direct Volume rendering is often achieved 
through a three dimensional texturing process onto a proxy polygon struc-
ture. 
Forward Error Correction (FEC) 
A method for recovering lost network packets from those packets already 
received. 
GLUT 
The OpenGL Utility Toolkit. An API for the construction of interactive 
OpenGL applications 
Grid computing 
A collection of coordinated computing resources, often spanning across in-
stitutions, which can be harnessed by distributed applications 
Image Based Rendering (IBR) 
A computer graphics method for constructing a three dimensional image 
from a set of one or more two dimensional images 
Immediate mode rendering 
A rendering mode in which the entire graphical scene is transferred and 
processed on every frame 
Isosurface 
A surface representing a particular value within an image. Isosurfaces of 
multi-dimensional images are often represented by polygon meshes. 
Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) 
JPEG commonly refers to a standard used for image compression using a 
discrete cosine transform. However JPEG is also a standards committee 
which has overseen other image compression methods. 
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JSDL 
The Job Description Language - An XML language used to describe the 
parameters and requirements of an application 
Level-of-detail 
A set of visualisation representations of the same data set with varying levels 
of scene complexity, which is often used to reduce render time in interactive 
visualisations. 
Quality-of-Service (QoS) 
A mechanism or tool which provides a guarantee that an agreed service 
provision (for example network bandwidth) is maintained. 
Retained mode rendering 
RPe 
A rendering mode, which uses persistent graphical objects to avoid transfer-
ring the entire graphical scene on every frame 
Remote Procedure Call - A technique for executing commands on a remote 
application across a network 
Run-Length Encoding (RLE) 
SAU 
SPU 
A simple compression method, which contracts sequences of consecutive 
equal data values into a single data value and sequence count 
A stream actuator unit (SAU) is a module that adapts the OpenGL stream 
in response to performance or interaction events in the StreamAR framework 
A stream processing unit (SPU) is a module that performs a fixed trans-
formation of the OpenGL stream in the Chromium distributed rendering 
framework 
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Texturing 
The process of mapping an image to the surface of a polygon mesh 
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) 
A connection oriented transport layer protocol, which guarantees delivery 
and ordering of data packets across a computer network. 
User Datagram Protocol (UDP) 
A simple stateless network protocol for transporting data between two ma-
chines, which provides no guarantees on delivery or ordering of data packets. 
Virtual Reality Modelling Language (VRML) 
A static scene description language for describing three dimensional scenes 
intended for use on the world wide web. 
VTK 
The Visualisation Toolkit. An open source, object-orientated visualisation 
toolkit 
Wide-Area Network (WAN) 
A computer network across a broad geographical region. 
Windowing system 
A graphical user interface, which uses the concept of a window (usually a 
rectangular display region) to allow a user to manage multiple graphical 
applications 
WSRF 
XUL 
The Web Service Resource Framework - A set of specifications and design 
patterns for the construction of stateful web services 
The XML User Interface Language - An XML language that describes the 
appearance and operation of a G UI application 
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